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CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP IN THE PEOPLE OF GOD 

A Study Based on Acts 15 and Other Relevant Passages in Acts 

by Margaret Ruth Diffenderfer 

This thesis is an exegetical and redactional study of the requirements for 
membership in the people of God stated in Acts 15: 1-29 primarily and other passages in 
Acts by way of reference. It argues that membership, i. e. salvation, for both Jews and Gentiles depends without distinction on a personal commitment to Jesus and a faithful- 
ness to God expressed in terms of the Old Testament covenants. It posits as well, given 
the pericope's structural and theological centrality in Acts, that for Luke the people of 
God manifest, on the one hand, a continuity with the Israel established by the Old 
Testament covenants which is interpreted in terms of the disjunctive effect of God's 
salvation in Jesus and, on the other, a diversity of belief and practice which is governed 
by a unity expressed uncompromisingly in terms of faith in Jesus and faithfulness to 
God's covenants. 

The study is divided into six chapters, following the order of the events and 
speeches in Acts 15. In the Introduction the debate is related to the event initiating the 
council (Acts 15: 1-5), i. e. the Judaizers' demand that circumcision and keeping the law 
were necessary for salvation, and to the earliest apostolic proclamation (Acts 2-5). 
Peter's response (Acts 15: 7-1 l)--that faith in Jesus had determined the Gentiles' 
salvation just as faith, not the law, had brought the Jewish Christians the experience of 
salvation--is discussed, in Chapter I, in light of Cornelius's conversion (Acts 10: 1- 
11: 18). Chapter II deals with Barnabas's and Paul's relation to the Hellenists and 
Paul's exhortation that justification is by faith (13: 38-39). It examines the purpose of the 
conciseness of Barnabas's and Paul's contribution to the debate (15: 12) and proposes 
that the comment serves not only to depict the missionaries' presence at the council but 
more importantly to highlight the Jerusalem apostles' approval of uncircumcised 
believers. James's speech (15: 13-21), Chapter III, argues from Amos 9: 11-12 that the 
inclusion of the Gentiles is related to God's act of re-establishing Israel but in no way 
signifies Israel's possession of the Gentiles; thereby is developed the somewhat para- 
doxical thesis of freedom from the law and responsibility to Judaism. Chapter IV 
concerns the consensus reached (15: 23-29)--the Gentiles' freedom from the law and the 
need for the four prohibitions--and it suggests, on the basis of the textual variant in 
15: 20; 15: 29; and 21: 25, the legal background of the four injunctions, and Luke's 
description of the decree elsewhere (15: 31; 16: 4; 21: 25), that the four prohibitions are 
ecclesiastical halakhoth based on the Jewish law and are to be obeyed as law is to be 

obeyed. The study concludes with an examination of how, as the Pauline mission 
carried the gospel further away from Jerusalem, the church welcomed Jewi ;h and 
Gentiles converts. Particular attention is given to Paul's message of salvation and the 
stories in Acts 15: 36-41; 16: 1-3; 18: 24-19: 7; and 21: 17-26. There are also discussions 

of James's position in the Jerusalem church (Chapter III), of the relation between 
Acts 15 and Acts 11: 1-18 (Chapter IV), and of the significance cc Luke's use cc of 

ýoßoüýEVOL 1' 6e' ' and. of of1ß j- evoý Töv ()e' for the class of people. termert "God- 
fedrers" (Appendix). 
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1 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The People of God 

Central to the New Testament is the issue of the relation between Israel and the 

church. In essence the primitive Christian community confronted the question "What 

and who were the people of God? ". This question, so clearly answered in the Old 

Testament by God's election of the hereditary descendants of Abraham and by the 

establishment of the Sinaitic covenant, during the formation of the church instigated 

theological debate, created sociological divisions, and engendered persecution, for its 

previously well-defined answer had been blurred, on the one hand, by the death and 

resurrection of Jesus Christ and, on the other, by the inclusion of uncircumcised 

Gentiles in the Christian community. 

If Christianity had appeared merely as a distinct religious philosophy like the 

mystery religions or the imperial cult, innocuously merging into the political and social 

milieu, there might have been fewer problems and little cause for Jewish concern or 

complaint; but the Christian community, at least in the initial decades of its development, 

claimed a filial tie with Judaism. This claim was to be expected. The first Christians 

were after all Jews, disciples of a man who had lived and taught in Palestine. What was 

disconcerting from the official Jewish point of view was that the claim was linked to a 

reinterpretation of Judaism. Jesus' followers believed and proclaimed that Jesus was 

God's appointed messiah, the fulfilment of Judaism; indeed, some maintained that Jesus 

had superseded the Torah and the temple, that those who believed in Jesus were the true 

Israel, and that Christianity was the true Judaism. In laying claim to the promises and 

privileges of Abraham and at the same time questioning the foundation of normative 

Judaism and altering the category of "Israel" within Judaism, the Christian community 

gave itself a choice. If Christianity were viewed simply as a reform movement within 

Judaism, analogous to the Old Testament prophets' calls for repentance, the church 
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would be part of the traditional people of God and membership therein could be defined 

in terms of God's covenants with Israel. If, however, Christianity separated itself from 

the primary tenets of Judaism, the church could not, according to some Jews and 

Jewish Christians, be considered part of Judaism. The definition of the people of God 

would have to be altered accordingly, whether the church be considered the true 

expression of Israel or the replacement of Israel. 

The decision was complicated by the entrance of Gentiles into the primitive 

community. The Christians realized that in some way the salvation of the Gentiles was 

bound up with the salvation of Israel, but whether it was through the preaching of 

salvation to Israel and Israel's subsequent repentance and acceptance of the message that 

the Gentiles were to share in Israel's blessings or whether the Christian community had 

an obligation to the Gentiles exclusive of Judaism had to be determined. Moreover, 

how this theological question and that of the Jewish Christians' own relation to Israel 

were resolved directly influenced the answers to a whole set of concomitant questions: 

what was to be expected of Gentile converts? how were they to relate to converts of 

Jewish background and to other Jews? were they to become Jews? was a Jewish 

attitude to the law to be combined with a belief that the crucified Jesus was the messiah? 

and, later, as Jews continued to reject the Christian message, what was to be the link 

between an increasingly Gentile church and its Jewish heritage? 

These are old and familiar issues. But Luke'sl view of the relation between 

Israel and the church recorded in his Gospel and the Book of Acts has begun in recent 

1By "Luke" I mean the author of the Gospel that bears that name and of the Book of Acts, 
generally considered by scholars these days, rightly I think, to be the same person. The use of this 
name is not intended as a pronouncement on the authorship of Luke-Acts, though I personally believe 
that both books were written by the companion of Paul mentioned in Col 4: 14. 
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years to receive extensive attention. 2 Much of this interest has been generated by the 

fresh perspective of J. Jervell, 3 who, in drawing attention to the conservative tone of 

Acts and arguing that through the repentance and restoration of Israel salvation came to 

the Gentiles, has swung the pendulum of Lukan studies from a Gentile to a possible 

Jewish emphasis. 4 

The renewed interest is certainly justified and necessary. With Luke being, as 

tradition and internal evidence would suggest, the sole Gentile author in the New 

Testament corpus and addressing evangelistically and pastorally in all probability a 

predominantly Gentile audience (whatever its connection with the synagogue), he gives 

an exceptional point of view on the place of the church in the people of God. He alone 

of the New Testament writers has produced a two volume history of the origin and 

development of Christianity, tracing in the first part the establishment of salvation in the 

ministry and accomplishment of Jesus and explaining in the second part how the procla - 

mation of this salvation spread from Jerusalem to Rome, from the Jewish religious 

capital to the Gentile political capital, and founded a community which was both Jewish 

and Gentile. He is the only New Testament writer whose work aims to overlap that of 

Paul, providing a stable frame of reference for the Pauline epistles and the development 

2A cursory survey of the last five years of New Testament Abstracts yields the following on 
the subject of the Jews, Israel, and the church in Luke's writings: K. Haacker, "Das Bekenntnis des 
Paulus zur Hoffnung Israels nach der Apostelgeschichte des Lukas", NTS 31 (1985) 437-51; M. A. 
Plunkett, "Ethnocentricity and Salvation History in the Cornelius Episode (Acts 10: 1-11: 18)", SBL 
SemP (1985) 465-79; J. L. Houlden, "The Purpose of Luke", JSNT 21 (1984) 53-65; J. R. Wilch, 
"Jewish Guilt for the Death of Jesus - Anti-Judaism in the Acts of the Apostles? ", LuTJ 18 (1984) 49- 
58; J. B. Tyson, "The Jewish Public in Luke-Acts", NTS 30 (1984) 574-83; V. E. Vine, "The Purpose 
and Date of Acts", ExpTim 96 (1984-85) 45-48; J. G. Kelly, "Lucan Christology and the Jewish- 
Christian Dialogue", JES 21 (1984) 688-708; J. Jervell, "The Acts of the Apostles and the History of 
Early Christianity", ST 37 (1983) 17-32; F. Bovon, "Israel, die Kirche and die Völker im lukanischen 
Doppelwerk", TLZ 108 (1983) 403-14; G. Lohfink, "Hat Jesus eine Kirche gestiftet? ", TQ 161 (1981) 
81-97; M. Dumais, "la rencontre de la foi et des cultures", LV 30 (1981) 72-86; J. T. Sanders, "The 
Parable of the Pounds and Lucan Anti-Semitism", TS 42 (1981) 660-68. 

3Jervell's various studies on this subject have been collected into Luke and the People of God. 
A New Look at Luke-Acts (1972) and The Unknown Paul. Essays on Luke-Acts and Early Christian 
History (1984). 

4The argument opposing the notion that Luke's "extreme sharpness of polemic" (the phrase 
belongs to H. Conzelmann [The Theology of St. Luke {ET 1960} 146]) against the Jews represented 
anti-Semitism has been espoused, for example, by E. Franklin (Christ the Lord. A Study in the 
Purpose and Theology of Luke-Acts [1975]) and D. L. Tiede (Prophecy and History in Luke-Acts 
[1980]). Franklin believes that in Luke-Acts salvation is offered continually to the Jews right up to the 
end; Tiede thinks that Luke, who has written from within the Jew-Gentile dialogue and may even be a 
Jew himself, presents the portrait of a prophet calling his people to repentance. R. Maddox (The 
Purpose of Luke-Acts [1983] esp. 31-65), for one, is not convinced. He believes that Judaism is 
fulfilled but also superseded in the new Christian community. 
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of Paul's careers and in the process making Paul his chief hero as the mission to the 

diaspora communities was accomplished. Furthermore, Luke only among the canonical 

authors refers, both frequently and in relation to Paul's ministry, to God-fearers6 (oi 

Oßovµevot fov 6eöv or of (Yeßöµevot zöv ®eöv), an expression thought by most scholars to 

designate a group of uncircumcised Gentiles (in distinction from proselytes [n"ýa], 

who were circumcised Gentile converts to Judaism) who had a loose affiliation with the 

synagogue, formed the bridge between the Christian mission to the Jews and the 

Christian mission to the heathen, and constituted the pervading influence within many of 

the churches founded by Paul. Given such an unparalleled approach to the complex and 

many-faceted issue of the relation between Israel and the church, Luke's theological and 

sociological definition of the people of God is critical. 

2. The Aim of the Present Study 

It is with Luke's conception of the relation between Israel and the church, thus 

with his conception of the people of God, that the present discussion is concerned. This 

is not a readily defined task. Although one of Luke's interests appears to be theology, 

unfortunately he does not engage explicitly in serious theological exposition; and more 

often than not, as far as the present-day reader is concerned, his narrative raises more 

questions than it answers.? Nor does his terminology yield an explicit or even implicit 

definition of the people of God, for with two possible exceptions, 15: 14 and 18: 10, he 

reserves ö A. a6S for the Jewish population and speaks of the church sometimes as 

µaO, ntiai or exxX1jaia or simply it? Boq. 8 One plausible way of determining Luke's 

thought on the people of God, and the way we will proceed, is to examine what Luke 

5Indeed, it is arguable that in order to construct the portrait of the historical Paul properly, we 
cannot do without the data in Acts. J. Jervell (in particular, "Paul in the Acts of the Apostles: 
Tradition, History, Theology" [1979], in The Unknown Paul. Essays on Luke-Acts and Early Christian 
History [1984] 68-76, although the argument appears throughout The Unknown Paul) has recently 
hammered home this point, claiming that "Luke's picture completes partly what lies in seclusion or 
restrained in Paul's own letters, thanks to their specific purpose, and partly what can be found in the 
'outskirts' or in the margin of his former and first letters, and partly what we detect, when we realize 
what became of Paul in the end theologically" (p. 70). 

6See Appendix. 
7The speculation about the purpose of quoting Isa 6: 9-10 in the final pericope of the two 

volumes is a celebrated example. 
8The seemingly technical use of ö ?. aö; in itself may suggest a discontinuity between Israel 

and the church, but other factors indicate that Luke's vocabulary is not the entire picture. 
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says about what was required for a person, Jew or Gentile, to belong to the people of 

God. Since to belong to the people of God is for Luke the same as to be saved, the 

focus for such an investigation falls naturally on Luke's account of the Jerusalem 

council, Acts 15: 1-29, when the Jewish Christians, confronted with the increasing 

number of Gentile converts to Christianity, debated the question "What was necessary 

for salvation? ". 

This approach introduces another familiar theme based on a well-trodden path. 

Yet recently the subject has received fresh impetus in an epochal way from E. P. 

Sanders, 9 whose insistence that the Palestinian Judaism of the first century A. D. was 

not a religion of legalistic merit has called into question the assumptions of much New 

Testament (especially Pauline) scholarship. Sanders posits a concept named "covenant - 

al nomism", that is, the view that obedience to the law in Judaism was never thought of 

as a means of entering the covenant, of attaining that special relation with God; rather, 

obedience was intended to maintain one's covenantal relationship. The proper treatment 

and reply which this thesis invites and requires must be left to those whose primary 

concern is Jewish soteriology or Paul's attitude to the law. 10 Nevertheless, since Luke 

records the growth of the church from a group of Galilean disciples to communities 

composed of Jews and Gentiles scattered throughout the empire and since Paul is the 

hero in Luke's story of this transition, the statements in Acts describing the Jewish 

. P. Sanders's book Paul and Palestinian Judaism. A Comparison of Patterns of Religion 
(1977) has been characterized by at least one scholar as "'breaking the mould' of Pauline studies" (J. D. 
G. Dunn, "The New Perspective on Paul" BJRL 65 [1983] 97). This book has been followed by Paul, 
the Law, and the Jewish People (1983) and Jesus and Judaism (1985). A synopsis of Sanders's thesis 
appears in "Jesus, Paul and Judaism" (ANRW 11.25.1: 390-450). See also E. P. Sanders, "The Covenant 
as a Soteriological Category and the Nature of Salvation in Palestinian and Hellenistic Judaism", in FS 
W. D. Davies (1976) 11-44. 

10Sanders's revolutionary ideas, bringing to the fore key issues in Paul's Hauptbriefe, are 
beginning to produce a flood of studies on Paul's attitude to the law and Judaism with reference to the 
saving work of Jesus. To mention only a few, H. Räisänen, Paul and the Law (1983); Dunn, "New 
Perspective"; and M. D. Hooker, "Paul and'Covenantal Nomism"', in FS C. K. Barrett (1982) 47-56. 
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Christian mission, Paul's gospel, and his mission to the Gentiles should be considered 

as well in light of this new perspective. 11 

Specifically our concern with the Jerusalem council is the viewpoints ascribed to 

the major contributors to the debate--Peter, Barnabas and Paul, and James--set in the 

context of the events in the earlier chapters of Acts which inform the speeches (chapters 

1-111), the verdict of the assembly (chapter IV), and the relevant comments about 

conditions of membership in the people of God subsequent to the council in the light of 

the council's decision (chapter V). Our investigation, being primarily redactional, is not 

involved with the equally important (and frankly difficult) historical question of how 

Acts 15 relates to the events mentioned in Gal 2: 1-1412 and so will not contribute to that 

11In part the need has already been recognized and met by S. G. Wilson (Luke and the Law 
[1983]). His study, though, does not refer at all to Sanders's work, responding instead primarily to an 
essay by J. Jervell ("The Law in Luke-Acts" [1971], in Luke and the People of God. A New Look at 
Luke-Acts [1972] 133-51). Whereas Jervell claims that Luke presents a consistent and conservative 
view of the law, the whole church, Jews and Gentiles, being shown committed in some way to the law, 
Wilson says that Luke understood the law/customs of Moses "as the proper and peculiar possession of 
Jews, appropriate to the expression of Jewish and Jewish-Christian piety but out of place if imposed on 
the Gentile believers" (Wilson, Law 104). In reply to both of these interpretations, C. L. Blomberg 
("The Law in Luke-Acts", JSNT 22 [1984] 53-80) argues that while Luke-Acts does show the sequential 
development of "freedom from the law" as a regulatory code of behaviour for Jewish and Gentile 
Christians alike, Luke's more important understanding lies with the law as "prophecy and specifically 
prophecy about the coming Christ"; thus, "The Law was not abolished but it was no longer directly 
relevant for the church apart from its fulfilment in and interpretation by the Lord Jesus" (Blomberg, 
"Law" 71,72). 

12There are three principal solutions for relating Gal 2: 1-10 to the events in Acts: (1) Gal 2: 1- 
10 is Paul's equivalent of Acts 15 (e. g. J. B. Lightfoot, Saint Paul's Epistle to the Galatians [1890] 
123-28); (2) Gal 2: 1-10 occurred during Paul's visit to Jerusalem recorded in Acts 11: 29-30 and 12: 25 
(e. g. J. Calvin, Commentaries on the Epistles of Paul to the Galatians and Ephesians [ET 1854] 46-48; 
W. M. Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller and the Roman Citizen [1896] 54-60,154-55; F. F. Bruce, 
"Galatian Problems. I. Autobiographical Data", BJRL 51 [1968-69] 302-7); (3) Gal 2: 1-10 is 
reproduced by both the visit of Acts 11: 29-30 and that of Acts 15, the historical event occuring at either 
point (e. g. K. Lake, "The Apostolic Council of Jerusalem", in Beginnings 5: 195-212, esp. 199-204; D. 
R. Catchpole, "Paul, James and the Apostolic Decree", NTS 23 [1977] 428-44, esp. 432-38). Other 
combinations of the data have been suggested. J. Knox (Chapters in a Life of Paul [1950/1954] 61-73), 
R. Jewett (Dating Paul's Life [1979] esp. 95-104), and G. Lüdemann (Paulus, der Heidenapostel [1980, 
1983] 1: 165-73) argue that Gal 2: 1-10 and Acts 15 refer to the same meeting but that the council 
actually took place during the visit to Jerusalem hinted at in Acts 18: 22; C. H. Buck, Jr. ("The 
Collection for the Saints", HTR 43 [1950] 1-29, esp. 19-21), that Acts 12: 25 (accepting the reading Elq 
'IEpoumxk j t) is the summary of the council visit which Acts 15 describes in detail; T. W. Manson ("St. 
Paul in Ephesus: [2] The Problem of the Epistle to the Galatians", BJRL 24 [1940] 64-69), that Gal 
2: 1-10 refers to a visit unrecorded in Acts, which took place after the missionary call of Acts 13: 2. 

There is also the correlative question whether Acts 15: 22-29 belongs with the events of the 
council, in other words, whether the council of Acts 15 resolved the problems posed by Gal 2: 11-14 
(thus, e. g. Ramsay, St. Paul 155-66; Bruce, "Galatian" 307-9; A. S. Geyser, "Paul, the Apostolic 
Decree and the Liberals in Corinth", in FS J. de Zwaan [1953] 124-38; cf. Manson, "St. Paul" 72-80), 
whether Paul was involved in formulating the decree and if not, whether the decree was first presented to 
him in the story of Gal 2: 11-14 (e. g. Catchpole, "Decree" 438-44) or in the story of Acts 21: 17-26 (cf. 
F. Hahn, Mission in the New Testament [ET 1965] 84-85) or at an unrecorded time. 

For a further summary of current opinion and more bibliographic data, see Jewett, Dating esp. 
63-93. 
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discussion. It is certainly influenced by other historical questions--Paul's argument for 

the Gentiles' freedom from the law, the sociological dimension of the primitive church, 

the Jewish paradigms for the Christian mission--and touches in passing on points 

concerning Paul's attitude towards the law and his application of the council's decision, 

the similarities and differences of Palestinian and Hellenistic Jewish Christianity, and 

the Jews' own interest in the Gentiles; but the study will address these matters only 

where necessary and is not intended as an exhaustive treatment of them. In analysing 

the council's debate, the investigation will certainly draw from material in the Gospel of 

Luke and elsewhere in Acts and will seek to contribute to the current discussion of 

Lukan theology. But the main intent, and in many ways the mandatory prior act, is to 

deal rather exclusively with Luke's own views about belonging to the people of God as 

recorded in Acts 15. 

Before commencing our study of the conditions of membership in the people of 

God, a few preliminary comments will be valuable, first, to justify the parameters of the 

thesis in light of the importance of Acts 15 and then to set the question addressed by the 

speeches of Acts 15 in its context, with reference both to the events initiating the council 

(Acts 15: 1-5) and to the early apostolic proclamation (Acts 2-5). 

3. The Importance of Acts 15 

Despite certain obvious limitations, especially the admittedly incomplete picture 

which will result, for Luke is concerned to present history and he has sprinkled his 

theological perspective throughout his two volume work, the narrowness of our 

investigation is warranted. Embedded within the record of Paul's first and second 

missionary journeys, Acts 15 seemingly interrupts the flow of the narrative; 13 and for 

13This feature, which has drawn the attention of many scholars, particularly as interest in 
source criticism developed, has fostered the possibility that 15: 1-33 was abruptly inserted into an 
account of a missionary journey (or 12: 25-15: 2 into an account of the council) so that 15: 36 is the 
resumption of 14: 28 and the council is the parallel of 11: 29-30. See P. Benoit, "La deuxieme visite de 
Saint Paul ä Jerusalem", Bib 40 (1959) 778-92; S. Dockx, "Chronologie de la vie de Saint Paul, depuis 
sa conversion jusqu' ä son sejour ä Rome", NovT 13 (1971) 261-304 and Chronologies Neotestament - 
aires et Vie de l'Eglise primitive. Recherches exegetiques (1976) 45-59. 
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that reason alone the chapter becomes quite conspicuous. It also forms the centre of the 

Book of Acts both structurally14 and theologically. 

The chapter is balanced on either side by two distinctive periods in the spread of 

Christianity from Jerusalem to the ends of the earth. Up to this point in the story, the 

author has outlined the development of the Christian community in terms of four 

missions: Peter's message of repentance to the Jews and proselytes in Jerusalem (Acts 

2-5); the Hellenists' evangelization of diaspora Jews, of the outcasts in Jewish society, 

and eventually of Greeks (Acts 6-8; 11: 19-26); Peter's exceptional and unexpected 

witness to the pious Roman centurion Cornelius (Acts 10: 1-11: 18); and Paul's and 

Barnabas's itinerant ministry, based in and supported by the Antioch church, among not 

only the Jews and Gentiles affiliated with Judaism but also the wider Gentile population 

in the diaspora communities of Asia Minor (Acts 13-14). After the meeting in Jerusalem 

Luke concentrates on Paul's ministry to Jews and Gentiles in the eastern sphere of the 

Roman empire, mentioning the Jerusalem-based Christian community only briefly (but 

significantly) in Acts 21: 17-26 and Peter, the principal figure of chapters 2-12, not at 

all. As the structural fulcrum of Luke's story, Acts 15 brings together the disparate 

elements of the missions in Acts 2-14, introduces the subsequent direction of the 

Christian mission, and thus is often said, rightly or wrongly, to present Luke's 

definitive answer on the position of the Gentiles in the Christian community. 

Surprisingly, though, despite the significance of Acts 15 for Luke's scheme and 

despite the wealth of secondary literature on the Jerusalem council and the apostles' 

decision, little detailed work has been done on the speeches of the council in light of the 

issue set forth in verse 1, "What must one do to be saved? ". The historical question 

whether or not Acts 15 corresponds to Gal 2: 1-10 and the various ramifications thereof, 

the textual problems associated with the decree, the determination of editorial practices 

and the sources used seem to have dominated the debate. 

Such concentration is in part understandable. The structure of the chapter, the 

location in Acts, the apparent paralleling of Gal 2: 1-10--all invite such avenues of 

14Literally, as Haenchen (444) noted: it is preceded by 44 of the 89 pages allotted to Acts in 
Nestle-Aland26. 
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investigation. F. C. Baur, too, left New Testament studies a very significant legacy. 

While the literary hypothesis of Baur's dialectic--that in the course of the first two 

centuries A. D. the New Testament corpus was composed, that the literature reflects a 

progressive weakening of the originally contrasting standpoints of the primitive church 

in Jerusalem (the thesis) and of Paul (the antithesis) until they finally merged in the 

catholic church, and that Acts is indicative of the synthesis 15--was abandoned, the 

contrast between Gentile and Jewish Christianity, between Paul, the Hellenists, the 

Judaizers, Peter, and James, is still valid, 16 despite the tendency to view the 

development of Christianity progressively in terms of a movement from (Palestinian) 

Jewish Christianity to Hellenistic Jewish Christianity and Gentile Hellenistic 

Christianity to Gentile Christianity. Early Jewish Christianity was a multifarious 

phenomenon which was not destroyed with the fall of Jerusalem in A. D. 70; indeed, it 

may have been strengthened. 17 Acts 15 contains the necessary ingredients to manifest 

the variety. 

M. Dibelius 18 broke the stranglehold of concentration on source analysis, 

sensing the methodological necessity of appreciating the real character of Luke's 

account. Although he may too readily, I think, have divorced Luke's work from its 

historical context, his approach is to be commended for allowing Acts first to speak for 

itself and not to act merely as a foil for Paul's epistles. A similar intent is our own. 

15F. C. Baur, Paul the Apostle of Jesus, His Life and Work, His Epistles and His Doctrine. 
A Contribution to a Critical History of Primitive Christianity (ET 1875-76), on the decision of the 
Jerusalem council, see 1: 138-45. 

16j. Munck (Paul and the Salvation of Mankind [ET 1959] esp. 69-86) has pointed out 
effectively the fallacies of Baur's dialectic, but his own position--that the Jerusalem church was devoid 
of any Judaizing element--is just as defective (see pp. 259-60,271). 

17J. Jervell ("The Mighty Minority" [1980], in The Unknown Paul. Essays on Luke-Acts and 
Early Christian History [1984] 26-51) contends that Jewish Christianity did not develop into a 
theologically active, articulate, and conscious entity until the apostolic council and that it really 
established itself after A. D. 70, before it died out gradually in the second century. 

18M. Dibelius, "The Apostolic Council" (1947), in Studies in the Acts of the Apostles (ET 
1956) 93-101. 
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4. The Setting of the Apostolic Council (Acts 15: 1-5) 

According to Acts 15: 1-5 the meeting in Jerusalem resulted from "sharp dispute 

and controversy" 19 in the Antioch church which, in turn, had arisen because of an 

attitude in the Jerusalem church. 20 Verse 1 states that some men from Judea travelled to 

Antioch and began teaching that unless the uncircumcised Gentile believers were 

circumcised according to the custom of Moses, they could not be saved (ov 8Üvaa6E 

aco6ývat), salvation in this case meaning not only rescue from the eschatological 

judgment but also the present experience of membership in the people of God. This 

demand is reiterated when, in verse 5, the scene shifts to Jerusalem and Christian 

Pharisees state that Gentile converts21 must be circumcised and required to observe the 

Mosaic law (öci nFpucegvcty... ic peiv 'rov vogov MwbßEwg ), for the necessity there 

referred to should be understood also as describing what is necessary for salvation. The 

theme of the passage therefore is quite clear: it is not just a question whether Gentile 

converts must conform to the Jewish law in order to enjoy the privileges of Christian 

fellowship but more critically a question of the terms in which the Christian message of 

salvation was to be stated and presented to the world. 22 Three other aspects of these 

introductory verses, though, demand more comment. 

19NIV. This was no minor difficulty. The litotes ovx &iyrl can only emphasize the force of 
Luke's description. Z'räat; refers usually to faction, sedition, discord, even civic riot and rebellion (LSJ, 
s. v. a'räois; BAGD, s. v. arä(ts 2,3), that is, in essence, to anything that divides or separates, often 
with great hostility. See Luke 23: 25; Acts 19: 40; 23: 7,10; and 24: 5. Zrj'rrlal5, on the other hand, 
does not require such a strongly pejorative meaning. The term can signify an investigation (Acts 25: 20; 
possibly 1 Tim 6: 4; 2 Tim 2: 23; Tit 3: 9 [see BAGD, s. v. ýfrnio c 1]) or the speech and counterspeech 
associated with an investigation into a matter on which there is a difference of opinion. This is 
probably the sense of the noun in v. 7 (cf. H. Greeven, "ýryc&o", TDNT 2: 893-94). But the juxtaposi- 
tion with a'räal5 suggests that Luke intends ý1j'rilatc in v. 2 to mean more than mere debate (BAGD 
[s. v. ýi1'rloc 3], though, thinks otherwise). Sharp and divisive words, which could breed quarrels, evil 
suspicions, and constant friction (cf. 1 Tim 6: 4), were exchanged. 

20The location (Antioch) and the participants (Paul, Barnabas, and men from Judea) of this 
confrontation show great similarity with the incident recorded in Gal 2: 11-14, also occurring in Antioch 
and involving Paul, Barnabas, Peter, and men either with a commission from or appealing without 
authority to James. 

21E. Lekebusch (Composition and Entstehung der Apostelgeschichte [1854] 114) maintains 
that the av'rotS qualifying 7rEpt'rEµvELv in v. 5 refers specifically to the "some others" (v. 2) travelling 
to Jerusalem, among whom may have been Titus (cf. Gal 2: 3-5). 

22C. K. Barrett, "Apostles in Council and in Conflict", AusBR 31 (1983) 16-17. 
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4.1. The structure of the proceedings 

For the proceedings in Jerusalem Luke records the following scenario: the party 

arrives in Jerusalem; they are welcomed by the whole Jerusalem church, including the 

apostles, the elders, and the church rank and file; Paul and Barnabas report what God 

has accomplished through their ministry (v. 4); the Pharisaic Christians lodge their 

objection regarding the Gentile converts (v. 5); the apostles and elders decide to "deal 

with" the matter23 (v. 6); much debate occurs before Peter, Barnabas and Paul, and 

James, in turn, express their opinions (vv. 7-21); the apostles and elders together with 

the church rank and file reach a decision (vv. 22-29). It is possible to understand from 

this ordering of the events that verses 4-5 constitute an initial summary of the council 

proceedings commenced in verse 6, which is intended to clarify for the reader the issues 

involved in the debate. 24 It is also possible that the reference to only the apostles and 

the elders in verse 6 and in verse 23 as the signatories of the council's letter could 

impose on verses 6-21 the idea of a separate session of the governing body at which the 

debate occurred, thy iö it?,? 9o; in verse 12 designating no larger company than the 

apostles and elders, 25 and could imply that the church rank and file served merely to 

ratify the leaders' decision (v. 22). The interpretation which will be followed in the 

present study, based on the consensus regarding the reference to the apostles and elders 

in verse 6, is (a) that verses 4-5 represent an initial, perhaps informal, meeting with the 

Antiochian representatives, distinct from that in verses 6-21, at which time the church 

may have decided to meet further and (b) that in both instances the whole church was 

present in open meeting26 and the church rank and file by no means a silent witness, 

23J. L. North, "Is IAEIN IIEPI (Acts 15.6, cf. 18.15) a Latinism? ", NTS 29 (1983) 264-66. 
24Conzelmann 83. 

The words can simply denote the company gathered together on the occasion, for nX. jOo; in 
Acts refers not only to the Christian community in particular (4: 32; 6: 2,5; 15: 30) but also to other 
assemblies (2: 6; 5: 16; 19: 9; 21: 36; 23: 7; 25: 24) or to a large number (5: 14; 14: 1; 17: 4; 28: 3). 

26E. g. Bruce (Greek) 295; Knowling 321. The delayed reference to the whole church (vv. 12, 
22) could be attributed to Luke's tendency to mention belatedly further details of a situation (Lake and 
Cadbury 4: 172); 19: 7 is a good example. It is interesting that 614 1799 2412 syh Ephraem noted the 
difficulty and added after r<pEaßü'rEpot the words a'uv'rCp, 7I? eEt. 
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although, as verse 6 seemingly aims to show, the chief responsibility rested with the 

apostles and elders. 27 

4.2. The ecclesiastical situation 

It is important to consider further from verses 1-6 the theological climate in the 

church and in particular the extent of the disagreement. While the men from Judea (v. 

1) and the Christian Pharisees (v. 5) have often, by reason of source analysis or 

differing theological perspectives, been viewed as from distinct groups, 28 there is 

hardly cause to distinguish between them; and it is unlikely that Luke did. 29 No doubt, 

in Luke's view, they were Christian Pharisees who went to Antioch. It is noteworthy, 

though, that by characterizing the troublemakers in Antioch as having come from Judea, 

Luke avoids a reference to Jerusalem. Does he, as the unity of the church verges on 

disintegration, mean for some reason to keep the Jerusalem leaders, at least, suspended 

from the source of the conflict? He does not say at this point, but the suspicion is laid. 

"E'ra4av (v. 2) is informative. In the best textual tradition the verb lacks an 

explicit subject. The Western text rectifies the omission, making clear that the men from 

Jerusalem were in control: they ordered Paul and Barnabas and other believers from 

Antioch to go to Jerusalem to be judged before the apostles and elders (öirwc xpLO&xnv ý1r' 

aütroiq). While this interpretation could follow logically, as far as grammar is 

concerned, from verse 1 and while the Western redactor, on the whole, probably does 

amplify and clarify the already present intent of the text rather than introduce new 

27F. J. A. Hort, The Christian Ecclesia. A Course of Lectures on the Early History and Early 
Conceptions of the Ecclesia and Four Sermons (1898) 69. 

28Bauernfeind 188; Haenchen 425 n. 1,426-27,458; cf. Bruce (Greek) 291. Each adopts this 
viewpoint for different reasons. Bauernfeind attributes it to the use of different sources; Haenchen refers 
to the Jerusalem ecclesiastical organization; and Bruce points to a difference in the purpose of the 
demands--the necessities for salvation (v. 1) and the necessities for fellowship (v. 5). Bruce ([NIC] 303) 
also claims that the men in Antioch were the same as those in Gal 2: 12 who "came from James", 
except that they had exceeded the terms of their commission. 

29Barrett, "Apostles" 17; cf. Ramsay, St. Paul 158 and Hort, Ecclesia 68. The Western 
tradition, reading the subject of v. 5 back into v. 1, makes the equation. See also the discussion below 
on the Judaizers' demand. 
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themes, 30 the additional words hardly accord with the picture of the relation between the 

Jerusalem believers and the daughter communities elsewhere in Acts. 31 The Jerusalem 

leaders examine and investigate, sending delegates to confirm the new missionary 

enterprises in Samaria (8: 14,21) and in Antioch (11: 22); but they do not, apparently in 

Luke's view, summon for trial the leaders in other communities. To illustrate, there is 

the comparable situation of Peter visiting Jerusalem after his encounter with the 

uncircumcised centurion Cornelius (11: 1-2). Although Peter faced interrogation and 

censure from believers in Jerusalem, he does appear to return to the city at his own 

initiative. This is the case as well in the Western expansion of 11: 1-2 and, indeed, is so 

emphasized. 32 It may be that the ecclesiastical situation has changed in the interim, the 

need for caution being greater or the attitude of the principal offenders more liberal, or 

that the men from Judea exceeded their commission. 33 Nonetheless, the idea of a 

summons is at the most latent and probably non-existent. 34 

A more tenable choice for the subject of Etiaýav, suggested by the agent in of 

TLpoire i4 OEV Eq vnö tifig Exx?, iiaiag (v. 3) and supplied from rob; ä8c? 4o{; (v. 1), is the 

30Cf. C. K. Barrett, "Is there a theological tendency in Codex Bezae? ", in FS M. Black (1979) 
15-27. Barrett is responding to the hypothesis of P. H. Menoud ("The Western Text and the Theology 
of Acts", BSNTS 2 [1951] 19-32) and of E. P. Epp (The Theological Tendency of Codex Bezae 
Cantabrigiensis in Acts [1966]) that the Western text displays a specific theological tendency to anti- 
Judaism (the idea is reiterated in I. M. Ellis, "Codex Bezae at Acts 15", IBS 2 [1980] 134-40). Dibelius 
("Council" 93) assesses the D reading of vv. 1-5 similarly to Barrett. 

31Such variances are probably best attributed to a different point of view from that represented 
in the B text. The Western redactor cannot be said to be anti-Pauline, for he does state that the church 
welcomes the delegation from Antioch heartily (v. 4) and he in no way betrays the animus displayed 
against Paul by the writer of Clementine Homilies (Metzger 427). Most critics conclude simply that 
the B text reflects the viewpoint of Paul whereas the D text is more sympathetic to the tradition of the 
Jerusalem church (e. g. Lake and Cadbury 4: 169-70). 

32Peter is said to have wanted for a considerable time to travel to Jerusalem (11: 1D). The 
motives for the textual expansion may be connected with the tendency in the Western text to assert the 
honourable reputation of Peter (J. Crehan, "Peter according to the D-Text of Acts", TS 18 [1957] 593- 
603; Epp, Codex Bezae 105-7). The addition does circumvent the possible (but not the required) 
impression that Peter was compelled to interrupt his missionary work in Caesarea and travel to 
Jerusalem (cf. Metzger 383). 

33See n. 28 above and Chapter IV. 3. 
341f D in this instance is to be viewed as amplifying what already exists in the text, it may be 

that the emphasis falls on the authority and unity of the church (cf. Menoud, "Western Text" 29; Epp, 
Codex Bezae 97-103); but at the same time it is very doubtful that this unity is presented over against 
the viewpoint of Judaism. Indeed, A. Ehrhardt (The Apostolic Succession. In the First Two Centuries 
of the Church [1953129-30) has found a Jewish tendency in the D reading of v. 2. It is worth noting as 
well that Epp (Codex Bezae 102) seeks to strengthen his argument by maintaining that the controversy 
related in D comes from only one group while in the B text at least two groups are involved. In reply, 
see above. 
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Antioch church itself (cf. 11: 30). 35 The Antioch community could be forcing Paul and 

Barnabas to consult Jerusalem, some of the Jewish believers in Antioch having been 

persuaded to the Judaizers' position (cf. Gal 2: 13). 36 More likely, because of the 

conciliatory of npongOOFEvieg, the verb bears the sense not of ordering but of arranging, 

not of commanding but of appointing. 37 And the daughter community is shown, on the 

one hand, acknowledging the priority of Jerusalem, possibly authoritatively as well as 

temporally, willing to consult the mother church and to maintain ecclesiastical unity and, 

on the other hand, supporting Paul and Barnabas over against the Judaizers. 

Verse 3 also influences the readers' perception of the ecclesiastical situation. A 

reference to the delegation's journey from Antioch to Jerusalem through Phoenicia and 

Samaria may be characteristic of Luke (cf. 8: 25; 15: 41; 17: 1); but it does seem in this 

instance disruptive of the increasing intensity of the drama. Perhaps, as some would 

suppose, the text here reflects the clumsy combining of various sources, either verses 1- 

238 or verse 3 being the written or editorial addition. Yet it is precisely at such places of 

apparent superfluity that an author's interests and presuppositions can often be 

ascertained. Verse 3 makes a claim for the existence of Jewish Christian communities in 

Phoenicia. It also and very significantly asserts that Paul's mission to the Gentiles, 

devoid of the conditions of circumcision and the law, was gladly welcomed by Jewish 

Christians everywhere. An insistence on a legalistic piety for Gentile converts appears 

to be held by only a segment of the Christian community, not by all Jewish 

Christians. 39 

3E Bruce (Greek) 290 and Haenchen 426. Ramsay (St. Paul 153) says that Paul himself 
may have even proposed the sending of a delegation to Jerusalem. Williams (179) offers as an alterna- 
tive that ETal; av is an impersonal plural best translated by the passive "it was arranged". But if Luke 

meant the passive voice, he would be more likely to have expressed it by using a passive form. 
36Cf. Epp, Codex Bezae 102. 
37Grammatically of npo7r£µu9EvTEq could include the men from Judea, but contextually this is 

improbable since those who are seen off are also those who speak positively of the conversion of the 
uncircumcised Gentiles. 

38Lake and Cadbury 4: 171. 
39E. g. Haenchen 426,441; Lampe 791g. Ramsay (St. Paul 155) comments on the significant 

omission of a reference to Judea, a province which the delegation would also have traversed, and notes 
that the joy in Phoenicia and Samaria was not "merely caused by sympathy with the spread of 
Christianity". Nor was the presence of circumcised Gentiles in the church newsworthy at this stage of 
Luke's story. 
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In short then, we have a Christian community which is seriously and severely 

divided, the source of the trouble coming from the Jerusalem church, though possibly 

not from all the members or from the leaders, while Jewish Christians elsewhere are 

supportive of the idea of salvation without the requirement of circumcision. 

4.3. The argument of the Judaizers 

A third consideration is the Judaizers' demand. Verse 1 states that salvation 

depended on a person being circumcised according to the custom of Moses; verse 5, that 

it was necessary for a person to be circumcised and to keep the law of Moses. There are 

noteworthy differences between these two statements. 

It is obvious that the demand in verse 5 is more extensive than the one in verse 

1.40 Does this mean that the two demands are distinct? Probably not. 41 Circumcision 

and obedience to the law were to the Jew in essence one and the same. Although there 

appear to have been Gentiles who chose to keep some of the commandments of the law 

without being circumcised, there is no known account of any who accepted circumci- 

sion, the cause of non-Jewish ridicule, without committing themselves to obeying the 

law; the naturalized Jew, to whom in rabbinic literature the Old Testament term -1 z was 

applied, was put on the same footing with the native Israelite and given the same 

covenantal responsibilities. 42 Obedience to the law was the proper expression of the 

covenant to which circumcision provided the entry. 43 This close connection between 

Torah-observance and circumcision is typified by rabbinic halakhah: 

40D, adding after irgptitiµrj9ilti£ in v. 1 the words "and walk according to the custom of Moses", 
eliminates the discrepancy. 

41Contra, for example, Epp, Codex Bezae 100. This answer strengthens the earlier supposi- 
tions (see p. 10) that both demands address the same question, namely, "What is the way to salvation? ", 
and that the Judean believers who travelled to Antioch (v. 1) and the Christian Pharisees in Jerusalem 
(v. 5) were of the same group. 

42While parity between native Jew and naturalized Jew was the theory (cf. b. Yebam. 47 a-b), it 
was not always practised. The attitude of the Jewish religious leaders towards proselytes differed 
according to the political climate, and individual teachers had their own sympathies and antipathies 
(G. F. Moore, Judaism. In the First Centuries of the Christian Era. The Age of the Tannaim [1927- 
30] 1: 341-47; E. Schürer, Geschichte des jüdischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christi [1898] 3: 133-35). 
It is noteworthy, for example, that the proselyte was sixth in the order of seven sociological classes, 
after a bastard and a temple slave and before a freed slave (m. Hor. 3: 8); that the proselyte's marital rights 
were the same as a freed slave's even to ten generations (m. Qidd. 4: 7); and that a proselyte whose 
parents were not Jewish could not make the avowal, having to say "0 God of the fathers of Israel" 
instead of "0 God of our fathers" (m. Bik. 1: 4). 

43Sanders, Paul 206. 
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As the native born Jew [who was circumcised] takes upon him (to obey) all the 
words of the law, so the proselyte [who was circumcised] takes upon him all 
the words of the law. The authorities say, if a proselyte takes upon himself to 
obey all the words of the law except one commandment, he is not to be 

received. 44 

Thus, verse 5 is only spelling out what is presumed in verse 1: all those who are 

circumcised are committed to obeying the law. 

The terminology of the two statements is also different. In one instance circum- 

cision is identified as a custom of Moses (iw E8Et iw MwüaEwS, v. 1); in the other it is 

related to the Mosaic law (ti'ov vöµov MwiiaewS, v. 5). The common element in the two 

statements, circumcision, a legal requirement prescribed in the levitical code (Lev 12: 3), 

indicates that here is one of the unique and characteristic occasions in Luke-Acts when 

EBo; and vöµo; are identical (cf. Luke 2: 27; Acts 6: 11-14; 21: 21). S. G. Wilson45 has 

effectively and cautiously demonstrated, from a comparison with Josephus's use of the 

words (e. g. J. W. 2.392-93; Ant. 14.194,195,263-64) and with Philo's (e. g. Leg. 

210) to a lesser extent, that while EBog and vöµo; are for Luke interchangeable terms they 

can also be distinct. The distinction, Wilson suggests, is not to be drawn along the lines 

of unwritten versus written laws46 but perhaps is to be related to an apologetic purpose 

(cf. Josephus, Ag. Ap. 2.155-56,164-67). 47 Possibly the non-Jew is being invited to 

view the practices based on Jewish law cogently and sympathetically as customs differ- 

ent in kind, but not in principle, from those of other peoples. Such evidence, if valid, 

suggests that in 15: 1,5 there may be a concern, on the one hand, to set the Judaizers' 

demand in a broader cultural context (E6o; ), understandable to Luke's non-Jewish and 

non-Christian readers and with the purpose of generating respect, and, on the other 

44Siphra Qedoshim pereq 8, cited by Moore, Judaism 1: 331; cf. b. Bek. 30b. This principle is 
often based on Exod 12: 48-49: "There shall be one law for the native and for the stranger (1)) who 
sojourns among you". Similarly, by comparison, Josephus (Ant. 13.257-58,318; 20.145-46) assumes 
that circumcision and "adopting the customs of the Jews" are correlatives and that both acts signify 
acceptance of Judaism. 

45Wilson, Law 4-11. 
46This is the case in the rabbinic literature where custom (N) 7 In; cf. b. Nid. 66a; b. Yebam. 

13b), though it be sacred and binding, is clearly distinct from lawlhalakhah which could only be 
superseded by proof from the Torah or a decision of the elders. 

47That non-Jews quite naturally described Jewish practices as "customs" (e. g. Dio, Hist. 
57.18.5a; Diodorus 40.3.1-8 [esp. §5]; 2 Macc 11: 24-25; Josephus, Ant. 14.213-16,245-46) gives 
credibility to this suggestion. 
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hand, to underline that the demand, upheld and defined by written law, was legitmate 

(vöµoc) and fundamental. 

4.3.1. Was circumcision necessary? 

There is a more critical issue with respect to the Judaizers' demand which should 

be raised briefly at this point: was circumcision required of the male belonging to the 

people of God in the Judaism of the first century A. D.? Luke's inclusion of Sri. (v. 5), a 

word which connotes that the act so designated was not only expedient but also 

fundamentally required by the revealed will of God, 48 would claim so. Can the claim 

be supported? 

It is universally acknowledged in Jewish and pagan sources, 49 as we implied 

above, that circumcision was a, if not the, sign of identification with the Jewish 

nation. 50 The rite was ordained by God for Abraham (Gen 17: 9-14; 21: 4), his 

descendants, and his slaves, as well as any strangers joining themselves to the clan, to 

signify their participation in the benefits of God's covenant and their acceptance of its 

obligations. Circumcision was not only the sign of the covenant; it was itself called the 

covenant (Gen 17: 13) and the person circumcised became a son of the covenant (In 

P-1: 1). Failure to comply had the direst consequence: excommunication from the 

people of God51 (cf. m. Ker. 1: 1). Participation in the passover feast commemorating 

God's redemption of his people too was contingent upon the act of circumcision (Exod 

12: 48-49). The non-Jew living in Israel who was circumcised and made one with the 

native Jew could celebrate the feast; the uncircumcised non-Jew could not. Reason and 

precedent exist therefore for circumcision to be a fundamental act which marked a 

Gentile part of the people of God. 

48Conzelmann, Theology 153. 
49E. g. 1 Macc 1: 41-49,60-61; 2 Macc 6: 7-11; Juvenal, Sat. 14.96-106; Horace, Sat. 1.9.68- 

70; Suetonius, Dom. 12.2. 
50The observance of the sabbath was also considered a fundamental commandment (Isa 56: 2,4, 

6; cf. 1 Macc 2: 29-41); but while it was the more visible sign of a person's fidelity to his religion 
(Moore, Judaism 2: 24), it apparently did not have the "watershed" effect that circumcision had (Juvenal, 
Sat. 14.96-106; compare Exod 12: 48-49 with Exod 20: 10). 

51For the meaning of this expression see p. 188. 
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During certain periods in Israelite history, as in the wilderness (Josh 5: 2-7) or 

under hellenistic influence (1 Macc 1: 41-53), the rite was either discontinued or spurned 

by some sectors of Jewish society. These lapses appear to be a consequence of 

disobedience (cf. Jub. 15: 33-34) or of extenuating circumstances rather than an 

indication that the rite had diminished in importance. The same assessment--an attitude 

of obligation- -should be made about first century Judaism, and attempts to argue 

otherwise can be answered. 52 

In this regard the lack of inscriptional evidence from the first-century for the 

presence of God-fearers in the synagogue is significant. Obviously the void could be 

interpreted to mean that no such sociological class existed in Jewish society and that the 

expressions of ooßovµevoi, tiov O 6v and of mp%ö vot tiov Ocov are no more than a Lukan 

literary motif correlative to the theme of missionary preaching in the synagogues of the 

diaspora communities. 53 But an equally plausible way of explaining the silence of the 

inscriptions is that Gentiles who did not accept the final commitment to Judaism in 

circumcision, preferring instead to maintain a looser affiliation by observing only certain 

laws, were in fact considered by Jews not part of their community. 54 

To illustrate further the attitude of first century Judaism towards circumcision, 

there is the oft-cited case of the conversion of Izates, the king of Adiabene, recorded in 

Josephus, Ant. 20: 17-96 (esp. §§34-35,38-49). Izates, who had been taught to 

worship God according to the Jewish tradition (§34), desired to become genuinely a 

Jew (§38). His first spiritual mentor, a Jewish merchant named Ananias, told him that 

52The case presented by N. J. McEleney ("Conversion, Circumcision and the Law", NTS 20 
[1974] 319-41) that the proselyte did not have to be circumcised, based on comments in Josephus, Ant. 
20.38-48; Philo, Quaes. Ex. 2.2; m. Pesah. 8: 8; b. Pesah. 96a; b. Hul. 4b; m. Ned. 3: 11; b. Yebam. 46a-b; 

and Epictetus 2.9.20-21, has been well answered at each point by J. L. Nolland ("Uncircumcised 
Proselytes? " JSJ 12 [1981] 173-94). McEleney's argument regarding circumcision could be said to be 
an application of his thesis that universal Jewish orthodoxy at the minimum consisted of the worship of 
the one God, the status of Israel as the chosen people of God, and the acceptance in some way (italics 
mine) of Moses's law and, secondarily, that both Pharisaic Judaism and Christianity are parallel 
developments of a wider Jewish orthodoxy of the first century (N. J. McEleney, "Orthodoxy in Judaism 
of the First Christian Century", JSJ 4 [1973] 19-42). This thesis has been rightly criticized by D. E. 
Aune ("Orthodoxy in First Century Judaism? A Response to N. J. McEleney", JSJ 7 [1976] 1-10), 
citing especially the fact that the religious structure of first century A. D. Judaism involved as well ritual 
practice and ethical behaviour. 

53Thus, A. T. Kraabel, "The Disappearance of the 'God-fearers"', Numen 28 (1981) 113-26. 
The motif is intended "to help Luke show how Christianity had become a Gentile religion legitimately 
and without losing its OT roots" (Kraabel, "'God-fearers"' 121). 

54See Appendix. 
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he could worship God and still be a devoted adherent to Judaism without undergoing 

the rite of circumcision (§41). According to Eleazar, a Galilean Jew with whom Izates 

later came into contact, circumcision was a cardinal commandment in the law and to 

persist in the state of uncircumcision was an act of impiety (§§44-45). 

It must be conceded that the differing interpretations of the law--the liberal 

viewpoint of Ananias versus the stricter opinion of Eleazar--can suggest that "while 

circumcision was normally the approved way of a man's becoming a Jew, there were 

those who did not believe it was necessary in every case". 55 Nevertheless, there are 

indications in Josephus's narrative which challenge the further inference that a 

significant strand of first century Jewish thought accepted and practised that conversion 

to Judaism was possible without circumcision. 56 

(1) According to Josephus, Izates is typical of many Gentiles who were attracted to the 

Jewish customs and who knew that he would not be genuinely a Jew unless he was 

circumcised (§38). 

(2) Ananias's advice to the king must be read in the light of a legitimate concern, 

expressed as well by Izates's recently-converted mother, about the popular reaction 

in an extremely sensitive political situation (§§21-22,26-32,36-37) which might 

follow the king's devotion to "strange and foreign" rites (§39) and "unseemly 

practices" (§41; compare §§75-76). Against this political background Ananias 

proposes the compromise. Prior to this he was ready to circumcise the king (§38). 

(3) It is evident that if the king were not circumcised but were only to worship God 

according to the Jewish tradition, he would be viewed by his subjects not as a Jew 

(§39). We may infer that sociologically then Izates would be left on the Gentile 

side of the Jew-Gentile divide. 

(4) Theologically Izates's failure to be circumcised is presented as understandable and 

pardonable by God rather than as a right (§42). 

55McEleney, "Conversion" 332. 
56The following discussion incorporates some of Nolland's arguments (Nolland, "Uncircum - 

cised" 192-94). For another opinion, see K. G. Kuhn, "npo6rj? toS", TDNT 6: 731,735. 
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(5) Josephus ascribes to Ananias a personal motive for proposing the compromise: 

afraid that if his previous support for Izates's circumcision became widely known 

he would be held responsible and would be subjected to punishment, Ananias is a 

man out to save his own neck (§41). 

In short, Izates represents a special case, namely, a monarch whose abstention 

from circumcision is due to the threat of insurrection and not a personal repugnance 

towards the act and who in his uncircumcised though pious state is still considered less 

than a fully naturalized Jew. To claim further that the dispensation accorded this high- 

ranking political official represented a general openness in first century Judaism towards 

the practice of circumcision is conjectural. 57 To be sure, some Jewish groups may have 

neglected to impose the condition upon Gentile converts or even to fulfil the rite for 

themselves, but circumcision was generally regarded by Palestinian and diaspora Jews 

alike as the distinctive and mandatory sign indicating entry into the privileges and 

obligations of Israelite status. 58 

5. The Earliest Apostolic Proclamation (Acts 2-5) 

It is helpful also to set the council against the backdrop of Acts 2-5, which 

records the foundation of the Jerusalem church and presents the Christian community's 

initial conception of its divinely-constituted mission. Particularly relevant are the 

recipients of the apostles' message, the conditions imposed on possible converts, and 

the rationale for the apostles' exhortation. 

57Indeed, it may be going too far to attribute the concession to Izates's monarchical status. In 
this respect it is significant that there was difficulty in finding Drusilla a husband who was willing to 
be circumcised (Josephus, Ant. 20.139); compare the situation of her sister Berenice (Josephus, Ant. 
20.145-46). Nor should the difference between Ananias's advice and Eleazer's be attributed immediately 
to lax legal practices in the diaspora communities, as often is done. M. Hengel (Judaism and 
Hellenism. Studies in Their Encounter in Palestine during the Early Hellenistic Period [ET 1974] 
passim) has effectively demonstrated that hellenism pervaded Palestine as well as the diaspora. 
Moreover, contact between the diaspora communities and the homeland was extensive. 

58A brief comment about b. Yebam. 46a-b is valuable. B. J. Bamberger (Proselytism in the 
Talmudic Period [1939,1968] 49-51) ingeniously explains the controversy over the priority of circum- 
cision or of baptism for initiation into Judaism by saying that the debate concerns the determinant of 
conversion, not the omission of circumcision. This really does not resolve the matter as far as we are 
concerned. A better suggestion, based on the summary statement "they differ only on circumcision 
without ablution", is that R. Joshua and R. Eliezer are discussing not the necessity of circumcision but 
whether the state of circumcision is adequate or whether the demand for proper ablution should be 
pressed in addition (Nolland, "Uncircumcised" 188-92). 
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5.1. The recipients 

In Acts 2-5 the apostles' sphere of ministry focuses primarily on ö ; WO; . 
This 

term may simply signify people in the popular sense of "crowd" or population. It 

occurs often as a description of the crowd in Solomon's colonnade, a section of the 

temple which was open to Jews and Gentiles59 (3: 19-12; 5: 12-13; cf. 4: 1-2). But 

accompanying qualifiers like 'IßpaýjX (4: 10,27) and Luke's almost technical use of the 

term elsewhere60 suggest a uniqueness about the crowds, namely, that the people to 

whom the apostles witnessed were Jews. This idea is backed up by the salutations of 

Peter's speeches--'ävBpcS'Iou&aiot xät of xaiotxovv'LES'IEpou aAg thv'LES (2: 14), avSpeS 

'Iapar Xiiat (2: 22; 3: 12; cf. 5: 35), and 'vSpcs ä& ? of (2: 29; cf. 3: 17; 2: 37)61--and the 

concluding exhortation "Let the whole house of Israel know" (2: 36; cf. 4: 10). The 

apostles' mission at this time in Luke's story was centred not only on Jerusalem but 

specifically on the Jewish population of the city and was without the thought of a 

Christian mission to the Gentiles. 

Seemingly then, as Acts 1: 8 and Luke 24: 47-48 imply, Luke plots a scheme for 

the unfolding of the Jewish Christians' discovery of God's interest in the Gentiles 

which progresses not only geographically but also sociologically and theologically. The 

reader knows that the gospel will eventually reach the uncircumcised Gentiles as well as 

the political capital Rome, but neither of these goals, according to Luke, were part of the 

early church's experience until God revealed them. Three statements in Acts 2-5, 

59W. S. Caldecott and J. Orr, "Temple", ISBE 5: 2937. Even without the reference to 
Solomon's colonnade the crowds in the temple precincts could include Gentiles, for despite the rigid 
religious barrier between Jews and Gentiles and the periodic conservatism (Acts 21: 26-28; Josephus, 
J. W. 5.193-94), Gentiles appear to have participated in the temple worship and sacrifices (see E. 
Schürer, G. Vermes, et al., The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ [175 B. C. - 
A. D. 135] [1977-] 2: 309-13). 

60See Chapter 111.1.1. 
61Some of these vocatives require clarification. That the coordinate in äv5pEs 'Iou&xToi xäti 

of xaTOtixoüvTEg 'IEpovxcO 1 n6w req (2: 14) is probably epexegetic, thereby making the vocative 
denote Jews who are either permanent or temporary residents in Jerusalem, is supported by the language 

of 2: 5 (see below) and by the successive salutations in the speech (2: 22,29). Abot R. Nat. 2(2a) has a 
similar construction: t]7V1`r =tt3r'71 -, 7`n r" (cited by Str-B 2: 614; I have been unable 
to verify this reference). 'Av8pES &&A4 of and the related &&? of initially seem quite general. But 
they are, at least for Luke (Acts 7: 2; 22: 1; 23: 1,6; 28: 17; cf. 4 Macc 8: 19), a type of address found in 
the first century synagogues and among Jewish congregations generally and are comparable to äv6pES 

'Io1Saiot. 
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however, have been thought to call the idea of a limited mission into question. We will 

look briefly at them. 62 

5.1.1. The witnesses of Pentecost (2: 5,9-11) 

Acts 2: 5 characterizes the people at Pentecost who were attracted by the apostles' 

phenomenal ability to speak in other dialects and from whom the first converts to 

Christianity came. The most indicative word of the description, 'Iov&aioi., identifies the 

people specifically as Jews. Unfortunately, though, the inclusion of 'Iov&aiot in this 

verse is textually dubious. The word is significantly absent from X and is variously 

placed in C ((X'vSpES'Iov&aiot) and E ('Iov&aiot xaiotxovvteS). Does this mean, as K. 

Lake maintained, 63 that 'Iou&xToi, is an addition to the text, derived perhaps from the 

opening words of Peter's speech (ävSpcS 'Iov&aiot KW. of x(Xtiotxovv'LES IEpov Y& 1 

iravte;, 2: 14), and that from the beginning the gospel was preached to the Gentiles? The 

obvious needlessness of mentioning that Jews were living in Jerusalem and the possible 

contradiction in saying that Jews, who were already a nation, were persons from every 

nation would support Lake's argument. Yet two factors suggest otherwise, that is, that 

even if the word'Iou&i. ot were secondary, Luke probably means Jews. 

First, 'ävöpES evkapCt; points away from a reference to the Gentiles. Ebkccp 1S 

characterizes for Luke (Luke 2: 25; Acts 2: 5; 8: 2; 22: 12) a religious attitude which is 

typically Jewish and which appears to be applied strictly to Jews. 64 Simeon (Luke 

2: 25) was not only pious, he was also based in the temple and was waiting for the 

consolation of Israel. Ananias (Acts 22: 12) was Evkaßij; xazä ibv vöµov and respected 

by all the Jews living in Damascus. 

62The following discussion responds to the interpretations of K. Lake ("The Gift of the Spirit 
on the Day of Pentecost", in Beginnings 5: 113-14) and J. Jervell ("The Divided People of God. The 
Restoration of Israel and Salvation for the Gentiles" [1965], in Luke and the People of God. A New 
Look at Luke-Acts [ET 1972] 41-74). 

63Lake, Beginnings 5: 113-14; cf. Ropes 3: 12. 
64Presumably the pious men who buried Stephen were Jews. The text does not say. But 

nowhere does the adjective actually take the place of b OoßovµEvoS Tov OEÖv or ö ßcß6µcvo; TZov 6cov 
(contra Williams 64) and denote the uncircumcised Gentiles who were in some way affiliated with the 
synagogue, if this is even the meaning of the participial phrases (see Appendix). The only cause for 
doubt is if cbXa(3f c bears the same meaning as c6acßi1S which is applied in 10: 2 to Cornelius. 
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Second, änb nav co; E6vovS Twv unb T6v oüpavov not only recalls Eu Ea-XäTou T9S 

-tý; in 1: 8 (cf. etc nöcvTa th C9", Luke 24: 47), making a geographical as well as a socio - 

logical note; it also indicates that Luke means the reader to understand the description in 

verse 5 in terms of the list of nations in verses 9-11. The countries included in the list 

are primarily those in the diaspora with large Jewish populations. 65 Among the pairs of 

nations, though, is the certainly unexpected and extremely puzzling 'IouSaioi TE icät 

npocn u'ot (v. 11). 66 This pair requires some explanation. 

Lake posits that "Jews and proselytes" represents a distinct category and is 

intended to show that the other components of the list designate Gentiles. While his 

suggestion would eliminate the tautology created by 'IouSaioi re xät npo rf Xutot 

qualifying 'iou8aia (v. 9)67--in general inhabitants of Judea would be assumed to be 

Jews--it is untenable. It fails to consider the primary distinction between the pairs and, 

consequently, draws attention incorrectly to the different religious backgrounds rather 

than, as än6 narrb; E6vouS indicates, to the great variety of nationalities represented. 

Moreover, it is possible--admittedly awkward, but possible--to make the pair adjectival 

in sense and to view it as a qualification intended not to exclude but to emphasize. In 

65See Bruce (NIC) 62-64. 
66Most striking is the placement of these words in the middle of a list classifying people 

apparently according to the country of birth. Some of the awkwardness would be eliminated if 
'Iou cLtot 'cc icäti rcpooi a tot were the last item in the list. This would allow the neat succession of 
political and religious categories. But the textual evidence is lacking to permit a legitimate omission of 
"Cretans and Arabians"; and attempts to give this pair a figurative meaning (e. g. O. Eissfeldt, "Kreter 
and Araber", TLZ 72 [1947] 207-12; J. Thomas, "Formgesetze des Begriffs-Katalogs im N. T. ", TZ 24 
[1968] 15-28; E. Güting, "Der geographische Horizont der sogenannten Völkerliste des Lukas [Acta 2 9- 
11]", ZNW 66 [1975] 149-69), though interesting, are not convincing. 

The list itself--its seemingly deliberate selection and arrangement of the components--has been 
the subject of speculation. On the possible connection between Acts 2: 9-11 and astrological geography, 
in particular the list of Paul Alexandrinus, see S. Weinstock, "The Geographical Catalogue in Acts 11,9- 
11", JRS 38 (1948) 43-46; H. Fuchs, "Zum Pfingstwunder, Act. 2,9-11", TZ 5 (1949) 233-34; J. A. 
Brinkman, "The Literary Background of the'Catalogue of the Nations' (Acts 2,9-11)", CBQ 25 (1963) 
418-27; and B. M. Metzger, "Ancient Astrological Geography and Acts 2: 9-11", in FS F. F. Bruce 
(1970) 123-33. Page (85-86), followed by Knowling (75), suggests that the countries may be grouped 
historically according to the development of the diaspora communities. G. D. Kilpatrick ("A Jewish 
Background to Acts 2: 9-11", JJS 26 [1975] 48-49) believes the list was drawn up from the perspective 
of Rome; B. Reicke (Glaube and Leben der Urgemeinde. Bemerkungen zu Apg. 1-7 [1957] 32-37), that 
Luke followed a list, compiled by the leaders of the church of Antioch, of lands to which Christian 
missionaries had been sent prior to A. D. 50. M. D. Goulder (Type and History in Acts [1964] 152-58) 
makes a case for linking the world of Acts 2 with the list of Noah's grandsons in Genesis 10. Hamack 
(67) thinks that the number twelve (obtained by striking out Judea, Cretans, and Arabs) was chosen 
purposely, perhaps to indicate that each apostle spoke a different language. 

67The tautology and the curious anomaly that the inhabitants of Judea were amazed to hear the 
apostles speak in their own language (v. 6) have caused scholars to question the originality of 'Ioi & of 
(for a conspectus of opinion, see Haenchen 173 n. 2). The preponderance of external evidence, though, 
favours the inclusion of the word (Lake and Cadbury 4: 19; Metzger 294). 
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spite of the problems caused by their position, the words may modify all the 

components in the list; 68 or they may refer specifically to of Ent&TjµovvieS `Pc)µaiot, 69 

thereby foreshadowing the goal of Acts and possibly hinting at the means by which the 

gospel reached the political capital--through the Jews and proselytes converted at 

Pentecost. 

5.1.2. The recipients of the promise (2: 39) 

The conclusion of Peter's speech at Pentecost states that the message of salva- 

tion, the proclamation of the work and achievement of Jesus the Messiah, was a 

promise directed to Peter's audience, to their children, and to all those who are far off. 

The third element of the compound designation is crucial. It may be interpreted in 

several ways: (a) all Jews in future generations, 70 thereby expanding za tiE1cva vµwv; (b) 

all Jews living in the diaspora communities; 71 (c) the Gentiles who are presently outside 

the covenant. 72 The first interpretation is unlikely. 73 As for the other two options, the 

D-text's use of 714 :v and(2oIcL iv instead of the second person pronouns, thereby 

resuming the universalistic tone of 2: 17-21D, 74 and the do E' 8vTj µaxpäv in 22: 21 

detailing the parameters of Paul's apostolic commission, would support interpretation 

(c). 75 The author (and the reader) with one eye on the goal of Acts would certainly have 

in mind the thought of a church composed of Jews and Gentiles. 76 Nevertheless, there 

68Alexander 1: 53-54 and Page 87; cf. Haenchen (174) and others who hold this position by 
omitting or reinterpreting "Cretans and Arabians". 

69Harnack 69-70 and Bruce (NIC) 63. Against this interpretation is Lake's valid observation 
that the other two pairs connected by 'CE xai do not modify the immediately preceding component (Lake, 
Beginnings 5: 114). 

70Cf. BAGD, s. v. µaxpäv lb and Stählin 54. 
71E. g. Haenchen 186; Munck, Paul 213 n. 1; and S. G. Wilson, The Gentiles and the Gentile 

Mission in Luke-Acts (1973) 219. 
72E. g. Jervell, "Divided People" 57-58; H. Preisker, "µaxpäv", TDNT 4: 374 and J. Dupont, 

"The Salvation of the Gentiles and the Theological Significance of Acts" (1959-60), in The Salvation of 
the Gentiles. Essays on the Acts of the Apostles (ET 1979) 22-23. 

73Maxpäv is not used temporally elsewhere in the Greek Bible. Moreover, "your children" 
often denotes more than the immediately succeeding generation. 

74Epp, Codex Bezae 70-72. 
75Another frequently cited argument is the influence of Isa 57: 19, where Toi; µaxpäv opposes 

Tot; eyyü;. This OT text is applied in Eph 2: 13,17 to the reconciliation of Gentiles (rdi; µaxp(xv) and 
Jews (TOT; 'yyü; ), with God and with each other, through the shed blood of Jesus. It is arguable, 
though, whether the use in Ephesians determines that in Acts. 

76Most scholars understand a proleptic reference to some extent, whether or not they believe 
that Peter himself or his listeners thought in terms of a mission to the Gentiles. 

ýtE, KVOu 
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is sufficient evidence to suggest that although the mission to uncircumcised Gentiles 

looms imminently, at this stage in the story the apostolic proclamation should be 

considered strictly in terms of a mission to the Jews or circumcised Gentiles. Verse 39 

sums up the significance of the list of nations in verses 9-11. It also completes the 

thought of Joel 3: 1-5(ET 2: 28-32) cited at the beginning of Peter's speech and 

presumably conveys the context of the Old Testament passage. 77 The virtually parallel 

wording of the adjectival oam); äv npoaKaXia-Ozat xvpto; b OcdS ilgwv (cf. Joel 3: 5) would 

suggest so. 78 If this is the case--and I think it is--verse 39 speaks of those in Mount 

Zion and in Jerusalem, from both near and distant places, 79 who have survived God's 

judgment of Israel; the judgment of the nations (Joel 4: 2[ET 3: 2]) occurs after the 

restoration of Judah and Jerusalem. There need not be therefore for Peter or his 

audience the thought of Israel's responsibility to a wider sociological group. 80 

5.1.3. The blessing through Abraham (3: 25-26) 

In this passage concluding Peter's second address, that to the people in the 

temple precincts attracted by the healing of the lame man, Gen 22: 18 is cited ("through 

your offspring will all the families of the earth be blessed", v. 25) and the inference is 

drawn that God sent Jesus to bless the Jews first81 by turning them from their sins. 

77C. H. Dodd (According to the Scriptures. The Sub-structure of New Testament Theology 
[1952] 126) says that "particular verses or sentences were quoted... as pointers to the whole context 
[rather] than as constituting testimonies in and for themselves.... But in the fundamental passages it is 
the total context that is in view, and is the basis of the argument". Dodd's argument has been frequently 
challenged. The framing of Peter's speech by the citation of and allusion to Joel 3: 1-5 suggests, 
however, that in this instance it is valid. 

78R. F. Zehnle (Peter's Pentecost Discourse. Tradition and Lukan Reinterpretation in Peter's 
Speeches of Acts 2 and 3 [1971] 124) questions the influence of Joel 3: 5 on the meaning of Acts 2: 39, 
citing the perfect tense of irpoar, &Xrl'rati in the OT passage and the future nuance of 7rpoaxaAarltat in 
the NT passage which underlines "the possibility of salvation for all, because the call of the Lord has 
not yet been made definitively". This distinction need not follow, for the subjunctive mood in Acts 
2: 39 is determined by the indefinite oaous äv. Moreover, Zehnle seems to have confused the 
subjunctive rrpoaxaX ori'rai with a future tense. 

79It may be questioned that those whom God has called are, according to Joel 3: 5, people living 
in the diaspora. H. W. Wolff (Joel and Amos [ET 1977] 68-69) thinks not. But the expression ? xith 
nav'tö; 90vouq 'rwv üirö röv ovpavöv in Acts 2: 5, reinforced by the list of nations, suggests that Luke 
at least has a broader geographical sphere in mind. 

80Jervell's contention that the "audience represents all people", that the verse claims that 
"Through Judaism, through Israel, Gentiles are to be reached" (Jervell, "Divided People" 57-58) not only 
exceeds the plain reading of 2: 39, it is also faultily based on interpreting 2: 39 in light of Luke 24: 47 
and Acts 1: 8. Luke 24: 47 and Acts 1: 8 may, as I think, set the programme for the story line of Acts; 
but though always in view, the programme need not apply in its entirety at each point of the story. 

81Most commentators, influenced by 13: 46, take 7rp&rov with ü tTv rather than with 
ävaatijaaS (cf. 26: 23). 
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According to J. Jervell, 82 the quotation and its application imply that through Israel, or 

at least through the repentant part of Israel, blessing will come to the Gentiles. Thus, 

the prospect of a mission to the Gentiles was for Jesus' apostles in Luke's story already 

a reality. Jervell's argument depends on Ev zw angpgatii ßov bearing a reference to 

Israel 83 and not to Jesus as the consensus would understand, on at IrMpi. dI. 'ci1S 79; 

meaning Gentiles, and on np&rov hinting at an objective beyond the Jews. 

Verses 25 and 26 are without a doubt difficult, and it is hard to ascertain what 

exactly is said. Nonetheless, there is sufficient cause to question Jervell's presupposi- 

tion84 and to suggest an alternative interpretation. 

(1) While it is technically correct that Luke elsewhere applies an6p4a to Israel (Luke 

1: 55; Acts 7: 5-6; 13: 23), &TLb 'cov aTcEpµa'co; xa'c' ETCayyEVav in 13: 23 comes very 

close to identifying Jesus as the specific descendant of Abraham85 and may indicate 

that a similar sense of "seed" is intended in 3: 25. 

(2) It is plausible to hold, on the grounds that verse 26 no doubt interprets verse 25, 

that since the blessing (ei)koyovvtia) which the Jews will receive is in verse 26 

communicated through Jesus, the blessing (EVEVXoyg0T1aovt(xL) mentioned in verse 

25 is given to the Jews and will come likewise by means of Jesus. 

(3) The Septuagintal text of Gen 22: 18 (cf. 18: 18; 26: 4) with its thv'ra 'Cä EOv 1 '61; Y j; 

would aptly suit the notion that in Acts 3: 25 the Gentiles are the specific target of 

the Abrahamic blessing, iä E6vn being Luke's preferred designation for Gentiles. 

Yet remarkably and significantly in Acts the wording of the Old Testament text is 

different. 86 In place of thvia'r EOvrl 'cfi; yr ; Luke has written, perhaps deliberate- 

82Jervell, "Divided People" 58-60. 
83See also Dupont, "Salvation" 23. 
84See the excellent critiques by Wilson (Gentiles 219-22) and J. L. Nolland ("Luke's Readers - 

a study of Luke 4.22-8; Acts 13.46; 18.6; 28.28 and Luke 21.5-36" [1977] 100 n. 4), to which the 
following discussion is indebted. 

85Nolland, "Luke's Readers" 100 n. 4. 
86This alternation cannot be attributed to the influence of other instances of the Abrahamic 

promise. Gen 12: 3 and 28: 14 have 76 xßat (xi 00ai, the equivalent of S11it)jtJ instead of itävt(X 
Tä £Avi (M, 1) -: )). 
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ly, 87 zräßat ai icaipi. äi. Trjc f.; and opened the possibility that the words refer to Jews 

as well as Gentiles. 88 

(4) Ilparrov need not imply that a mission to the Gentiles is specified. 89 Still qualifying 

v i: v, the adverb can relate to the offer of salvation first in Jerusalem, if &vao rrj6ag 

denotes Jesus' resurrection and exaltation, 90 hence reflecting the order of Acts 1: 8 

and Luke 24: 47, or, if ävw 'rrI ac means Jesus' incarnation, 91 the offer of salvation 

first in Palestine. In either case, the temporal counterpart of üµiv is provided by a 

mission to diaspora Judaism, not by a mission to the Gentiles. 92 

As with 2: 5,9-11 and 2: 39 there is in 3: 25-26 a level, then, at which we can 

understand Peter's message entirely within a Jewish framework. To be sure, the reader 

is fully aware that a mission to the Gentiles has happened and will be mentioned in Acts. 

It is known also that according to 13: 46 the order of priority for receiving the apostolic 

proclamation is the Jews first and then the Gentiles. Nor has been forgotten the 

possibility that, as in the promise given to Abraham, at irarpt (Yt ' -; ynS includes Gentiles 

as well. Quite understandably in each instance the reader may feel that he is being 

offered a proleptic justification of the mission to the Gentiles; but if the offer is present, 

it is being made by Luke and not by Peter. 93 The apostles' mission was centred on the 

Jewish population of Jerusalem. 

87Cf. Haenchen 208. T. Holtz (Untersuchungen über die alttestamentlichen Zitate bei Lukas 
[1968] 74-76) thinks that Luke, having received the saying from oral tradition, wrote his version 
without consulting the LXX. This is possible since none of the LXX parallels use Luke's vocabulary 
or word order. Holtz, though, understands Acts 3: 25 to represent Gen 22: 18. Haenchen (208) takes 
ira'rpta( as the LXX equivalent of 31 RDCtln. Wilson (Gentiles 221 n. 1) suggests that 1ta'rpta( may be 
due to the ai itaipuii trwv £Ovwv of Pss 21: 28(22: 27) and 95(96): 7. 

88At this point Jervell is inconsistent. Having argued that 7täßat är irarpuxi means Gentiles 
and that 6urcpµa refers to Israel, he then in essence alters his definitions: ancpga denotes repentant 
Israel (cf. 3: 22) and 76-mmi ai rcatptia(, not only the Gentiles but also unrepentant Israel (cf. 3: 23). See 
Jervell, "Divided People" 59-60. 

89U. Wilckens (Die Missionsreden der Apostelgeschichte. Form- and Traditionsgeschichtliche 
Untersuchungen [1963] 43 n. 1) states the alternatives. He himself, though, still thinks a veiled allu - 
sion to the second period of the Gentile mission, in analogy with 13: 46, is the most likely explanation. 

90Longenecker 300. When used of Jesus, this generally is Luke's meaning of &v(rci ju. See 
2: 24,32; 13: 33-34; 17: 31 and the intransitive ävi6c1jgt bearing the same reference in 10: 41; 17: 3; 
Luke 18: 33; and 24: 7,46. Also, Töv itc a aütiov recalls 'Bo aasv '66v 7taiöa aüTOÜ 'Irlßoüv in v. 
13. 

91Haenchen 208. 
92Nolland, "Luke's Readers" 100 n. 4. 
93Cf. Haenchen 210-11; Nolland, "Luke's Readers" 100 n. 4. 
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5.2. The components of initiation-conversion 94 

Acts 2: 38 in conjunction with 3: 19 and 5: 31 sums up the conditions imposed 

upon the potential converts during the earliest days of the Christian community. The 

injunctions may be placed also in the broader context of the whole book of Acts since 

Luke apparently proposes the address in Acts 2 to set the pattern and norm for the 

church's message of salvation. We shall therefore in the interests of space and because 

of the familiarity of the issues involved look briefly at the injunctions on two levels: 

specifically with reference to Peter's Jewish audience and more generally in terms of the 

rest of Acts, pinpointing salient grammatical and syntactical features. This means that 

the discussion will cover not only the concepts of repentance and baptism mentioned in 

2: 38 but also that of faith. 

5.2.1. Repentance 

The first injunction of 2: 38, "repent", 95 is a call to change one's mind. 

Expressing volition and emotion, gvravoE o involves more than the alteration of 

intellectual ideas or behavioural patterns. It denotes the change of mind which is 

accompanied by remorse or regret because the former action and opinions were false or 

bad. It connotes an acknowledgement of rebellion before God and a new beginning in 

moral and religious conduct, a fundamental change of the whole life which determines a 

new outlook and objectives corresponding to God's will and demands. Thus, negative- 

ly, Simon Magus, cursed by Peter for seeking to gain the Holy Spirit through the wrong 

method and for the wrong reasons, is instructed to turn away from his evil act (8: 22-23) 

and to pray that the Lord may forgive him. Positively, repentance as action oriented 

94This expression, as coined by J. D. G. Dunn (Baptism in the Holy Spirit. A Re- 
examination of the New Testament Teaching on the Gift of the Spirit in relation to Pentecostalism 
today [1970] 5-7), describes the event of becoming a Christian: initiation refers to the ritual, external 
acts; conversion, to the inner transformation. 

951n spite of the importance of the subject, gEtiav6sw and gETävoia are surprisingly 
uncommon NT words. The author of Revelation (using only the verb) and Luke register the highest 
number of instances. Luke employs the verb in a religious sense in Acts 2: 38; 3: 19; 8: 22; 17: 30; 
26: 20; Luke 10: 13; 11: 32; 13: 3,5; 15: 7,10; and 16: 30 and the noun in Acts 5: 31; 11: 18; 13: 24; 19: 4; 
20: 21; 26: 20; Luke 3: 3,8; 5: 32; 15: 7; and 24: 47. In the Pauline corpus, by comparison, the word 
group appears only in Rom 2: 4; 2 Cor 7: 9,10; 12: 21; and 2 Tim 2: 25. On repentance in general see J. 
Behm and E. Wörthwein, "voEw'", TDNT 4: 975-1006 and on repentance in Luke-Acts specifically, see J. 
A. Fitzmyer, The Gospel According to Luke (1981-85) 1: 237-39; Conzelmann, Theology 99-101,228- 
30; and I. H. Marshall, Luke: Historian and Theologian (1970) 192-95. 
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towards God (Etc tröv 0e6v) is the goal of or the reference point for Paul's message of 

salvation (20: 21); it leads to life (11: 18). 

This two-fold dimension, reflecting the religious nuance of the common Old 

Testament term ý7ttt (cf. Jer 18: 8,11; Mal 3: 7), is probably more clearly expressed by 

Luke's use of Emß'rpý0w, 96 the usual Septuagintal translation of the Hebrew term. 97 A 

celebrated example is 26: 18, where conversion is defined in terms of two groups of 

parallel prepositional phrases98 which describe unilateral movement between diametri- 

cally opposed spheres--from the dominion of darkness (( 'xnö 6xöiou; ), corresponding to 

the authority of Satan, to the dominion of light (FA; 0&); ), representing God. Similarly, 

14: 15 speaks of turning from (&no) worthless things like idolatrous worship to (ýni) the 

living God. 

In three places Luke links the two verbs 99: Acts 3: 17 and 26: 20 with reference 

to salvation and Luke 17: 4 with reference to human intercourse and conduct. The 

concomitance reveals not only the close connection of the two acts in Lukan thought but 

also an important distinction: although p. ciavoEiv and Entarp6IEty are essentially 

interchangeable, they are not precisely synonymous. 100 'Entßtipe etv, qualified almost 

always by int tiöv xvptov (9: 35; 11: 21) or 'exit ('rbv) Oe6v (14: 15; 15: 19; 26: 18,20; Luke 

1: 16), represents the positive direction of the act101 which is denoted negatively by 

96Acts 3: 19; 9: 35; 11: 21; 14: 15; 15: 19; 26: 18,20; Luke 1: 16; cf. Acts 28: 17 (= Isa 6: 9-10); 
Luke 1: 17; 17: 4; 22: 32; ano6TpEoco in Acts 3: 26. 

97There appears to be a conscious decision by NT writers to apply to gET(xvo£o) the thought of 
turning around preached especially by the prophets. In the LXX gET(xvoFco translates the relatively 
infrequent or7) Niph. (though see Isa 46: 8) and refers to human regret (Prov 20: 25; Jer 8: 6; 18: 10) or a 
change in divine intent (Amos 7: 3,6; Joel 2: 13-14). See H. J. Stoebe, "CT71% THAT 2: 64-66. 
Although the basic meanings of Mr3 and =1 Cd differ, nr] like 1d denotes movement away from a 
previously adopted position and therefore the verbs are essentially equivalent (Jer 8: 6; 38[31]: 19). This 
implicit synonymity and the portrayal of John the Baptist, Jesus, and the apostles as continuous with 
the OT prophets presumably paved the way for 1ETavoE`co to assume the imagery of ý1V. Proleptic 
hints of this transference occur in Wis 11: 23; 12: 10,19; Sir 17: 24; and 48: 15. 

98The unexpected use of the non-coordinate Eis with bnorp£cw (cf. Sri in Luke 1: 16,17; Acts 
9: 35; 11: 21; 14: 15; 15: 19; and irpös in Luke 17: 4; Acts 9: 40) and the switch in preposition from Cic 
(46s) to Eiri (9EÖv) are curious, especially since &n governs each of the other sides of the contrast. 
But the anomaly is probably of little import. Both Etc with the accusative and E7ri with the accusative 
can express the goal or purpose that is aimed at (BAGD, s. v. Etc 4cß; s. v. nt III 1N). 

"Compare Joel 2: 14, the only other occurrence of the compound verb in the Greek Bible (cf. 
Isa 46: 8 LXX [. A. ETav0Tý606TE... £7rt6TPElýJaTE _ 1: 1"V, 7]; Luke 17: 4). There £ tt6Tp£llJEt Kat ýLETaVO1j6E1 

(= or! 1]1 V") refers to God's compassion towards disobedient Israel. 
100Haenchen 105,207; Fitzmyer, Luke 1: 238; G. Bertram, "ocp O(Ä", TDNT 7: 727-28. 
101>Ev Tw äzro6TpcoEtv... &Trö Twv 7rov7rptwv ugwv in 3: 26 is exceptional. 
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repentance. Consequently, it is more suitable for use as a comprehensive term to 

describe the process of repenting and turning to God (compare the substantival cognate 

Enimpo of in Acts 15: 3). 

Leaving aside for the present the related expressions ä4cot; äµapiiI v and 

ßänttßµa W cavoiaS, we should draw attention to one other syntactical feature of 

repentance. The imperative active form of the verb in Acts 2: 38 (cf. 3: 19; 8: 22), 

pz avoi caic, shows repentance to be an act which the inquirers must do themselves. It 

is their responsibility to take the initiative to respond. This idea is substantiated by 

eica rrov, the subject of anoarpeOcty in 3: 26. But it is also important to note that 

repentance is something beyond a person's control, for it is God's gift (cf. 5: 31; 11: 18), 

God giving the impulse to repent (cf. Jer 31: 18; Lam 5: 21). 

5.2.2. Baptism 

Several observations can be made about the second injunction mentioned in 

2: 38. It is clear, first of all, from the predominant use of ßaniiýw in the aorist tense102 

and passive voice103 that baptism is a singular act done to the repentant inquirer. 104 

Rarely is the agent of the action expressed. The reference to Philip performing the 

baptism of the Ethiopian eunuch (8: 38), to Saul being baptized in the presence of 

Ananias alone (9: 18; cf. 22: 16), 105 and to Peter ordering the baptism of Cornelius and 

his household (10: 48)106 suggest, however, that presumably the apostles or other 

members of the church officiated. Thus, baptism could be said to be the means by 

102The occasional use of the durative tenses can be plausibly excused: the ßan ct co in Luke 

3: 16a denotes the content of John's mission; "ßair'ci ovro, following rr" cx av and rri6T£uov in Acts 
8: 12 and 18: 8b, respectively, reproduces the logical tense of narration, referring, like Luke 3: 16a, to 

multiple conversions over a period of time. 
1030ut of 29 instances of the verb, the active voice occurs five times (Acts 1: 5; 8: 38; 11: 16; 

19: 4; Luke 3: 16) and the middle voice, once (Acts 22: 16). 
1041t is incorrect to understand 3(=, n6efjtw, as J. H. E. Hull (The Holy Spirit in the Acts of 

the Apostles [1967] 93-94,99) does, as the readiness to be baptized. The verb hardly allows such a 
translation, nor does the interpretation square with the importance of baptism (Dunn, Baptism 97). 

Hull offers this translation in an attempt to solve the logistical problem of 3000 people needing to be 

baptized in one day before the Spirit could come and the more critical theological problem of Luke's 

otherwise unsystematic sequence of faith, baptism, and the receipt of the Spirit. 
105Probably äva6'räS ßäirtwwai in 22: 16 should be understood in terms of ävaßrä5 

ýßa7rtrißerj in 9: 18, namely, "get yourself baptized" (Bruce [Greek] 403; though see Knowling 459). 

The force of the middle lays stress on the decision of the person being baptized and not on the fact that 
he effects his own baptism. 

1060n whether 10: 48a should be translated "he ordered them to be baptized" or "he ordered that 
they be baptized", see pp. 79-80. 
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which the community signalled its acceptance of the convert and may even be thought to 

be a rite of entry into the Christian community. 

Second, it would be perverse to argue that expressions like KpioiroS... o vO iw 
öixc) Aron (18: 8a; cf. 10: 2) and aü xät b oiKoS ao4 (16: 31; cf. 11: 14; 16: 15,33,34), 

modifying the singular verb, denote that the faith and baptism of the head of the house are 

representative of or even substitutes for the faith and baptism of each member of the 

household or, further, that oixog in such expressions includes infants. 107 A major 

objection to this line of argument is the obvious dependence of the act of baptism on 

hearing the Christian proclamation. This concomitance occurs in each instance of 

alleged household baptisms. For example, in the episode of the Philippian jailer (16: 31- 

34) it is said that Paul and Silas spoke the word of the Lord to the jailer and to all the 

people in his household and that consequently the jailer and his entire household were 

baptized. To expect infants to respond so precociously or to claim household solidarity 

on the basis of these words exceeds the extent of Luke's language, let alone that of 

commonsense. Moreover, the singular panr, aOrjiw of 2: 38 is reinforced by the explicit 

Exa rro; 4µ6v and becomes more marked by the preceding plural . Etiavor16atE. A 

corporate call to repentance is to be met by an individual's response. In other words, 

the decision to be baptized was the individual's responsibility and not that of the head of 

house as representative. 

The water baptism commanded by Peter and the other apostles is described, 

third, as baptism in or into the name of Jesus-108 The meaning of the formulae used by 

Luke is obscure, perhaps intentionally equivocal. Probably, as the variant reading in 

2: 38 and the accompanying genitives suggest, i. tiw 6v6ticm'I1aov xptanoü (2: 38) and ev 

107See the discussion against this position and the bibliography given by G. R. Beasley- 

Murray (Baptism in the New Testament [19721312-20). Particular attention should be paid to the 

debate between J. Jeremias (Infant Baptism in the First Four Centuries [ET 1960] esp. 19-24 and The 

Origins of Infant Baptism. A further study in reply to Kurt Aland [ET 1963] esp. 12-32), who argues 

that infant baptism is reflected in the NT occurrences of oixoS, and K. Aland (Did the Early Church 

Baptize Infants? [ET 1963] esp. 87-94), who maintains that the origin of the practice of infant baptism 

can only be traced to around A. D. 200. Despite their differences about when infant baptism started, 

both scholars agree that the practice belongs to church doctrine. 

108For a summary of the syntactical constructions used with ßairt w, see A. Oepke, 

"ßäjrTw", TDNT 1: 539-40 and M. Quesnel, Baptises dans 1'Esprit. Bapteme et Esprit Saint dans les 

Actes des Apötres (1985) 79-119. Quesnel's work came to my attention too late to take its argument 

into consideration. 
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ti&) öv6pain'I1 o'U Xp«6rov (10: 48; 2: 38 BD pc Did) are identical in sense and distinct 

from Sic 'övoµa tiov xvpiov'ITIaov (8: 16; 19: 5). 109 If this be so, the formulae with Em 

and Ev may refer either to the candidate's confession of faith in Jesus (cf. 2: 21 11 Joel 

3: 5[ET 2: 28]; 22: 16) or to the administrant acting on the authority of Christ or to his 

invocation of the name of Jesus during the rite. Et; 'rb övoµa, on the other hand, 

possibly expresses the nature of baptism, that is, the transference of ownership, the 

person being baptized passing to the control and possession of Jesus, 110 and thus an act 

of dedication. In any case, the name in baptism signifies Jesus as the one who becomes 

the messiah and Lord of the baptized; 111 the ritual washing, "the means by which the 

Christian shares in the effects of the Christ-event". 112 

The fourth point concerns ddc ä4caty i&)v äµapitwv {iv. When the use of these 

words in 2: 38 is understood in light of the description of John's baptism in Luke 3: 3, 

ßäirctßµa pzravoiaS et; ä0ernv agapitwv, and in light of the concomitance of repentance 

and forgiveness of sins in Luke 24: 47113 and Acts 3: 19, as it probably should be, the 

prepositional phrase can be said to qualify ji ravor1aaiE and ßocnitaerjiw. 114 Forgiveness 

of sins may be the purpose of repenting and of being baptized (telic Ed;; cf. Eic Tö 

'ýWxt twat vµciv zä; äµapii(XS, 3: 19) or the outcome (ecbatic Ft; ); 115 or it may be 

109M. J. Harris, "Appendix: Prepositions and Theology in the Greek New Testament", 
NIDNTT 3: 1210-11. Alternatively, the three expressions have been considered synonymous (e. g. S. 
New, "The Name, Baptism, and the Laying on of Hands", in Beginnings 5: 123 n. 3; J. A. Ziesler, "The 
Name of Jesus in the Acts of the Apostles", JSNT 4 [1979] 29-30) or distinct, EiS expressing "with 

reference to"; i7r%"devoted to, resting on"; and vv, "on the authority of' (R. Abba, "Name", IDB 3: 507; 

cf. Dunn, Baptism 96). 
110W. Heitmüller, "Im Namen Jesu". Eine sprach- u. religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung 

zum Neuen Testament, speziell zur altchristlichen Taufe (1903) 94-127, esp. 127; BAGD, s. v. övoµa 

14c(3. Another interpretation, defended by L. Hartman ("'Into the Name of Jesus'. A Suggestion 
Concerning the Earliest Meaning of the Phrase", NTS 20 [1974] 432-40; "Baptism 'Into the Name of 
Jesus' and Early Christology. Some Tentative Considerations", ST 28 [1974] 21-48, esp. 24-28), 

maintains that a rabbinic phrase "with reference to" is reflected. Jesus Christ in this case represents the 

goal of baptism or its fundamental reference: Jesus' baptism in distinction from John's baptism. 
111XptuTÖS (cf. xvptoS in 8: 16; 19: 5) is probably both confessional, representative of any 

early baptismal formula, and titular, an allusion back to Peter's argument of 2: 22-36. 
112Fitzmyer, Luke 1: 240. 
113There is in Luke 24: 47 a niggling textual problem. On Lukan usage alone it is difficult to 

decide between iETävotav ciS äocaiv äµapTtwv (cf. Luke 3: 3) or µetc votav ict ä0-nv %tapTtwv (cf. 

Acts 5: 31). Et'; has the slightly superior external attestation (p75 X B) and, in view of the ciS 7rävTa 

tä F-Avrj following, probably would have been more likely altered to xai (Metzger 188). 
114Bruce (NIC) 77; Lake and Cadbury 4: 26; cf. C. D. Osburn, "The Third Person Imperative 

in Acts 2: 38", RestQ 26 (1983) 81-84. 
115A. Oepke, "El; ", TDNT 2: 429; Moulton 3: 266; Moule 70. 
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regarded as conceptually (though not chronologically) related to baptism, or since 
John's baptism is termed a "baptism marked by repentance" (genitive of definition), 

forgiveness may be presented in 2: 38 as simply connected with baptism (referential 

ElS) 116 Whatever, baptism confirms repentance and forgiveness. 

Finally, baptism appears in many of the accounts of conversion mentioned in 

Acts and conspicuously in the significant ones. Understandably this feature leaves the 

reader asking whether the act of baptism is from Luke's perspective indispensable for 

the Christian community. A fair number of exceptions, 117 though, does give us cause 

to hesitate before affirming the point. We will return to this matter. 118 

5.2.3. Faith 

As we mentioned above, the peroration of Peter's Pentecost address does not list 

faith among the requirements; but 2: 44 does refer to the new converts as of 7naTc ovccS. 

It is probable that faith was implicit in Peter's appeal. This is backed up by the fact that 

in Acts faith is specifically faith in the Lord who is demonstrated in Peter's speech to be 

the Jesus whom the Jews wrongly rejected. It is implied as well by the striking fact that 

in Acts members of the Christian community are not called "the repentant ones" or "the 

baptized"; instead the common appellative focuses on faith in Jesus. Christians are 

"those who have believed in the Lord", "those who have called upon the name of the 

Lord". 

Luke's use of it rrevc) and of the cognate substantive Trioitq in a religious sense 

(indeed, that of all the New Testament writers) gains significance from the qualifiers 

116Harris, NIDNTT 3: 1208-9; cf. J. C. Davis, "Another Look at the Relationship between 
Baptism and Forgiveness of Sins in Acts 2: 38", RestQ 24 (1981) 80-88. Davis argues for a 
"purposive" Eis. His other assertion--that "forgiveness, salvation, washing away of sins always follow 
baptism, never precede it" (Davis, "Baptism" 88)--exceeds the sense of Luke's language. A causal sense 
of the preposition has been vigorously defended by Robertson (389,592) and J. R. Mantey ("The 
Causal Use of Eis in the New Testament", JBL 70 [1951] 45-48; "On Causal Eis Again", JBL 70 
[1951] 309-11), apparently in an attempt to circumvent any hint of sacramental theology; but the 

evidence from secular hellenistic Greek for Eis to be retrospective seems to be lacking. LSJ lists no 

causal uses of Eis. 
117The notable ones are 2: 47; 4: 4; 5: 14; 6: 7; 9: 35,42; 11: 21; 13: 48; 14: 1 (indeed, a complete 

silence from 11: 18-16: 10); 17: 4,12,34; and 19: 10. 
118See Chapter V. 4, esp. pp. 253-55. 
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which pinpoint the focus of the community's belief. 119 More often the qualifier is a 

prepositional phrase than the dative case. 120 While it is true that in the New Testament 

period the use of the dative case was waning, this fact alone does not account for the 

unparalleled placement of the prepositions ci and eiri, with the accusative with marcüw. 

If no new connotation were intended and m, arcvav e /Em were the equivalent of ma-rcücwv 

`özi., relating faith to a particular event or fact, we would expect Ev to occur rather than dc 

or F-Tr% with the accusative. Such statistics allow us to infer, freely acknowledging the 

danger in refining too much, that iici. 'röv icuptov (9: 42; cf. 11: 17; 16: 31; 22: 19) connotes 

the metaphorical movement associated with a decision of commitment, a "turning from 

former objects of devotion that brought disappointment to a new personal object of faith 

in whom one has confidence". 121 As for cl; 'röv xvptov, it denotes as a minimum the 

object or direction of faith; but there is probably something more than mere intellectual 

acceptance of the gospel. Since "faith in the kerygma is inseparable from faith in the 

person mediated thereby", 122 acceptance of the message about Jesus, who is proclaimed 

as messiah and Lord, implies the committal of one's self to the person of Christ. Faith 

therefore is both confident reliance and personal trust. 

One further syntactical feature of the use of marcvw in Acts should be mentioned. 

In most cases the verb connotes an inceptive action, an entrance into a state of commit - 

ment ("to receive the message and therefore believe"). This is especially true of the past 

tenses of the indicative mood where the aorist tense is predominant. 123 But it would be 

incorrect to assert that (O 't) mcrrcvaavtics always specifies the adoption of faith whereas 

(Oct) mazcüov'rES always indicates the continuance of the state of believing. There is too 

much interchange of usage: ituarcvovticS in 5: 14 (cf. 10: 43 [? ]; 13: 39 [? ]) expresses 

119The following is based particularly on the studies by Moulton (1: 67-68), R. Bultmann 

("mareüw", TDNT 6: 197-228, esp. 203-4,214), and Harris (NIDNTT 3: 1211-14). 
120With the dative case the sense of the verb ranges from "give intellectual credence to" (the 

testimony) of men or God (8: 12) to "entrust oneself to" God (16: 34; 13: 12D; cf. 27: 25) or Christ 

(5: 14[? ]; 18: 8a). On the use of &d plus the genitive case to qualify nta'revw and rria'r q, seep. 104. 
121 Harris, NIDNTT 3: 1212; cf. Moule 49. 
122Bultmann, TDNT 6: 211-12. 
123Zerwick (§250) notes the possible difference with verbs which of their nature indicate a 

state: nta'reveiv = be a believer; 1rta2e7, uaat may = embrace the faith". Cf. the aorist tense in 4: 4; 

8: 12,13; 9: 42; 13: 12,48; 17: 12,13D, 34; 18: 8a; the imperfect tense in 18: 8b; and the pluperfect in 

14: 23. The same sense is borne by the infinitives in 4: 31D; 14: 1; and 15: 7, by the imperative in 16: 31 

and Luke 8: 50, and by tuYtev(Yoxnv in 19: 4. 
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entrance into the state of Christianity; of as r avicS (4: 32) and of ncmcrrcux0 (15: 5; 

18: 27; 19: 18; 21: 20,25) as well as the present participle (2: 44; 22: 19) describe the 

Christian condition and are simply other ways of saying "Christians". 

5.3. The rationale 

5.3.1. The Jews' treatment of Jesus 

Though repentance and divine forgiveness apply in the first place to the sins of 

each penitent, the command to repent in Acts 2-5 is also connected with the specific sin 

of the Jews' rejection and killing of Jesus (2: 23; 3: 13-15; 4: 10; 5: 28,30). 124 In this 

respect repentance becomes the responsibility of the nation, too, and concerns not only 

the violation of Moses's law, since Jesus was innocent (3: 13), but also the violation of 

God's will as expressed through Jesus (2: 22; 3: 13; cf. 10: 38). 

This particular disobedience, excused to some extent by the Jews' ignorance 

(xazä (&yvotav, 3: 17; cf. Luke 23: 34; Acts 13: 27), has a serious consequence for the 

individual and for the nation. According to levitical law a sin committed unwittingly still 

required retribution (Lev 4: 1-35; 5: 14-19; Num 15: 22-28); and if the unwitting sin were 

not atoned for, it would become a witting sin which was more culpable and led to the 

sinner being cut off from Israel 125 (Num 15: 29-36). These levitical principles appear 

to lie behind the commands of repentance and baptism in Acts 2-5. In 2: 40 Peter's 

listeners are exhorted to save themselves from their corrupt generation (cf. Deut 32: 5). 

Like Jesus, who similarly characterized his compatriots who refused to accept the 

witness of his miracles and teaching and consequently consigned themselves to God's 

judgment and rejection, 126 Peter is said by the exhortation to consider his contemporar- 

ies who have denounced Jesus and their need for repentance already under condemna- 

tion: they are a source of perdition from which one must dissociate oneself in order to 

escape the coming judgment. The precarious position of the Jews is explained further in 

3: 22-23, in a quotation based on material from Deut 18: 15-20 and Lev 23: 29 which 

124The connection is spelled out in chap. 2, the exhortation "repent" replying to the listeners' 

question "What should we do? " (2: 37) which in turn stems from the convicting power of Peter's speech 

about Jesus' life, death, and exaltation. In 3: 19 the inferential ovv forges the link. 
125There is a discussion of -, 7, nvn x1; r-, r Vr j- r rrn: )' on p. 188. 
126Luke 9: 41; 11: 29-32; cf. 11: 50-51; 13: 34-35; 19: 41-44. 
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identifies Jesus as the messianic prophet who has been raised up by God for Israel. 127 

The thrust of the citation lies in verse 23. There the subject of the verb changes from the 

corporate 'p IS to the singular näßa yrvxri qualified by j. x äxoüa-i tioý npo$rjtou e1Etvou 

(i. e. tiov 'I'q6o5), and the harsh sentence EýoA, cOpeuOi ctat (= 77n-ID j) is delivered on 

the Jew who refuses to listen to the prophet. The sense of the words is clear: (1) it is 

necessary to listen to Jesus (i. e. to accept Jesus) in order to fulfil God's will; (2) while 

the command to listen applies to all Israel, obedience is the individual's responsibility; 

(3) refusal to listen does not mean the obliteration of God's people; but (4) the Jew who 

does not listen no longer belongs to God's people. 128 

A distinction then appears within Israel. The privilege of birth no longer 

guarantees the right to receive the promises of God. Instead, there is suggested, along 

prophetic lines, the idea of a righteous remnant, indeed, even the idea that the people of 

God is now defined as only those accepting Jesus the Messiah. The Israel of the Old 

Testament covenants without the belief that Jesus is the messiah is distant from God. It 

may also be correct to ask, does the Israel of the Old Testament covenants even not 

exist? 

5.3.2. Participation in the last days 

Repentance is also correlated with participation in the last days, the former 

making the latter a reality for the individual and the nation. This is stated in two ways. 

Z 
127The quotation makes its connection in the first place not with v. 21a but with v. 19a: the 

UGvwrri Et of v. 22 refers to Jesus' first coming. The link gives the exhortation to repent its biblical 

authority. The original sense of Deut 18: 15-20 may have been that God would raise up prophets on 
different occasions as required, but the singular icpocij, Mv seems to have led Jews to expect one prophet 
(cf. John 1: 21,25; 6: 14; 7: 40; 1QS 9: 10-12; 4QTestim 5-7) and to conjecture that the messiah would 
be a second Moses (J. Jeremias, "Mwvo'ic", TDNT 4: 849-64). 

128Knowling (118) lessens the severity of the words: "in their original meaning in the O. T. 

they need not refer to anything more than the penalty of the death of the body, and it is not necessary to 

see in them here any threat of eternal punishment in Gehenna". However, it is significant that ;-2; 
(ovr ) is synonymous with breaking God's covenant (Gen 17: 14) and the antithesis of inheriting the 
land (Ps 37: 9,22), two acts deciding one's relation to God. 
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The first is brought out by 2: 38: the person who repents and is baptized in the 

name of Jesus will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. 129 In Acts the Spirit's presence in 

the Christian community not only marks Jesus' triumphal enthronement at God's right 
hand (2: 33) and the church's endowment with power to continue the mission of Jesus 

effectively (1: 8; cf. Luke 24: 47-48); it also signifies that God's redemptive plan 

approaches completion. The point is made when, in the citing of Joel 3: 1-5 a(ET 2: 28- 

32a) to explain the supernatural events at Pentecost, the µctä iaüia i; ý) of the 

Old Testament passage is changed to Ev 'rat; eßxäiai. S ýµepat; in Peter's speech 

(2: 17). 130 The result is an unmistakable indication that the outpouring of the Spirit 

confirmed the present realization of the final period of salvation history and possibly, 

too, the imminent actualization of the day of the Lord bringing judgment and 

salvation. 131 To have the Spirit is to experience in the present the blessings of the last 

days. 

129The order of the clauses suggests that the receipt of the Spirit was consequent to and 
dependent upon repentance and water baptism. But if this is the correct understanding of the grammar of 
2: 38, it cannot be used to claim that in Luke's view baptism conferred the Spirit. The apostles in the 
upper room received the Spirit (2: 1-4) without there being any record of a concomitant experience of 
water baptism in the name of Jesus. In 5: 32 the Spirit is described as God's gift to those obeying him, 
not to those being baptized. For further discussion, particularly concerning the experiences of the 
Samaritans (8: 12-17), Cornelius (10: 44-48; 11: 15-17), Apollos (18: 25-26), and the twelve disciples at 
Ephesus (19: 1-7), see pp. 43 n. 13,77-80,246-53. 

130B 076 (C pc) samss, though, retain the ix rewm of the LXX. E. Haenchen 
("Schriftzitate and Textiberlieferung in der Apostelgeschichte", ZTK 51 [1954] 162 and in his 
commentary p. 181) argues for the originality of this reading: "nach der lukanischen Theologie bricht 

mit der Geistausgießung noch nicht die Endzeit an! " (Haenchen 181). Disagreeing with Haenchen's 
interpretation on both textual and theological grounds is, for example, F. Mußner ("'In den letzten 
Tagen' [Apg 2,17a]", BZ n. s. 5 [1961] 263-65). The following arguments can be cited. As far as the 
text is concerned, it is probable, as shown by the other changes made to the OT passage, that Luke is 

not citing the received text of the LXX verbatim. Admittedly, D has variations which are clearly 
secondary. As for the theology, that Luke reckons both with a delay in the parousia and with an early 
expectation of the end time and that this two-pronged approach was probably part of the pre-Lukan 
tradition are demonstrable (cf. Fitzmyer, Luke 1: 231-25). Furthermore, "the last days" can represent an 
extended epoch (compare 2 Tim 3: 1; Jas 5: 3; 2 Pet 3: 3 [thus, Schneider 2: 268]). Another consideration 
is that kv Talc cox6 ratc ilg pats may well give the sense of µtc m Tavta in the OT context. There, as 
in Acts 2: 20, the day of the Lord is mentioned. 

131Determinant in this regard is the reference of the supernatural events described in v. 20. If 

the cosmic signs are those which will herald the end of the world, the day of the Lord is still future 

(Haenchen 181,188). If the reference is to the cosmic signs which accompanied the crucifixion (Luke 
23: 44-45), the day of the Lord is a present reality (cf. Bruce [NIC] 69). 
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The second comment, 3: 19-22, has repentance for the corporate sin of 

murdering the messiah leading to the return of the messiah132 and thus to corporate 

redemption. 133 Frequently it is suggested that in these verses the thought is entirely of 

redemption in the future: xaapdI. &vayn wý (v. 20a) and Xpovot änoxataßt6o O; (v. 21) 

are understood to describe the same event, the former expressing the subjective side of 

the messiah's advent, the latter the objective side. 134 Yet , given the use of äväyrvýtg 

1321t exceeds the present discussion to inquire whether Jesus is thought to have been the 
messiah during his ministry, to have been messiah at his resurrection and exaltation, or, as J. A. T. 
Robinson ("The Most Primitive Christology of All? ", JTS 7 [1956] 177-89) seeks to argue, is to 
become messiah when he is sent again. For other discussions of the Christology of this passage, see 
Bauernfeind 473-83 (originally "Tradition and Komposition in dem Apokatastasisspruch Apostelge - 
schichte 3,20f', ZTK 52 [1955] 205-25) and the bibliography mentioned by Schneider (1: 310-11,323- 
27). 

133The connection of thought is not unfamiliar in Judaism; see b. Sanh. 97b-98a and other 
similar passages mentioned in Str-B 1: 162-65. 

134See A. Oepke, "&7roicaOiß'ri 
. u", TDNT 1: 391; E. Schweizer, "äväyrv4tg", TDNT 9: 664- 

65; Haenchen 207; and Bruce (Greek) 111. C. K. Barrett ("Faith and Eschatology in Acts 3", in FS W. 
G. Kiimmel [1985] 11-13), for one (see also n. 136), disagrees. 
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and änoxaiä6raot; elsewhere, 135 it is more probable that the two subjunctive clauses of 

v. 20 are sequential136 and are to be distinguished in the sense that xatpot ävayK) E(OS 

refers to moments of relief during the time people spend in waiting for the coming of the 

messiah (such as individual conversions, endowments with the Spirit, the grace of the 

gospel)137 whereas xp6vot &noxati(xßtiäaeo); means the time when God through Christ 

(for iov xvpiov is the implied subject of ä7Co6tiEi?,, n) restores the fallen world (näviwv) to 

the purity and integrity of its initial creation. Repentance based on faith in Jesus then 

has a twofold effect on future events: on the one hand, it brings for the penitent the 

135The relation of the clauses in vv. 19-22 is obviously at the heart of the uncertainty. On 
grammatical grounds alone it is not possible to decide (a) whether the okco; äv clause is dependent on 
e$S Tö (p74 ACD Nestle-Aland26; cf. npös To XB Nestle-Aland24) c4aA, etu0i vat or is directly 
connected to µeTavoijjaaTs xät EntarpEyraTe and (b) whether the coming and sending of v. 20 are 
coincident (see the comments by Barrett ["Acts 3" 9]). Nor are the attempts to interpret the clauses by 
distinguishing between xatpot' and xpdvot constructive (compare Acts 1: 6,7); the words seem 
synonymous in biblical usage (J. Barr, Biblical Words for Time [1969] 21-49, esp. 22-23,42-44). 
Attention may be drawn, though, to the plural xatpot which becomes difficult to explain if the word 
denotes the single time of messianic salvation (Barrett, "Acts 3" 11). 

As for the crucial expressions themselves, &va'V' is is an exceptional word, occurring only 
one other time in the Greek Bible. Its replacement of 7rv6µa in Isa 32: 156' and 0' in a phrase worded 
similarly to Acts 3: 20a makes for a tempting parallel between EX0wxty xatpöt ävayr64eco; and 
X, rjµyre60e 'rijv 8wpeäv 'roü ay ou Trvevµa'roS of 2: 38 (cf. Zehnle, Pentecost Discourse 57), the more so 
since Jesus' exaltation effected the advent of the Spirit (2: 33). The idea, though, must remain no more 
than conjecture. The natural meaning of äv6. ji t5 is a temporary relief (Exod 8: 11[15]; compare 
avayruxrj in Ps 65[66]: 12 and Jer 30: 26[49: 31]). This is borne out by the secular use of the word (e. g. 
Philo, Abr. 152; Plato, Smp. 176A) and by the use of &vayrvxw in the Greek Bible (Exod 23: 12; Judg 
15: 19; 1 Kgdms 16: 23; 2 Kgdms 16: 14; Ps 38: 14[39: 13]; 2 Macc 4: 46; 13: 11; 2 Tim 1: 16; compare 
Homer, Od. 4.568). 

The precise meaning of &noxaTä6Taat; in the sentence is more difficult. The noun is not 
repeated in the Greek Bible. The cognate verb, which occurs often enough, denotes a return to the 
previously existing state or position, a restoration which may be political, cosmological, physiological, 
etc. Thus, & roxa0ia'rrjjtt is used of YHWH's restoration of Israel (Jer 16: 15; 23: 8; 24: 6; 27[50]: 19; 
Hos 11: 11; Acts 1: 6; cf. Amos 5: 15; Isa 44: 22), miraculous healings (Matt 12: 13; Mark 3: 5; 8: 25; 
Luke 6: 10), the eschatological work of Elijah (Mal 4: 5-6; Matt 17: 11; Mark 9: 12), and the meeting of 
friends (Heb 13: 19). From the use of änoxarc taat; in extrabiblical literature (e. g. Ep. Arist. 123; 
Josephus, Ant. 11: 63,98; Philo, Quis Her. 293), we may surmise that the meaning of &7toxaT6x6Ta ng 
in Acts 3: 21 is linked with the meaning of the cognate verb (cf. NIV). F. F. Bruce ("The Speeches in 
Acts--Thirty Years After", in FS L. L. Morris [1974] 66-68; cf. Bruce [Greek] 112; Lake and Cadbury 
4: 38; RSV), however, disagrees. He maintains that "establishment of what was predicted" is more 
intelligible in the context and is in keeping with Lukan language elsewhere (cf. Luke 1: 70; 24: 25-27, 
44). But the references Bruce cites in support (Ps 15[16]: 5; Job 8: 6; 2 Macc 12: 39; 15: 20) do not use 
the noun, nor do they, except perhaps for 2 Macc 15: 20, actually disallow the translation "restoration". 

136Barrett, "Acts 3" 11-16; Bengel 2: 544-46; W. L. Lane, "Times of Refreshment. A Study 

of Eschatological Periodization in Judaism and Christianity" (1962) 178-80, cited by Zehnle, Pentecost 
Discourse 58 n. 121. 

137Bauernfeind (68) sees icatpöt ävawü4ewc as moments of relief in the distress of the 

messianic woes but the context seems to view the seasons of refreshment in more positive terms. 
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eschatological future in part into the present and, on the other, it seemingly hastens the 

days of the messiah still to come. 138 

To sum up. The debate in Jerusalem is set in the context of a community, with 
its roots in Jerusalem and in a mission to the Jews, which has recognized and adopted 

the manifestation of the promised messiah and the commencement of God's final act of 

redemption that have been Israel's privilege to receive. It is also a community divided 

by a two-pronged approach to these experiences. There is the predominant conviction 

that despite the realization of Israel's promised eschatological blessings, it is not a 

person's Jewish birth or conversion which decides membership in the people of God 

and, by consequence, participation in the realized and anticipated blessings of the last 

days. Determinative is the Jews' individual and corporate acceptance of Jesus which is 

manifested by the willingness to repent and be baptized and by the I of the Spirit [bestowal 

upon all who believe. There is an equally strong and legitimate conviction of the 

necessity, indeed, of the obligation, to live as responsible people of God in the light of 

the commencement of the messianic age. According to some members of the 

community this meant to retain the marks of YHWH's covenants with Israel, namely, 

circumcision and obedience to the law. What does Luke say the rest of the community 

thinks? 

138Thus, Haenchen 207. Schweizer (TDNT 9: 664-65), for one, disagrees: the sentence 

contains "simply the warning that this redemption will not come at all for Israel unless it repents now". 
Whether the idea is Luke's as well as the primitive church's is debatable (see Bruce, "Speeches--Thirty 
Years" 68). 
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CHAPTER I. PETER 

The first to address the question "What is necessary to belong to the people of 
God? " in the course of the council proper is Peter. 1 That he should occupy this place is 

not surprising given his prominence and his experiences recounted in Acts 1-12. 

During the earliest days of the Christian community, he serves as both the principal 

Christian apologist and the representative leader within the Jerusalem church. 2 It is 

Peter who explains to the Jewish populace and leaders the facts about Jesus the Messiah 

and the miracles performed in his name (2: 14-40; 3: 12-26; 4: 8-12; 5: 29-32), who 

prompts the selection of a successor to Judas (1: 5-22), supervises the disciplining of 

Ananias and Sapphira (5: 1-1 Oa) and of Simon Magus (8: 18-24), under mandate from 

the apostles investigates and approves the spread of the gospel to Samaria (8: 14,25), 

and defends the Gentiles' right to hear the apostolic proclamation (11: 1-18). 

In chapter 15 this importance is reinforced by the impact of Peter's speech on the 

assembly. His comments follow a protracted debate (7coX? % ýijTTj"m Swvoµiv11S, 15: 7a) 

which was at times probably intense and alarming3 and was, as ävw r xg H tpoS t%ircv 

icpO; aUco 5S implies, in need of correction, even probably in what the church leaders 

'The best known study of Peter is that by O. Cullmann (Peter: Disciple. Apostle. Martyr. A 
Historical and Theological Study [ET 1962], on the Jerusalem council see pp. 49-54). More recent 
works include those by W. Dietrich (Das Petrusbild der lukanischen Schriften [1972]); R. E. Brown, K. 
P. Donfried, and J. Reumann (Peter in the New Testament. A Collaborative Assessment by Protestant 
and Roman Catholic Scholars [1973]); and F. Mußner (Petrus and Paulus--Pole der Einheit. Eine Hilfe 
für die Kirchen [1976]). 

2To draw attention to Peter's leadership role is not to deny Luke's equally important concern to 
demonstrate the non-authoritarian nature of the primitive church: John frequently accompanies Peter 
(3: 1,3-4,11; 4: 1,3,7,19; 8: 14); all of Jesus' followers gathered in the upper room select Matthias 
(1: 23,26); all the apostles perform miraculous deeds, are arrested by the temple authorities, and are 
made to appear before the Sanhedrin (5: 12,17-32). On the significance of &icayy£(AaT£ 'I(XX4C-) KC i 

Too; & EA$oi TaüTa in 12: 17 and of the subsequent ascendancy of James in the Jerusalem community, 
see Chapter 111.2. 

3Without the coordinate rthotg (cf. 15: 2 [see p. 10 n. 19]) and thus without the accompanying 

pejorative meaning, ýrjTTirns may simply continue the notion of i& iv m$pi. Toi Aöyov Tov rou (v. 6) and 

refer to the speech and counterspeech associated with an investigation into a matter on which there is a 
division of opinion (Greeven, TDNT 2: 893-94). At the same time, it should be noted that nokrij; does 

indicate that the debate was extensive and that agreement was not a foregone conclusion. 
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were saying. 4 In contrast is the attitude of the council at the end of the address (v. 12): 
eatynaEV Sir thy T6 7C%1,00; xäh 7jicouov Bapvaßä xäi. 11av7iov .5 The Western text prefaces 

these words with ßuvxaiaic6EWvwv &, u& npEßßuTepwv Toi; ünö roü rihTpou etpi vot;, 
indicating that the assembly's silence represented the elders' agreement with Peter's 

argument. The inference may reflect the prejudices of its textual tradition, in particular 

an interest in early church unity and, more importantly, in a unity over against the 

viewpoint of Judaism and the Judaizing position. 6 Yet, as we have noted, it can be 

shown that the D text does have "a general tendency to explain and simplify, to empha- 

size and often to exaggerate" what is already found in the underlying text.? It is also 

significant that there is no further reference to disagreement in the story, that the force of 

ý6iygmv is underlined by the inclusive thy do nA, ileoS8 (rather than the representative 

"apostles and elders" [cf. v. 6]) and by the equally suggestive rjxouov, and that at 5(o in 

Luke 20: 26 (cf. Acts 13: 41D)9 likewise designates the response to a weighty comment 

which cannot be answered immediately. In light of such evidence, we are no doubt 

correct in assuming that the Western insertion probably has not introduced a new idea 

but simply has highlighted Luke's own intention, though arguably to excess. The 

silence and the audience of the entire assembly then may be said to testify at least that a 

turning point had come: 10 Peter had restored calm to the extent that even if the apostles 

and elders were not in full agreement with all of his statements, they were sufficiently 

4Haenchen (427 n. 6) takes nplo; avtioa S to refer to the Pharisaic believers in v. 5 rather than 
to the apostles and elders. But the latter group being the closer antecedent is more logical and is not 
excluded by Luke's use of of E"x Tteptiu%djq in 11: 2 (see pp. 210-11). 

5This editorial comment has been described by Dibelius ("Council" 95-96) as "a colourless 
transitional statement" corresponding to p 'ra 6'E Tb rnyrlßati ab'tovS (v. 13) and intended merely to 
introduce the report given by Barnabas and Paul. Such an assessment is in my opinion inadequate. 

6Epp, Codex Bezae 96-98,102-3. The additions in the D text of Acts 15 could also be 
intended to enhance the leadership and the control of the Jerusalem church (Lake and Cadbury 4: 169; 
Ropes 3: 138-39) or the prestige of Peter (Metzger 429). With regard to Metzger's suggestion, it is 

relevant that the same textual tradition reads ävEa'Crl6Ev 'u& Ttv6gccT. IIETpoS xar ict? in v. 7. 

7Barrett, "Codex Bezae" 25. See p. 13. 
80n the meaning of n&v Tb 7t? OoS, see Introduction 4.1. 
9The other occurrence of nydo in Luke-Acts, Luke 9: 36, being the apparent parallel of 

&E6iEiýatio aü rotS "Iva µr1SEv\ ä EiSov SLrlynacov rat in Mark 9: 9, does not belong here. 
10This much is the case whether £6iy96Ev means "became silent" (ingressive aorist [thus, 

NIV; NEB; JB; Moulton 3: 71; Burton §41; Lake and Cadbury 4: 175]), as though the cut and thrust of 
the debate either had continued while Peter was speaking or possibly, though unlikely, had recom - 
menced after he had finished speaking, or whether the verb means "were silent" (constative aorist [thus, 

KJV; RSV; Robertson 834]), as though the assembly did not want to speak or could not reply at the 

moment. 
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appeased by the arguments to have no immediate reply and to be able to listen to 
Barnabas and Paul. 11 

The significance of Peter's argument is conveyed also by the fact that the 

argument refers to an event, the conversion of the Roman centurion Cornelius and of his 

household through the ministry of Peter, which is given epic treatment beyond any other 

narrative in Acts, being in effect told twice over in great length and detail in Acts 10: 1- 

11: 18.12 Thus, to understand Acts 15: 7-11, we must begin with an examination of Acts 

10: 1-11: 18.13 

1. The Conversion of Cornelius (Acts 10: 1-11: 18) 

Acts 10: 1-11: 18 is a composite of several interwoven, mutually dependent 

events 14--the appearance of an angel to Cornelius, instructing him to summon Peter 

from Joppa so that he could hear the gospel (10: 1-8,22,30-33; cf. 11: 13); the descent 

from heaven of a large sheet containing all kinds of animals which a voice tells Peter to 

eat (10: 9-16; cf. 11: 5-11); Peter's journey, at the Spirit's prompting, to Cornelius in 

Caesarea and his preaching of the gospel, at Cornelius's invitation, to relatives and close 

11Scholarly opinion on the implication of ýo ygacv n&v io nk, E)os varies. Those who 
believe that the words indicate not agreement but temporary appeasement include Schneider (2: 181) and 
seemingly Bruce ([NIC] 309). Representative of those who understand the silence to signal without a 
doubt that Peter's speech puts an end to all conflict are Haenchen (429), Marshall (250), and Roloff 
(231). Bauemfeind's (190-91) opinion is interesting. For him ýaiyr16sv signals that the opposition 
ceased and that the customary agreement did not materialize. In other words, instead of restoring calm, 
Peter's speech contradicted the expectations of the audience and thus created an unforgettable moment of 
embarrassed, stunned silence which represented the audience's need for reflection on Peter's words. 

121n 15: 7-11 there is no definite confirmation that Peter's encounter with Cornelius does 
provide the base; but the words "in the early days God chose that through me the Gentiles should hear 
the gospel" (v. 7) and the occurrence in both 10: 1-11: 18 and 15: 7-11 of &axpivco and xaeapiýco, terms 
found nowhere else in Acts, suggest some connection. 

13It may be observed that nothing is said about another nodal event in Luke's story: the 
conversion of the Samaritans (8: 4-8,12,14-17) who are led to faith in Jesus and to baptism by Philip, 
one of the leading Hellenists, and who do not receive the Spirit until Peter and John arrive from 
Jerusalem and lay their hands on them. The incident not only involves Peter and must have influenced 
his understanding of the Christian mission; it also introduces questions about the chronological and 
conceptual connection between receiving the Spirit and being baptized, about the necessity of the 
apostles' laying hands on converts, about the theological and administrative relation between the 
Jerusalem community and the daughter churches--all of which affect in some way Luke's presentation of 
membership in the people of God. Some of these matters will be touched on elsewhere in our study 
(see primarily Chapter V. 4.3-4), but a detailed examination of the incident itself will be omitted as there 
is no reference to it in Peter's speech at the council. From this silence we may infer that for Luke the 
incident has no bearing on the situation in Acts 15. 

'4Foakes-Jackson (87) believes that while in some respects the story "appears to be a free 

composition of the author, it bears the stamp both of probability and truth". M. Dibelius ("The 
Conversion of Cornelius" [1947], in Studies in the Acts of the Apostles [ET 1956] 109-22) and 
Haenchen (343-50) take a different position. See the discussion on pp. 52-55. 
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friends assembled in the centurion's house (10: 17-20,23b-28,34-43; cf. 11: 12,14); 

the Gentiles' baptism (10: 44-48); and Peter's subsequent defense of his actions before 

the apostles and other believers in Jerusalem (11: 1-18). All these events lead to the 

crucial conclusion, expressed by the Jerusalem Christians, that God has granted 
Gentiles repentance unto life (11: 18), that the conversion of Cornelius forms the 

precedent for the extension of salvation to the uncircumcised. It is within the step-like 

progression to this climax that we can identify three matters which influence the 

argument in 15: 7-11: the claim that God shows no favouritism (10: 34-35), the 

proclamation of faith in Jesus (10: 36-43), and the bestowal of the Spirit (10: 44-48; 

11: 15-17). 

1.1. The lesson of the qualified impartiality of God (10: 34-35) 

The first matter concerns Peter's lesson regarding God's relation to those 

outside of Israel. This is summed up in the two-part contrasting statement of 10: 34-35. 

Central to these verses is the notion that God is oü npo6wnok tg=lS. Ifpo6wn0diV Vi 

and its cognates are unusual terms, 15 but they are not without a traceable origin. They 

are derived by the New Testament writers from several synonymous Old Testament 

expressions, 16 which when used in a bad sense ("be unduly influenced by", "show 

favouritism towards"), 17 as the New Testament writers do, refer to decisions made with 

respect to outward circumstances. It is against this negative attitude that Israel's judges 

especially are warned (e. g. Lev 19: 15; Ps 81[82]: 2; Prov 18: 5), being charged to judge 

righteously and thereby reflect the attitude of God, 18 the supreme judge, whom they 

represent. For the judged as well as the judge there are consequences because of God's 

impartiality. It means that evil-doers cannot depend on birth or wealth, for example, to 

15The adjective occurs only in Acts 10: 34, but NT instances of the cognates are Rom 2: 11; 
Eph 6: 9; Col 3: 25; Jas 2: 1,9; 1 Pet 1: 17. 

16The most common of the expressions is C ý) E) xt 3, which the LXX translates a. aµßävcty 
Trpö6wlrov or Oavµäýctiv npößarrrov. 

17The Hebrew expressions originate from the respectful oriental salutation in which the greeter 
humbly turns his face to the ground (cf. Gen 32: 21); the person thus greeted signifies recognition and 
esteem when he raises the face of the greeter (E. Lohse, "7rpdaw7rov", TDNT 6: 779). Clearly then the 
expressions can be used in a good sense (e. g. Deut 28: 50; 2 Kgs 3: 14; Lam 4: 16) as well as in a bad 

sense. 
18Deut 10: 17; 2 Chr 19: 7; Sir 35: 13; Pss. Sol. 2: 18; Jub. 5: 16; m. Abot 4: 22. 
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erase their well-deserved divine punishment; therefore, the chosen people of God are 

warned and motivated to love and obey the God who has acted on their behalf (Deut 

10: 12-22; Pss. Sol. 2: 15-18). At the same time, the claim asserts that no person need 

fear that because of favouritism God will not receive him; and as proof, the law states 

that God executes justice for the orphan and the widow and loves the nz (Deut 10: 18; 

cf. Jub. 5: 15-16). Thus, when Peter says that God is impartial, he sets the comment 

against the background of God's judgment at which there is no respect of persons, 

neither for the disobedient nor for the social misfortunate or outcast in Israelite society. 

We can identify more precisely what is meant in Acts 10: 34 by God's imparti ali - 

ty. Influencing the concept in the context are Peter's vision of a sheet descending from 

heaven and containing all kinds of animals (10: 9-16; 11: 5-10), the interpretation of the 

vision (10: 28), and the contrasting side of Peter's opening statement (10: 35). 

1.1.1. The vision 

The vision of 10: 9-16 and of 11: 5-10 assumes a knowledge of the levitical 

purity laws recorded primarily in Leviticus 11-16 and Numbers 19,19 which were part 

of the Mosaic covenant and essential to the survival of Israel as the people of God. 20 

Specific reference is to the clean animals which could be eaten and the unclean animals 

which were forbidden for food (Lev 11: 1-46; 20: 25; Deut 14: 3-21). 21 The concepts 

associated with these laws are complex, even elusive in meaning, and there is hardly 

space or need to discuss the many conflicting and contradictory elements; but by way of 

a very simplistic summary to facilitate the understanding of Peter's vision and in particu- 

19See also Deut 14: 3-21; 23: 10-15; 24: 8; and 26: 14. 
20The purity laws are in no way unique to Israel; but the particular expressions of them may 

be distinctive: Israel's overall system is distinguished by the nation's relation to YHWH. 

21These dietary regulations rescind those given to Noah (Gen 9: 8; compare 1: 29-30). The 

criterion determining the classification, though, is debatable. Current explanations include the animals' 

role in pagan sacrificial rites or idolatry (M. Noth, Leviticus. A Commentary [ET 1965] 92), hygiene 

(R. K. Harrison, Leviticus. An Introduction and Commentary [1980] 120-33), Israel's witness to the 

surrounding nations, and the symbolic application of moral and physical perfection to divisions among 

people (M. Douglas, Purity and Danger. An analysis of concepts of pollution and taboo [1966] 41-57). 

See also H. Rabinowicz, "Dietary Laws", EncJud 6: 42-45 and G. J. Wenham, "The Theology of 

Unclean Food", EvQ 53 (1981) 6-11. 
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lar of Peter's objection (10: 14; 11: 8) and the voice's rejoinder (10: 15; 11: 9), four points 

can be made. 22 

(1) In Hebrew society under Moses's law, everything--people, places, animals, 

foods, and objects--is classified, independently of the actual physical conditions, 

according to one of four categories: holy, common, clean, and unclean. According to 

Lev 10: 10 (cf. Ezek 22: 26; 44: 23; CD 6: 17-18), where the responsibility for 

maintaining the classification is given to the priests, "holy" (V`77 = äyLoS) is the 

opposite of "common" (5n = pep os) and "clean" (11nn = xa8(Xpoq) is the converse 

of "unclean" (N nn = &1c68(xp ro; ). This double contrast, however, should not be 

considered an exact, synonymous parallel. More precisely, holy denotes that which 

belongs to God. Its antithesis, common, is a wider notion than the corresponding 

unclean. Everything is common which is not fitted for the sanctuary, even what is 

allowable for daily use and enjoyment and is regarded as clean. Therefore, common 

things can be divided into the categories of clean and unclean: if ". 1n is ritually clean 

it is free for use; if n is ritually unclean (W=), it is taboo. Cleanness 

refers to purity and normality. It is the ground state of most people, places, and objects 

in Israel. It is also the condition of being obedient to the statutes and ordinances of the 

law. It is non-transferable. 

(2) Fundamental to the classification is a theological principle. The unclean and 

the holy are two states which must never come in contact with each other (e. g. Lev 

7: 19-21; 22: 3). They are utterly distinct in theory and must be kept equally distinct in 

practice. This separation is mandated by God's character. God himself is intrinsically 

holy and all that belongs to him must be holy (Lev 11: 45; 20: 26; cf. Exod 29: 43-45; 

40: 9; Lev 23). It follows then, as a corollary, that Israel must exclude every form of 

uncleanness and must protect with special zeal the tabernacle, the seat of God's most 

holy presence, and its institutions. 

(3) While people and objects are assigned to one of the four categories, under 

certain circumstances they may change state. Clean things become holy when they are 

22There are fuller discussions, for instance, in J. E. Hartley, "Clean and Unclean", ISBE-rev 
1: 718-23; L. E. Toombs, "Clean and Unclean", IDB 1: 641-48; and G. J. Wenham, The Book of 
Leviticus (1979) 18-25; and "Purity and Impurity, Ritual", Encfud 13: 1405-14. 
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sanctified, as a result of either a divine act (Num 16: 7; Lev 21: 8,23) or a person's 

obedience to the law (Exod 24: 3-8) or contact with certain holy things (Exod 29: 37; 

30: 29; Lev 6: 18,27). Unclean things, on the other hand, cannot be sanctified. Clean 

things may be made unclean if they are polluted by coming into contact with unclean 

things (Lev 11: 39-40; 14: 36; 15: 4-12). Holy things may be defiled and become 

common, even polluted and therefore unclean, by idolatry and other sins (Lev 18: 21; 

19: 12; 20: 3). 

It is evident from this series of relationships 23 that the state of uncleanness can 

be either temporary or permanent. Something or someone intrinsically clean may be 

made temporarily unclean through natural causes (e. g. diseases) or human actions or 

contact with the unclean. All temporary uncleanness requires cleansing. Permanent 

uncleanness, on the other hand, refers to things that are unclean in themselves: the 

uncircumcised (Isa 52: 1), other countries besides Israel (Josh 22: 19; Amos 7: 17), 

sexual offenses (Lev 18), and idols (Gen 35: 2-3; Isa 30: 22). This state cannot be 

altered nor is it contagious; hence, no rites are prescribed to cure it. Contact is simply 

forbidden. 

(4) Only God, who deals with the source of impurity, can bring the clean person 

or thing out of the category of unclean. 24 Explicitly this act concerns the removal of 

temporary uncleanness. But since it was God who set the levitical categories in the first 

23The relationship between the four categories can be diagrammed as follows (cf. Wenham, 

Leviticus 19): 
11 

- sanctify 
sacrifice 

- cleanse 
COMMON 

HOLY CLEAN UNCLEAN 
(temporary) 

profane pollute ----ý 
sin and infirmity 

UNCLEAN 
(permanent) 

24This is borne out in the use of xaeapI Etv ('-Iýt+) in the LXX. Predominantly the verb 

occurs in the passive voice (e. g. Ps 50[51]: 9; Jer 13: 27). When the active voice is used, the person 
doing the cleansing may be a priest (e. g. Lev 13: 6-8) or individuals like Moses (Lev 8: 15; Num 8: 15), 

Job (Job 1: 5), or the Maccabeans (1 Macc 4: 43; 13: 47,50); but most often it is God (e. g. Exod 34: 7; 

Ps 50[51]: 4; Jer 40[33]: 8). Further, the addition of EvavTt Ocoü either directly to the verb (Lev 16: 30; 

Num 8: 15) or in the immediate context (Lev 12: 7-8; 14: 11,18,23,29,31; 16: 18) makes clear that the 

cleansing is mediated before the Lord in the sanctuary. Also instructive is the combination of 

xaoapti60TjaE60E and xa9aptw vµä; in Ezek 36: 25: from the explicit statement that the sinner will be 

cleansed because God will cleanse him can be read into other occurrences of the passive voice of 

xaO6pt1Ety the idea that God is the principal cause of cleansing. 
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place, undoubtedly we are correct in inferring that latent in the Old Testament is the idea 

that God could, should he choose to, effect the cleansing of the permanently unclean. 25 

That is in brief the Old Testament background. In Peter's vision the application 

of the levitical classification as set forth in Lev 10: 10 is less than straightforward. Both 

verse 14 (11: 8; cf. 10: 28) and verse 15 (11: 9) include a concept unfamiliar to the 

standard Old Testament categories. Peter's objection (v. 14) coordinates xolvdv and 

äxäeapiov to describe the animals in the sheet which Peter rejects for food; the voice's 

reply (v. 15), again with reference to the contents of the sheet, opposes txaOäptaev and 

xoivov. According to the descriptive nävtia (10: 12) and the inclusion of Ep1tEth (10: 12; 

11: 6), a class of completely unclean animals, the sheet contains clean and unclean 

animals. 26 If xoivov in verse 14 takes the place of ß£ßrlkov, which in the New Testa- 

ment does not bear a cultic sense, 27 it refers merely to objects not set apart for God; 

and, hence, since xowwdv quite correctly would cover both the clean and the unclean 

contents of the sheet and would not stipulate that all the food necessarily belonged to a 

prohibited category, there is no legal reason for Peter to refuse. Similarly, though 

possibly less crucial, in verse 15 xoivov as the synonym of PF, 071 , ou does not really 

oppose F-xa86ptaev; according to Lev 10: 10 the positive should be fyiaaev. Given such 

apparent confusion, it has been suggested that the Old Testament categories do not 

apply, perhaps because Luke, being (presumably) a Gentile, did not understand them or 

because he was thinking of the rabbinic idea that the clean objects through their 

association with the unclean would themselves become unclean. 28 However, several 

factors indicate otherwise. 

To begin with, there is the use of xotvOq and xotvdco in a cultic sense. Kotv6q 

never translates 5n despite there being instances when xowwdS is used to supplement 

25Cf. Midr. Ps. 146.4 quoted on p. 55. 
26Contra Marshall 186. 
27In 1 Tim 1: 9; 4: 7; 6: 20; 2 Tim 2: 16; Heb 12: 16 p£piiAoc characterizes people and ideas 

which are far from God and thus is the opposite of Ev6EpTj;. The cognate verb, though, does retain a 

cultic sense; see Matt 12: 5 and Acts 24: 6. The lexical shift of the noun reflects the general trend in NT 

religion to distinguish no longer ritually between clean and unclean. Compare the infrequent occur - 

rences of µtatvw. 
28C. House, "Defilement by Association: Some Insights from the Usage of KOIN6 / 

KOINO in Acts 10 and 11", AUSS 21 (1983) 143-53. 
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1CßrI%oc as the antonym of äyLO;. 29 Predominantly a distinct negative nuance is 

conveyed. 30 Three good examples31 are 1 Mace 1: 62-63, which connects the eating of 

xotvä with being defiled (jtavo@mv) by food and with profaning the holy covenant 
(ßeßrl? (Ooxnv ); Josephus, Ant. 11.346, where xowo0aym along with the violation of the 

sabbath is labelled a sin characteristic of the Jewish apostates who joined the Samaritans 

during the Diadochian period; and 4 Macc 7: 6, the only Septuagintal occurrence of 

xowwÖw, which parallels Exotvox aS µtapo4ayia and EµiavaS, the principal verb translating 

, ßn, 32 and places these acts in opposition to godliness (eeoßEßera) and cultic purity 

(xaeapu µ6 ). Such evidence, while acknowledging the flexibility of meaning, allows 

xotvög and xotvdw in Acts 10: 14,15 two possible meanings: like . LavOwßiv in John 

18: 28, the sense of Wnn, the state or act of being (certainly) unclean or, as may be 

more likely, given Luke's synonymous usage of xexoivcoxev in Acts 21: 28 and 

ßeßrlXc2x at in Acts 24: 6, the neutral idea of 5 n, things which are not set apart for 

God. 33 It also challenges the need to resort to the idea of suspect objects (ti nb) 

developed by Pharisaic Judaism. 34 

Second, although xai connects the adjectives in 10: 14 and j is the conjunction in 

10: 28 and 11: 8, it is likely that the copulative coordinate informs the disjunctive one. 

That is the order in which the reader would encounter the compound object, seeing 

xoww'v -Kai äxä9apiov first. Moreover, Tl can function like a copulative coordinate, 

especially in negative sentences and with related terms, and according to the 

29For example ßEßrlXov... Kät KotV V tiöitov in Josephus, Ant. 3.181 denotes the sections of 
the tabernacle which were separate from the one reserved for God. See also Ant. 12.320. 

30F. Hauck ("xotVOq", TDNT 3: 791) seemingly overlooks this fact when he makes all 

occurrences of Kotvös substitutes for ß£ßria, oc in the sense of '7M. 
31The other instances are Ep. Arist. 315; Josephus, Ant. 12.112; and 1 Macc 1: 47-49. 
32Mtaivw renders '7'n (Gen 49: 4; Exod 20: 25; Isa 43: 23; 47: 6; Ezek 7: 22,24; Dan 11: 31(5) 

and various other words a total of twelve times. By way of comparison ßeßrikdw, the principal 
equivalent of '7 r, translates another verb twice (tine in Ezek 43: 7,8). The exceptions do warn, 
however, that there was overlap in meaning. 

33Cremer, s. v. Kotvo;; W. Paschen, Rein and Unrein. Untersuchung zur biblischen 

Wortgeschichte (1970) 167-68. This is the sense of the word group in Heb 9: 13; Rev 21: 27; and 
probably in Heb 10: 29. 

34(M-, -7, ) Cro may be, however, the correct sense of KOtVcctq (%Ep6iv) in Mark 7: 2 (M. 

Smith, Tannaitic Parallels to the Gospels [1951] 32) although the above discussion shows that 
&Kaeäptita; could be a plausible substitute. Cf. Kotv6S in Rom 14: 14. 
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grammarians does so in this instance. 35 This syntax opens the way for the two 

adjectives to form a hendiadys, 36 &KdOapzov explaining which aspect of ` is meant 
("common, that is, unclean"); xotvou in verse 15 becomes a synecdoche for the 

compound adjectives. 37 

A third factor is the Old Testament legal statements concerning ritual defilement 

from animals. Unclean animals, unless they are dead, do not pass their uncleanness on 

to people, objects, or other animals. 38 They are unclean by nature, they are not to be 

eaten; but there is no notion of defilement by association, 39 otherwise the ritual purity of 

clean beasts could never be certain. Noah's ark is a stated example of such a mixture 

(Gen 7: 1-3,8-9,13-16). 40 

When these three points are applied to the dialogue in Acts 10: 14-15, we note 

that Peter's objection ignores the fact that the apostle could have eaten one of the clean 

animals in the sheet. The focus falls on the unclean and in the case of 11: 8 quite 

emphatically as the objection is recast structurally to give the adjectives more promi- 

nence. Further, since xoiv6S does not mean "suspect" material which has been or can be 

defiled through contact with the unclean and since clean and unclean animals co-existed 

without fear of contamination, the reason for Peter's protest cannot be due to an unholy 

mixture of clean and unclean animals 41 

If the combination of clean and unclean animals was not the cause of Peter's 

objection, what was? The voice's command in verse 13 yields a useful clue. The sense 

of evaov 1(o t 06yc is not that Peter was told to eat animals killed contrary to levitical 

prescriptions, for the emphasis in verses 14 and 15 falls on the contents of the sheet and 

35BDF §446; Moulton 3: 334; cf. BAGD, s. v. I'1 1aß. Significant examples of this syntax are 
in Acts 1: 7, %pdvouq and xatpoi S being synonyms, and particularly in John 8: 14. 

36Haenchen 335; cf. Jacquier 318. Compare icaBapöS xät äyLog (Josephus, J. W. 6.425) 

characterizing the worshippers at Passover. Alternatively, if xotvo; means xnn :, the two adjectives 

may serve to reinforce each other, similarly to the way in which ßiß i?. ov xäi xotvi v (Josephus, Ant. 

12.320) describing Antiochus's desecration does. The end result is the same. 
37Longenecker 388. 
38The prohibition in Lev 11: 26b should be read in light of the reference to carcasses in vv. 24- 

25,27-28. However, Noth (Leviticus 95) thinks differently. 
39Haenchen (335 n. 3) dismisses this possibility quite appropriately: it "versagt". 
40According to Jewish legend, though, in the land of the Sons of Moses (the Levites) during 

the exile there were only clean animals (L. Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews [ET 1913-66] 4: 317-18). 
41Contra Bruce (NIC) 218 n. 15. 
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not on the manner of preparation; rather the imperatives make no distinctions between 

clean and unclean and therefore confront Peter with the prospect of contradicting his 

ancestral conscience. -The unexpected injunction recalls God's command to Ezekiel 

(Ezek 4: 1-17) to enact symbolically the coming exile of Israel by eating unclean bread 

(v. 13). Ezekiel registered an equally horrified reaction (µrl& q. u6 ... 
i yruxTj µou oü 

µqL avzat Ev äxaOapaia... oi EI r_XA%i)Oev Etc tib atöµa µou iräv xpE(xc ewXov, v. 14), 

although for him God altered the instructions. The rabbinic discussion in b. Sanh. 59b 

about the food permitted to Adam (cf. Gen 1: 29-30) is also suggestive. During the 

discussion the question is posed whether flesh does descend from heaven and then, 

since it does, whether it is fit to eat. The sages' answer cited in support states that 

nothing unclean (W nn) comes from heaven, the implication being that if the impossible 

did occur the meat would be fit for food. 42 This thought--that heaven would have 

contact with the unclean--along with the unexpectedness of the implied permission to eat 

unclean animals is a likely component of Peter's reaction. 

The voice's reply to Peter (10: 15) asserts that a divinely-effected, unalterable 

change in the state of the food which Peter rejected has occurred: the previously unclean 

is now clean and cannot again be considered unclean. In this regard the syntax of the 

two verbs is important. 'Exa9äptaev points out, from the notion that God's word is and 

causes God's action, that God is there and then declaring what he had done. 43 The use 

of the aorist was hardly avoidable: it simply expresses the fact of God's act of cleansing 

at a particular point in time without stating when the cleansing took place. 44 For its 

part, xoivou probably anticipates the paraphrase KOLVÖV T1 aKaOapiov XyEty in 10: 28,45 

and the present prohibitive aspect, reinforced by the emphatic ßv, indicates that Peter 

42H. Freedman ("Tractate Sanhedrin", The Babylonian Talmud 59b n. d3), commenting on R. 
Abbahu's derogatory dismissal of R. Zera's question whether an ass could descend from heaven, draws 

this inference. 
43That xaeapiýw stresses both declarative and factitive ideas is implied not only by the 

synergism of divine word and action developed in the OT but also by the use of 77- particularly in 
Leviticus. For example, in Lev 13 the priest pronounces the leper clean (or unclean); in Lev 14: 11 he 

performs the right of cleansing and makes the man clean. 
44While we could speculate that the reference may be to Jesus' achievement on the cross or, 

because of Mark 7: 14-19, possibly to a saying of the historical Jesus (Lake and Cadbury 4: 115; Bruce 
[NIC] 219), the conjecture has no grammatical or contextual support in Luke's account. The aorist 
tense does not even force the impression that the cleansing occurred during the vision (though 
Conzelmann [63] and Stählin [152-53] attempt to make this point). 

45Lake and Cadbury 4: 115. 
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should stop doing what he had been doing, namely, that he should no longer treat the 

objects as unclean. 

To sum up: the vision of the sheet, drawing attention to the unclean animals, 

associates both the holy God and the holy people of God with what was under levitical 

law considered unclean and argues that there is no contradiction, for cleansing has 

occurred, changing irrevocably the state of the unclean animals into that of the clean. 

1.1.2. The interpretation of the vision 

The interpretation of the vision is stated in 10: 28b. Peter announces to the 

uncircumcised Gentiles gathered in Cornelius's house that to him God has shown that 

no person (the Greek sentence bringing out the emphasis quite plainly) should be called 

unclean. In other words, Peter is saying that the formerly intrinsically unclean which 

now are to be considered intrinsically clean are the Gentiles. 

This abrupt change from a vision which deals with the eating of food previously 

prohibited under Moses's law to an interpretation which speaks of the purity of the 

Gentiles has led to speculation about the original event behind Luke's story. It is often 

thought that one or both of the above issues--dietary regulations and the acceptability of 

uncircumcised Gentiles--are authorial additions intended to argue a theological principle. 

To cite two opinions only: M. Dibelius46 posits a repositioning of the vision of the 

sheet. He thinks Peter's experience actually belonged to a later period of the church 

when the conflict about eating with Gentiles was fierce, possibly the confrontation 

related in Gal 2: 11-14. Luke, however, has amalgamated the incident with a legend of a 

non-momentous conversion of a God-fearing Gentile by Peter which took place 

sometime between Stephen's death and the beginning of Paul's mission. Combined and 

editorially enriched, the two traditions defend the principle that the church's acceptance 

47 
of uncircumcised Gentiles was the direct revelation of God's will. E. Haenchen, on 

46Dibelius, "Cornelius" 109-22, esp. 111-13,122. For the response to this explanation, 

compare, for instance, F. Bovon ("Tradition et redaction en Actes 10,1-11,18", TZ 26 [1970] 22-45), 

who argues for two independent traditions with a historical basis, and K. Haacker ("Dibelius and 
Cornelius. Ein Beispiel formgeschichtlicher Überlieferungskritik", BZ 24 [1980] 234-51), who points 

out the weaknesses of Dibelius's form critical presupposition and holds to the historical integrity of the 
incident as recorded in Acts. 

47Haenchen 347-50. 
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the other hand, thinks Luke "beschreibt nicht unmittelbar ein wirkliches Geschehen, 

sondern stellt eine Glaubensüberzeugung... im Gewand der Historie dar". 48 For him 

the account of the conversion of Cornelius and his household is Luke's representation 

of the Caesarean community's tradition of its founding, abbreviated to coordinate 

Peter's apostolic dignity and the Antiochenes' founding of a mission to uncircumcised 

Gentiles, whereas the apostle's vision was invented to illustrate the lesson of 10: 28b. 

As constructed, the vision joins a series of supernatural interventions which compelling- 

ly proves that God alone instigated the mission to the Gentiles and which makes the 

human participants little more than marionettes--a theologically unsound presentation of 

obedience from faith. 

It is certainly true that the church's mission to the Gentiles was not initiated by 

human decision. Luke's stressing of God's clear guidance and of the dramatic 

confirmation of divine will cannot be ignored, as we shall continually observe. Yet 

Haenchen's thorough-going scepticism is hardly warranted, 49 and even the simplicity 

introduced into the analysis of the text by identifying two themes and linking them with 

separate sources is deceptive. 

In this regard--that is, the recognition of distinct traditions--the nature of visions 

is relevant. A vision which is intended to teach does not necessarily contain the same 

ingredients as its physical referent. Visions do have parabolic significance. 50 This 

could well be the case in Acts 10 since in certain Judeo-Christian apocalyptic literature 

(e. g. 1 Enoch 85-91; Dan 7-8) animals stand in for people. Jewish legend also has God 

endowing animals with admirable moral qualities as a pattern for humans, thereby 

paralleling the teaching of the Torah. 51 

48Haenchen 349. 
49Haenchen correctly challenges Dibelius's assumption that the church's admission of an 

uncircumcised Gentile would have generated little excitement. But Haenchen himself oversteps the 

mark, I think, when he doubts the collection of conversion-stories by a community imminently 

expecting the eschaton (the Gospels are a good example of a community interested in preserving its 

tradition even though throughout the first century the end was expected), when he queries Paul's lack of 

appeal to such stories over against the Judaizers' arguments, and when he implicitly rejects the 

miraculous element in the story. 
50Wilson, Gentiles 174. 
51Ginzberg, Legends 1: 43. Other applicable correspondences between animals and humans are 

Barn. 10, where the whole food law is explained as referring to various types of people and EpArist. 

128,142-69, where the rules are allegories of virtues and vices. Cf. Philo, Spec. Leg. 4.106-15. 
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At the same time the vision does not require an allegorical interpretation in order 

for it to have happened with or at least have been placed traditionally with the 

conversion of an uncircumcised Gentile. Jewish dietary regulations and the church's 

acceptance of uncircumcised Gentiles may be two distinct subjects, but they are not 

wholly unrelated. The latter is merely a wider application of the former. For the 

covenant people of God table-fellowship was determined by the levitical food laws and 

ultimately by the question of circumcision and observance of the law. Gentiles, being 

uncircumcised, were classified unclean in every way: they ate levitically unclean food; 

they touched levitically unclean objects; they performed levitically unclean acts. Avoid- 

ance of such uncleanness, thereby fulfilling God's legal demands, forced a 

simultaneous separation from people who were outside of Israel. 52 

Admittedly total segregation from non-Jews was impossible. From the days of 

the exodus people of other nations had lived in Israel (2 Sam 22: 45,46; 1 Kgs 8: 41,43; 

cf. Josh 8: 33,35); and with the loss of political independence, neither in the diaspora 

communities nor in Palestine could Jews be hermetically-sealed from Gentiles, the 

possible sole exception being the Qumran settlement. 53 Commerce and matters of 

government (e. g. m. ̀ Abod. Zar. 2: 7; 4: 11) at least necessitated some association. Even 

social segregation was forfeited at times (Josephus, Ant. 20.34-35; m. `Abod. Zar. 5: 5; 

compare 5: 7-8). All the same, there is ample evidence from Judeo-Christian and 

classical sources54 that ingrained in first-century Jewish law and custom was the 

levitical separation of the clean and unclean (of course, how uncleanness was defined 

and to what extent varied among the Jewish groups). The reason for the differentiation 

is often idolatrous intent. 

This last observation is important. The potential for disobedience seems to be a 

principle undergirding the Jews' separation from the unclean. Lev 20: 22-26 implies that 

52"The first without the second--in the Levitical concept of purity--is not possible, since 
impurity adheres to persons" (Schürer-Vermes, Jewish People 2: 396). 

531n light of the detailed attention to the organization of the community, the scarcity of 
references in the Qumran literature to Gentiles, even as converts to Judaism (4QFlor 1: 4; CD 6: 21; 
14: 4,6), suggests the exclusion or at least the non-participation of Gentiles. 

54John 18: 28; m. ̀ Abod. Zar. passim, Tacitus, Hist. 5.5; cf. Dan 1: 8; 2 Macc 6: 18-31; 3 Macc 
3: 4-7; Tob 1: 10-11; and the references mentioned in Str-B 4: 353-414. In extreme applications of the 

purity laws, Jews did not even have contact with less scrupulous Jews (m. Dem. 2: 3; cf. Schürer- 
Vermes, Jewish People 396-97). 
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the distinctions between clean and unclean animals were imposed to remind Israel of her 

divine calling as a people separate unto the holy God. The Gentiles' abominable 

practices and idolatry were a reason for God's abhorrence of them, driving them from 

Canaan and giving their land to Israel. This divine act served as a strong warning to 

Israel not to behave similarly. Midr. Ps. 146.4 is also instructive: "But why did God 

declare the flesh of some animals forbidden? In order to see who would accept His 

commandments and who would not accept them". 55 The levitical laws protected 

Israel's worship of YHWH and the people of God's unique identity. They served as 

marks of commitment. 

It follows then that to speak of nullifying the categories of clean and unclean is 

to speak concomitantly of removing the divinely-imposed barrier between the circum- 

cised and the uncircumcised, between God's people and the other nations. It is there - 

fore also quite conceivable that the issues of Jewish dietary laws and the church's 

acceptance of uncircumcised Gentiles not only were fused at the time of Luke's 

writing56 but also that they arose in concert when the Christian community first faced 

the problem of a mission to the Gentiles. 57 

We shall return to the correlation of the Jewish dietary laws and the acceptability 

of the uncircumcised several times before our study is concluded. For the present it is 

sufficient to understand in what context Peter's assertion that no person can be called 

unclean is placed. 

Acts 10: 28b stands in opposition to and serves to correct 10: 28a: 58 Peter's 

experience (x('µot) emphatically sets off common knowledge (üµEIS Eni6ia6OE); God's 

recent revelation (ö 6Eo; ̀Sei. cv) answers to the established practice and law (&O4wrov); 

55The continuation of this text is noteworthy: "In the time to come, however [according to 

some rabbis], God will again permit the eating of that flesh which he has forbidden" (brackets mine). 
Cf. Clement Alex., Paed. 2.1 and Justin, Dial. 20. 

56Conzelmann 61. 
57E. g. Hanson 119-20. Scholars who accept this probability disagree, though, about the 

extent of the editorial colouring in Acts 10: 1-11: 18, whether Luke is combining two different stories or 
faithfully reproducing the received tradition. 

58K& of is adversative (BAGD, s. v. Käyw 2) although, because of the use of Kai rather the 

expected ockk6c, there is the temptation to stress Peter's role and translate "to me in particular" (cf. Rom 

3: 7 [BAGD, s. v. K&y(i 4]). Knowling (257) weakens the contrast to "'and yet', i. e., in spite of all these 

prohibitions and usages". 
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the equality of people (µn189va... k67cty äv9pwnov) counterbalances the levitical separation 

of Jews and non-Jews (&XX60u? oi. ). The central point of the corrective, 'Iou&aicw 

xO? &. a8at ij npoaEpxcaeaL äX?, OOvaw, presents the theoretical application of Moses's law 

and thereby suggests that the verse speaks of the reversal of the principle--that associa- 

tion with all the uncircumcised could and did lead to idolatry --rather than the abrogation 

of any specific regulation. This is true whether &8 . ttTov, the contextual meaning of 

which is unclear, 59 describes an act contradictory to Jewish legal prescriptions (2 Macc 

6: 5; 7: 1; Josephus, J. W. 1.650; 4.99) or expresses more basically an action which 

defies custom (Josephus, Ag. Ap. 2.119; cf. J. W. 2.131) and the divinely-constituted 

order of things (cf. Josephus, J. W. 6.209; 1 Pet 4: 3), the breaking of a taboo, a 

profanity. 60 KoX? E«y9at is the telltale word. Used of social (Acts 8: 29), business (Luke 

15: 15), and religious (Acts 9: 26; 17: 3 1; cf. 5: 13; 1 Cor 6: 17) commitments and of the 

permanence of marital relations (Matt 19: 5; cf. 1 Cor 6: 16), it connotes close and firm 

attachment, the kind of intimacy which would have marred the divinely-imposed 

distinctions between Jews and other peoples and possibly would have led to idolatry 

and rejection of God's covenant. 

Apparently, then, the lifting of the distinction between the law-conscientious 

Jew and the uncircumcised Gentile is presented so as to stress the fundamental change 

which has been effected in the law: an alteration in the idea that association with 

uncircumcised Gentiles meant disobedience to God's will. 

This reading of verse 28 gains support, I think, from the Spirit's directive to 

Peter (10: 19-20; cf. 11: 12), in particular from iropcvou (Tüv ainotS ni6S v SLaxptvdµcvog on 

C O) n66Ta . Ka auTOVS. The words address Peter's perplexity about the vision (10: 17a, ä 

19a) and anticipate the interpretation of the vision by presenting the situation for which 

the vision was meant to prepare Peter. In light of the uncertainty whether the New 

59Wilson, Law 69-70. Wilson discusses the implications which the different meanings of the 

adjective have for Luke's view of the law. 
60Lake and Cadbury 4: 117; cf. Bruce (Greek) 222. 
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Testament writers used the different voices of StaKpt, vw synonymously 61--thus, (a) 

whether µrjSEv Staxptvöp. voS is influenced by "SEv Staxpivavta in 11: 12 (if that is the 

correct reading)62 and oü6EV SLEKptvcv in 15: 9 and means "making no distinction 

[between Jew and Gentile]" or (b) whether the middle participle influences the active 

participle and means "without hesitation"--it would be artificial to make trjSev 

Staxpwd. tcvoS the direct paraphrase of . tnSeva Kotvöv j &th8ap-Tov X'v ävopwnov 
. 
63 

Mr1SF. v Staxptvöp£voq is better interpreted by the inferential Stb Kät öcvattpp1 )T ilX8ov 

pEtia µOBeiS of 10: 29a, in which case it conveys the sense of unquestioned willingness, 

not of human equality. Nonetheless, a reference to levitical distinctions appears not to 

be entirely absent from verse 20. If ört there is taken as declarative, as Nestle-Aland26 

does, 64 rather than in the customary causal sense, to the fore with o rt F-yo) ä1te6'Ca%. Ka 

m>no SS comes the content of Peter's doubt, namely, the holy God's association with the 

unclean. The clause then not only affirms the supernatural superintendence of the 

events, serving to spur Peter to obedience; it also draws attention to the cleansing of the 

Gentiles. 

1.1.3. The qualification 

The third influence on the idea of God's impartiality is verse 35, the second part 

of the opening statement of Peter's address to Cornelius. On one level this statement 

concerns ev navft covcL, which picks up the thought of verse 28b and explicitly locates 

the operative sphere of God's impartiality, claiming, since 7ravtii in this case probably 

should be stressed, that God's just treatment of people is no longer founded on national 

61The evidence seems to disclaim synonymity (cf. BAGD, s. v. Siaxpivw lb, 2b; Bruce 

[Greek] 232; Jacquier 319,321): the use of the active voice for the sense "to distinguish, separate" in 

Matt 16: 3; Acts 15: 9; 1 Cor 4: 7; 6: 5; 11: 29,31; and 14: 29 and of the middle voice (with the aorist 

passive) for the sense "to doubt, hesitate" in Matt 21: 21; Mark 11: 23; Rom 4: 20; 14: 23; Jas 1: 6; 2: 4; 

and Jude 22 appears certain. 
62The words are omitted in p45vid D1 p* syh, but the possibility that it 6v &axpivav2a in 

X(*) AB 33 al is an interpolation from 10: 20 is eliminated by the use of the active and not the middle 

voice in the earliest witnesses (Ropes 3: 104). 
63Undue attention should also not be given to the fact that Peter follows up the Spirit's direct - 

ive by inviting Cornelius's emissaries to be his guests (10: 23a). Giving a Gentile Jewish hospitality, 

particularly in a tanner's house, would not infringe any written or oral law, except for the extremely 

scrupulous Jew. It differs little from allowing the m, n ) or Q, -1 ] into the Israelite camp. 
64Also Knowling 255. 
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distinctions. God accepts Gentiles as well as Jews. 65 On another level the &Xxd clause 
as a whole serves to correct any possible inference that God views either Jews or 
Gentiles unconditionally. With 8eia6S a"nw Eßzty are twinned the thoughts of God's 

judicial decision and of a person's conformity to a standard. The expression has its 

roots in the Old Testament cultus. By the pronouncement "it is (not) acceptable" the 
Israelite priests made known the acceptance (or rejection) of offerings presented to 
YHWH (e. g. Lev 22: 19-25) and at the same time YHWH's attitude towards the people 
bringing the offerings, 66 whether they merited admission into God's presence (e. g. Job 

33: 26-30; Isa 56: 6-8) or separation from Israel (Lev 19: 5-8). The expression thus 

should be understood also to describe both the state of the subject (acceptable) and an 

act of God (accepts). 67 

As we have said, acceptance for both the offering and its presenter depended 

upon their adherence, without mistake or blemish, to certain rules. Acts 10: 35 mentions 

two conditions: 0oßovµEvoq aviöv (i. e. iöv Oc6v) and Epyacopzvo; 8txatoc vrlv. With one 

article governing the compound participles, fearing God and doing righteousness, 

whatever they mean, are to be regarded as a unified whole, 68 in the sense at least that 

both conditions are mandatory for gaining God's positive verdict. Furthermore, the 

participles are in the present tense, an Aktionsart which expresses durative action, 

thereby making acceptability and acceptance contingent on the continual manifestation of 

the conditions. 69 The meaning of the phrases is a more complex matter. 

6 'B9vo; in Acts is used primarily of the non-Jew (see the discussion of 15: 14 in Chapter 
III. 1.1), but there is a fair number of instances when the Jew or the Jewish nation is the specific 
reference (10: 22; 24: 2,10,17; 26: 4; 28: 19). Since in most of these texts (28: 19? ) EOvoS is employed 
by Gentiles or by Jews before a Gentile audience, the situation which prevails in 10: 35, ýv iravTi. 'covet 

may well be inclusive. The same expression in the plural in Luke 21: 24, though, has only Gentiles in 
mind. 

66H. 
-G. Link, "Take/S£xoµat", NIDNTT 3: 745. 

67Bruce (Greek) 204 and W. C. van Unnik, "The Background and Significance of Acts X4 and 
35" (1949), in Sparsa Collecta (ET 1973) 1: 255. To be avoided are the suggestions that &K-T6; (x YT 
£6Tty indicates that the conditions are simply preparatory (Knowling 259) or complete in themselves. 
Either of these inferences may be correct (see the discussion in sec. 1.4 below), but the meaning of 
&icrbS a&TCJ Mrty alone does not yield such information. 

68Moulton 3: 181-82; cf. Moule 109-10. 
69The need for constancy can be illustrated by Ezek 18: 5-24: from the premise that only the 

righteous man shall live (v. 9), the prophet argues that repentance, a rejection of sin, and a commitment 
to doing what is right brings life, even for the formerly wicked person (vv. 21-23); conversely, 
indulgence in sin eradicates all previously committed righteous deeds and ends in death (v. 24). 
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Leaving aside for the present those instances in Acts when [oi] $oßoüµf vot Töv 

9eöv (or the synonym [ox] acßöµcvot tbv 9eöv) could arguably be a technical term for the 

uncircumcised Gentiles who attended the Jewish synagogues, 70 we notice that "fearing 

God" for Luke can mean the servile fear which is generated by an unexpected, often 

dramatic encounter with the miraculous or supernatural. 71 This hardly correlates with 

the idea of being accepted by an impartial God. Better is another Old Testament nuance: 

the recognition and reverence of God's sovereignty. This thought is developed in Luke 

12: 5 and 23: 40 (cf. 18: 2,4) in terms of God's final authority over people, not only his 

ability to destroy them physically (as can also the devil), but more seriously his right to 

pronounce sentences of condemnation on unrepentant sinners, casting them into hell. In 

Luke 1: 50, on the other hand, reverence of God becomes the proper response to God's 

display of his covenant love when he mightily destroys Israel's enemies in the cause of 

righteousness and mercy. Since it is demonstrable from, for instance, Exod 14: 31; 

34: 6; Pss 32(33): 18-19; 144(145): 19; and Mal 3: 20-21 LXX that God acts for those 

who love him completely and do his commandments, we may assume, carrying through 

the Old Testament idea by virtue of Luke's use of SexibS ainw Eßity, that 4oßoüµevo; 

avtiöv refers not only to a serious appreciation of the judgment of God but also to the 

active observance of God's will and demands. In other words, reverence of God is a 

piety centred in the fulfilment of God's covenant. 72 

'Epyaýöpevo; SLxatornivrly is less explicit. While the verb probably is 

synonymous with notwv and should be translated "doing"73 rather than "producing", the 

precise meaning of &1 caLo n vii is the greatest difficulty in the sentence. The noun 

appears infrequently in Luke-Acts, and only in Acts 10: 35 does it modify Epyaceaoat. 74 

Concomitant with holiness (öcaöujS) as the required attitude before God (Luke 1: 75), 

70Acts 13: 16,26,43,50; 16: 14; 17: 4,17; 18: 7. See p. 65 and Appendix. 
71E. g. Luke 2: 9,10; 5: 10; 8: 25; 21: 26; Acts 5: 11; 19: 17. 
72Cf. Exod 20: 6; Deut 6: 2; 10: 12; Pss 103: 17; 112: 1; Sir 19: 20. 
73BAGD, s. v. £pyä, ýowxt 2a. 
74The combination occurs elsewhere in the NT in Heb 11: 33 and Jas 1: 20 and in the relevant 

Jewish literature only in Ps 14(15): 2 and Philo, Congr. 31. The usage in Heb 11: 33, establishment of 
just government, is irrelevant to the current discussion. So is probably Jas 1: 20, where the expression 
is slightly different, the noun being qualified by 9cob. As for its meaning, see the conspectus by M. 

Dibelius and H. Greeven (James [ET 1976] 110-11) and the conclusion reached by P. H. Davids (The 

Epistle of James. A Commentary on the Greek Text [1982] 93). 
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with self-control (ýyicpäteta), the future judgment (Acts 24: 25), and the right ways of the 

Lord (Acts 13: 10) and opposed to deceit and trickery (Acts 13: 10), Stxatomwn as a 

human attribute in Luke-Acts75 seemingly conveys the sense of right and fair conduct, 

both before God and with people, which follows the will of God and is pleasing to 

him. 76 It appears likely therefore that EP- öpzvo; SLxaaoa-vvrly is to be translated "doing 

what is right (in God's sight)". 

Septuagintal usage verifies this translation. 'Epya16µevoc Stxatoavvrly in Ps 

14(15): 2 is juxtaposed with an avoidance of evil and with a manifestation of positive 

actions--walking blamelessly, speaking truthfully, not harming neighbour or friend, 

honouring the God-fearing--which gain a person permanent residence in God's holy 

mountain. Likewise, the more frequent synonym notEiv Su atoa-üv, 9y presents the idea of 

behaviour which is in keeping with God's character (Jer 9: 23; cf. 1 Sam 2: 10 LXX) and 

standard (Ezek 18: 18,21): the correct administration of justice (e. g. Gen 18: 19; 2 Chr 

9: 8; Ps 105[106]: 3; Isa 56: 1; Jer 22: 3); the avoidance of idolatry, adultery, ritual 

uncleanness, robbery, and social and economic oppression (Ezek 18: 6-8); and the 

observance of the sabbath (Isa 56: 2). Such actions link F-pyacöµevoS Stxatoavvrly not 

merely with fulfilling the will of God generally but with fulfilling the will of God as 

specifically defined in the Torah. 

There is cause to pause before accepting this as the meaning of EpyacöµEvoS 

8txatorn6vr1y in Acts 10: 35. As the language of verses 2,4,22, and 31 anticipates and 

underscores the content of verse 35, Luke obviously means the reader to understand the 

conditions in terms of his description of Cornelius's religious standing prior to the 

encounter with Peter. 77 Cornelius is pious (10: 2) and righteous (10: 22), fears God 

75In Acts 17: 31 the noun characterizes the (just) judgment of God exercised by Christ at his 

return. 
76Luke-Acts therefore appears to contain none of the saving SticatoGvvrl eEoü in the 

forensically eschatological sense which is developed in the Pauline letters. 
77The connection is substantiated by ävýßiloav Etc µvrlµöovvov £µ tpo6AEV 2oü BEoI (v. 4) 

and its parallel E'µvi a9rlaav Evcömov tob Oeoýi (v. 31) anticipating SEicTÖS abr6 ErTty. Like SEicTÖ; 

ab't& s ßtv, the two earlier expressions seem to belong to a sacrificial setting, either in a literal sense-- 

Bruce ([Greek] 216; cf. Lake and Cadbury 4: 113) sees a direct reference to Lev 2: 2,9,16, where 

µvrlµößuvov is used of that part of the meal offering which was presented to God--or a spiritualized 

sense--Marshall (184) points to passages like Ps 140(141): 2 and Tob 12: 12. Alternatively, van Unnik 

("Acts X 4" 213-53, esp. 246-47) argues that unlike SEictbc avTw e6Ttv the expressions in vv. 4.31 

have no cultic reference. 
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(10: 2,22), prays to him regularly78 (10: 2), and gives charitably to the Jews79 (10: 2); 

although not circumcised, he is respected by the Jews (10: 22), not merely, so it seems, 
because of his ranking in the Roman army (cf. 10: 1). 80 And his prayers and almsgiving 
have led God to act on his behalf (10: 4,31). Such a characterization could affect the 

meaning of the conditions in verse 35 in one of three ways. (1) It may indicate no more 

than that Cornelius was an intensely religious man, "a Gentile who, having realized the 

bankruptcy of paganism, sought to worship a monotheistic God, practice a form of 

prayer, and lead a moral life, apart from any necessary association with Judaism". 81 (2) 

(Doßovµevog zöv 6eöv could be a technical, rather than a generic term, defining an 

uncircumcised Gentile who, drawn by the beliefs and practices of Judaism, attended the 

Jewish synagogue but refused for some reason to take the decisive step of actually 

becoming a Jew. If so, epyaýöµevo; Stxatoc vrly may denote specifically the fulfilment 

of the so-called Noachic commandments, 82 the regulations which appear to have been 

required of the uncircumcised Gentiles who attended the synagogues. (3) Since the 

Septuagint uses SLxaioßvvrl and F_Xer , 1ocn vrl to convey the twofold nuance of 77r-_,, 

(just conduct and benevolent activity) and sometimes 8tK(xtoß6vr1 to translate `r b 17,83 

since, accordingly, walking in the ways of (truth and) justice is concomitant with 

78NIV. The content of this prayer (the plural of v. 4 being no different in intent from the 
singular of v. 31) can only be conjecture. It may be a desire to see the salvation of God (cf. Luke 2: 25) 
or simply praise to God (cf. Midr. Ps. 100.1; 147.2). The notion "die volle Eingliederung in die 
Gemeinschaft des Gottesvolkes" (Roloff 169) is arbitrary. 

790n 6 XaOq meaning specifically the Jews, see Chapter 111.1.1. 
800n the identity of the military unit, called by Luke the Italian cohort, to which Cornelius 

belonged and thus the matter of the veracity of Luke's account, see the suggestions of W. M. Ramsay 
("Cornelius and the Italic Cohort", Exp 5th series, 4 [1896] 194-201) and Schürer (cf. Schürer-Vermes, 
Jewish People 1: 362-65) which are summarized by T. R. S. Broughton ("The Roman Army", in 
Beginnings 5: 441-43). The point at issue is the insufficient evidence to confirm the presence of an 
Italian cohort in Caesarea much before A. D. 69. Compare the solutions offered by Bruce ([Greek] 215) 

and Haenchen (333 n. 2). A. N. Sherwin-White's discussion of Cornelius's name (A. N. Sherwin- 
White, Roman Society and Roman Law in the New Testament [1963] 160-6 1), demonstrating that the 
designation by nomen only was archaic even in the early Julio-Claudian period, is also relevant. 

81Longenecker 385. As far as I know, Longenecker's interpretation is exceptional among the 

commentators. 
82Williams 136. The seven Noachic commandments were directed against blasphemy, 

idolatry, fornication, blood-shedding, the use of meat containing blood, robbery, and civil disobedience. 
On these commandments see pp. 193-94. 

830txatoouv7l is the most common translation of ; 7-17-7y whereas £ý, Efgoovvrl/ca¬og is that 

of `7 017. However, EÄ. E71goovv71 and £? o; render -Y in Pss 23(24): 5; 32(33): 5 (cf. EkEo; for 

-017); 102(103): 6; and Ezek 18: 19,21 (where t. 0n= 8txatoavv71). \txatooüvrl is used for -::, T- 

in Gen 19: 19; 20: 13; 21: 23; 24: 27; 32: 11; Exod 15: 13; Prov 20: 28b (cf. -r= EkErl tooüvi in 

20: 28a); and Isa 63: 7b (cf. '70n =A co; in 63: 7a). 
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almsgiving (Tob 1: 3; cf. 2: 14), 84 and since in later Judaism prayer, fasting, and 

especially almsgiving (cf. Acts 10: 4,30D, 31) were recognized as ways to atone for 

sins, 85 epyaýdpzvo; 8txatom vllv may reiterate notwv EXµornivaS. 86 This could be case 

even if 4oßo1)'µcvoq iöv OF-6v were a technical expression. Four observations suggest 

some answers. 

First, Luke's description of Cornelius's religious stance is backed up by the 

centurion's comments and actions in the incident recorded. Cornelius's piety has had an 

effect on his household and his military staff; they too are pious and God-fearing (10: 2, 

7). Without knowing the entire reason for summoning Peter (10: 5; cf. 10: 22; 11: 14), 

Cornelius responds promptly and obediently to the angel's directive, sending two of his 

servants and a pious military aide to Joppa (10: 7-8,33a). He is shown eagerly awaiting 

the apostle's arrival, 87 having called together his relatives and close friends (10: 24b). 

Although he originally misunderstood who Peter was, apparently perceiving him to be 

another angelic messenger (10: 25-26), he knows that Peter had come with a message 

ordered by God and acknowledges that he and his household were gathered in God's 

presence88 to hear this message (10: 33). Most significantly, Cornelius seems to have 

observed the Jewish hours of prayer, having been saying the evening prayer when the 

angel appeared to him (10: 30; cf. v. 3). 89 These editorial statements suggest that 

84Doing 8txato6üvi1v is nowhere defined as doing EXE11µo61)v(xS; nevertheless, they are 
demonstrably similar. Both acts honour God by signifying the subject's commitment to God (Tob 4: 5, 
7,11); along with fasting they give tangible substance to one's worship of God (Tob 12: 8; cf. 14: 7); 
and they result in the possession of the fulness of life (Tob 12: 9). 

85E. g. Tob 4: 10; 12: 8-10; Sir 3: 30; 7: 8-10; cf. Ezek 18: 21; 33: 14b-16. 
86Williams (136) and Bruce ([Greek] 224) entertain this possibility. If this is the meaning of 

£pyaýöµcvoc, 5txatoavvrjv in 10: 35, an interesting parallel is the rabbinic discussion recorded in 
b. B. Bat. l0b of "the kindness of the peoples is sin" (Prov 14: 34). R. Johanan b. Zakkai is said to 
concede his original interpretation "so charity makes atonement for the heathen" to the superior one of 
R. Nehuniah b. ha-Kanah, that charity makes atonement for Israel, sin-offering for the nations. 

87D (gig syh mg mae), which has skillfully rewritten vv. 24-27 in order to present a more 
continuous narrative, has a servant watching for Peter and running ahead to inform Cornelius of the 

apostle's arrival. Also, in v. 33 D* (it syP) has &i ok at ßou?, dµrvot instead of täpE YPEV &Koüßat. 

88'Evd ov 'roi 9E0V (p74 XAB C) has better attestation than vairmöv oou (D* 629 lat syP 

sa mae). A scribe may have thought that Evarmov tiov 6E6 could mislead after Peter denied that he was 

supernatural. Ropes (3: 98), Lake and Cadbury (4: 118), and Bengel (2: 605), though, accept the Western 

reading. 
89See Schürer-Vermes, Jewish People 2: 303 n. 40. The comment does not mean that 

Cornelius had been praying constantly for four days. That is the superficial impression gained from the 

unusual conjunction of äitö... µexpt (v. 3). In whatever way the Greek wording is explained (for 

suggestions see Metzger 375-77), the sense is "Four days ago, about this hour, I was keeping the ninth 
hour of prayer" (RSV; cf. NEB; NIV). 
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Cornelius is to be understood as more than a religious pagan worshipping a monotheis - 
tic God. He seems to be associated with or at least influenced in some way by Judaism. 

The second observation concerns the choice of e'vae(3ij and &xato; to character- 

ize Cornelius. Despite the fact that Cornelius was a Gentile, the exceptional Eüae0rj; 90 

cannot have a secular reference (cf. Acts 17: 23); rather, as the context suggests, in view 

must be the meaning conveyed by the a6ß 4c word group in Jewish writings. There, as in 

the case of Cornelius, the word group is associated with fearing the Lord (Isa 26: 7). 91 

More particularly, it describes the reverence of God which is taught by Moses's law (4 

Macc 5: 23-24; Ep. Arist. 131; Josephus, Ag. Ap. 1.60), which in turn is manifested 

through the keeping of the law (4 Macc 5: 18,31; Sir 37: 12; cf. 2 Macc 3: 1), and which 

governs all actions and speech, 92 both ritual (1 Esdr 1.21[23]; Sir 49: 1-3; 4 Macc 5: 3 1; 

13: 1-2; T. Levi 16: 1-5) and moral (Ep. Arist. 190), both towards God (Ep. Arist. 13, 

210) and towards other people (Josephus, Ag. Ap. 2.291). 

Given such nuances, it is conceivable that e e13ijc in Acts 10: 2 may express a 

rigorous precision to follow the law in everything. Luke's use of Ev7, a43ijS, for which 

cva4ßijS sometimes serves as a variant, 93 certainly would suggest so. That term, which 

originally meant "circumspect" and later denoted the religiously scrupulous (cf. 4 Macc 

4: 13), 94 aptly describes Simeon (Luke 2: 25), who was waiting for the messianic 

salvation and who was endowed by the Spirit; the witnesses from the Jewish diaspora 

on the day of Pentecost (Acts 2: 5), some of whom had gone to Jerusalem specifically 

for the festival and others of whom had apparently moved to the city to live out their 

days near the temple; and Ananias in Damascus (Acts 22: 12), whose piety was xatiä tibv 

vogov. Nonetheless, because the basis of the interpretation is tenuous--indeed, Luke 

90Luke's employment of the entire ß4ßw word group, except for the participle acP6ltEvo;, is 

limited to Acts 3: 12; 10: 2,7; and 17: 23. In this Luke is no exception among the NT writers. The word 

group occurs mainly in the Pastoral Epistles. 
91E1')aFßEta translates ri1, r^ nx-i^ (Isa 11: 2; 33: 6) and synonymously parallels 00 PO; eEo 

(Prov 1: 7). 
92In this regard Josephus's understanding of Evo I Eta differs significantly from the Greeks': 

for him Eußc3Eta is not a virtue but the source for the various virtues (Josephus, Ag. Ap. 2.170-7 1; cf. 

1.181). 
93Besides the variants of Mic 7: 2 and Sir 11: 17, Luke 2: 25 X* has Evacpli; in place of 

EvX(xßi1;. Instructive also is the juxtaposing of Toi; OoßougEvot; Töv xtiptov and ebXa(iow voi; ) 

övoµa av'roü in Mal 3: 16 LXX (cf. Jer 5: 22; Sir 7: 29,31). 
94R. Bultmann, "EVXaßijS", TDNT 2: 751-54. 
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may have deliberately chosen cvaci c, in distinction from cüXaßrjS, in order to avoid the 

sense of circumspection and exactitude--we do best to say no more at this point than that 

cxe ijg claims that Cornelius's religion was Jewish, not pagan. 95 

DixatoS, 96 for its part, is used in Luke-Acts predominantly for the person who 

consents to and fulfils the will of God. This orientation on the divine standard, which is 

implied by the addition of Evchmov tov 6eov to the adjective in Acts 4: 19, is clearly stated 

in Luke 1: 6. There, with the adjective being qualified by nopcvöµcvot iv näaatg Talc 
EvzoXätq Kch Stxatw MCFtV iov xvpiov äpzgrrot as well as by Evav'riov 'roü 9cov, 97 the 

meaning of Sixato; goes beyond pure ethical content and external, legal righteousness. 

It is grounded in the religious sphere and particularly in constant and circumspect 

obedience to the commandments and ordinances stipulated in God's covenant with 

Israel. The 8ixatot are the people notovv'rcS Stxatoauvi v (cf. Ezek 18: 5,9; 1 John 2: 29; 

3: 7). Or, to state the idea in another way, the righteous are a people who as a 

consequence of being righteous are prepared and looking for the coming of the Lord 

(Luke 1: 17; cf. 2: 25; 23: 50) and for God's acts on their behalf. 

Besides their reference--obedience to the covenant will and demands of God--the 

attributes cv6cßtig and Sixato; are significant for comparing and associating Cornelius 

with key Jewish characters in Luke's story. 98 Elizabeth, Zechariah, and Simeon, who 

serve to prepare for and announce the messiah's birth, are described as righteous before 

God (Luke 1: 6; 2: 25), punctiliously obeying God's commands and ordinances (1: 6), 

95This inference even goes beyond what Jacquier (312), for example, would allow: "La piete de 
Cornelius ne peut etre cependant entendue comme indiquant un homme pieux, observant la loi 

mosaique. Luc appelle un homme de ce caractere eüýaßrjc, ". 
96The following discussion depends in part on the studies by G. Quell and G. Schrenk 
TDNT 2: 174-78,182-90), C. H. Dodd (The Bible and the Greeks [1935] 42-65), D. Hill 

(Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings: Studies in the Semantics of Soteriological Terms [1967] 82-139), 

and J. A. Ziesler (The Meaning of Righteousness in Paul. A Linguistic and Theological Enquiry 
[1972]). See also A. Descamps, Les Justes et la Justice dans les evangiles et le christianisme primitif 
hormis la doctrine proprementpaulinienne (1950) esp. 31-33. 

97The prepositional phrase probably belongs with Sixaiot (cf. Gen 7: 1) rather than with the 

participial phrase. 
981n this the description of Cornelius differs from that of the unnamed centurion in Luke 7: 1- 

10, whose encounter with Jesus exemplifies and foreshadows Cornelius's conversion. The centurion in 
Capernaum is said by local Jewish elders to love the Jewish people and to have built them a synagogue. 
Luke records nothing about his attitude towards the demands of the covenant. Nevertheless, that the 

centurion in the Gospel had at least a reverence for God is attested by his action in sending a group of 
Jews to speak on his behalf to Jesus and is confirmed by Jesus' assessment of the man's response (v. 9) 

which stands over against the Jews' response. 
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devout (2: 25), and looking for God's salvation. So are Joseph of Arimathea (Luke 

23: 50-53), a member of the Sanhedrin, who had followed Jesus (cf. Matt 27: 57) and 
had disagreed with the council's verdict, and Ananias (Acts 22: 12), a Jewish Christian 

highly respected by the Jews in Damascus, whom God appointed to restore Saul's sight 

(9: 10-17). In being pious and righteous Luke's characters resemble leaders of Israel 

like Ezra (Josephus, Ant. 11.139), Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Josephus, Ant. 

11.169), Abel (Matt 23: 25) and especially Noah (Josephus, Ant. 1.75,99; Philo, 

Leg. All. 3.77-78). As the only non-Jew in Luke-Acts bearing such virtues, Cornelius 

is given an exceptional place in an exemplary tradition; and his piety becomes 

unquestionably Jewish, oriented on obeying God's covenant. 

Third, while there is evidence, admittedly fragmentary, that attached to the 

Jewish synagogues was a fringe of uncircumcised Gentiles, parallel to Jews and 

proselytes, it is debatable that the expressions (oi) goßo4i. vo 'rbv OE6v and (oi) ac36pzvot 

'röV eEÖv automatically denote this sociological group. 99 In Acts, the primary source of 

the linguistic evidence (Acts 10: 2,22,35; 13: 16,26,43,50; 16: 14; 17: 4,17; 18: 7), the 

syntax of the phrases is quite diverse; and the curious of aeßd tEvo npoorjXv'rot in 13: 43, 

which combines the assumed terms for uncircumcised Gentile sympathizers and Gentile 

converts to Judaism and which textual evidence implies to be correct, confirms the need 

for caution: we must be prepared to say that the participles may be used in more ways 

than one. Consequently, while the care which Luke gives to developing the religious 

stance of Cornelius, an attention which is unparalleled in Acts and certainly places 

Cornelius within the sphere of Judaism, suggests that Cornelius does belong to those 

Gentiles who were loosely affiliated with the synagogue, it would be incorrect to take 

the expression Oo f3ov icvog 'röy 9Edv/a1)trOv in a technical sense to validate Cornelius's 

status; and, hence, a reference to the Noachic commandments is removed from the idea 

of Ep'yacdp. eVOS 8ticatoa15vrly. 

Fourth, Luke's variable arrangement of the characteristics in 10: 2,4,22, and 31 

implies that to make Epyacdp. Evog 6n atoaüvrly mean specifically nrotwv EXErlµomivag is an 

99See Appendix for a fuller discussion of the evidence and the current debate. 
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unintended precision. It is quite conceivable (a) that prayers and almsgiving in verse 4 

(cf. v. 31) could correspond to o 4opov4evo; airröv and EpyaCotcvo; SLKatoaü"v or (b) 

that ö 4opoupEvo; airröv represents devout and God-fearing and that EpyagdµEvoS 

SLKatocr vr)v stands for almsgiving and praying to God (thus, in parallel with Matt 6: 1- 

18100) in verse 2 or (c) that F_pyaCöµevo; 8txatoa1)vr1v refers to 8ixatog in verse 22, in 

which case, because of the meaning of Sixato; in Luke-Acts, the participial expression 

must have a wider reference. 

Given these four observations, we are led to the conclusion that each of the 

above suggestions for explaining Epya&öpevo; 5txatoß1)vr1v by means of Luke's 

characterization of Cornelius is deficient in some way. Does this mean that the 

characterization is irrelevant for the present purpose? Not necessarily. The analysis in 

the fourth observation, while questioning the rightness of restricting epyaýdµevoS 

5LKatorniV11V to notwv ýX£r)µo6'ÜVaS, does bring out a uniformity in Luke's arrangement 

which recalls a tendency observable in Jewish writings, that is, to juxtapose Eüaepil and 

Sixatog, or comparable expressions, and distinguish them something as follows: 

EUCTEßTIq 4E'V iä itpoS 'röv 6EOV, Sixatog SE T& Trpb; &vopconou;. 101 The consequent 

combination gave expression to the Jewish religion, and the law which epitomized that 

religion, in its most succinct form. A clear example is T. Gad 3: 2, where itS Oopeitat 

"ptov Kat 00xt 'CO SLKatov parallels 'rt; 7rotEt 'cbv vo4ov Kupiou . An alternative form is 

&yairrj6EtS xuptov 'rov Oeov 6oi (Deut 6: 5).. . 
K(A rbv 70alaiov ao't ('ug 6Eao'rdv (Lev 

100Týv 8ixatornivTIv... 7toi£iv in Matt 6: 1 is the heading for the teaching about almsgiving 
(E%£1iµoa'Üvil, vv. 2-4), prayer (vv. 5-15), and fasting (vv. 16-18); it should not be limited to 
introducing only the subject of almsgiving. External evidence confirms that the variant 
EX£11µooi v'n... noti£iv (L WZ On syP h) is secondary. Compare the juxtaposition of the concepts 

in 1 Pet 4: 7-9; Did. 15: 4; 2 Clem. 16: 4; and Acts 10: 30D. 
101E. g. Josephus, Ant. 9.236; 12.43; 18.116-17; Philo, Abr. 208; Spec. Leg. 2.63; Ep. Arisc. 

131; cf. Josephus, Ant. 15.375-76; b. Ber. 17a. 
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19: 18). 102 Sometimes the second part of the summary was represented or clarified by a 

few basic ethical demands (e. g. Josephus, Ag. Ap. 2.291-94; T. Dan 5: 1-3). 

Luke may intend the criteria in Acts 10: 35 to be a similar summation of the 

law. 103 His pairing of the characteristics in verse 2 and his coordinating of &i cuo; and 

(oßovµEvoc iov 6EÖv in verse 22 seem to point in that direction (despite "respected by all 

the Jewish people" possibly disturbing the juxtaposition). There is also Luke's 

conspicuous attention to almsgiving as an important dimension of Cornelius's character 

and behaviour, meriting the Jews' affirmative testimony (10: 22) and God's acceptance 

(10: 4,31). The emphasis could reflect no more than Luke's special interest in the poor 

and other misfortunates in society, but it could also serve to explain by concrete 

illustration the second part of the legal summation. A further consideration is Luke's 

use elsewhere of tradition containing similar two-pronged statements which are related 

by him to both the law and acceptance with God. "Manifest love for God and for one's 

neighbour" in Luke 10: 27 answers intentionally from the law the question "What must I 

do to inherit eternal life? "; and the subsequent parable of the good Samaritan expounds, 

endorsing the broadest possible definition of neighbour and asserting that the law is 

fulfilled when mercy is shown. This sounds very much like the legal summations in 

Jewish literature with an accompanying ethical expansion. So, to a lesser extent, does 

102Mark 12: 29-31; Matt 22: 37-39; Luke 10: 27; T. Iss. 5: 2; T. Dan 5: 3; T. Jos. 11: 1; cf. 
T. Benj. 3: 1,3. Whether the combination of Deut 6: 5 and Lev 19: 18 in the Testaments of the Twelve 

Patriarchs is pre-Christian is debatable. R. H. Charles ("The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs", in 

APOT 2: 291,93) argues affirmatively; H. Greeven (" nk7l ov", TDNT 6: 316) is more reserved in his 

judgment, conjecturing that the strong emphasis on the unity of the two commandments could be 

attributed to Jesus. Philo, Decal. 110 could support Charles. 
On the rabbinK. tendency to see Lev 19: 5 as the fundamental ethical ruling, see b. 9abb. 31 a, 

citing Hillel, and the discussion in Str-B 1: 353-64. 
103Thus, van Unnik, "Acts X 4" 236 and Wilson, Law 70-71. 
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Tqv xpirnv (in the sense of social relationships) 104 Kai 'riýv äyärrriv toi 6Eov 105 in Luke 

11: 42.106 

This evidence suggests that ipygopEvo; 5txatoauv1v may refer generally to 

circumspect covenantal behaviour, illustrated concretely by Cornelius's almsgiving, his 

prayer to God, and the respect he held among the Jews, and that combined with "fearing 

God" it may reflect a contemporary Jewish epitome of the law. In other words, with ö 

Ooßovµcvog cx{ tbv xät Epyatöp. EVo; 5txatoavvfly, Peter may be claiming that God accepts 

those who keep his law. Even if for lack of conclusive evidence we must back away 

from this legal interpretation, leaving it as no more than a remote possibility, there still 

remains the idea that the conditions are explicitly linked with obedience to the will of 

God which has been set forth in concrete form in the law. We cannot overlook the fact 

that Luke has described Cornelius's behaviour and attitude with language which he 

reserves for the behaviour and conduct of pious and law-abiding Jews. 

What then is the effect of such a definition, together with a vision which 

illustrates God's altering of the status of the Gentiles, on the assertion that God is 

impartial? The remarkable similarity of the conditions of verse 35 to the summaries of 

the law found particularly in the writings of diaspora Judaism has led S. G. Wilson to 

conclude, "The effect of the vision is thus that Peter abandons his conservative 

(Palestinian? ) position for a more liberal (diaspora-Jewish and Christian? ) stance". 107 

The condition for acceptance with God, an opportunity which is now extended to the 

104B. S. Easton, The Gospel according to St. Luke. A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 

(1926) 189. 
105The words could mean the kind of love demanded by God (see I. H. Marshall, The Gospel 

of Luke. A Commentary on the Greek Text [1978] 498), not the love directed towards God. In that 

case, since both direct objects could refer to social relationships, there would be no twofold summation 

of the law. 
1061n this passage the expression seems intended more to pinpoint the correct priority of the 

legal prescriptions than to serve as shorthand for the law in its entirety: as the Pharisees are already 
fulfilling the OT practice of tithing, Jesus' criticism is directed not at a total disregard for the law but at 

a legalism which neglected social relationships and a love for God. S. Westerholm (Jesus and Scribal 

Authority [1978] 90) sees Jesus as turning an illustration of ritual purity into a more widely applicable 

principial statement about moral purity and thereby radically denouncing the observance of the 

cleanliness laws, scriptural or scribal, as necessary for one's standing before God. This may be true if 

the statement is read in light of Luke's later comments, like Acts 10: 14-15 (cf. Blomberg, "Law" 60); 

but in the immediate context the thought is seemingly not developed. 
107Wilson, Law 71. Wilson at this point follows the thesis developed by K. Berger (Die 

Gesetzesauslegung Jesu. Ihr historischer Hintergrund im Judentum and im Alten Testament [ 1972] esp. 

1: 165-66 on Lukan usage). 
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Gentiles as well as the Jews, is a manifestation of the principles of God's covenants 

with Israel void of ritual prescriptions. 

This interpretation could be persuasive did it not overlook four important facts. 

(1) The summation of the law recorded in Luke 10: 27 comes not from the lips of Jesus, 

as is the case in Mark 12: 29-31,108 but from the lips of a Jewish lawyer who most 

certainly would not have intended to convey by such words that he was abandoning his 

conservative, ceremonial position. (2) While a concentration on the moral 

commandments and values of the law is all the more conspicuous in hellenistic Jewish 

sources, it does not follow that such an interest is either representative of a liberal stance 

or indicative of diaspora Judaism. Similar summaries of the Jewish law do appear 

outside this literary corpus, as in the Old Testament in passages like Deut 10: 12- 

11: 1 and Mic 6: 6-8.109 (3) A summation of the law which vigorously emphasizes the 

theological and moral commandments to the virtual exclusion of or to the allegorical 

interpretation of the ritual law does not necessarily imply a reduction of the law. The 

silence about the ritual law could be attributed to a desire either to demonstrate 

unoffensively to the Gentiles the grandeur of the Jewish religion or to strengthen a sense 

of national identity for Jewish readers struggling to live in an alien land that what was 

valued in the Gentile environment was already found in the Torah. 110 (4) Following on 

from the third point, it is noteworthy that Luke and the Jewish writers employ language 

which is commonly paralleled in the pagan world: Ev6Eßcla, right conduct towards the 

gods; 8txatoavvTl, right conduct towards one's neighbour; and, to complete the picture, 

awopoßvvrl or E-yKp6tEta, right conduct towards oneself Ill (cf. Acts 24: 25). Right 

conduct towards the gods would include cultic practices. Given these four points (and 

there may be more), it seems incorrect to claim that by "law" in verse 35, if that is 

108The question in Mark's account (cf. Matt 22: 36) is also different. We need not inquire, 

though, whether the difference is to be attributed to Luke's reworking of the Marcan tradition or to a 
different conversation (cf. T. W. Manson, The Sayings of Jesus. As Recorded in the Gospels According 

to St. Matthew and St. Luke [1937/1949] 259-61). The relevant commandments are similar in both 

settings and really have nothing to say on the matter. 
109The OT prophets may have attacked the abusive cultic practices of their day, but they never 

said that the cultic law was void. 
1101 follow in essence Räisänen's astute critique of Berger's thesis (Räisänen, Paul 34-41). 
111W. Foerster, "6£ßoµai", TDNT 7: 176. 
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indeed the right reference of b ooßovµEvog cr tv MA Epy44tzvog 5txatorn6vfly, we mean 

to exclude the ritual prescriptions. The whole law seems to be in view. 

A more tenable idea, suggested by what the word order of the sentence shows to 

be Luke's interest in verses 34-35, is to highlight the radically-altered sphere of God's 

attention. There then follow two implications. The first is brought out by setting the 

antithetical clauses of verse 28 and those of verses 34-35 side-by-side. Previously 

through the election of Israel God showed a preference for the Jews, restricting the 

application of his impartiality to them and denoting the uncircumcised, because of their 

idolatrous practices, unclean and therefore unfit for association with the holy God and 

the holy people of God. Now God has expanded the sphere of the application of his 

impartiality. Going outside of Israel, he has made and declared the Gentiles, like the 

Jews, intrinsically clean. The Gentiles are no longer excluded as an invariable and 

inevitable temptation to idolatry; they are eligible to receive the gospel and to become 

part of the people of God; there are no favourites between one nation and another. The 

second point is that uncircumcised Gentiles who display a piety and conduct indicative 

of the law are as acceptable as Jews and on the same terms as Jews. Given the fact that 

Cornelius is assigned traits used elsewhere by Luke to demonstrate the exemplary piety 

and conduct of law-abiding Jews and Jewish Christians and may even be set a standard 

epitomizing the law, Peter apparently is expecting Cornelius to be placed within Israel's 

covenant. 

1.2. The message of faith in Jesus (10: 36-43) 

The rest of Peter's address to Cornelius and his household (10: 36-43) contains 

the essential elements of the early apostolic proclamation on a pattern similar to that of 

Peter's previously recorded addresses (2: 14-39; 3: 12-26) and of Paul's speech at 

Pisidian Antioch (13: 16-41): a resume of Jesus' earthly life and work (10: 37-41), a 

verification from Scripture (10: 43a), and a reference to the reason for and means of 

repentance (10: 42,43b). Our concern is primarily with the last part of the speech, in 

particular with the words which speak of faith in Jesus and repentance, conditions 
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delivered to Jews in the earliest days of the church. Before we investigate verse 43b in 
detail, two aspects of the speech demand comment. 

1.2.1. An evangelistic address? 

U. Wilckens 112 has proposed that this speech, unlike the preceding ones 

attributed to Peter, is not evangelistic; instead, the exceptionally detailed concentration 

on the life of Jesus and the commencement of the story at the point of Jesus' baptism 

rather than at the point of his rejection by the Jews show that the author intends to 

present his own understanding of what the Gattung "gospel" is, namely, an expansion 

and arrangement of the primitive kerygmatic material. An examination of the relation of 

the speech to Luke's Gospel exceeds our purposes, 113 but Wilckens's thesis carries 

with it the proposition that Cornelius and his household were already converted by the 

direct intervention of God before Peter spoke. This corollary is quite crucial for 

understanding the significance of verse 43b for the immediate situation. If Cornelius 

and his household were already Christians, is the reference to faith in Jesus to be 

considered as having no relevance to Cornelius's salvation? 

Wilckens's argument is based on three observations. (1) `Yj ti öiöatE tb 

, Xvöpf-vov pTµa in verse 37 confirms that Cornelius and his household already knew and 

understood the kerygma about Jesus and had become a community prepared by God. 

Moreover, since the words also concern Peter's Jewish Christian companions, they can 

be said to indicate the construction of a Christian community from Jews and Gentiles. 

This interpretation of vµcl; ot&xre, we note, differs from that of Dibelius. 114 He 

maintains that the words are scarcely appropriate of Cornelius, who knew something 

about the Old Testament but nothing about Jesus; they must refer to Luke's readers and 

show that the speech, which was designed to exemplify Christian preaching, did not 

appear here originally. (2) Whereas 10: 44 states that Peter was still talking when the 

112U. Wilckens, "Kerygma und Evangelium bei Lukas. (Beobachtungen zu Acta 10: 34-43)", 

ZNW 49 (1958) 223-37 and Missionsreden esp. 63-70. The article is a more detailed discussion of 
Wilckens's thesis. 

113For an alternative opinion to Wilckens's and for works criticizing Wilckens's approach to 
the speeches in Acts in general, see G. N. Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth in New Testament Preaching 
[1974] 19-30,67-85. 

114Dibelius, "Cornelius" 111. 
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Spirit fell on those present, 11: 15 says that the Spirit was given as Peter began to speak. 

The discrepancy, according to Wilckens, substantiates that Cornelius was converted 

not through an evangelistic sermon but through the direct and decisive intervention of 

God. (3) The speech lacks any exhortation to repentance or reference to conversion. 115 

These observations and their application can be challenged. 116 To begin with, 

Wilckens is certainly correct in his assessment that the speeches in Acts have a better 

relation to their immediate contexts than Dibelius allowed117 and that üµeIS d& rrE can 

support the connection. All the same, the words need not imply that Cornelius was 

already a believer before he met Peter. Peter's address to the crowds at Pentecost 

contains a similar expression (2: 22). 118 Ka8wS canoi oi6atie, like v 1Fi; dt&atic, joins a 

recital of various events in Jesus' earthly life (vv. 22-24). It refers, further, not only to 

Jews and proselytes from the diaspora communities but also to Jews who were 

permanent residents in Jerusalem and Judea, who, as o%S koirpEV 8e aü'LOV ö OEÖS ev iE(Tc, l) 

vµwv (v. 22) pointedly asserts, would have personally witnessed many of the incidents 

in Jesus' life and who, as the unquestionably evangelistic content of the address 

indicates (2: 37-39), had not previously accepted the Christian proclamation. 

Cornelius's situation could easily have been no different from that of the audience at 

Pentecost. Geographically Caesarea was not far from Jerusalem, Galilee, and Judea, 

the area of Jesus' ministry; and as the political capital of the Roman province of Judea, 

the city certainly heard of happenings throughout the region, particularly those which 

posed a political threat. 119 

As for the discrepancy concerning the timing of Cornelius's receipt of the Spirit, 

again Wilckens's observation is partially valid. God's direct intervention in effecting 

115This observation leads Conzelmann (65) to a similar conclusion: a call to repentance "ist 
bei dieser Hörerschaft überflüssig". 

116Cf. Stanton, Preaching 20-26,28. 
117Similarly, Foakes-Jackson (93) thinks that the speech is "peculiarly appropriate to the 

occasion"; C. H. Dodd (The Apostolic Preaching and Its Developments [1936] 37,53-56), that the 

speech represents the form of kerygma used by the primitive church in its earliest approaches to a wider 

audience. To criticize Dibelius on this point, however, does not imply a corresponding rejection of his 

idea that with a pastoral intent in mind Luke aims to demonstrate various styles and contexts of early 

Christian preaching. 
118Curiously, Wilckens completely overlooks this parallel. 
119Acts illustrates this proximity (8: 40; 21: 8,16; 23: 23,33; 25: 1,4,6,13) and also implies 

Caesarea 's awareness of the events of Jesus' ministry and death. Paul, when he appeared before Agrippa 

in Caesarea, assumed that the king had some prior knowledge about the origins of Christianity (26: 26). 
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the unexpected conversion of an uncircumcised Gentile, not Peter's preaching, is 

primarily what Luke aims to highlight. Yet such an emphasis, which is sustained 

throughout the passage, does not necessarily eliminate the need for human participation 

or for an evangelistic address. As plausibly the theme can reflect the circumstances of 

the occasion: irrefutable proof that God had accepted uncircumcised Gentiles was 

required; otherwise, as the objection in 11: 3 shows, the significance of the event might 

have been dismissed. 

Nor can Wilckens's inference about 10: 44 and 11: 15 be supported grammatical- 

ly. In 10: 44'tit draws attention to the continual aspect of a, aa. ovv'rcS and confirms the 

simultaneity of Peter's speech and of the Spirit's arrival; 120 but the participial phrase in 

no way stipulates whether Peter was at the beginning, at the end, or in the middle of his 

speech. Further, it is arguable that the use of &pýa66au in the &v tiw temporal 

construction in 11: 15 in place of the usual present infinitive shifts the force of the 

infinitival phrase from subsequent action ("before Peter began to speak") to antecedent 

action ("after Peter began to speak"). 121 The result is a contradiction of form rather than 

of thought. 122 

Third, at several points Luke intimates that the speech is evangelistic. The 

bestowal of the Spirit is presented as an exceptional event which leaves Peter and his 

Jewish Christian companions astonished (10: 45-47). If Cornelius and the members of 

his household were already believers, we would not expect the event to have had such a 

dramatic impression (compare 8: 14-16). In 11: 1 the events of chapter 10 are editorially 

summed up as the Gentiles' accepting of the word of God. Whether absolute or 

qualified by 'roe 6cov, iov xvpiov, or the appropriate personal pronoun, ö X6-yo; is used 

in Acts to capture the content of the apostolic proclamation123 which is delivered 

120BAGD, s. v. 
£TL 1aß. 

121BDF §404.2 and Zerwick §390. BAGD (s. v. E': -! V 113), Robertson (1073), and Burton (§ 109) 

disagree. 
122Lake and Cadbury 4: 123-24,126; cf. Jacquier 342. To draw this conclusion is not to 

ignore or explain away the inclusion of &p4aa0at as Bruce ([Greek] 233) does. The infinitive 

emphasizes the divine initiative over against human action. 
123T6'v ? 6, yov in 10: 44 (cf. 2: 41) probably bears this meaning, though linguistically a 

reference to Peter's speech is not impossible (cf. Lake and Cadbury 4: 122). 
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primarily, but not exclusively (cf. 20: 8,32), in evangelistic situations. 124 To accept 

this word is an act not of mere intellectual agreement but, as 2: 41; 8: 44 (cf. 8: 12); and 
17: 11-13 show, of decisive appropriation of belief in Jesus which is dependent upon 

hearing the apostolic preaching (cf. 10: 44). Similarly, in 11: 14 Peter's message is 

claimed to contain the means by which Cornelius's salvation would be effected; in 15: 7 

the Gentiles' (that is, Cornelius's) hearing of the gospel (iöv X. öyov 'rov eý)ayy X bu) is 

said to result in faith. 

Fourth, there is admittedly a marked difference between the peroration of Peter's 

address at Pentecost (2: 38) and the concluding words of the speech to Cornelius 

(10: 43): the latter lacks an explicit exhortation to repentance. Nonetheless, the thought 

of repentance is not entirely absent. The Jerusalem believers' evaluation of the entire 

incident, "God gave repentance" (11: 18), takes on both the sense that God has created 

in the Gentiles the penitent attitude required for salvation (cf. 2 Tim 2: 25) and, because 

God has commanded everyone to repent (17: 30) and because through the apostolic 

preaching the opportunity to obey this command has been presented (20: 21; Luke 

24: 47), 125 the sense that Cornelius has repented. 

It follows from these four points that the address to Cornelius should be 

understood to be evangelistic, 126 intended to incite repentance and lead to faith in Jesus, 

124This assessment is borne out by other qualifications of ö k6yog, such as ßo mpia (13: 26) 

and süayy6Xtov (15: 7) and by the various results of "speaking the word": as belief (4: 4; 6: 7; 13: 48; cf. 
16: 32), growth of the Christian community (6: 7), and eternal life (13: 46). 

125Schneider 2: 84; 1: 396 n. 94; Marshall, Luke 906. Calvin (1: 464) and Conzelmann 

(Theology 100,228 n. 2) would restrict 8ovvat p 'cävotav to God's work in a person and the gift of 

salvation; but the same cooperation between God and the penitent is conveyed elsewhere when &66vat 

µeTävotav is used of an act of God. In Sib. Or. 4.168, for instance, God's gift of repentance comes in 

response to the human request for forgiveness and pardon (11.166-67). See also Wis 12: 10,19 in the 
light of v. 20; 1 Clem. 7.4-5; Herm. Sim. 8.6.1-2; cf. Barn. 16.9. 

126To say that this message is evangelistic in its present setting is not to deny that the same 

message could not be catechetical in a different context. In this regard I part company with Stanton. In 

arguing against the comparison between Theophilus and Cornelius which Wilckens ("Kerygma" 228-29) 

makes in order to support his claim for a catechetical intent, Stanton (Preaching 29-30) gives 

xa xrj61S ?. 6' v in Luke 1: 4 the meaning "'reports' about the Christian message" rather than "specific 

doctrinal instruction" and therefore seems to eliminate the probability that the Gattung "gospel" is both 

evangelistic and edificatory. 
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and, thus, that the apostolic proclamation about Jesus is a necessary addition to 

Cornelius's situation. 

1.2.2. The reference of nävtia töv m oteuovia 

Also in regard to the applicability of verse 43b, i-L needs to be conýirmet.. 

tha+ rräv-rc, m6v rrto--t-eüo't-ctoes indeed reCe; as is 9enerc Ly assumed, tb 

Centi Les as welt as to Tew5.127 The doubt is interjected partly by the occurrence of 

tot; vtotg 'Iaparja, in verse 36 and of ö Xa6g, meaning Jews, in verses 41 and 42 and 

partly by the relation of verse 43 to the rest of the address. 

To begin with the relation of verse 43 to its immediately preceding context. 

Since the logical antecedent of cov'Tq) is Jesus of Nazareth (v. 38a), which is the same as 

that of oinoq in verse 42, it becomes possible grammatically for tioiirrc' to be indirectly 

dependent on &ct in verse 42.128 In this case, as 'r A. aw is presumably the indirect 

object of "to testify" as well as "to preach", the reference of tt&v'ra tibv m rr ovra 

becomes Jews only. A more careful reading of the speech yields a different conclusion. 

The address is composed of a series of conceptually related but grammatically 

independent clauses introduced by relative and demonstrative pronouns, all of which 

relate to 'Ir1ßovv 'cöv ' iro Nacapt_6, which itself has been placed in front of its clause for 

clear reference and emphasis. 129 It would not be unexpected for coinco to begin a new, 

yet thematically related thought, thereby breaking the connection between "to the 

people" and "everyone who believes". Indeed, ov in verse 39 sets a precedent. 

As for the matter of the specific address to the Jews (vv. 36,42), W. C. van 

Unnik 130 solves this difficulty by claiming that because this uncircumcised non-Jew 

lives like a true Israelite--God-fearing and righteous--terms like "sons of Israel" and "the 

people" apply to him. This may be so as a result of the vision of 10: 9-16, although the 

lack of explicit mention of God-fearers in synagogue inscriptions and the fact that even 

127Marshall (193) alone among the commentators, as far as I know, mentions this fact. 
128Schneider 2: 79. 
129-Jesus of Nazareth" is best taken as the logical object of Expta£v, redundant to aür6v (e. g. 

Bruce [Greek] 226; Haenchen 339-40). Were the appellative the appositive of Tö yevöµevov ýrjµa 

(Bengel 2: 607) and thus the object of { is ot&xr 
, the words could claim misleadingly that Cornelius 

knew Jesus personally. 
130van Unnik, "Acts X 4" 256. 
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the circumcised Gentile, unless his mother was an Israelite, could not say "O God of 

our fathers" (m. Bik. 1: 4) would question it. A better answer which depends on a less 

tenuous assumption is gained by appealing to verse 36, in particular to oüt6S e6Tty 

navt(ov xvptoS. OüToq E6Tty navTwv icüpto; is a syntactically awkward statement, yet the 

harshness underlines its importance. Outside of the obvious link to its referent Jesus 

Christ, 131 the clause erupts emphatically into the line of thought, picking up the idea of 

universal salvation revealed in verses 34-35 and serving to redress the restriction of 

God's announcement to the sons of Israel. We suggest that nävta Töv m6TE1)ovTa Eig 

avt6v in verse 43b does the same thing, crashing through the barrier still intact in verse 

42132 and signalling a move from particularism to universalism. 

The implication is clear. By virtue of Peter's evangelistic address which is 

intended to incite repentance and lead to faith and of a universal reference of nävTa Tov 

iru t ÜovTa, fulfilment of YHWH's covenant with Israel does not cover all the conditions 

for a non-Jew's acceptance with God. Faith in Jesus is also required. 

1.2.3. Faith as a condition of acceptance 

Several observations bring out what faith as defined in verse 43b signifies. (1) 

Faith means a human act of commitment to Jesus. This is more than an intellectual 

acceptance of the facts about Jesus. There is as well, as the accompanying cig wkov 

implies, 133 the need for trust and adherence. (2) A person's commitment is met by a 

divine act of forgiveness which becomes operative or effective through Jesus' name, 

that is, through Jesus (&Ix toi övöµatioS avtov ). 134 (3) Faith in Jesus in conjunction 

with repentance guarantees future salvation. This cause and effect relationship, which 

131Lake and Cadbury 4: 120; Haenchen 339-40; M. Wilcox, The Semitisms of Acts (1965) 

151-52. C. C. Torrey (The Composition and Date of Acts [1916] 35-36) thinks otherwise, translating 

the words "As for the word which the Lord of All sent ". In reply, compare the same grammatical 

construction used parenthetically in Acts 8: 26b. Moreover, other titles belonging according to Jewish 

usage to YHWH are given a new application in the NT. 
132Haenchen 340; Longenecker 393. 
133See p. 34. 
134Probably, since 11: 18 identifies God as the source of repentance and 10: 36 has God as the 

author of the peace brought about by Jesus (though, Conzelmann [64] would have 8t6c 'Irißob XptcToü 

modify F-&yyE? dµEVOc, not ctprjvriv [thus, Bengel 2: 606-7; Haenchen 339 n. 3]), 8tä. To 3 övdµatos 

a&roü expresses predominantly efficient cause, not principal cause, mediation rather than agency. See 

the discussion of the connotations of the preposition in Zerwick § 113 and Harris, NIDNTT 3: 1182. 
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makes faith in Jesus a condition for membership in the people of God, is not explicitly 

stated in verse 43, but it can be deduced from the context in two ways. First, 

forgiveness of sins is (implicitly) the result of the divinely-created and divinely- 

bestowed repentance which leads to life (o 9ebg µemvotav etc ýcwiiv e8owev, 11: 18). 

Second, as a consequence of his death and resurrection Jesus has been appointed by 

God the eschatological judge of all people (10: 42) and thus is granted the prerogative to 

dispense forgiveness; therefore, the penitent who receives the divine pardon, the 

forgiveness of sins, by means of Jesus has the confidence to face the divine judge 

without fear of condemnation. 

In short, believing in Jesus means a personal allegiance to Jesus, God's 

appointed agent, which requires a correlative act of repentance which, in turn, effects 

the forgiveness of sins and thus the assured fact of future salvation. 

1.3. The fact of the gift of the Spirit (10: 44-48; 11: 15-17) 

The third matter in the story of Cornelius which is applicable to Peter's argument 

at the council is God's bestowal of the Spirit upon the uncircumcised Gentiles. The 

twice-recorded account of this divine act--in 10: 44-48 the event itself and in 11: 15-17 

Peter's evaluation of the event--connects the gift of the Spirit with faith, salvation, the 

relation of Jewish and Gentile believers, water baptism, and acceptance into the 

Christian community. We shall look at each of these concepts. 

Faith. Acts 10: 44 implies that God's act of bestowing the Spirit presupposes 

and acknowledges personal faith generated through hearing the Christian proclamation. 

The two participial phrases 'r X& ovv'ro; tiov H 'rpou iä Prjµatia Tauaa and ini. nävtiag Toi S 

axouoviaS toy ?. yov locate the descent of the Spirit temporally during Peter's 

proclamation of the gospel. Specifically the plural r& nj . taia qualified by the near 

demonstrative pronoun, in contrast to the singular tbv Xöyov, seems to point the reader to 

the immediately preceding words (v. 43b), especially to the emphatic nävza 'töv 

naO-tcVovia dS aviöv. As the text now stands, it was while Peter was speaking of belief 

in Jesus and forgiveness of sins being available to all peoples that the Spirit came upon 

the Gentiles. This conjunction of Peter's words and God's act leads naturally to the 
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inference that when Cornelius heard the words, the universal application of which must 
have struck like a thunderbolt into the consciousness of a person previously excluded 

from the promises and privileges of Judaism, he "reached out in faith to God for 

forgiveness and received, as God's response, the Holy Spirit, " 135 presumably not 

instead of the promised forgiveness but as the validation of it. Similarly in 11: 17a the 

simultaneous, or possibly antecedent, nt6t S aoty Ent röv xüptov 'Ir)6ovv Xpurrdv, 

modifying ýjµiv and indirectly avtio2S, 136 characterizes respectively the Jews and Gentiles 

to whom God gave the Spirit and seemingly identifies faith in Jesus as the concomitance 

or prerequisite of both the Jews' and the Gentiles' receipt of the Spirit. 

Salvation. To receive the Spirit is to experience God's acceptance. This idea 

which is implied by the conjunction of the gift of the Spirit which testifies to faith and 

the divine forgiveness which is the result of faith (10: 43-44) is spelled out in 11: 14-15. 

Since Peter's message which Cornelius had been told would result in his salvation in the 

event resulted in his receipt of the Spirit, legitimately it can be inferred that the gift of the 

Spirit means salvation. 137 In other words, to possess the Spirit, the symbol of the last 

days (2: 17-21), is to enjoy God's presence and to know eschatological salvation which, 

as we have seen, is both a future hope (a(ooo1) and a present experience. 

The relation of Jewish and Gentile believers. The bestowal of the Spirit 

establishes the equality of all believers regardless of birth or race or any external 

standard. Running through the verses is an obvious refrain--iovioug oiatvE;... c1)5 MA 

ý ., Tjtct; (10: 47); En' aviouS uý, ýncp Kat (11: 15); v Lorqv SwpEav... auioiS... wS xat rjµiv 

(11: 17a)--which compares uncircumcised Gentile believers and Christian Jews on the 

basis of their possession of the Spirit. The expressions are backed up in the narrative 

by parallels between the experience of Cornelius and his household and the experience 

of the Jewish Christians, that is, between Cornelius and in particular the original group 

135Dunn, Baptism 80; cf. Marshall 193-94; Bruce (NIC) 230. 
136That the participial phrase qualifies av'rois as well is supported by the Western redactor's 

redundant, indeed, contradictory addition to the end of 11: 17--Toi j Sovvat a&roIS 7rvcvµa äytov 

7n, 6tisvaaaty c7r' arr. Most commentators accept this interpretation (e. g. Bruce [Greek] 233; 

Bauernfeind 152; Knowling 265). However, Preuschen (71) limits the reference to arto?;; Wendt (249), 
ýý 

to 71µty. 
137Dunn, Baptism 80-81. 
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of believers on whom at Pentecost the Spirit had descended also suddenly and dramati - 
cally (2: 1-13). 138 The Spirit-filled Gentiles manifested the same supernatural gift of 

glossolalia and also proclaimed the mighty acts of God (10: 46a; cf. 2: 4,11). There 

occurred a similar reaction from the witnesses: like the Jewish crowds in Jerusalem, 

Peter's companions were astonished (e4eazrißav, 10: 45; cf. 2: 7,12). The experience is 

related, further, to the promise of the resurrected but not yet ascended Jesus to his 

disciples (11: 16; cf. 1: 5), that in contrast to John's baptism with (merely) water, the 

disciples would be baptized (not only with water but also) with the Spirit: 139 in this 

word of the Lord, vµEiS is visibly shown to include the Gentiles. These comparisons 

assert that the bestowal of the Spirit on Cornelius and his household is to be considered 

both as indicative of God's acceptance as the Jewish believers' receipt of the Spirit and 

as equally decisive as Pentecost. 

Water baptism. The act of water baptism becomes the logical consequence of 

receiving the Spirit. In the rhetorical Svvaiat xwAvaaa of 10: 47 (cf. 11: 17), the Gentiles' 

receipt of the Spirit is interpreted by Peter as a divine fait accompli which led 

unquestionably to the conclusion that the Gentiles should be baptized. 140 

Acceptance into the Christian community. Baptism confirms acceptance into the 

Christian community. This is hinted at by wS icät ij tci in 10: 47, baptism having 

symbolized the cleansing also of the Jewish believers (2: 38,41). Verse 48 makes the 

point clearer. Avzoi% may function as the direct object of npo6E'za4Ev, making the 

Gentiles the recipients of the command ("he ordered them to be baptized" ); 141 

alternatively, anticipating the objection of the believers in Jerusalem, the pronoun may 

138'Ev äpxI in 11: 15 appears to specify the disciples of the upper room (Bruce [Greek] 233) 

rather than the first converts from Judaism (2: 38-41), although the ijµsic of 10: 47, referring to Peter's 

Jewish Christian companions from Joppa, suggests that the experience of other Jewish converts could 
be in view. 

139Marshall 197. 
140The point is enhanced b of nve to 1cveü a 2öä ov %aRov xc\ ` ei the PYSu 7< wS r1µ S qualifying 

"subject" of Ra7tTLß9ývai. OiTtvES is probably used in the sense "inasmuch as" (Robertson 728; cf. 
Moule 124) and establishes the causal relationship between the Gentiles' eligibility for water baptism 

and their receipt of the Spirit. The correlation is not expressed in chap. 11; but because of the 

similarity of language in 10: 47 and 11: 17 and the influence of Peter's recollection of Jesus' saying 
(11: 16) on his rhetorical question (11: 17), it could be inferred. 

141RSV; cf. NEB; KJV; Bruce (Greek) 228. This translation is substantiated by 2: 38 and 
22: 16. 
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be the "subject" of ßanTtaqvat and thus Peter directs the order at an unexpressed group, 

presumably the Jewish Christians ("he then gave orders for them to be baptized"). 142 

Perhaps both ideas are intended, though Peter's later seemingly confident appeal to the 

eyewitness testimony of his companions (11: 12) to corroborate his actions suggests that 

Luke aims to highlight the participation of all Jewish Christians. Whatever, whether 

Peter or the Jewish Christians conducted the baptism (which we can only presume 

happened), the command, on the one hand, identifies baptism as a sign of entry into the 

Christian community and, on the other, attracts attention to the rightful place of the 

Gentiles, at least as far as Peter was concerned. 

The idea of acceptance is expressed also by the final comment of chapter 10. D 

adds the words npbs av'roi% and plainly states what otherwise could be avoided in 

11pcirmaav aircöv 6np. Eivai.: Peter stayed for a few days with Cornelius and his household 

(Peter's acceding to the request being implicit in the context) and thereby demonstrated 

that he regarded the uncircumcised Gentiles as "clean" and believers in the full sense. It 

is noteworthy as well that the invitation was initiated by Cornelius. Obviously the 

centurion felt accepted. 

Further and very significantly, there is no suggestion that Cornelius's acceptance 

involved circumcision. Indeed, the Jerusalem church's question in 11: 3, if taken to 

refer to Peter's entire visit with Cornelius and not just the initial contact, disallows the 

possibility entirely. 

1.4. The extent of Peter's revelation 

One further matter about Acts 10: 1-11: 18 requires our attention before we turn to 

Peter's argument at the council. What is the extent of Peter's revelation? That is to say, 

how is the reader to understand the relation of the Christian community and the 

traditional people of God at this time in Luke's story, particularly in light of God's act 

of bestowing the Spirit on the uncircumcised who, without being circumcised, have 

been declared clean? Has the law been set aside? Have the links with Israel been 

142JB; cf. Phillips; NIV; Haenchen 341. The attraction of this translation is the assumption 
from John 4: 2 and 1 Cor 1: 14,17 that it was unusual for the apostles to perform baptisms. 
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broken? The questions can be approached from two angles. From the one we may ask 

whether by the end of the story all three characteristics discussed above--the observance 

of God's covenantal will summed up as loving God and doing what is right, faith in 

Jesus, and the receipt of the Spirit--are thought necessary for identifying the people of 

God or whether each characteristic qualifies or even displaces that (those) preceding. 

From the other the inquiry can be phrased in terms of what is implied by a speech 

delivered to uncircumcised Gentiles which speaks of salvation coming to Israel even 

though it may include rare references to universalism. We shall start with the second 

angle which is in some ways more readily defined. 

1.4.1. Particularism and universalism 

At the centre of the concomitance of particularism and universalism are verses 

36-38a, especially verse 36. This is a section of Acts notorious for its grammatical 

complexity. Besides the emphatic displacement of'Ir16o! 5v ibv änb Nacape8 (v. 38a) and 

the dangling but equally emphatic ovio; Eaav navrcov xüpto; (v. 36) already mentioned, 

there are the unexpected case of äpýäPEVoS (v. 37c) which sets the terminus a quo for the 

events in Judea which the speech aims to cover143 and more critically in verse 36 the 

absence of a connecting particle, the initial tibv Aöyov, and an abrupt change in thought 

which give no clear indication how verse 36 relates syntactically or conceptually to the 

immediate context. 

There are three main explanations of verse 36. The sentence could start a new 

subject and be translated "You know the word which he sent to Israel, preaching good 

news of peace by Jesus Christ (he is Lord of all), the word which was proclaimed 

throughout all Judea...: how God appointed Jesus of Nazareth". 144 Implied in this 

translation is the idea that Cornelius knew the content of the evangelistic message. 

143The nominative case has been attributed (a) to the direct influence of the same construction 
in Luke 23: 5 (cf. the accepted reading in Luke 24: 47; Acts 1: 22 [BDF § 137.3]); (b) to an Aramaic 
idiom (Torrey, Composition 25-28; compare J. W. Hunkin ["'Pleonastic' äpxoµat in the New 

Testament", JTS 25 {1924} 390-402] and Wilcox [Semitisms 148-50], who question the rightness of 
this solution); and (c) to the quasi-adverbial sense found in contemporary Greek (Lake and Cadbury 
4: 120; cf. MM, s. v. äpxoµat; Moulton 1: 240). 

144RSV; cf. KJV; TEV. The doubtful reading ti6v ?, öyov öv/is retained, Töv xöyov is the 1(sýe 
n. 153) 

object of üµeic, oiSa'r , and Tö yEV%tevov pijµa is resumptive, in apposition to 'töv ?, mtov. 
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Why, then, was Cornelius not already a believer? From toi; utoIS'Iapaýý. it could be 

inferred that Cornelius had been excluded previously from receiving the gospel because 

he, an uncircumcised Gentile, was not part of Israel. Now Cornelius could receive the 

good news. God had shown Peter that circumcision no longer mattered, that the marks 

of Jewishness were abrogated. This was what the new age meant: discontinuity with 

the Israel of old. 

Alternatively, verse 36 may serve as the epitome or heading of verses 37-43: 

"He sent his word to the Israelites, proclaiming peace through Jesus Christ, who is 

Lord of all. You know what has happened... " 145 or, when the disputed relative 

pronoun is retained, "This is the message God sent to the people of Israel, telling the 

good news of peace through Jesus Christ, who is Lord of all: you know... ". 146 In 

both instances vµsiS o' atc begins a new thought, contrasting Cornelius's limited 

knowledge about Jesus with the message of salvation which the sons of Israel had 

received. Cornelius had yet to learn the theological implications of the historical events. 

By preaching the gospel and extending to the Gentiles the message which had been sent 

to the sons of Israel, Peter eliminated that deficiency. The expansion is justified because 

salvation has been shown to be universal (ov'cv öS Empty navzwv xvpto; ). Thus, in 

distinction from the previous interpretation when the idea was that the gospel could be 

given to the Gentiles, the novel thought is that the apostolic message should be 

proclaimed to the Gentiles. 

A third interpretation has verse 36 apposed to verses 34-35 and ruled by 

Kai a (xa tp6voµat, allowing zöv X&vv its natural syntactical force: "Truly I realize that 

God does not show partiality, but in every nation anyone who fears him and does what 

is right is acceptable to him; (this is) the word which he sent to the children of Israel, 

proclaiming good news of peace through Jesus Christ--he is Lord over all. You know 

145Cf. NEB; JB; Haenchen 338-39; Bruce (Greek) 225. 
146Cf. NIV; Calvin 1: 440-41. 
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what took place throughout all Judea..., '. 147 On this view, what is being made clear is 

that the gospel which had been addressed to the Jews (by the message and ministry of 
Jesus) from its inception implies the fact that the reconciliation of Jews and Gentiles, not 

merely of God and his creation, has been established by the mission and achievement of 

Jesus Christ. So understood, verse 36 has been pressed to suggest further that the 

message of universal salvation is to be given to the world through and in terms of 

Israel, 148 thereby explaining the need for so much delay and divine prompting to 

commence a mission to the Gentiles. According to Jervell, "the Cornelius story does 

not narrate the basic decision that includes the Gentiles in the sharing in salvation. Here 

the question is: In what way and at what time do the Gentiles receive a share in the 

promises to Israel? " 149 

The first reading of verse 36 really does not fit. The long and heavily-loaded 

appositive beginning iö wvoWvov p, %to aside, an incongruity develops when p%a is 

taken to refer to X yoS. T6 , Xvö j.. i. cvov is hardly a phrase which adequately expounds and 

elucidates the significance of ?, yoS, the good news. Does not 'rb ycv6 vov p? µa mean 

instead "the event which happened"? 150 Furthermore, the implication conveyed by the 

grammatical interpretation--that God through the vision had demonstrated that Cornelius 

could not be excluded--contradicts the surprise manifested by Peter and the other Jewish 

Christians (10: 45-47) when the Spirit descended on Cornelius and his household, signi- 

fying that God had accepted uncircumcised Gentiles. If, by simply giving Cornelius the 

opportunity to accept for himself the gospel which he already knew, Peter intentionally 

abrogated the preconditions of Judaism, God's bestowing of the Spirit should not seem 

so unexpected or remarkable. 

147H. Riesenfeld, "The text of Acts x. 36", in FS M. Black (1979) 193. He is followed by 
Marshall (190 n. 1) and Schneider (2: 75-76). The same position is taken by Jervell ("Divided People" 
57,73 n. 35), who develops the theological ramifications, and by Bengel (2: 606). For a historical 

survey of this not uncommon solution, see F. Neirynck, "Acts 10,36a 'röv X6yov öv", ETL 60 [1984] 

118-23. 
148Jervell, "Divided People" 64-67. Bengel (2: 606) makes a slightly different application: 

"so as to say, 'That good thing which has been vouchsafed to Israel through the Messiah, the same I say 
is yours"'. 

149Jervell, "Divided People" 65. 
150BAGD, s. v. Oµa 2; Lake and Cadbury 4: 120. When translating P, jµa we should not be 

misled by the use of the same noun rendered "words" in 10: 44. For a similar variation of meaning 

within a paragraph, compare Luke 2: 15 ("event"); 2: 17 ("word"); and 2: 19 ("matters", "events"). 
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Of the other two explanations, the linking of verse 36 with what precedes 

(interpretation 3) is certainly attractive. The abrupt change in subject disappears. 

Verses 34-37 now make a continuous line of thought, connecting the proclamation of 

the gospel to the Gentiles with the decisive and justifying event, namely, that God has 

displayed his impartiality. The scribes' later insertion of yäp 151 at the beginning of 

verse 36, while not really improving on the awkwardness, does strengthen the 

possibility that verse 36 is dependent on xatiaXap43ävoµaL (v. 34). In addition, Luke's 

account of Jesus' post-resurrection commissioning of his disciples (Luke 24: 47-48; cf. 

Acts 1: 8) makes the point not only that a mission to all nations was inherent in God's 

will and promise152 but also that the disciples' responsibilities included such a mission. 

The strength of these arguments notwithstanding, other data point quite convinc - 

ingly towards placing verse 36 with what follows. 

(1) Nothing is really gained by citing the originality of ov (p'4 K* CD). 153 There are 

plausible grammatical explanations which allow the pronoun to be retained and 

verse 36 to go with verses 37-43.154 

(2) Throughout 10: 37-43 are several harsh grammatical transitions (e. g. öv xoit ävEi? csv 

% xpe t(X avtiES ii1? ou, v. 39b). It is as if in seeking, on the one hand, to emphasize 

the focal point of the address (Jesus of Nazareth) and to be faithful to his source 

and, on the other hand, in the interests of space to avoid needless repetition, Luke is 

ticking off in outline the major points of the Christian kerygma. Such overall 

conciseness challenges the necessity of expecting verse 36 to represent a 

grammatical continuum with its preceding and succeeding contexts. 

151C* D 614 pc 1pt syp h**. 
152Jervell ("Divided People" 56) makes this Gospel passage the basis of his interpretation of 

Acts 2: 39; 3: 25-26 (see Introduction 5.1.2-3); and 10: 36. For an extensive critique of Jervell's thesis 
see Wilson, Gentiles 228-33, esp. 230,231. 

153The transcriptional change could have worked in either direction through dittography or 
haplography with the preceding -ov. Metzger (397) suggests that Töv A, öyov öv, being the more 
difficult reading, may be original. Lake and Cadbury (4: 119) think otherwise. Though ! z- ox-its the 

pronoun while D retains it, Metzger may well be right. 
154Torrey (Composition 35-36) may be correct that 'c6v koyov 6v ä nTEiXEV is a literal 

translation of an Aramaic original, giving the suspended construction "As for the word which... ". Or 

the accusative could be an example of inverse attraction of the antecedent to the case of its relative 
pronoun (Moulton 3: 324). 
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(3) The wording of verse 36 incorporates allusions to two Old Testament texts, Ps 

106(107): 20a ("he sent forth his word and healed them") and Isa 52: 7 ("the feet of 

him who brings good tidings, who publishes peace"; cf. Nah 2: 1 LXX). 155 

Whether the texts were at one time actually cited as part of the argument or not, 156 

as the text now stands, echoes of these and other Old Testament passages appear in 

most of the events in Jesus' life which are mentioned, 157 suggesting that verse 36 

belongs with the verses following. 

(4) This speech corresponds to the other speeches in Acts not only in content but also 

in composition. 158 In Acts 2: 22 there is an abrupt call to attention (äxoüßa'rE to g 

X6you; iov'covg), the emphatic suspension of the main theme of the speech in the 

accusative case ('Irrßovv'rbv Naýwpaiov), and an argument for the reliability of the 

claims about Jesus based on the audience's personal experience (hnoir)ccv... Ev jEßw 

vµ(ov, ica9wS avtoi ot8atc). Likewise, in 13: 26 flµiv o' X6yvo tfr oirn piaS 'tai. c 

e4anEßrr&Xj captions the main part of the speech. 159 

(5) Verse 43 may speak of an inclusive mission which is inherent in the will and 

promise of God; nevertheless, verses 42-43, like the proleptic statements in 2: 39 

and 3: 25-26 earlier, do not reproduce the entire programme of Luke 24: 47-48, if 

that programme is indeed interpreted sociologically and not just geographically with 

reference to the Jews. In the speech to Cornelius Jesus' charge to his disciples 

focuses on their responsibilities to the Jews, and to this charge is appended in an 

emphatic and revelatory way the fact that the Gentiles are included. What happens 

at the end of the speech could be presumed to happen at the beginning: oü'röS Early 

navzwv xvpto; is brought forward as a new revelation to occupy central place. 

155Stanton, Preaching 70-71; cf. J. Dupont, "Apologetic Use of the Old Testament in the 
Speeches of Acts" (1953), in The Salvation of the Gentiles. Essays on the Acts of the Apostles (ET 
1979) 143. Dupont mentions only Isa 52: 7. Scholarly opinion on the probability of a pre-Lukan 
tradition underlying Acts 10: 36-43 and of the use of scriptural allusion has been reviewed recently by F. 
Neirynck ("Le Livre des Actes: 6. Ac 10,36-43 et l'Evangile", ETL 60 [1984] 109-117). 

156Dupont ("Old Testament" 150,151-52) and Stanton (Preaching 73-74) answer in the 
affirmative. See also Dodd, Scriptures 126 and J. Bowker, "Speeches in Acts: A Study in Proem and 
Yelammedenu Form", NTS 14 [1967-68] 106-9. 

157For example, v. 38 reproduces the thought of Isa 61: 1 which in turn brings together in 

good Jewish exegetical method the redemptive theme of both Ps 106(107): 20 and Isa 52: 7. 
158Cf. Haenchen 338-39. 
159Admittedly the introductory vocatives do ease the abruptness of 2: 22 and 13: 26. 
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(6) It is unlikely that cüayyeXLýöu vog Eip1jvrly &ä'Irlßo i Xptmoü refers to the reconcilia- 

tion of Jews and Gentiles. The concern of the immediate context is God's relation 

to all people--his overlooking of birth and race both in his acceptance and judgment; 

his merciful, redemptive response to human needs and therefore his reconciliation 

with all humanity--not the peoples' relation to each other. Moreover, for the reader 

of Luke-Acts the participial phrase recalls Luke 2: 10-14, where, when the two- 

membered rendering of verse 14 (which is almost certainly correct) is accepted, 160 

peace on earth for God's chosen people denotes the actualization of the 

eschatological salvation which reconciles God and humanity and there is no notion 

of good will manifested by human beings towards each other. 161 

(7) If the total context of the Old Testament allusions can be assumed to be in view 

throughout the speech, 162 the address to Cornelius would say no more than Isa 

52: 7 does, that the nations are merely witnesses to the fact that God has returned to 

Zion and rescued Jerusalem, revising the nation's fortunes and inaugurating a new 

era (cf. Ps 96: 2-3,10). 

With such evidence supporting the interpretation that verse 36 prefaces verses 

37-43 and challenging the idea that Luke is here presupposing that a mission to 

uncircumcised Gentiles, apart from those committed to Judaism, had been an 

assumption within the primitive apostolic circle, the inference follows that Peter's 

speech deals with the prior question "what", that is, with the fact that the Gentiles would 

have a part in the salvation now defined in terms of Jesus. Such an inference does not 

advance the inquiry about the relation between the Christian community and the historic 

people of God except in a kind of negative way: the extension to the Gentiles of the 

apostolic proclamation which had been given to the Jews argues neither for the idea that 

the church and Israel are discontinuous nor for the idea that the church is to be viewed in 

terms of Israel. The point is simply that the same message of salvation is available to 

the circumcised and the uncircumcised. 

160Fitzmyer, Luke 1: 410-12. 
161However, this idea may be developed in the context of Eph 2: 17. See W. Foerster, 

"siprjvrý", TDNT 2: 415. 
162Dodd, Scriptures 126. See the cautionary note delivered by Stanton (Preaching 74). 
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1.4.2. Inclusive or successive criteria 

As for the other question--whether the three determinative characteristics are 

interdependent or successively limiting--it is obvious from the application of the 

apostolic proclamation to Gentiles who already have some association with Judaism that 

the appropriation of faith in Jesus was a necessary addition to the observance of God's 

covenantal will. The greater difficulty is how much the gift of the Spirit contributed to 

Peter's attitude towards the Gentiles and to his treatment of them. Or, to state the 

problem in another way, at what point in the story and to what extent did Peter 

understand the significance of a vision which pronounced the Gentiles clean and 

allowed unquestionable contact between Jews and Gentiles? To be clean and yet 

uncircumcised would imply a change in the law, for in the Jewish point of view to 

separate from uncleanness was to be circumcised. Did Peter, because of his vision, 

envisage the law, particularly the regulation of circumcision, as being no longer valid 

for the Gentiles? We have already alluded to the probability that, given the covenantal 

connotation of ö 0oßov}. f_vo; uu rov xät epyaýöp£vo; SLxai. oavvnv, , the abrogation of the 

law was not in view, at least not when Peter began to preach. Can we strengthen and 

perhaps extend this idea? Or must we reject it? 

In this regard the composition of the narrative goes a long way. 163 According to 

10: 17a, 19a the vision leaves Peter baffled and requiring the Spirit to explicate the 

meaning. Even then the Spirit directs and teaches by illustration, not by word (10: 20); 

and the puzzlement continues. In verse 21 Peter still does not know the ramifications of 

the directive, asking Cornelius's messengers "Why have you come? ". Verse 29b, too, 

shows that while Peter may have understood the vision to allow him to enter the 

-16 For the following argument the mention of Peter's sojourn with a tanner is probably 
irrelevant (cf. Haenchen 329 and Lake and Cadbury 4: 111-12; contra Bruce [Greek] 214 and Knowling 

249). Although in rabbinic law tanning was listed among the contemptible trades (e. g. m. Ketub. 7: 10; 
b. Qidd. 82a, b; cf. m. B. Bat. 2: 9) since it involved the handling of carcasses and exposed the tanner and 
his associates to continual uncleanness, there was de jure (cf. m. Kelim 26: 8) no stigma attached to it (J. 

Jeremias, Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus. An Investigation into Economic and Social Conditions 

during the New Testament Period [ET 1969] 301-12, esp. 309). Luke's excessive references to Simon's 

trade may be for the sake of clarity since the scene does involve two Simons closely connected 

syntactically (10: 5-6,17-19,32), or they may be because of authorial colouring (cf. Acts 16: 14; 18: 3; 

19: 24) or a detail of address found in the source. 
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centurion's house without fear of contamination or disobedience, he remains ignorant as 

to the reason for his presence in Caesarea. This time the question is "Why did you send 

for me? ". Cornelius's recital of God's interest in and contact with the unclean (10: 30- 

33) leads to Peter's acknowledgement of God's display of impartiality to all peoples 

who love him and do what is right. The story ends with Cornelius's invitation to Peter. 

This, unlike Peter's invitation to Cornelius's emissaries (10: 23), is a case of a Jew 

accepting Gentile hospitality which could be excused if Cornelius were a God-fearer 

practising at least the Noachic commandments; yet according to 11: 3, when the 

Jerusalem believers charge Peter with eating with Gentiles, Cornelius's possible link 

with the synagogue is overlooked. Between Peter's ignorance of the divine purpose 

and his (presumed) acceptance of Cornelius's invitation is positioned God's bestowal of 

the Spirit on the uncircumcised Gentiles, an event which left Peter's Jewish Christian 

companions overwhelmingly astonished (E4EarTjaav... oTt scat Ent t x' Ovrl, 10: 45) and 

Peter with no option but to baptize the Gentiles without first circumcising them, thereby 

signalling his acceptance. Acts 11: 15-17 relates what the experience meant to Peter: the 

fulfilment of the word of the Lord which brooked no opposition. 

Such a progressive unfolding of Peter's comprehension of God's intent 

suggests that the full significance of the vision was not apparent to Peter until God's 

dramatic intervention, if even then. This is to say in terms of the conditions stipulated 

for a person's acceptability and acceptance with God, when viewed from one 

perspective, i. e. before the advent of the Spirit, b 4opovµevo; ainov xai epyacöµsvo; 

StxatoaÜviiv may be interpreted to presuppose the Gentiles' observance of the law, ritual 

and ethical, including circumcision; but when viewed from another perspective, i. e. 

after the advent of the Spirit, circumcision becomes unnecessary with the result that the 

Gentiles who do what is right can be said to fulfil the law in their way while the Jews do 

so in theirs (compare Rom 2: 11-15). The gift of the Spirit which marks the presence of 

faith in Jesus has overturned the definition of ö $opoüµcvog rov 6cbv xät cpyaýd i vo; 

&xatoavvrty and the Gentiles' relation to the covenants given to Israel. Luke's stress on 

the conservative piety of Cornelius prior to his conversion nevertheless does not allow 
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us to say that the Gentiles' relation to Israel has been severed. There is a definite 

grounding of the practices of the uncircumcised in God's covenants with Israel. 

Beyond this the evidence does not seem to allow us to go, and we are left uncertain of 

the precise relation between faith in Jesus and an observance of the covenantal will of 

God. 

2. The Argument at the Council (Acts 15: 7-11) 

With the background of the story of the unexpected conversion of the uncircum- 

cised Caesarean Gentiles, a conversion which required an alteration of traditional Jewish 

and primitive Christian teaching and practices, which depended on an attitude and a 

behaviour exemplifying the covenant and on personal faith in Jesus, which was 

manifested and sanctioned by God's unexpected and dramatic bestowal of the Spirit, 

and which was ratified from the church's perspective by water baptism and table 

fellowship only, we now return to Peter's contribution to the church's debate on 

membership in the people of God. The argument of Acts 15: 7-11 can be readily, 

though somewhat artificially, divided into two parts by the change of subject in verse 

10. Verses 7-9 discuss God's past treatment of the Gentiles with reference to salvation; 

verses 10-11, the Jewish Christians' present treatment of the Gentile Christians in light 

of their own experience of salvation. 

2.1. The Gentile Christians' experience of salvation (15: 7-9) 

The speech begins with a reminder, addressed to the assembly, of Peter's visit 

to Caesarea. Four important facts about that visit are recalled in verse 7 before Peter, in 

verses 8-9, develops the theological implications of the visit. 

2.1.1. The illustration 

To begin with, the central thought of verse 7, that God chose that the Gentiles 

should hear the message of salvation, identifies the origin of the Christian mission to the 

Gentiles. God was responsible for initiating that mission, not any of the apostles, 

whether it be Peter, Paul, or the Hellenists. 'EýEX£ýaio underscores this emphasis: it 

places the Gentiles, like the Jews, within the operation of God's elective activity 
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because God has determined this and designates them a specific part of his plan (cf. 

15: 14; Rom 9-11). 164 

A01 ýµEpwv äpxaiwv, the second point, draws attention to the time of God's 

choice. The words are somewhat inexplicit, without any clear indication from either the 

immediate context or Lukan usage elsewhere as to their precise meaning. 165 Probably, 

since the conversion of the Gentiles occurred in the early days of the church and since 

the event was also a beginning and part of God's eternal plan (Luke 24: 47; Acts 10: 43), 

the wisest choice in this instance (at least for our purposes), and possibly what was 

intended, is to leave the phrase deliberately equivocal, simply but significantly 

impressing upon the audience that the precedent of a mission to the Gentiles had long 

been established. 

The third fact concerns the role of the Jewish Christians, specifically that of 

Peter, in the incident. This is expressed by the two other prepositional phrases in the 

verse: iv üµiv, whether it or Wx rov ar%urro; µov supplies the missing object of 

EýEkEýatio, 166 specifies the sphere within which God's action occurred; &ä toi 6iöµat6S 

164'Exyoµat is used in the Greek Bible primarily of divine action which concerns Israel (e. g. 
Deut 4: 37; 7: 7; 14: 2; 16: 6; 18: 5; 1 Kgdms 10: 24; 3 Kgdms 8: 16; 11: 13; 14: 21; Isa 41: 8; 43: 10; and in 
the NT with the subject being God [Mark 13: 20; Luke 9: 35; Acts 1: 24; 13: 17; 1 Cor 1: 27,28; Eph 
1: 4; Jas 2: 5] or Jesus [Luke 6: 13; John 6: 70; 13: 18; 15: 16,19; Acts 1: 2]). The fact that only the 
verbal forms of this word group occur in the OT (the noun Eic oyrj is found seven times in the NT, 
chiefly in Paul) "automatically results in an emphasis, not so much on the action itself... as on the 
person who chooses and the one chosen" (L. Coenen, "Elect/cx yogat", NIDNTT 1: 537). 

165The difficulty is due (a) to &pxätoq being capable of covering a spectrum of temporal 
references (G. Delling, "&pxco", TDNT 1: 478-87), (b) to Luke's limited use of &pxaioc elsewhere (Luke 
9: 8,19; Acts 15: 21; 21: 16) displaying this breadth of meaning, and (c) to no immediate pointers in the 
context, unless cv vµiv belongs with &V rjp£pwv &pxaicov instead of ý4Ea, e4a co and this is unlikely or 
unless the comparable np3tov of 15: 14, meaning probably "at the first" (see p. 134), because of the 
parallels of thought and phrasing between 15: 7 and 15: 14, is influential. Given this uncertainty it is 
quite understandable that scholarly opinion is diverse. The phrase has been suggested to mean simply 
"of the beginning", that is, "from the time when the mission to the Gentiles started" (Lampe 792a) or 
to say that God's act belonged to his pretemporally formulated plan of salvation or to convey that it 
happened in the early stages of the church which are viewed as original or ancient (cf. Bruce [Greek] 
292). If the last is the meaning of &0' 1jµep6Jv &pxaioov, such a perspective on the conversion of 
Cornelius could be Peter's (Bauernfeind 189-90) or, since the lifespan of the church to this point is 
under two decades, Luke's (e. g. Haenchen 427 n. 7; Conzelmann 83). Knowling (319) thinks a 
reference to Cornelius needs not exhaust the meaning of the phrase; he cites the view of some that Matt 
16: 13-20 is meant. 

166Various suggestions have been made to rectify this niggling omission. Torrey 
(Composition 21-22) proposed that Ev vµiv is a mistranslation of the original Aramaic 11: n (= 14t&; ). 
Lake and Cadbury (4: 172) point out that the LXX frequently renders -ýr: I by CxX Oat ev (e. g. 1 
Kgs 8: 16,44; Neh 9: 7); thus, the same translation is possible without resorting to the theory of an 
Aramaic original. Another option is to understand && Toü aT% a o; µov to be the sense construction 
of 4Le (Phillips; Moffatt; TEV). 
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µov designates Peter as the means by which the Gentiles heard the gospel. That is to 

say, in order to realize the mission to the Gentiles, God operated within the context of 

and by means of the Jewish Christian (= Jerusalem) community, not within the daughter 

church in Antioch or among the apostles solely. It is curious, however, that Luke 

^ 
. 
167 There may be nothing more in makes this point by using F-v vµiv instead of iv ' TWtv 

this choice than the attempt to avoid separating the apostles (7'14iv; cf. v. 6) from the 

church rank and file (n&v rb it? Oo;, v. 12) or, given the emergence of the first person 

plural everywhere else in the passage, the desire to highlight Peter's responsibility as the 

church's representative. Yet we should not overlook the possibility that Peter himself is 

being singled out from the main body of Jewish Christians, perhaps in order to show 

that for political or ministerial or even theological reasons he was no longer an integral 

part of the Jerusalem community. 

Fourth, the reason for Peter's visit to Caesarea is clear. The compound äxov6at 

... xäi TcLa'LEV6aa implies that Peter was to preach the gospel in order that the Gentiles 

may come to faith. 168 Nothing is said explicitly or implicitly which would suggest that 

Peter's action contradicted or annulled the law. 

2.1.2. The theological implications 

In verses 8-9, in parallel clauses recalling two aspects of the story of Cornelius, 

Peter develops the theological implications of God's decision regarding the Gentiles. 

Verse 8 obviously refers to the event eliminating in Peter's opinion the need to circum- 

cise Cornelius: the miraculous outpouring of the Spirit which resembled Pentecost 

(10: 44). Peter reiterates that through the gift of the Spirit169 God had signified his 

approval of the Gentiles, that God had so acted in response to the Gentiles' inner 

worthiness which he alone knew (xap&Loyv & t1r ), and that God's way of testifying to 

the Gentiles matched the experience of the Jewish Christians. 170 Verse 9 alludes to the 

16 'Ev v tiv (p74 KABC 33) is better attested than'cv it tIv which is located variously in the 
Western tradition. 

168ntOtte3aat is inceptive (Schneider 2: 180 n. 47). 
1690oiS is a simultaneous modal participle (NEB; NIV; JB; cf. Bruce [Greek] 293). 
170AvTOic� like the correlative ý Ctv, belongs to both eµaptüpijßev and 8ovS (Bruce [Greek] 

292). 
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vision of the animals descending from heaven (10: 9-16) and the subsequent 

interpretation in terms of the Gentiles (10: 28). O{&v & xptvcv is another way of stating 

the lesson that God is impartial in his attitude towards people, accepting those of every 

nation; it of xaOapi aS C' xap5mg avidv, the lesson that however impure the Jews 

may try to reckon the Gentiles to be God himself has created in them an inner purity. 171 

Since xaOapi aS is probably a causal participle of simultaneous action, 172 the act of 

cleansing, according to Peter's present argument, provides the reason for God's non- 

discrimination of Jews and Gentiles. Explicit is the idea that as far as God was 

concerned the cleansing of the heart, like the bestowal of the Spirit, had made the Jews 

and Gentiles now equals. 

Significantly the cleansing mentioned in 15: 9 was done r niaict. Although K. 

Lake and H. J. Cadbury have suggested for this emphatic dative the translation "for the 

Christian Faith" (the goal of cleansing), 173 ti re is better taken, as most translators 

and commentators do, as indicating the means of the cleansing, "by faith (in Jesus 

Christ)". 174 Faith then is fundamental to acceptance by God and, by inference, for 

acceptance into the people of God. 

Significant too is the uncertainty regarding the time of cleansing. The aorist 

tense of icaeapC aS is hardly determinative: it simply conveys the fact that the cleansing 

took place at a particular point in time without stating when the cleansing occurred. That 

the cleansing occurred by faith could suggest, though, that the person was considered 

clean at the moment when he professed faith. This introduces a crucial contrast with 

Acts 10. In the earlier passage the cleansing, illustrated by the vision of the sheet, is 

connected with the relationship between Jews and Gentiles and defined in terms of a 

change in Moses's law, from labelling the Gentiles as an unclean, idolatrous race to 

classifying them as clean and acceptable for contact with God and Israel provided they 

love God and do what is right. Here the cleansing is associated directly with personal 

171Cf. Haenchen 428. 
172NEB; NIV; JB; cf. Bruce (Greek) 293. 
173Lake and Cadbury 4: 173. The translation finds support from the use of nj McyrEt in 14: 22 

and 16: 5 and possibly in 6: 7 and 13: 8. 
174E g. KJV; RSV; NEB; Haenchen 428. 
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faith and indirectly, because of the conceptual and grammatical parallelism of verses 8 

and 9, with the receipt of the Spirit. Luke does not seem either to explain or resolve the 

difference, preferring for whatever reason, to leave intact the tension between a 

cleansing of position in terms of the law which appears to apply to all Gentiles and a 

cleansing of the heart in terms of faith which concerns the individual. 

2.2. The Jewish Christians' experience of salvation (15: 10-11) 

After describing how God saved Cornelius and his household, Peter turns in 

verses 10-11 to the matter of the Jewish Christians' treatment of the Gentiles, in 

particular their insistence on the necessity of circumcision and obedience to the law for 

salvation; and he analyses the demand in light of the Jewish Christians' own experience 

of salvation. 

2.2.1. The presence of the law 

What the Jewish Christians were doing is summed up quite damningly by 

tpäýsic, 175 as a questioning of God's judgment to ascertain whether he really intended 

to make his will operative, as a doubting of the clarity of God's will, thereby 

encouraging action against that will and, in return, courting divine punishment. The 

gravity of Peter's accusation is strengthened by the potentially pejorative way in which 

the Judaizers' demand is described. From the image of the yoke placed upon the neck 

of a beast of burden, ivy? Sit. tiöv rpäxrIXov iwv µa8iir6 v conveys not only the neutral 

idea of a heavy load (Sir 40: 1) but also the negative thought of suppression and 

affliction caused by enforced subjection and tyranny. 176 The sense of oppression is 

seemingly heightened by the infinitives which have a comparable lexical duality. 

175BAGD, s. v. netpäýw 2e. Cf. Exod 17: 2; Num 14: 22-23; Isa 7: 12; Pss 77(78): 18,56; 
94(95): 8-11; Wis 1: 2; 1 Cor 10: 9; Heb 3: 9. 

176A good example of the resulting metaphor is Lev 26: 13, when God declares that he brought 
the Israelites out of Egypt in order that they should not be slaves of the Egyptians and bear their yoke. 
See also 2 Chr 10: 3-14 (compare the synonym ic; WtoS, the other LXX translation of in 3 Kgdms 
12: 1-15); Isa 9: 4,10,27; 14: 25; 37: 8; Ezek 34: 27; Pss. Sol. 17: 32. As for the NT, the idea of bondage 

appears in 1 Tim 6: 1, where 'no ývmv expresses the situation of the slave who cannot do as he pleases 
but stands under an imposed social order and, rather than throwing it off, must bow to it. Similarly, in 
Gal 5: 1 Paul admonishes the Galatians not to rob themselves of freedom by subjecting themselves to 
the Jewish law. To do so, Paul claims, was to reduce oneself to the position of the 6ov?, o; who lives 

under the ývyös (K. H. Rengstorf, "ýi)yo%", TDNT 2: 899). 
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Generally meaning "to lay upon, put upon", Fmii6, nµt has also the figurative sense "to 

impose", or more strongly, "to inflict". 177 And since carrying requires the exertion of 

power, thus involving both exercise and the application of will, ßaath co can imply 

discomfort and difficulty. In association with i6xüw the feeling of hardship appears 

even more prominent. 

Central to understanding this apparently damning description of the Judaizers' 

demand is the relation of verse 10 to the rest of Peter's argument. On one level the 

connection is clearly expressed by vüv ovv ct nctp6. ctc: the divinely-effected and 

-validated conversion of Cornelius in the past had made the Jewish Christians' present 

actions contrary to God's revealed will. 178 On another level, Peter's whole argument, 

not just verses 7-9, is a justification of the use of nEtpätcte. How the infinitival phrase 

explaining the pivotal verb functions in the argument therefore becomes quite signifi - 

cant. That is to say, is bno6tvat tvybv icrA, despite the inferential ovv, a self-contained 

argument inserted into the debate? Or does it state only the conclusions to verses 7-9? 

Or should ovv be taken in a looser temporal sense, as summarizing what has been said 

already and forming a transition to a new subject, 179 and the infinitival phrase be 

understood in terms of verse 11 as well as verses 7-9? Let us investigate these various 

options. 

To begin with, 180 were the infinitival phrase to constitute an independent point, 

the argument could be a kind of logical deduction from the nature of the law revealed by 

Jewish experience: "It is our experience and the experience of our fathers that the law is 

an oppressive, impossible burden. How can we make the fulfilment of the impossible a 

condition for salvation? ". E. Haenchen181 holds a view similar to this and maintains 

177LSJ, s. v. kv (011p. See also Acts 15: 28; 16: 23; Luke 10: 30; Rev 22: 18b; and the middle 
cm OrjcsTat in Acts 18: 10. 

178This applies whether vüv functions as the temporal contrast of ät' 1jµspwv äpxaiwv or as 
part of the conjunction, reinforcing ovv. See the discussion in M. Thrall, Greek Particles in the New 
Testament. Linguistic and Exegetical Studies (1962) 33. Like Thrall, Lake and Cadbury (4: 173) take 
vüv as temporal. BAGD (s. v. vüv 2) connects the adverb with ovv. 

179For this shade of meaning see MM, s. v. oüv 2 and BDF §451.1. 
180This discussion of v. 10 follows closely the arguments and conclusions of J. L. Nolland 

("A Fresh Look at Acts 15.10", NTS 27 [1980] 105-15, esp. 105-12). 
181Haenchen 429. See also P. Vielhauer, "On the 'Paulinism' of Acts", in FS P. Schubert 

(1966) 42-43. 
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that because no strict Jew would regard the law as burdensome, here we have one of the 

few glimpses of Luke's real view of the law, "als eine Unzahl von Geboten and 

Verboten, die kein Mensch erfüllen kann. " 182 The Gentile Christian author is striving 

to demonstrate for his readers that the Gentile Christians ought to be free from the law. 

So interpreted, verse 10 seems curiously situated. It is strange enough to have a 

hellenistic sentiment on the lips not of Paul but of Peter to whose Jewishness attention is 

drawn by the EvµEwv in verse 14; even more incongruous is to expect such an argument 

to answer effectively, as Peter's apparently does, the Pharisaic Jewish Christians who 

show by the very demand they are making that they do not share this perspective (vv. 1, 

5). The anomalies can only be explained by the author having a total disregard for the 

narrative situation. This Luke, in my opinion, does not have. 183 

Further, since the oppressiveness of the law is said in verse 10 to be discernible 

from Jewish experience, strictly speaking an argument based on the principial 

impossibility of keeping the law leads to the conclusion that for Jews as well the law 

should be abandoned, indeed, that the Jews themselves would have developed this 

viewpoint before the matter of the Gentiles ever arose. Not only is this deduction 

impossible in the immediate setting, it also does not accord with the compliant attitude 

towards the law or with the positive experience of the law which Luke recounts 

elsewhere among Jews and Jewish Christians, even Paul. As a hellenistic Christian, if 

he is such, Luke's own feelings about the Jewish law may well have been negative. 

But an awareness of another experience of the law is too pervasive in his work for the 

reader to attribute verse 10 to a momentary, unintentional divergence from normal 

practice or to an ignorance of the earlier historical situation. 184 

If the syntactical link with verses 7-9 is pressed and verse 10 is regarded as 

concluding the argument of the preceding verse, the infinitival phrase could be translated 

182Haenchen 429 n. 1. 
183Although Luke does tend, quite rightly, to address his readers on occasions (cf. 21: 25 

[discussed on pp. 263-64]), he is, I think, too careful a writer to do so at the expense of knowingly 
creating contradictions. 

184Contra Conzelmann (83), who states that by describing the law as an intolerable burden 
"Lk nicht die logische geforderte Konsequenz zieht, daß man dieses Joch auch den Judenchristen 
abnehmen müßte. Das Judenchristentum hat für ihn nicht mehr aktuelle Bedeutung, sondern 
grundsätzlich-heilsgeschichtliche". 
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"When Cornelius believed, God did not regard the law as necessary. Why do you want 

to add it now since it is only an oppressive burden? ". Peter's point then is that the 

Gentiles should not be forced to do what has been shown to be unnecessary for their 

salvation (vv. 7-9) and what is abnormal for their lifestyle (v. 10). 

This view is attractive. It accords with Luke's concern to portray the Jewish 

Christians' attention to the law. As the focus now falls on the inapplicability of the law 

for the Gentile converts, there need be no indication that the Jewish Christians ought 

also to be free from the law. The law may of course be oppressively burdensome for 

Jews; but burdensome as it may be, the possibility of the Jews being obligated to keep it 

is not excluded. Furthermore, since the law is considered still valid for Jewish practice, 

this interpretation can present a plausible Jewish attitude towards the law. For ordinary 

Jews like the Galilean Peter, the traditional law, as expounded in particular by the severe 

school of Shammai which was dominant at the time, could understandably have been a 

heavy burden under which they groaned. 185 

There are however two objections. First, the question which the assembly is 

debating is formulated in terms of the salvific necessity of circumcision (v. 1). Verses 

7-9 describing the circumstances of Cornelius's conversion seemingly address the 

point. The concluding argument in verse 11 certainly states how people, in this case the 

Jewish Christians, were to be saved. Although conclusive proof is lacking in the case 

of verse 10, it does not seem arbitrary or unfounded to expect verse 10 as well to 

answer the question, the more so given the äkkä at the beginning of verse 11. That is 

to say, the most natural way of understanding U& in verse 11, although admittedly not 

the only way, is as constructing a contrast with what precedes; more precisely, the 

conjunction gives the sense of sed etiam, "not (only)... but (also)". 186 This makes for a 

18 Bruce (Greek) 293-94. On this point Bruce follows the description of the Jewish attitude 
towards the law outlined by Schürer (Geschichte des jüdischen Volkes 2: 494-96 [This section has been 
completely rewritten in Schürer-Vermes {Jewish People 2: 486-87}, but the conclusion is similar, 
especially in the case of the Galilean Jews]). See also the discussion of Galilean Judaism in contrast to 
Judean Judaism in G. Vermes, Jesus the Jew. A historian's reading of the Gospels (1973) 52-57. It 
should be noted that this characterization of Galilean Judaism should be viewed as a generalization: 
undoubtedly there were scrupulous Jews in Galilee as there were in the communities of the diaspora. 

186Moulton 3: 330. On sed etiam OLD (s. v. sed 9) states that after a negative and in 
combination with various adverbs, sed is used "to give forcible expression to a second idea as being 
additional to the first". 
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significant two-way influence between the two poles of the contrast: on the one hand, 

the Jew' inability to fulfil the demands of the law provides the explanatory introduction 

to the argument in verse 11; on the other, since the requirements for salvation are the 

concern in verse 11, they must be the concern in verse 10 as well. Now if verse 10 is 

understood as a pragmatic argument based on the personal experience of the Jews, it 

falls out of the sequence of Peter's speech, becoming at best only an aside. As a result, 

not only is the force of nELpäcetiE weakened, but verse 11 is left unanticipated. 

The second objection is that in claiming the inapplicability of the law for the 

Gentile Christians but the applicability of it for Jewish Christians, this interpretation 

heightens the difference between the two groups. Is this not precisely what the 

argument is seeking to avoid? Surely xa9wS xaL rIµiv (v. 8), ovSEV SLExptvev µEia v 71 µwv 

tiE xai avzwv (v. 9), and xa8' öv tipönov xäxEivot (v. 11) indicate that running through 

Peter's speech is an obvious interest in demonstrating the equality of the Jews and 

Gentiles in God's eyes? 

The above criticisms point out that in formulating a tenable interpretation of 

E7LL8Eivat ýiy 3v... [oüx] k kTajJ v ßaatäaat, we must take into consideration three points 

in particular. (1) The issue being debated is the way to salvation viewed from the 

human perspective. While it may be demanding too much of Luke (or his sources) for 

every comment to adhere strictly to the central argument, in the case of verse 10, 

sandwiched between ovv and &AX in the sequence of the argument, explaining the 

former and contrasting with the latter, the expectation seems warranted. Since verse 11 

obviously speaks of salvation and verses 7-9 probably do, so may verse 10. (2) 

Despite the different foci of the address--first the Gentiles and then the Jews--running 

through the verses is an obvious interest in making a claim for the parity of the Gentile 

converts and Christian Jews insofar as the requirements for salvation were concerned. 

Verse 10 too portrays this concern. Though it lacks an explicit comparison, one may be 

inferred from the juxtaposition of ticov ga 7l uov, obviously referring to the Gentile 

believers, and u. Eic. (3) Luke shows himself to be aware of a positive experience of the 

law and is concerned to present the Jewish Christians, even the revolutionary apostle 
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Paul, as attentive to the demands of the law and part of this exemplary tradition. This 

implies that for Luke and maybe for his source the law was viewed as not of necessity 

an impossible burden. 

J. L. Nolland, 187 for one, develops the idea that verse 10 should be understood 

as concluding verses 7-9 and setting the polar opposite of verse 11. He suggests that 

the infinitival phrase in verse 10 assumes the question "Was the law essential for the 

Jewish Christians' experience of salvation? ". Quite emphatically the answer conveyed 

by E? CLOEivat cu v... [ovx] tx apzv ßaßiäßat is "No! For though the law was present, 

the Jewish Christians were unable to bear it". 

Determinative in constructing this paraphrase is oü cc of na'r pES Tµwv ov'LE fji ti 
. 

Undergirded by the past tense of IaXüw, the compound subject links the Jewish 

Christians with the national solidarity and history of Israel. Since throughout history 

the nation had incorporated the paradox of commitment to the law but failure to keep it, 

Jewish national history demonstrated that there was a characteristic human inability to 

meet the expectations of the law. 188 This point Luke has developed extensively in 

Stephen's speech, and it is summed up by the conclusion ikape'rc 'r6v vöµov ... ic& ovx 

E4vX4a'E of 7: 53. In its context this analysis of Israel's actions is no criticism of the 

law since Stephen refers to Moses's receipt of ? 6- a ý@vtia (7: 38), but it is a definite 

indication that in generation after generation the Jews as a nation had failed to experience 

salvation by means of the law. Instead of being salvific, the law had turned out to be 

accusing, underlining failure. To be sure, individuals did seek to maintain an obedient 

covenantal relationship with God; but the experience of the nation was otherwise. 

The inference is straightforward. If an inability to keep the law was the experi - 

ence of the nation throughout history, the link with that ancestry in 15: 10--given that the 

choice and compilation of the traditional material are ultimately Luke's responsibility-- 

suggests that the contemporary Jewish experience was a continuation of the biblical 

187Nolland, "Acts 15.10" 110. He is followed by Marshall (250) and possibly Wilson (Law 
60-61). 

188Jervell, "Law" 151 n. 55. 
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pattern. It follows then logically that since Jewish Christians had experienced salvation, 

the fact that the Jews possessed the law was not the reason for their salvation. 

This interpretation fits from another perspective. The correlated themes of 

commitment to the law and failure to keep it provide a plausible and effective answer to 

the Pharisaic believers' demand, helping to produce the resulting silence. When Jewish 

writers spoke of the law as the "yoke of the kingdom of heaven", they referred to a 

privileged obligation based on God's dealings with Israel to which one gladly commit- 

ted oneself: 189 "Put your neck under the yoke (iöv ipaxrj? ov v t& v vnö8F-tE vith ývyov ) 

and let your soul receive instruction,... See with your eyes that I have laboured little and 

found for myself much rest" (Sir 51: 26-27). Aptly expressing submission to God's 

will, the metaphor ýuybv ßacrr4av may connote the neutral concepts commitment, 

effort, constraint, and hard work, without necessarily implying resentment or 

unwillingness from the writer's perspective. 190 A similar usage is observable in Matt 

11: 29 (cf. Did. 6.2), where being Jesus' disciple is defined as assuming his yoke 

which, while easier than the (implicitly contrasted) heavy yoke of Pharisaism, still 

requires commitment and discipline. In addition to this theme, the Jewish writers 

acknowledged a national inability to reach the standards of the law. The idea is 

exhibited clearly in the rabbinic teaching that Israel's failure to repent even for one day 

189See the "yoke of the Torah" in m Äbot 3: 5; b. Sanh. 94b; Gen. Rab. 67.7; the "yoke of 
heaven" in b. Sota 47b; b. Sanh. 111b; the "yoke of the commandments" in m. Ber. 2: 2; and other 
examples listed in Str-B 1: 608-10 and Rengstorf, TDNT 2: 900. The background to this rabbinic 
concept is the OT passages such as Jer 2: 19c-20a and 5: 4-5 which speak of Israel having been before 
disobedience under a yoke of service to God. Likewise, Zeph 3: 9 applies the metaphor to the service to 
the Lord rendered by all who call on his name. Curiously, in Pss. Sol. 7: 9 ijµsic $7rö cvyöv Gou Tov 
aicýva occurs in parallel with [ýRct; nTrö] µäaTtya nati&ias Gov, but the context suggests that RCCCFr 
bears the sense of whip of discipline rather than the more normal idea of scourge of punishment. 

190While the imagery of ývyös does not escape suggesting that a constraint is imposed, hard 

work required, an obligation undertaken, etc., it does frequently evade the notion that the ývyöS is 

undesirable (Nolland, "Acts 15.10" 111 nn. 21,23). Similarly, a survey of the occurrences of Paar co 
(Nolland, "Acts 15.10" 113-15) shows: (1) that except for the weakened sense where the idea of burden 
has disappeared completely (e. g. Gal 6: 17; Acts 9: 15) "the focus of the word is for the most part firmly 
on the effort required to carry the load, rather than on the load being something hard to put up with" (cf. 
Sir 6: 25); (2) that where a negative connotation does appear (see Rev 2: 2; John 16: 12; Gal 5: 10; and 
possibly Matt 20: 12 and Rom 15: 1), these are almost exclusively instances where the sense of carrying 
is as much as possible out of sight. 

A better case for the oppressiveness of the law can be made with ßäpo; in Acts 15: 28 (see pp. 
174-76), where the imagery is applied to Gentile Christians for whom the law was culturally alien. 
While ývyd and (3äpoc are obviously linked, the meaning of the former is not necessarily controlled by 
that of the lattter, as Lake and Cadbury (4: 174) infer. 
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or to keep the sabbath correctly was delaying the beginning of the messianic age. 191 

Bringing the two strands of thought together, we can speak of the failure to bear the 

yoke without connoting an oppressiveness or burdensomeness. That is to say, the 

reason for the failure need not lie with the burden to be carried. It could be due to the 

bearer, to the people's strength as well as to their will. 

This distinction is crucial and must be stressed in the case of ývvyov... p(xaräkat in 

Peter's speech. The auxiliary verb iaxvßaµcv does not allow us to think of the history 

of Israel merely in terms of the fact that the wayward nation willed not to carry the yoke 

of the covenant, as the declaration o' 5ovxvaw claims for ýwyoq (= God's covenant, cf. 

Jer 5: 5) in Jer 2: 20. It is that the Israelites never really managed to fulfil what was 

expected because they simply were not "strong enough to support it". 192 Peter there- 

fore is not denouncing the law per se; rather, he is implying that as long as the law was 

not viewed as the Jewish Christians' way to salvation, the law had continuing validity 

and positive value in the lives of Jewish Christians as a standard for submission to 

God's will. 

2.2.2. The presence of faith 

The intent of Peter's final point, verse 11, concerns the words SLä zS xäpitioS ioü 

xvp(ov'Irjaov mo c oj. 1EV ßw6ývai . Because of several variables--the referent of SLä'rij 

xäpttoc, the syntax of the aorist acoqvai, the meaning of 7nai£vo v--the crucial phrase 

can be rendered variously: (1) "Having the grace of the Lord Jesus, we are convinced 

that we are saved", the prepositional phrase stating the circumstances accompanying the 

Jewish Christians' conviction about their salvation; (2) "We are convinced that we are 

saved through the grace of the Lord Jesus", 193 the statement expressing a confident 

opinion about the means of the Jewish Christians' salvation; (3) "We believe in 

salvation through the grace of the Lord Jesus", an intellectual assent being given to the 

191See the discussion in b. Sanh. 97b-98b and other passages mentioned by Str-B 1: 162-65. 
The thought is not just rabbinic. Compare, for example, Acts 3: 19-21, which is discussed above. 

192JB. Nolland has not really made the significance of taXuaaµ£v clear, and this can mislead 
(see Wilson, Law 60, for instance). 

193NEB; JB; NIV; and presumably BAGD, s. v. nnar io lay. 
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theory that the grace of the Lord Jesus provides rescue from eternal damnation; 194 (4) 

"We are convinced that we have been saved through the grace of the Lord Jesus", 

salvation being viewed as a past experience; (5) "We are convinced that we shall be 

saved through the grace of the Lord Jesus", the focal point being the confident 

expectation of eschatological salvation; 195 (6) "We believe so as to be saved through the 

grace of the Lord Jesus", 196 with salvation accomplished by the grace of Jesus seen as 

the purpose (or result) of the act of faith; (7) "Through the grace of the Lord Jesus we 

believe so as to be saved", salvation being the purpose (or result) of the act of faith, an 

act effected by the grace of the Lord Jesus. The first and third renderings are improba - 

ble. 197 There is an overwhelming acceptance of the second translation, with the fifth 

(or fourth) translation a possible alternative, but linguistic and contextual evidence 

indicates that the sixth or seventh rendering should be accepted. 

In spite of Luke's preference for the religious sense of nta ievco as an act 

connoting trust in God or Jesus which is based on what God has done and promised 

through Jesus, it is arguable that ntaievoµev simply replaces SoxoüµEV (cf. Luke 8: 18; 

24: 37): a comparison of the logical development of Peter's speech and that of James's 

invites a neat parallelism, with &XX6... ntc tEVoµzv 6(Oivat (v. 11) matching Wo &yo'3 

xpivc) ... 
bruyra? at (vv. 19-20); furthermore, Luke does not avoid the secular meaning of 

ntctievw entirely (Acts 9: 26; 13: 41 11 Hab 1: 5). Yet five points object against the 

equation. 198 

First, whereas xpivw is singular, ntßzevoµev is plural. It is unlikely that in 

concluding his argument, Peter would have someone else's opinion in mind. Second, 

194This is suggested and then dismissed by Lake and Cadbury (4: 174). 
195Cf. KJV; RSV; Chrysostom, Horn. 32; Haenchen 429; Lake and Cadbury 4: 174. 

Curiously, in his analysis of the text Haenchen (442) says of 7ctaticüoµsv ßuoAýjvaL "nur der Glaube an 
den Herrn Jesus Christus rettet, Juden wie Heiden". 

196Cf. Phillips; TEV; Lampe 792b; Marshall 250. Bengel (2: 646) and Bruce ([Greek] 294-95) 
prefer this translation. 

197Detrimental to the first option is that & with the genitive case expresses instrumentality 

more often than it does attendant circumstances. The weakness of the third is that the import of the 
words becomes theoretical whereas Peter's argument requires that it be experiential. 

198In addition, note should be made of the exceptional use of the present tense of ýLatEVw. Of 
the 39 occurrences of the verb in Acts this tense appears only six times, excluding 15: 11 and the variant 
of 8: 37. Three times it describes people who are in the process of coming to faith (5: 14; 10: 43; 13: 39); 
three times it denotes the acceptance of a proposition (24: 14; 26: 27) or of a person making a 
proposition (27: 25). Such evidence is inconclusive. 
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we would expect the employment of the matievw word group earlier in Peter's argument 

(vv. 7,9) and in the narrative (v. 5), where the idea of saving faith is obviously 

expressed, to influence the meaning of any subsequent occurrence of the words, unless 

the context dictated otherwise. Third, since faith and the receipt of the Spirit, which is 

the consequence and proof of faith, are the emphases in verses 8 and 9 where the way 

of salvation for the Gentiles is compared with that of the Jewish Christians, it is likely 

that faith is the point of comparison in xa6' öv rponov Kd ivot of verse 11199 when the 

way of salvation for the Jewish Christians is compared with that of the Gentiles. 

Fourth, if ntaievop. v aw8ivat were to express solely a conviction that salvation comes 

through the grace of Jesus, the argument would not seem to justify the silence that 

follows. Since the dispute is within the Christian community, all parties to the dispute 

should hold and be prepared to affirm such a conviction. Fifth, where naorrE So and ßw o 

occur concomitantly elsewhere in Luke-Acts, the author is intent on showing that faith 

in God (or Jesus) leads to salvation: Paul answers the Philippian jailer's question 'ri{ µE 

&t notetV tVa acoe(O; with iao'tcuaov Eia 'coy K6'ptov'I1jaouv, at. 6(Ae11an av (Acts 16: 30-31); 

Luke 8: 12 states that the devil takes the word from the people's hearts "Va ti 

MMEUaavtiES ao 8ök, tv. 200 Such evidence indicates instead that in Acts 15: 11 maze vopcv 

bears the customary New Testament sense, namely, "we accept and commit ourselves to 

what God has done and promised in Christ". 

There follow two consequences. First, if ntcrc iSoµcv has a religious sense, 

acoOfivat cannot function as a direct object, stating the content of a conviction. The 

infinitive must be final ("we believe [in God] in order to be saved") or consecutive ("we 

believe [in God] with the result that we are saved"). Whichever nuance is accepted--and 

because the categories of purpose and result often merge, for a result is a designed 

199This abbreviation of the more correct expression xaTä Töv Tpöitov, Ka 0' öv xai Exsivot 
(BAGD, s. v. öS 15b) is ambiguous on two counts: (a) whether the referent is of TcatepES IIµwv (v. 10) 
or, as is more likely, r( £Avi (v. 7); (b) whether the verb to be supplied comes from 4o or maTEVCO. 

200A third passage, Luke 8: 50, where Jairus is told, on hearing that his daughter had already 
died, g6vov 7n. 6TEu ov, xai awerjaETat, is slightly different. Here awKw refers to physical healing as it 
does in the conjunction of t aTtq and ac co in Luke 17: 19 and Acts 14: 9. Yet though chiefly 
physiological in nuance, ac4 o in these verses is not without a spiritual dimension. Compare Luke 
7: 50; 8: 48; and 18: 42. 
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purpose, ßwe? vat is best left deliberately ambiguous201--the basis of the Jewish 

Christians' salvation is said clearly to be faith. 

In passing we should note that to translate aco6ývat "so as to be saved" not only 

masks the explicit syntax of the infinitive, it also obscures the sense conveyed by the 

aorist tense. Probably this too is fortunate. Most commonly the action of an aorist 

infinitive in relation to the action of its finite verb would be viewed as past or perfect 

(have been and therefore are), but it also can be future and is so on occasions in Acts 

(cf. 2: 30; 3: 18; 7: 5). 202 That the future sense may be meant in 15: 11 is suggested by 

? r1arojaop vc w8Tjvoa in N D. 203 Nevertheless, though the hope of the parousia and of 

the concomitant future events is an integral part of Luke's theology, this eschatological 

orientation belongs, as we stated earlier, to a wider view in which the central place is 

occupied by the present realization of salvation; 204 and ßc)Aývat therefore can not only 

point to the salvation which is to come but also denote the confident experience of 

God's acceptance in the present. 

The second consequence is that matei oji v ßc)9rjvat, meaning "we believe so as 

to be saved", in combination with &? x iýjS Xapitoq 'rov xvpfov' Irjaov sounds very much 

like "Since we have now been justified by his blood, how much more shall we be saved 

from God's wrath through him" in Rom 5: 9 (cf. v. 10) or like "for by grace you have 

been saved through faith" in Eph 2: 8 (cf. v. 5). Could it be said to resemble Pauline 

thought? This possibility requires examination. 

Xäptq sums up for Paul, its principal user, God's decisive act of salvation which 

was accomplished in Christ's sacrificial death and all the present and future 

consequences of that act, including the admission of the Gentiles (Rom 3: 24-26); and 

thus it forms the polar opposite of justification by works and the law. 205 In Luke's 

201See the discussion of the English idiom in Moule 138. 
202Bruce (Greek) 294; Lake and Cadbury 4: 174; cf. BDF §350. 
203Cf. Lake and Cadbury 4: 174. Nestle-Aland26 omits this variant but Ropes's citation is 

correct (Ropes 3: 142). 
204Marshall, Historian 178 and pp. 36-40 above. An appropriate example is the present tense 

of 'toils 6wýoµsvou; in Acts 2: 47, which indicates that believers are saved now and will also be safe at 
the end. 

205See H. -H. Esser, "Grace/xäpts", NIDNTT 2: 119-22; H. Conzelmann, "xaipco", TDNT 
9: 393-98. 
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writing, however, the term has a different purpose. Within the mission setting, which 

is the most relevant to the sense of Acts 15: 11,206 x&ptq is distinctively articular (a 

possible exception being 6: 8) and signifies the power which flows from God (f x&ptc 

to3 OEo3,11: 23; 14: 26) or the exalted Christ (71 xäpt; 'ro3 icvpfov, 15: 40) and 

accompanies the apostles in their ministry, giving them success. 207 Also qualified by 

6eov or the personal pronoun, the word characterizes the message of salvation (13: 43) 

and the apostles' preaching as the message of salvation (14: 3; 20: 24,32). Such usage 

suggests for i1 x&pts iov xvpiov'Ir1ao3 in 15: 11 the meaning either "the favourable power 

of the Lord Jesus" or, more likely in the context, "the message of who Jesus was and of 

what he did and achieved", "the apostolic proclamation". And when the prepositional 

phrase is applied to niarcÜoµev, which can be argued since nowhere else in Luke's 

writing does a phrase introduced by &6 qualify awcw, 208 the result is the idea that 

through the proclamation of the gospel the Jewish Christians have come to faith. The 

grace of the Lord Jesus, i. e. the (power or preaching of the) gospel, invites faith in 

Jesus which leads to salvation. 

This fits with the nuance of i1 nfaTt; 11 Si' avtiov in 3: 16, the only other place 

where Luke unquestionably uses 8iä with the maievw word group. 209 There faith (on 

the part of the sick man) is the means by which the divine name becomes effective to 

heal physically and is itself brought into being by the name preached by Peter. The 

above understanding of 8iä tic xäptio;... matEVop v also accords with another feature of 

Luke's mission setting: the concomitance of &icovw and mareüw. Those who hear the 

apostolic proclamation are those who believe (=Wt ... 
äxovovieS Entiaievaav 

, 18: 8; cf. 

206Other uses of xäptq in Luke-Acts are (a) the OT nuance of esteem shown by God (Luke 
1: 30; 2: 52; Acts 7: 46; cf. Luke 2: 40) or other people (Luke 2: 52; Acts 2: 47; 7: 10; 24: 27; 25: 9; cf. 
4: 33; 25: 3), due usually to the work of God; (b) an appreciation for services rendered (Luke 17: 9); and 
(c) a payment for something taken as a matter of course (Luke 6: 32-34). 

2071n this vein is also köyni r9S xäptro; in Luke 4: 22, conveying the astonishing rhetorical 
force of Jesus' words, his authority, the boldness of his claims, and the content of his teaching (Esser, 
NIDNTT 2: 118). 

2080n ev with 6coýco in the sense of &c , see below. 
2o9ýj P, XF (X _, ro no? ýJj toiq 7tE7ri6TEUxörn, v 8M 'rijS xäptTOS (Acts 18: 27), describing Apollos's 

ministry in Achaia, may offer a remarkable parallel to Peter's conclusion if, as proximity suggests, the 
prepositional phrase accompanies the participle. It is also possible in that context for Ste t jS xäpttoc 
to qualify 6uvEßdXE'to and to point out the reason for Apollos's usefulness--he had (the gift of) grace. If 
this were the meaning, though, the use of the articular noun would be unusual. See Haenchen (529) for 
a conspectus of scholarly opinion. 
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4: 4; 8: 12; 10: 44). A further consideration is that the same correlation is made with 

reference to the Gentiles at the beginning of Peter's speech. It seems a plausible 

assumption, given the theme of parity running through verses 7-11, that the speech 

could end similarly to the way it began: that through the proclamation of the gospel the 

Jewish Christians, like Cornelius and his household, had come to faith so as to be 

saved. 

The significance of the evidence is plain and important. Lukan usage, while 

resembling Pauline meaning, disallows the xäptc-vogoc dichotomy which the soteriolog - 

ical language in verse 11 and the reference to the law in verse 10 are generally assumed 

to support. Quite simply the antithesis with the law as an unnecessary aspect of the 

Christian experience is missing not only because of the meaning of ývydS but also 

because of the sense of x(Xpt;. A contrast still exists--the law which did not bring 

salvation versus faith (in Jesus) effected by the apostolic preaching which did bring 

salvation--but it is not the expected polarization; and it is important to note that the 

fulcrum of the contrast is the way of salvation. 

Certain criticisms can be levelled against this explanation. First, even if xäpi. S 

denotes the apostolic proclamation, the possibility of the prepositional phrase qualifying 

ao)O? vat is not excluded. Admittedly the sense would be awkward--"We have faith so 

as to be saved through the proclamation of the gospel"--but it is not impossible. Acts 

11: 14 states that salvation was brought about by the apostolic proclamation, ?v ot; 

ßw9rja-9 being the equivalent of Si' wv ßw9rjo-9 (cf. 4: 9,12). Probably, since salvation in 

15: 11 is considered the purpose or the result of believing, the distinction is no more than 

academic; and Ev otg ßw¬Wtcni in 11: 14 can actually strengthen our proposed interpretation 

of &ä tic xäptxoc... ßwOi vat. 

Whether the prepositional phrase modifies the finite or the infinite verb aside, a 

more serious difficulty is that xäpt; could bear the meaning of Luke's source and 

therefore may have a Pauline sense, referring to God's unmerited favour which was 

displayed through Jesus and which brought the justification which the law did not. In 1 

Cor 15: 11 Paul insists that his gospel is the same as that preached by Peter and the other 
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apostles. 210 This is a fair comment which defies conclusive refutation, especially since 

'rov xuptov'In ov could be epexegetical, "the grace, that is, Jesus", and since it is hard to 

determine, without a literary parallel, when it is the author and when it is the source to 

the fore. Yet 1 Peter shows, if the epistle may be admitted as evidence of Peter's 

thinking, that while there is a closeness to Pauline thought, there is no specific link of 

grace and justification; xäptq is virtually equivalent to the salvation which is ready to be 

revealed at the last time (cf. Did. 10: 6). 211 

2.3. Summary 

With this evidence we may now return to and sum up, first, the significance of 

viv ovv 'CL ? CEtpatc'LE 'LÖv eEov and then that of Peter's argument at the council in light of 

what Acts 10: 1-11: 18 records about the opening of the door of salvation to the Gentiles. 

As the pivotal point in Peter's argument, the rhetorical question of 15: 10 draws a 

conclusion regarding the demands of the Pharisaic Jewish Christians on the basis of the 

Gentiles' and Jews' experiences of salvation. Since the Jewish Christians had received 

salvation because they had faith and, as the positioning of verse 10 in the flow of the 

argument would lead us to infer, not because they possessed by virtue of birth the law 

and since the Gentiles had been cleansed in their hearts likewise by faith, Peter reasons 

that to insist on further requirements for the Gentiles was to challenge God's actions on 

two accounts: (1) it meant to annul what God himself had sanctioned to be the practice 

for the Gentiles; (2) it contradicted the Jewish believers' own experience of salvation. 

So far as the receiving of salvation was concerned, it appears that keeping the law was 

to be regarded as a trivial difference between Jews and Gentiles. 

210Bruce (Greek) 294; cf. Knowling 320. 
211XäptS in 1 Peter is salvation given through Christ, announced by the prophets (1: 10), the 

future revelation of which determines conduct and hope (1: 13; cf. 3: 7; 4: 10); it permits endurance of 
suffering to be understood as approved by God (2: 19; cf. 5: 10). Thus, Esser, NIDNTT 2: 123; cf. J. N. 
D. Kelly, A Commentary on the Epistles of Peter and of Jude (1969) 66-67. Interestingly, E. G. 
Selwyn (The First Epistle of St. Peter [1946], 33-36), who summarizes the parallels between 1 Peter 
and Peter's speeches in Acts and concludes that the connection is not literary but historical, does not cite 
Acts 15: 11. F. J. A. Hort (The First Epistle of St Peter 1.1-11.17 [1898] 49), however, understands 
xäpt; in 1 Pet 1: 10 primarily as "the favour shown in the admission of the Gentiles into the covenant" 
and sees a striking example of this sense in Acts 11: 23 and perhaps 13: 43; 14: 3; 18: 27; and 20: 24. 
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Thus, given that each of Peter's comments probably refers at least indirectly to 

the Judaizers' demand, it is possible to say that in his response to the question "What 

conditions does a person need to fulfil in order to be saved", Peter develops from 

personal experience the thesis that the Jewish law is not salvific but faith is. He argues 

implicitly, by stressing in each instance the centrality of faith in Jesus, that neither the 

absence of circumcision precluded the Gentiles from salvation nor did the presence of 

the law bring the experience of salvation to the Jewish nation. Faith is the fulcrum of 

the various events in the experience of salvation, both prerequisite and subsequent: it is 

brought about by the apostolic preaching; it is the means by which God's impartiality is 

extended to all peoples; it is the presupposition of God's bestowal of the Spirit. 

When viewed in light of the events recorded in Acts 10: 1-11: 18, Peter's 

argument leaves critical loose ends. The most obvious concerns the force of the law 

apart from its relevance for salvation. The criteria for divine acceptance in 10: 35, 

fearing God and doing what is right, specify a connection with the will of God 

expressed through his covenant, possibly even with the observance of the law, the ritual 

prescriptions as well as the ethical. This connection is heightened by the fact that 

salvation came to the uncircumcised through the circumcised and by the fact that prior to 

his conversion Cornelius had manifested a piety based on the principles and practices of 

Judaism, albeit without full observance of the cultic dimension. In chapter 15 reference 

is made to the Jewish Christians' part in relaying the news of salvation to the Gentiles, 

but the Gentiles' own link with God's covenant with Israel is overlooked. Instead, the 

suggestion is left that in Peter's mind at least faith has restricted, perhaps displaced the 

importance of OoßovµEvo; abiöv xai Epyaý6pEvoq Si, xatoavvTIv, at least insofar as salvation 

and the Gentiles are concerned. Could this suggest, further, in retrospect that the 

criteria in Acts 10 are now considered to cancel each other out? 

In a similar vein is the question mark which hangs over God's act of cleansing. 

Besides the imprecision regarding the time of cleansing, it is curious that in 15: 7-11 no 

explicit mention is made of the vision in which God showed and declared all things 

clean and acceptable. Instead, the cleansing of status in terms of the law which applies 
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to all Gentiles and which in turn ultimately implies a dramatic alteration of the law, even 

the abrogation of the law, becomes a cleansing of the heart in terms of faith which 

concerns the individual. Is the change merely the product of the argument or is there a 

theological significance? Is the thought that the implications of the vision had not been 

fully comprehended--a thought which seems to be anticipated in the dramatic effect of 

the gift of the Spirit to the uncircumcised--being confirmed? 

There is the more general subject on which Peter's experiences and his argument 

leave the reader in suspense: the relation of Israel, the Gentiles, and the people of God. 

It is obvious that the prerogative of Israel has been extended to the Gentiles and that the 

gospel has been proclaimed to the Gentiles through the Jewish Christians. It is evident, 

too, that the Jewish Christians and Gentile converts are considered equals. Both exhibit 

faith in Jesus and possess the Spirit. Both come to salvation through faith. But, 

bringing these two points together, how is the privileged position of Israel as God's 

chosen people to be squared with the fact that God does not have favourites but accepts 

those from every nation provided they obey him and believe his revelation in Jesus? Or 

to state the question in another way, if God has accepted the Gentiles without circumci - 

sion and showed that they belong in the same way as Jewish believers, has the concept 

of the Christian community as the people of God changed? 
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CHAPTER II. BARNABAS AND PAUL 

Peter's argument that the law is unnecessary for salvation is followed in Acts 

15: 12 by Barnabas's and Paul's contribution to the debate. Luke's report of their 

speech is very brief, indeed, merely a statement that Barnabas and Paul spoke of the 

signs and wonders which God had done among the Gentiles through them. Such 

conciseness is an astonishing and puzzling feature of the narrative to which we will 

return later. It is also notable that Barnabas and Paul are depicted as present at the coun- 

cil. In one sense their attendance is not surprising--at least for Luke--for it was their 

opposition to the Judaizing position being promulgated in Antioch which led to the 

gathering in Jerusalem, and it would be only natural to expect them to defend 

themselves. In another sense, though, the apostles' presence at the council is crucial not 

only for the verdict of the council but also for the role of the Antioch church. We will 

look briefly at Barnabas's and Paul's link with the Antioch church and at the 

significance of Paul's "first missionary journey" for that connection, before turning to 

the apostles' argument in 15: 12. 

1. Barnabas, Paul, and the Church at Antioch 

Strikingly absent in name from the council debate are the Hellenists, the Greek- 

speaking Jewish Christians from the diasporal who, according to Luke, influence the 

1The identity of the `Ekki1vt6Tai mentioned in 6: 1 and 9: 29 (but probably not in 11: 20 [see n. 
6 below]) has been the subject of much dispute. For a conspectus of scholarly opinion and the relevant 
arguments, see M. Hengel, "Between Jesus and Paul. The 'Hellenists', the 'Seven' and Stephen (Acts 
6.1-15; 7.54-8.3)" (1975), in Between Jesus and Paul. Studies in the Earliest History of Christianity 
(ET 1983) 4-11. The growing consensus is that in distinction from Jews who spoke Aramaic (or 
Hebrew) as their mother tongue and who also knew some Greek (called the `EIipa(I'ot), the word 
designates Jews from the diaspora lands who spoke Greek and understood little or no Aramaic (C. F. D. 
Moule, "Once More, Who Were the Hellenists? ", ExpTim 70 [1958-59] 100-2; he is followed by, for 
instance, Hengel ["Between Jesus and Paul" 11]). 
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theological and sociological development of the primitive church quite significantly. 2 

Stephen, presumably the principal member of the Hellenist Christian community in 

Jerusalem (6: 5,8), makes the first incisive attack on Jewish institutionalism in the light 

of the true will of God revealed in Jesus (Acts 7). Philip, another of the leading 

Hellenists, not Peter, is in the strict sense the first preacher to the non-Jews: he 

preaches in Samaria (8: 4-13) and among the presumed converts is the sorcerer Simon 

Magus, who was not an orthodox Samaritan; 3 he explains the way of salvation to the 

Ethiopian eunuch and baptizes him (8: 26-39) although the official's relation to Judaism 

would have also been suspect. 4 It is the Hellenists, scattered by the persecution in 

Jerusalem which followed the preaching and martyrdom of Stephen (cf. 8: 1), 5 who in 

Antioch tell the good news about Jesus first to the Jews (11: 19) and then to the Greeks, 

2Barrett ("Apostles" 20-21) can serve to represent those scholars who have noted the omission. 
Generally attention concentrates on Titus, who is mentioned in Gal 2: 1 but remarkably nowhere in 
Acts. The reasons proposed for Luke's treatment of Titus are no more than conjectures. Ramsay (St. 
Paul 390), for one, suggests that Titus may have been Luke's relative; J. B. Lightfoot ("The Mission of 
Titus to the Corinthians" [1855], in Biblical Essays [1893] 281-82) solves the difficulty by denying 
that Titus was important enough to deserve mention. 

3Simon's grandiloquent title, "The Great Power", whatever it means, points sufficiently to his 
non-Jewish status. 

41f 0`nb/güvoüxo; denotes merely a high ranking military or political official with no sexual 
impairment (J. Schneider, "cvvovxoc", TDNT 2: 766), the Ethiopian may have been a proselyte 
(Wilson, Gentiles 171; Longenecker 363; cf. Haenchen 303-4): he was cognizant of the OT and had 
been to Jerusalem for worship (8: 27-28). However, it is more likely that he was a eunuch who was 
barred, because of his disability, from full participation in Judaism (Deut 23: 1; cf. Isa 56: 4-5) but who 
served God to the best of his ability as a "God-fearer" (Schneider, TDNT 2: 768 n. 26; Bruce [NIC] 186- 
87; Marshall 162). 

That Luke leaves the reader in some doubt about the Ethiopian's relation to Judaism when he 
could have used the term proselyte or God-fearer and that he also avoids the designation "Gentile" are 
thought-provoking. I disagree with Wilson (Gentiles 172) that the vagueness need be the result of 
insufficient information. Nor must the story be simply an innocuous bridge to future pericopes. It 
could be intended to show, on the one hand, that historically the Hellenists, rather than Peter, took the 
lead in evangelizing the Gentiles and, on the other, that for Luke's purposes the conversion of Cornelius 
to Christianity (and of Peter to the acceptability of uncircumcised Gentile believers) required more 
attention. 

5Acts 8: 1b, c is not easily interpreted. Who exactly was expelled from Jerusalem? If the 
persecution concerned the whole Christian community except the apostles, it seems strange that the 
ones in leadership would be exempt. Probably, given the immediately preceding narratives, Luke's 
often hyperbolic use of n&q, the reference in 9: 26-30 to the existence of a full-scale church, and the 
broader context of Luke's presentation, we can legitimately presume that the persecution came from the 
same group as instigated the attack on Stephen and therefore was directed mostly against Stephen's 
associates in the church (M. Hengel, Acts and the History of Earliest Christianity [ET 1979] 74-75 and 
"Between Jesus and Paul" 24-25; F. V. Filson, Three Crucial Decades. Studies in the Book of Acts 
[1963] 62-64; contra G. W. H. Lampe, St. Luke and the Church of Jerusalem [1969] 20-21, although 
earlier Lampe [782a] took the other position). 
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that is, the Gentiles 6 (11: 20). They had as legitimate a right as Peter or Barnabas and 

Paul or even James had to be present. 

On the basis of Acts the Hellenists are seemingly present, represented by 

Barnabas and Paul. 7 This connection between the Greek-speaking Jewish Christians, 

on the one hand, and Paul and Barnabas, on the other, is presented to the reader by 

means of their common involvement in the development of the Antioch church. Paul 

joins Barnabas in contributing to the Christian witness in Antioch founded by the 

Hellenists (11: 22-26). The two men serve the church not only as teachers (1 1: 26b; 

13: 1). They also convey to Jerusalem the Antioch believers' collection for famine relief 

(11: 29-30; 12: 25), are commissioned by the church there for missionary work (13: 3), 

and return at the end of the journey to report to the church that had sent them out (14: 27- 

28). 15: 2-3 does not quite prove but it does imply that Paul and Barnabas were 

appointed to represent the Antioch community in Jerusalem, and the suggestion is 

strengthened by the comment that the apostles return to Antioch to stay when their 

business in Jerusalem is concluded (15: 30,35). The foundation for this connection has 

been carefully laid when Paul is introduced into the story at Stephen's death (7: 58b; 

8: 1a), and his persecution of Christians is linked in some way with the execution (8: 3; 

cf. 9: 1-3; 22: 4-5) and appears to concern the Hellenist believers specifically. 8 At 22: 20 

Paul recalls his presence at Stephen's martyrdom. In its immediate context the recollec- 

tion suggests that the event has had a profound psychological effect on the zealous 

Pharisee, possibly paving the way for his conversion. It is also among the Hellenist 

community in Jerusalem that the recently-converted Paul seeks to work when he returns 

6Whether'DA11va; (p74 tic A D*) or `EXX1jvi6T6; (B Dc E `P 02) is taken as the original, the 

contrast with 'Ioi aiotq (11: 19) makes it difficult to understand those referred to as anything other than 
Gentiles. The above definition of'IEX?, 1jvu tcd (see n. 1 above) would indicate that cE? rivE, S fits the 
linguistic requirement better (thus also Hengel, "Between Jesus and Paul" 8 and Longenecker 400; 

contra Nestle-Aland26). Metzger (387-89) and Ropes (3: 106), to name only two, define `E?, XrivI6Tai 
differently and believe it to be the original term. 

7Whether this is also the historical explanation has been questioned by Barrett ("Apostles" 20). 
He notes that the Hellenists are not mentioned in Gal 2: 1-10 either and suggests that the historical 
answer may well be stated in 8: 1: the Hellenists were no longer in Jerusalem and could not be 
summoned. However, 9: 28-29 may point to the accuracy of Paul's connection with the Hellenists (see 
also the bibliography in nn. 8,9). 

8Hengel, Acts 74,77. 
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to the city (9: 28-29), perhaps because he, too, came from this sociological group-9 We 

have also seen that in 15: 3 the Christian communities in Samaria and Phoenicia, which 

were established by the Hellenists (11: 19) as well as by Peter and John (8: 25), rejoice at 

Paul's news of the Gentiles' conversion to Christianity. Such evidence makes a good 

case for the probability that for Luke, at least, the Hellenists prepare the way for and 

participate in the law-free gospel expounded by Paul. 

A discussion of the theology and practices of the Hellenist Christians would 

exceed the tolerable limits of the present investigation. It is sufficient and necessary to 

note, though, that the close association of this group with Barnabas and Paul seems to 

weld two possibly distinct strands of early Christian proclamation, presenting the 

strands apparently as identical at least in Acts 15 (if not earlier) and at least insofar as the 

way of salvation is concerned, 10 and that the point of contact for Acts 15 is the Antioch 

church. Antioch, the daughter church, and thus Paul and Barnabas as its representatives 

stand for a different evangelistic tradition: one which in a sense was born out of 

differences with the Palestinian Jews and Jewish Christians, which was almost from its 

inception actively engaged in preaching to those outside orthodox Judaism, and which 

envisaged and practised the seemingly improbable amalgamation of Jewish and Gentile 

believers. 

2. Paul's Exhortation at Pisidian Antioch (Acts 13: 38-39) 

The impact of the Antioch evangelistic tradition on the council appears to be 

anticipated, in 15: 3, when Paul and Barnabas on their way to Jerusalem tell to the 

Christian communities in Samaria and Phoenicia the news of the Gentiles' conversion 

9M. Hengel, "The Origins of the Christian Mission" (1971), in Between Jesus and Paul. 
Studies in the Earliest History of Christianity (ET 1983) 53-54; "Between Jesus and Paul" 18. The 
suggestion reappears in 21: 8,16. 

10Hengel maintains (a) that Paul explicates and develops the work of Stephen and the 
Hellenists, drawing the ultimate theological consequences of the Hellenists' criticism of the cultic and 
ritual parts of the law to the point that "God's eschatological revelation in Christ once and for all 
excluded the law as a way of salvation" and (b) that Paul's reflection on the whole law forced him to part 
from Jewish Hellenistic Christianity after the council (Hengel, Acts 122; cf. "Origins" 56). Hengel 
arrives at this interpretation in part by divorcing the accusations levelled against Stephen in 6: 11,13-14 
from Stephen's speech, seeing the latter as only accentuating the former (Hengel, "Between Jesus and 
Paul" 19). Barrett ("Apostles" 24-25) disagrees: he understands the Hellenist Christians to be liberal 
Jews who have become Christians; Paul has taken the more dramatic and revolutionary step, emerging 
from orthodox, Pharisaic Judaism to become a Christian. 
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and, in 14: 27, when Paul and Barnabas report to the Antioch believers the events 

occurring on the journey to Asia Minor which had been commissioned in Antioch. 

More precisely, according to 14: 27, Paul's and Barnabas's journey signified that God 

had created the opportunity for the Gentiles to respond to the gospel and be part of the 

people of God. l1 Given the virtual synonymity between O ee6S... Tjvoi. ýev tol; 6vcrn. v 

610pav it rew; in 14: 27 and 'roIS "6ve vö BeöS 'n v . tethvotav et; ýwirlv 98wxev in 11: 18, 

Paul's mission and Antioch's acceptance of it are set in parallel with Peter's mission to 

an uncircumcised Roman centurion and Jerusalem's acceptance of it. It is natural 

therefore not only to inquire about the events that the Antioch church endorsed but also 

to ask in what sense, if any, Barnabas's and Paul's preaching or mission was distinctive 

from that which preceded it. Does the comment in 14: 27 represent a new stage in the 

Christian mission? 

An answer to this question could draw attention to Paul's comments, first in 

13: 40-41 based on Hab 1: 5 and then in 13: 46-47 based on Isa 49: 6 and, for reference, 

to similar statements issued in Corinth (18: 6) and Rome (28: 25-28); and stress could be 

laid on the extent of the apostolic proclamation. By this we mean not merely the 

geographical expansion of the gospel to other cities in the Jewish diaspora; more critical 

are the twinned acts of Paul's denunciation of the Jews for rejecting the gospel and his 

evangelization of Gentiles who were not only not circumcised but also apparently had 

no prior affiliation with the synagogue. This indeed is a dramatic turn of events in the 

Christian mission. It perhaps expounds and ratifies the earlier hint, in 11: 19-20, that 

similar missionary practices occurred in Antioch. It sets the pattern for Paul's future 

ministry and no doubt gave much cause for concern particularly in the Jerusalem 

church. We will cite an aspect of these events in our discussion of Paul's and 

Barnabas's speech at the assembly. The rest will be left to those whose interest is the 

11In 14: 27 Tri6'recc, which denotes Christianity in sum, may be an objective ("door leading to 
faith") or a subjective ("door where faith leads") genitive (Moulton 3: 212). Probably both ideas are 
involved: God has given the Gentiles access to true piety (cf. BAGD, s. v. ir(ttq 2da) and thereby the 
Gentiles have access to God himself (Haenchen 420 n. 6). 
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motive for the mission to the Gentiles. 12 While that issue, to be sure, touches on our 

own, our primary concern is the requirements for salvation. 

In this regard Acts 13-14 has only one direct statement. Paul's speech to the 

Jews and God-fearing Gentiles in the synagogue at Pisidian Antioch ends with the 

words "Therefore, my brothers, I want you to know that through this person [i. e. 

Jesus] forgiveness of sins is proclaimed to you. Through him [Jesus] everyone who 

believes is justified from everything from which you could not be justified by the law of 

Moses" (13: 38-39). Central to this peroration is the fact of Jesus the Messiah divinely 

appointed to bring salvation to Israel, which Paul has argued in the earlier part of his 

speech, and its relation to salvation. The emphatic parallel phrases 8iä tiov'rou (v. 38)13 

and 'Ev tioi tp (v. 39) make plain that by means of Jesus comes salvation, salvation in this 

case being defined with respect to the forgiveness of sins (&Ocat; %tapii. c3v, v. 38) and 

an acquittal which restores the right relationship with God (8ticatovtat, v. 39). 14 

The gist of the sentence is clear enough after the convoluted grammatical 

structure is sorted out: 15 the salvific efficacy of Jesus surpasses that of Moses's law. 

12Indeed, this question and the comments in 13: 46-47; 18: 6; and 28: 25-28, especially the last 
with its citation of Isa 6: 9-10, have structured most of the current discussion on the relation of Luke and 
his community to the Jew-Gentile dialogue. For bibliography see Introduction n. 2. Earlier 
discussions of the "programmatic" statements include Jervell, "Divided People" esp. 60-64; Wilson, 
Gentiles 222-33; and Nolland, "Luke's Readers" 103-28. One remark may be pertinent. Except for the 
citation of Isa 6: 9-10, Paul's mission in Rome is no different from his missions elsewhere; the 
denouncing of the Jews and the turning to the Gentiles occurred in Pisidian Antioch and Corinth and is 
implied to have happened in Thessalonica (17: 4-5) and Ephesus (19: 8-9). The inclusion of Isa 6: 9-10 in 
the last episode could reflect the fact that in Luke's time the conversation between Jews and Gentiles 
was less active; but the dialogue between Justin and Trypho shows that the conversation has not ceased. 

13"Through this man" (N A B3 C D) is more appropriate in light of v. 39 than 8ta ToüTo 
("for this reason") occurring in p74 B* 36 (1175) al. 

14The meaning of Sixatrico is somewhat niggling. Luke uses the verb very rarely and nowhere 
else in a Christian setting (cf. Luke 7: 29,35; 10: 29; 16: 15; 18: 14), so that it is hard to develop a 
specific meaning. The best parallel to the usage in Acts 13: 38-39 seems to be Luke 18: 14 (the W 

qualifying i=601i in Luke 7: 35 expresses agency, not motion from). Probably a forensic sense-- 
"could not be justified from... is justified"--with its Pauline nuance is intended (BAGD, s. v. Stixai. c 

3a; NEB; NIV) as it is in the &SixatcoTaa äßö M-; dgap«cxS of Rom 6: 7 (cf. C. E. B. Cranfield, A 
Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans [1975-79] 1: 311 n. 1). Thus, the 
translation "is freed from" (RSV), though true in part (the justified person ought to be in the process of 
realizing his freedom from sin [C. K. Barrett, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans {1957} 
125]), is misleading in the immediate context. IIapu. 68w in D adds the idea of "the ultimate standard-- 
the purity of the divine life and the clarity of the divine vision--by which all aspects of thought and 
conduct... should now be assessed and will in the end be judged" (Harris, NIDNTT 3: 1202). 

15D adds, among other words, xai µeTävotav after the xaTayy£XXE rat in v. 38, omits the 
following mat, and thus draws äirö iu vTwv... 8tmxtwo9vat to the last part of v. 38 rather than to v. 39. 
As a result the contrast between Jesus and the law as the means of justification is softened. 
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The grammar, though, opens the way for the comparison to have two different 

interpretations. P. Vielhauer, 16 resurrecting a position put forward during the past 

century, 17 maintains that verses 38-39 refer to a partial justification, that is, the law 

provides justification from some things whereas the gospel does from others. This 

interpretation can be faulted. 18 In the first place it contradicts the whole thrust of Luke's 

theology of salvation which is well summed up in Acts 4: 12--salvation is possible only 

through Jesus--and which is implied in the nävzwv and n& of 13: 38-39--through Jesus 

all sinners are absolved of all their sins. Moreover, it jars with the immediate context, 

for at the climax of an argument concerning the significance of Jesus we would most 

naturally expect a complete and not a partial claim for the power of the gospel. 19 A 

further consideration, if the words may be said to reproduce Pauline soteriology and 

they do seem to provide the clearest parallel in all of Luke's writing, 20 is that Paul's 

epistles locate justification solely in Jesus (e. g. Gal 2: 16; Rom 3: 20-22). The better 

sense of the contrast is that Paul is making a total claim for the power of the gospel over 

against the law. 21 

This denunciation of the law does not imply that the law has been abrogated or 

that it has no relevance for Jewish or Christian piety. Paul's statement is made--and the 

point needs to be emphasized--solely with reference to the Christian view of salvation; 

16Vielhauer, "'Paulinism"' 41-43. 
17Often B. W. Bacon (The Story of St. Paul. A Comparison of Acts and Epistles [1905] 103 

n) and A. Harnack (The Date of the Acts and of the Synoptic Gospels [ET 1911] 67-68) are cited 
although the idea is traced back to 1846 by P. H. Menoud ("Justification by Faith According to the 
Book of Acts" (1970), in Jesus Christ and the Faith. A Collection of Studies [ET 1978] 211). 

18Without adopting the interpretation himself, Bruce ([NIC] 278) seeks to save it by observing 
"that Moses' law makes hardly any provision for the remission of sins committed 'with a high hand"'; 
these received nothing but the full penalty (Num 15: 30-36). The argument, thus, is that Jesus assures 
justification from all sins, even the most deliberate. Such a rescue attempt is forced and misleading. 

19Bruce (Greek) 271. 
20Most would agree that vv. 38-39 reflect Pauline thought, but to what extent is disputed. 

Menoud ("Justification" 210-17) outlines the three main positions: (a) Luke did not understand Paul's 
proclamation of justification by faith and has seriously altered Paul's ideas (e. g. Vielhauer, "'Paulinism"' 
42-43 and others adopting the idea of partial justification); (b) Luke has only a somewhat hazy recollec- 
tion of Paul's idea of justification (e. g. Wilckens, Missionsreden 217; Bauernfeind 177; Haenchen 396); 
(c) Luke not only knows that justification by faith is a specifically Pauline expression but is also 
acquainted with other aspects of Paul's theology and has correctly applied from tradition the distinctives 

of that theology (e. g. Menoud, "Justification" 213-17; Bruce [Greek] 271). Menoud's arguments--that 
Rom 1: 3-4; 1 Thess 1: 10; and 1 Cor 15: 3-11 offer traditional parallels to the speech in Acts 13--are, I 
think, convincing. 

21Cf. Bauernfeind 177; Haenchen 396; Bruce (Greek ) 271; and Wilson, Law 59, to name a 
few. Menoud's conclusion is apt: "In short, it is difficult to see how Luke could assign to Paul a 
theory of salvation which is neither Pauline nor Lucan" (Menoud, "Justification" 212). 
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he is urging his listeners to repent (cf. vv. 40-41). The words simply connote that the 

law is an inadequate vehicle of salvation. 22 

Salvation therefore according to Paul in Acts 13: 38-39 and, by inference, 

according to the Antioch church which endorses Paul's ministry, is by means of Jesus 

without reference to the law. This is a new feature in Luke's narrative to date. To be 

sure, the thought surfaces in Peter's argument at the council, in the sense that neither the 

absence nor the presence of the law had influenced, respectively, the Gentiles' or the 

Jews' experience of salvation. But the episodes in Acts prior to chapter 13, most 

significantly that of chapter 10, represent situations in which people who are acceptable 

to God have fulfilled the requirements of fearing God and doing what was right, i. e. 

have had a connection of some kind with the law. Cornelius, too, Peter's implicit 

example at the council, attained salvation in Christ in part by way of Judaism. 23 Paul in 

13: 38-39, though, sees all men, irrespective of their works, as equally in need of 

justification through Jesus. 

The salvation referred to here has two other characteristics which we have 

alluded to in passing but which should be underlined. First, salvation is not 

unconditional. Only those who believe in Jesus (n&; ö mczcvwv) can be put in the right 

with God. Thus, Jesus is not only the means of salvation, he is also the basis; he is 

salvation. Second, salvation is universal. Significant in this regard is the contrast 

between the second person ovx r1SvvijeTItc Ev v6 .u 
(v. 38) and the third person Ev zov'rw 

e (x; Ö nta-'rci wv &i«noi tat (v. 39): 24 Paul's synagogue audience composed (however the 

vocatives in verses 16 and 26 are interpreted25) of persons intent on observing the law 

22Cf. Wilson, Law 59,61. Compare, for example, the thought of 2 Apoc. Bar. 51.3, where 
God is represented as speaking of "the glory of those who have now been justified in My Law". 

23Concerning Cornelius, van Unnik ("Acts X 4" 258) states, rightly I think, "Here a Gentile 

who sought the God of the Covenant and observed His will, but was excluded from the Old Covenant, 
becomes a member of the New Covenant " (italics van Unnik's). Probably this explanation applies as 
well in the case of the Ethiopian eunuch (see n. 4 above). As for Simon Magus, whether his 

conversion was genuine is debatable. Luke never says that he repented. D adds to 8: 24 "who did not 
stop weeping copiously" (though compare Clem. Hom. 20.21; Clem. Recogn. 10.63, where the tears are 
interpreted as tears of rage and disappointment); yet the reader is left with the comment that Simon asks 
the apostles to pray for him although Peter had exhorted Simon himself to pray for repentance. 

24Bauernfeind 177. 
25See Appendix. 
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offsets both the circumcised and the uncircumcised gaining salvation through faith in 

Jesus only. 

3. The Argument at the Council (Acts 15: 12) 

Barnabas's and Paul's actual contribution to the council's debate is, as we have 

said, a report of the miracles and signs happening among the Gentiles. More precisely, 

the record of this report in 15: 12 is a summary which brings out three points quite 

clearly: (1) miracles and signs happened among the Gentiles (G" it I(x is t rEpatia Ev got 

89vea v); (2) God was responsible for these miraculous events (6 (x E'notIjßF-v o OF-6; ); (3) 

Barnabas and Paul served only as God's instruments (5e abt& v ). Further, by inference 

from Barnabas's and Paul's opposition, in verse 2, to the Judaizers' demand, the 

statement argues that since the work of these apostles involved uncircumcised Gentiles 

and since God, by performing miracles, had demonstrated his approval of the work, 

there was no reason for Gentiles to be circumcised and keep the law in order to be 

saved; obviously God did not require this. 

3.1. The puzzle 

This contribution to the debate provokes thought concerning what is not said. 

At face value the summary does not exactly address the subject of the debate. Whereas 

Barnabas and Paul speak of a mission to the Gentiles and God's authorization of that 

mission, the question being disputed by the apostolic gathering concerns the way to 

membership in the people of God; Barnabas's and Paul's report comments on this issue 

only in a roundabout way inferred by the reader. Such indirectness contrasts with the 

very direct approach to the problem contained in Peter's and James's contributions. 

The difference between the three responses would not be overly remarkable 

were it not for the way in which Paul's and Barnabas's journey is highlighted in 14: 27 

as the opening of the door of faith to the Gentiles. There are other suggestive features in 

the narrative of Acts 15. In general verse 12 does not say much more than what 

Barnabas and Paul are reported as telling the Jerusalem community when they first 

arrived in the city from Antioch (v. 4b); indeed, 06a o BF-OS ETtOtilaEV SL' a&r v and 
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variants appear to be Luke's way of capturing the essence of and of justifying Paul's 

apostolic activity (cf. 14: 27; 21: 19). 26 Moreover, given its three-point emphasis, the 

argument in verse 12 is in some ways assumed in Peter's speech. Peter likewise 

stresses that God had initiated the mission to the Gentiles and that he was only God's 

instrument (v. 7; cf. v. 14); and seemingly, as Peter's argument most certainly refers to 

his meeting with Cornelius, he also indicates that God granted supernatural occurrences 

in order to demonstrate his approval of pious but uncircumcised Gentiles. 27 A further 

consideration is the similarity of thought expressed by the editorial comments -Ea' oev 8E 

näv 'cb 7t? Bog (v. 12) linking Peter's contribution and that of Barnabas and Paul and 

µE'rä SE tb rnynam aürolk (v. 13) connecting Barnabas's and Paul's report with James's 

speech: the result for the reader is the impression that verse 12 has been abruptly and 

deliberately inserted into the narrative. 28 This impression gains strength from the 

successive use of the relatively uncommon verb c yäc029 and from James's obvious 

reference to Peter (v. 14) but not to Barnabas and Paul. 

Certainly the most conspicuous feature of the report by Barnabas and Paul is its 

conciseness: Luke produces an almost virtual silence on its contents. This is unusual 

for an author who makes Paul one of his heroes. It is even more remarkable for an 

author who in verses 1-5 gives considerable attention to the way the plot develops and 

who has in this detailed account of the background cast Paul and Barnabas among the 

26Acts 21: 19, like 15: 12, has i'noiiß£v 8iä (Tjg &axovi(xS a rtoü) whereas 14: 27 and 15: 4 

have nogaEv per' (avtiwv). Probably the two phrases should be regarded as equivalent in meaning, 
both designating the accompanying circumstances of God's acts (on this aspect of the prepositions, see 
Harris, NIDNTT 3: 1182-83). 'Enoiij6ev µsti'`has been regarded as translation Greek meaning "what 
God had done to (or for) them" and without the idea of cooperation or accompaniment (Torrey, 
Composition 38; cf. Moulton 2: 466; BAGD, s. v. µstiä AIIlcy; Lake and Cadbury 4: 169). This may be 

the case in Luke 1: 58,72, where the cast of the whole phrase is Semitic; but it is questionable whether 
Acts 14: 27 and 15: 4 are examples of the same µstiä (Moule 183-84; cf. Bruce [Greek] 286-87). In the 
Acts passages the emphasis seems to fall on God's acts rather than on his assistance. 

27Through a vision a divine messenger directed Cornelius to send to Joppa for Peter (10: 3-8, 
30-33a); another vision, the large sheet descending from heaven and containing unclean animals, 
prepared Peter for his meeting with uncircumcised Gentiles (10: 10-21,28); the Spirit came dramatically 

upon the Gentiles, his presence being manifested, like at Pentecost, by the recipients speaking in 
tongues (10: 44-45). 

28Thus, R. Bultmann, "Zur Frage nach den Quellen der Apostelgeschichte", in FS T. W. 
Manson (1959) 72-73. Bultmann is replying to Haenchen's concern for authorial composition over 
against source criticism and to his too ready dismissal, in Bultmann's opinion, of historical content. 

29Luke 9: 36; 18: 39; 20: 26; Acts 12: 17; 15: 12,13; cf. 13: 41D; 21: 40. Elsewhere in the NT 
the verb appears only four times (Rom 16: 25; 1 Cor 14: 28,30,34; cf. Rev 8: 1). 
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principal actors. It was the willingness of these men to offer salvation to uncircumcised 

Gentiles without demanding as well circumcision and obedience to Moses's law and 

their insistence that these matters were unnecessary for salvation that had led to the 

Judaizers' appearance in Antioch and had precipitated the ensuing controversy and strife 

which caused a contingent from the Antioch church, including Paul and Barnabas, to 

seek the opinion of the church leaders in Jerusalem. 

These observations invite speculation that Acts 15: 12 is an example of editorial 

licence, Luke either conflating two different traditions, a Jerusalem source (Peter and 

James) and an Antioch source (Barnabas and Paul), or, as is the consensus among 

scholars today, having inserted the statement himself. The implications of this assess- 

ment of the evidence are critical: on the one hand, Paul could not have been involved in 

formulating the apostolic decree; on the other, Luke appears to have misrepresented Paul 

and the events of the assembly. It becomes important, therefore, to ask--whether Paul's 

part in the debate presented in Acts 15: 12 be historical or not (and the more so if it is 

historical)--what Luke may intend here. 

3.2. Some proposed answers 

One explanation of what Paul's and Barnabas's brief contribution to the debate 

is meant to show comes from the similarity between their argument and Peter's. As we 

have mentioned, God also demonstrated his approval of Peter's Gentile mission by the 

supernatural events in the story of Cornelius which formed the basis of Peter's speech. 

This suggests that a report of similar acts occurring in the ministry of Barnabas and Paul 

was calculated to drive home Peter's argument. Viewed in such terms, the report of the 

two apostles could be a claim that their ministry with the Gentiles was no different from 

Peter's with Cornelius, the more so since Peter's encounter with Cornelius and Paul's 

and Barnabas's journey to Asia Minor yield the same result, namely, that God had given 

the Gentiles the opportunity for salvation (11: 18; 14: 27). 

There is no doubt that Luke throughout Acts aims to parallel the ministries of 

Peter and of Paul, thereby asserting the equality of their apostolicity; however, in the 

immediate context it is not wise to pursue this theme. ETlµeia xat tiFpa'ra (and the 
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converse) is a common Old Testament expression meaning "miracles". 30 In Acts, 31 the 

words describe supernatural phenomena, healings, and exorcisms, results of the 

Spirit's presence; but they are never used of the sending of the Spirit. 32 And it is the 

gift of the Spirit upon the Gentiles which Peter appeals to during the Jerusalem debate 

(15: 8). Such linguistic usage points out that the two arguments are in fact quite 

different--Peter states, among other things, that the Gentiles possess the same 

confirmation of salvation as the Jews, i. e. the Holy Spirit; Barnabas and Paul, that 

supernatural events show God's approval of the Gentiles--and that the argument 

concerning miracles is not intended to reinforce Peter's argument. 

E. Haenchen33 remarks that Luke, as a Gentile Christian lacking Paul's critical 

theological understanding of the law, is forced to justify the mission to the Gentiles by 

miracles. Lurking behind this comment is the opinion that Luke has portrayed Paul 

incorrectly as the great miracleworker since Paul himself did not see the essential of his 

apostolate in this way. Haenchen's perspective is, as Barrett has pointed out, 34 hardly 

fair to Luke, who has included in his account of the debate a number of arguments 

against the Judaizers' criticism of uncircumcised Gentiles: Peter's pragmatic argument 

that the Gentiles were given the Holy Spirit just as the Jews were and his theological 

argument that the Jews themselves were saved like the Gentiles by faith and not by the 

law; the argument attributed to Barnabas and Paul that miracles prove God's approval 

and, therefore, the validity of the mission; and James's argument that Scripture gives a 

prophetic forecast of God's intention to make the Gentiles his people. Further, as the 

30E. g. Exod 7: 3; Deut 6: 22; 29: 2(3); 34: 11; Ps 134(135): 9; Jer 39(32): 20-21; Wis 8: 8; 10: 16; 

and Dan 6: 28(27) 8'. Compare Polybius 3.112.18. See further 0. Hofius and C. Brown, "Miracle/ 

6njµ6tov", NIDNTT 2: 627; K. H. Rengstorf, "aTJEiov", TDNT 7: 221, cf. 240-43 and "TýpaS", TDNT 
8: 122-23, cf. 125. 

31For references see n. 41 below. 
32That miraculous signs are the result of and not the same as the gift of the Spirit is demon - 

strated by Luke's use of Süvagtg, a term which sometimes represents ßrjµsiov and TEpas (19: 11; cf. 
Luke 10: 13; 19: 37) and at other times describes the means by which the apostles' (and Jesus') ministry 
of preaching and healing was accomplished (3: 12; 4: 7,33; 10: 38; esp. 6: 8; cf. 8: 10). This is the 

primary sense in Luke's Gospel (e. g. Luke 1: 17; 4: 36; 5: 17). Acts 1: 8 states that power (Süvaµt; ) 

would come upon the disciples when they received the Holy Spirit and that as a consequence of this gift 
the disciples would become Jesus' witnesses. 

33Haenchen 120-22. Similarly, A. Schlatter (185 n. *) maintains that Luke's presentation of 
Paul as a servant of Jesus rather than as a Christian philosopher determined Luke's choice of proof. 

34Barrett, "Apostles" 19. 
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above discussion of 13: 38-39 has shown, Luke is aware of Paul's position on law, 

justification, and faith, that a person was justified not by the law but by faith in Jesus. 

The ascription of this opinion to Paul gains significance when Luke's normally high 

view of the law is taken into consideration. 

As for the apparent discrepancy between the picture of Paul in Acts and that in 

Paul's epistles, Paul does refer three times to the signs, including miracles, that 

accompany his apostolic labours--Rom 15: 17-19; 2 Cor 12: 12; and Gal 3: 5 (a point 

Haenchen concedes in the case of 2 Cor 12: 12). 35 The first two passages, one coming 

at the end of a long theological argument36 and the other expressed in the context of 

folly, 37 indicate that miracles are for Paul, on occasion, an ad hominem argument and 

that they may not be as central to his concept of ministry as was his divine calling and 

his teaching. However, Gal 3: 5 allows a different perspective. There the reference to 

miracles taking place among the uncircumcised Galatian believers appears, along with a 

reference to the Galatians' experience of the Spirit, at the start of a theological argument 

and serves to pave the way for undeniable proof that Paul's gospel, justification by 

faith, was superior to the Judaizers' position, justification by the law. 38 Moreover, 

35According to Haenchen (122), though, "diese Wunder waren so wenig außergewöhnlich, daß 
seine [Paulus'] Gegner ihm die Fähigkeit zum Wundertun einfach abgesprochen haben" [brackets mine]. 

36Paul intends the autobiographical comment of Rom 15: 17-19 to corroborate his claim to a 
divine commission as the apostle of the Gentiles and, thus, to give the basis of his authority for writing 
to the Romans, a community which he had never visited, and to prepare the ground for a future visit (cf. 
15: 14-16,23-24). The crucial phrase &öY Y co Kät EP o ýv öuväµEt ar1µEicov Kai T£Päto v Ev SuväµEt 

1tvEÜµato; can bear various interpretations, but it is probably best to explain "X6yy Kai Epyw as 
describing Paul's ministry by reference to the means by which it was being fulfilled and the two 
following phrases as further characterizing his ministry as both powerfully confirmed and attested by 
accompanying miracles and also accomplished as a whole in the power of the Holy Spirit" (Cranfield, 
Romans 2: 759). 

371n 2 Cor 12: 12 Tä arlµ£ia r6 &i oa'r6 ou is to be distinguished from a11jEiotc which 
should be taken as a unit with rEpaaty and SuväµEaty and means miracles. The compound dative 

probably denotes accompaniment and should be connected with &v rtäarl vnoµovil or Tä arlµ£ia Tou 
ätoa'r6? ou. Paul, borrowing words that others have used, points out that the signs that mark an 
apostle were indeed performed among the Corinthians, making him no less than the super-apostles. The 
Corinthians just failed to recognize the signs. It was because the signs, unlike most miracles in the 
ancient world, were wrought with fortitude and humility in realization of the power of God that Paul 
was distinct from his opponents. See C. K. Barrett, A Commentary on the Second Epistle to the 
Corinthians (1973) 321 and "Paul's Opponents in 2 Corinthians", NTS 17 (1971) 245; P. E. Hughes, 
Paul's Second Epistle to the Corinthians (1961) 458. 

38The argument of Gal 3: 5 may be paraphrased: "'Miracles' (öuv(XµEtS) can be named as 

evidence for the fact that the Spirit is 'at work' (? v£pywv) among them. Consequently, God must now 
be at work among them" (H. D. Betz, Galatians. A Commentary on Paul's Letter to the Churches in 
Galatia [1979] 135) even though the Galatian believers, being uncircumcised, are outside the Torah. 
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since miracles are divinely enacted deeds and since miracles accompany Paul's 

preaching, we may rightly ask whether the concomitance of divine acts and apostolic 

preaching is merely coincidental or indicative of a purpose. Two things show that the 
latter is the case. (1) Miracles are called not merely 5vv6pztq, mighty works, but also 

m jEia, a term which basically denotes a confirmatory mark that is not an end in itself 

but points men beyond itself to a particular person or thing. 39 In this regard it is 

noteworthy that Luke generally avoids the more neutral term Suv%tac (Acts 19: 11; Luke 

10: 13; 19: 37), 40 choosing instead of jcia (4: 16,22; 8: 6) or, as in 15: 12, the combina- 

tion a-gjEia xat t paza (or vice versa). 41 (2) Miraculous signs are not distributed 

uniformly throughout the biblical account but are concentrated in periods when the 

divine plan required special manifestation. 42 Thus, when Paul refers to miracles 

accompanying his ministry he undoubtedly understands them also as a validation of his 

apostolic work; and, thus, in turn, an argument based on miracles could be original to 

Paul. 43 It is striking, nonetheless, that at the council Paul is assigned an argument 

which he appeals to so rarely in his epistles. 44 The explanation for this anomaly may 

well lie, as I believe, with the needs of Paul's audiences45 rather than with Luke's 

misinterpretation or misunderstanding of the data; yet it is hard on the basis of Paul's 

epistles, which frequently treat, indeed, are instigated by problems of the Jew-Gentile 

39Rengstorf, TDNT 7: 204-6,219-21. 
40For further discussion on Luke's use of SvvaµtiS, see n. 32 above. 
41Acts 2: 43; 4: 30; 5: 12; 6: 8; 7: 36; 14: 3; cf. 2: 19. Compare SuväLEYi xai 'L£paal xai 

o1- Eioic in 2: 22 and "WW xät Suvägct; in 8: 13. 
42Hofius and Brown, NIDNTT 2: 627. In the OT miracles are largely grouped into three main 

periods--the redemption of the Israelites from Egypt and their establishment in Canaan, the conflict with 
pagan religion under Elijah and Elisha, and the time of Daniel during the exile. At each of these, the 
life-and-death struggle of the people of God putting God's saving power and will to the test was 
answered by God's action in abnormal events which were in themselves saving acts and pointers to a 
greater salvation. The same can be said of the coming of Jesus and the apostolic age. 

43J. Jervell ("The Signs of an Apostle: Paul's Miracles" [1979], in The Unknown Paul. 
Essays on Luke-Acts and Early Christian History [ET 1984] 77-95, esp. 94-95) also discusses the 
alleged discrepancy between Paul the miracle worker in Acts and Paul in the Epistles. He reaches a 
conclusion similar to my own: instead of discrepancy there is agreement on the point that Paul's life 
and activity were surrounded by miracles, despite the greater quantity of miracles in Acts, and that the 
performance of miracles is an integral part of preaching the gospel; indeed for Paul miracles validate the 
gospel. Jervell goes as far to say that "miracles assume a central role in Paul's preaching, almost to a 
greater degree than in Acts" (p. 91). 

44Cf. Barrett, "Apostles" 19. I differ from Barrett in that he does not believe Paul uses signs 
as validation of his work. 

45There is probably as well a personal reluctance to exalt his apostolic endeavours, a reluctance 
stemming from the conviction that he was only a servant of Jesus Christ. 
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dialogue similar to those confronting the Jerusalem council, to imagine that Paul made 

this argument his sole contribution to the debate. 46 The likelihood of Lukan selectivity 

arises and invites further thought. 

M. Dibelius47 finds an answer to the astonishingly brief and apparently 

uninformative nature of verse 12 in the observation that God's acts through Paul and 

Barnabas have already been told in the Acts; thus, allusion is now sufficient. In other 

words, just as Peter's speech by interpreting the Cornelius incident refers the reader 

back to chapters 10-11, so the remark by Paul and Barnabas is meant like a footnote to 

send the reader to chapters 13-14. This explanation reflects Dibelius's general disregard 

for the historicity of the author's account and a consequent emphasis on the literary 

composition of the apostolic council, but there is truth in what he posits. In 14: 3 Luke 

seemingly anticipates the apostles' argument at the council when he comments that the 

Lord confirmed their witness in Iconium by enabling them to do miraculous signs and 

wonders in the city. 

There is a further attractiveness in this solution: the miracles which Luke 

mentions in Acts 13-14, of which there are manifestly two48--the blinding of Elymas, 

the Jewish sorcerer and false prophet, at Paphos on Cyprus (13: 6-12) and the healing of 

the lame man at Lystra (14: 8-18)--not only attest the power of God in Paul's work; they 

also apparently demonstrate that God had opened up the door of faith for the Gentiles 

(cf. 14: 27) and serve to back up the significance of Paul's exhortation in 13: 38-39 and 

of the Jews' rejection of the gospel (13: 46-48), thereby suggesting that Luke is 

illustrating the next stage in the development of the church's mission. The conversion 

46This thought is developed by Bauernfeind (190-91). He believes that Paul must not only 
have spoken of the miracles but also have pointed out that faith only is required; however, for the 
greater part of Paul's audience the theological argument was unclear. It is the reference to the miracles 
which was understood and therefore remembered. Luke has followed these witnesses. 

47Dibelius, "Council" 95-96. 
48Possibly a third miracle occurs at the end of the account of the mission in Lystra (14: 19-20). 

Paul's rapid recovery after he was left for dead (v. 19) is not said to be miraculous; yet Luke's graphic 
description ("after the disciples gathered around him, he got up", v. 20) does have the flavour of a 
miracle about it. The uncertainty, though, is sufficient reason to exclude the event from the following 

argument. 
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of the proconsul Sergius Paulus, 49 which resulted from the blinding of Elymas, is more 

than a Pauline counterpart of the Cornelius incident. Whereas the Roman centurion was 

a God-fearing man closely associated with Judaism and its institutions, whose good 

deeds and devotion to God were responsible for him hearing the gospel, the proconsul 

was a Gentile who had no prior relation (as far as we know) with orthodox Judaism and 

whose curiosity, possibly pricked by news of Paul's activity elsewhere in the city, led 

him to send for Paul. As for the miracle at Lystra, contrary to all previous occasions on 

this journey when the work of the missionaries began in the synagogue among Jews 

and Gentiles who already had some knowledge of God, there is no synagogue at 

Lystra, or at least no mention is made of one and the pagan flavour of the story suggests 

that if there was a synagogue it was not relevant; 50 the emphasis lies on the response of 

pure heathens to the gospel. Curiously, this story ends with no explicit mention of 

people converting to Christianity besides the man who was healed, if indeed exec nißnv 

toi 6w6ývai. (14: 9) means that he was saved; 51 but reference is made in 14: 20 to µa ftmt 

(a Lukan term for believers) gathering around Paul's body and in 16: 2 to &&? of 

(another term for converts) in Lystra. 

The attention given to the new circumstances surrounding the mission to the 

Gentiles may indicate that the stories of these miracles contain the theological exposition 

49What exactly the narrative in 13: 12 means by bri6TcuaFv is questioned. The verb could 
denote mere confidence in a wonder-worker, but Lukan usage indicates some connection with the act of 
salvation. W. M. Ramsay (The Bearing of Recent Discovery on the Trustworthiness of the New 
Testament [1920] 164-68) rather pedantically delineates two stages in the process of salvation: belief 
and "turning to the Lord" of which the seal is baptism. Reference to one stage, says Ramsay, 
sometimes describes the whole process of conversion but not always. Here the absence of baptism is 
significant, and I'mausvicev implies no more than intellectual belief resulting from amazement. Lake 
and Cadbury (4: 147), also noting that there is no mention of baptism, propose that the missionaries 
"may have mistaken courtesy for conversion". These opinions are arbitrary and misleading. Baptism is 
mentioned nowhere in Acts 13-14; hence, the omission in 13: 12 is scarcely determinative. Moreover, 
the preponderant occurrence of iru 'reiiw meaning "to trust in Jesus" would imply that Sergius Paulus 
became a Christian (thus, Haenchen 385; Bruce [NIC] 265). 

50Archaeological evidence appears to support this inference. CIJ and MAMA list no reference 
to Lycaonia; nor does C. J. Heiner (in private conversation) have any independent knowledge of Jews in 
Lystra. At the same time, we must take into consideration vv ioiS 'rö1coti; 1xdivot; in Acts 16: 3, which 
may refer to Jews living in Lystra, and the successfully mounted opposition against Paul by the Jews 
from Antioch and Iconium, which may presuppose a local Jewish population. Neither of these 

qualifications, though, is insuperable. Curiously, Ramsay (St. Paul 116), building on the 1)7räpxcov ev 

06 o added at various places in the Western texts of 14: 8-9, identifies the lame man as a God-fearer (so 

also Blass according to Metzger [422]). Where the man may have learnt Judaism is not said. 
511n the context of miracles (Luke 7: 5; 8: 36,48,50; 17: 19; 18: 42; Acts 4: 9; 27: 20,21; cf. 

Luke 6: 8; Acts 4: 12) ß44w primarily means "to rescue" in the bodily sense (in Acts 4: 9 "to be healed"). 

Even so, there may be latent the thought of spiritual and moral rescue (thus, Bruce [Greek] 280-81). 
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lacking in Barnabas's and Paul's report to the council, namely, that God had initiated a 

new policy for evangelizing the Gentiles, that now, following on from the work begun 

in Antioch and from the Pisidian Jews' corporate rejection of the gospel, Gentiles could 

be met apart from any necessary common ground as supplied by the synagogue and 

could be offered a gospel that placed the circumcised and the uncircumcised on equal 

footing before God. It is probably wise, however, to back away from this idea. It is 

questionable whether Luke exhibits such subtlety and, thus, whether he has actually 

correlated the miracles as proof of God's power at work in the apostles and the new 

circumstances of the Gentiles to make a theological point. Further, if Luke can be 

subtle, that he has chosen not to bring out this theological point implies (1) that the point 

was not relevant or at least not central to his purpose in Acts 15: 12 and (2) that the 

notion of Acts 15: 12 serving as a reference to the miracles in chapters 13-14, while 

correct, is not the entire explanation. 

There is another factor against treating the verse simply as a footnote. Luke 

unconcernedly repeats incidents, sometimes in great detail, not only for the sake of his 

readers but also, more importantly, for the sake of emphasis. A case in point is the 

story of Cornelius which, as we have seen, is told in Acts 10, repeated from Peter's 

perspective in 11: 1-18, and discussed, again by Peter, with reference to its theological 

implications in 15: 7-9. By chapter 15 the incident is not so fresh in the readers' minds 

as Paul's tour of Asia Minor would be; nevertheless, because Luke has emphasized 

Cornelius in this way, his readers would not have forgotten the incident and its 

ramifications entirely. Luke could have easily only mentioned the significance of the 

incident for the question under debate. That he does not suggests that he had a purpose 

which required giving some details of the story. This contrasts with how Luke treats 

Paul and Barnabas and leads us, without rejecting Dibelius's interpretation completely, 

to a possible explanation for what the brevity of Acts 15: 12 may signify. 

3.3. An alternative 

I suggest that Acts 15: 12 not only confirms Paul's and Barnabas's participation 

in the Jerusalem discussion but also shows Luke's deliberate intention, on the one hand, 
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to push Paul and Barnabas into the background at this point in the story and, on the 

other, to draw attention to the Jerusalem apostles, especially to Peter and James. 52 The 

result need not be an indication of historical unreliability or of a theological tendency. It 

can as readily be due to the desire to represent the attitude of the original apostles to the 

Gentile question. It is as if Luke is saying "of course Paul and the believers in Antioch 

approved of uncircumcised Gentiles, as you all know and I have already demonstrated; 

but the more significant thing is that Peter and James did as well and this is what I want 

to show here". 

The data support this solution. First, in the setting the little attention given to 

Barnabas is as remarkable as that given to Paul, who obviously was Luke's hero. 

Barnabas was from the earliest days an influential member in the Jerusalem church: he 

had contributed generously to the common fund of the community, donating the 

proceeds of a sale of property (4: 36); he persuaded the understandably apprehensive 

church leaders to accept the genuineness of Saul's conversion, standing guarantee for 

the former persecutor of the Christian community (9: 26-27); and he was the church's 

appointee to investigate the extension of the gospel to the Gentiles in Antioch (11: 22). 

Such credentials would understandably lead the reader to expect this Jerusalem 

emissary's link with the Antiochian mission to the Gentiles to be stressed as an 

argument of persuasion. That it is not is noteworthy. 

The omission seems to be made more apparent by the order of the names: 

whereas Paul is named first in verse 2, in verse 12 Barnabas is. The alteration may 

reflect no more than Luke's fondness of variety, 53 and Barnabas's name does appear 

sometimes to be combined with Paul's almost like a tag (e. g. 13: 46). Yet it is true that 

since the conversion of Sergius Paulus (13: 7) Paul's name has occurred first with three 

exceptions: 14: 14, where the order of the missionaries' names is probably determined 

by the order Zeus-Hermes in 14: 12; here; and 15: 25, which is part of the Jerusalem 

52Cf. Knowling 320. A similar conclusion is reached by Stählin (203): "die Entscheidung in 
Jerusalem fiel unabhängig von der umstrittenen Arbeit des Paulus, ganz aus den in Jerusalem gegebenen 
Voraussetzungen heraus: auf Grund der Missionserfahrungen des Petrus und des Weissagungsbeweises 
des Jakobus". However, Stählin overlooks the fact that--for Luke at least--Barnabas and Paul do still 
contribute to the debate. 

53Haenchen 430 n. 2. The change in the order of the names also, as Haenchen correctly points 
out, gives no reason for assuming different sources. 
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church's reply to the communities in Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia. If there is a reason for 

the exceptions in chapter 15, "it may be the greater privilege that Barnabas enjoyed at 
Jerusalem as a primitive Jerusalem disciple". 54 In such circumstances, it is only natural 

that Barnabas would assume priority, particularly since on previous occasions the 

Jerusalem believers had viewed Paul with suspicion (9: 26-28). It may be, too, that 

Luke means to point out Barnabas's present theological allegiance. 

Second, the editorial comment Eoiytic ev 6 ir&v tib it? Oo; linking Peter's part in 

the story with that of Barnabas and Paul is not a colourless transitional statement 

intended merely to introduce the report given by the two missionaries; rather, the words 

testify to the effect produced by Peter's speech: a turning point in the discussion has 

come; the sharp dispute and dissension which had initiated the council and with which 

the debate began seems to be abating. 55 To create this result, Peter has argued not only 

that the Gentiles manifest the same spiritual gift as the Jews; he claims as well that 

salvation stands apart from the law for both those born under the law and those having 

the law imposed upon them: faith in the Lord Jesus is the condition of salvation. The 

assembly therefore is appeased by or is even agreeing to, at least in part, an argument 

which sounds very Pauline but which is not quite and which Luke has given, wrongly 

or rightly (as I believe), not to Paul but to Peter, a leading member in the Jerusalem 

community. 56 

54Lake and Cadbury 4: 175; cf. Bruce (Greek) 295. 
55See pp. 41-43. 
56During a seminar on an earlier version of this paper at Tyndale House, Cambridge, it was 

suggested that v. 12 in its entirety, not just coiyrl6£v ßäv TO ir? Oos, shows the effect of Peter's 
speech: Luke is saying that calm is restored, that Paul's arguments are accepted, that the audience has 
finally realized what Paul had been claiming for the mission to the Gentiles from the beginning of the 
assembly. This interpretation was arrived at by understanding Luke's arrangement of the council 
discussion not to represent the successive order of the speakers. V. 12 does not mean a separate speech, 
following Peter's and preceding James's; rather it sums up the position which Paul had been arguing 
throughout the debate and which the assembly had not really listened to previously. As a result there is 
another explanation for the brevity of v. 12: a circumlocution for the acceptance of the Pauline point of 
view. 

Such reconstruction of the form of the council discussion requires gc aa Tö rnyilßat aüTo{S 
to be resumptive, with the pronoun referring back to 7täv 'TO 7t? Oos instead of Barnabas and Paul. This 

need not be the case. The explanation also puts undue pressure on the continuous aspect of the 
imperfect 1"jxovov and of the present £l; rlyovµsvcov in v. 12. While there may be slight stress on 

continuous action, it is not unusual for an imperfect to follow an aorist in narrative or for it to be not 
inceptive in such syntax. What does seem strange is for v. 12 to be resumptive given the verbal 
sequence aorist-imperfect-present participle. 
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Third, as also mentioned above, James begins his speech with a reference to 

Peter's argument and ignores Paul and Barnabas completely. This feature could reflect 

Luke's faithfulness to his source which may not have contained information about Paul 

and Barnabas; however, such offhand treatment of the two missionaries does seem odd, 

particularly if Luke has introduced Paul and Barnabas into the debate immediately 

preceding James. Could it be that here Luke represents a cunning move by James to 

signal Jerusalem's unity of mind on the Gentile question and to carry a contrary and 

diverse audience with him? Possibly. Overlooking that which had aroused 

apprehension in the minds of the Jerusalem rank and file and drawing attention instead 

to the opinion of Jesus' foremost disciple, thereby establishing continuity with the past, 

would go some way towards achieving such aims. 

Fourth, the scenario Luke portrays as giving rise to the council interestingly 

prepares for Barnabas's and Paul's secondary role in the record of Acts 15. The 

Judaizers' demand expressed quite emphatically in verse 1 provides opportunity for 

Luke to mention Paul's opinion; instead the apostle is presented simply as a foil for the 

legalists' position. Luke's depiction of the plot also highlights the centrality of the 

Jerusalem apostles. When contention erupted in Antioch, the Christians in that city sent 

representatives to Jerusalem to decide the matter. Significantly, too, the troublemakers 

came from Judea. Whereas in Gal 2: 12 a similar group (or possibly the same group) is 

related in some way to James and the Jerusalem community, Luke, by avoiding this 

association in Acts 15: 1, divorces the Jerusalem leaders from the source of the conflict 

and leaves them free to respond to the claims of the Judaizers. The care given to 

mentioning Jerusalem in verses 1-5 is manifested as well in verse 24,57 the opening 

comment in the council's reply to the church in Antioch: on the one hand, Jerusalem is 

considered the place of authority; and, on the other, the Jerusalem apostles disclaim all 

responsibility for the actions of the troublemakers. 

57See Chapter IV. 1.1. 
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3.4. Summary 

The above discussion indicates that Paul's and Barnabas's part in the council 

introduces into the debate the argument that miracles demonstrate God's approval and 

thus the validity of the mission to the Gentiles. The apostles' report also functions like a 

footnote referring the reader back to the successes and implications of their ministry 

recorded in chapters 13 and 14 and thereby indirectly strengthening the apostles' link 

with the Antioch church which had sent them out on the journey. However, the theolo - 

gical argument which could come from the correlation of the miracles related and the 

new circumstances of the Gentiles being evangelized is not developed in the report at the 

council. The reader is left depending on the account of the evangelization of Pisidian 

Antioch, especially the peroration of Paul's speech and his subsequent denunciation of 

the Jews, to learn that according to Paul (and for Barnabas) salvation, for Jew and 

Gentile alike, is by means of Jesus without reference to the law and therefore can be 

offered outside the context of Judaism. Thirdly, Acts 15: 12 confirms--for Luke's story, 

at least--Paul's and Barnabas's presence at the council. It suggests, further, Luke's 

deliberate intention--despite the possibility that he could have, either from oral or written 

tradition, recorded the apostles as saying more--to diminish Barnabas and Paul, and 

consequently to diminish the Antioch church and the Hellenists whom the apostles 

represent, in order to highlight the original apostles' opinion concerning the Gentiles. 

We have already seen that Peter both approved of and argued for the policy that the 

Gentiles' salvation stood apart from circumcision and obedience to the law. What does 

James think? 
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CHAPTER III. JAMES 

1. The Argument at the Council (Acts 15: 13-21) 

James's opinion about the Gentiles' entrance into the people of God, which is 

recorded in 15: 13-21, may be divided into four separate, yet interdependent remarks: a 

premise summarizing information already presented in the debate (v. 14); a proof from 

the Scriptures to show that they are in agreement with what has happened to the Gentiles 

(vv. 15-18); an assessment of the evidence in reply to the Judaizers' demand (vv. 19- 

20); and a concluding justification for the argument (v. 21). 

1.1. The premise (15: 14) 

The premise refers to Peter's speech with explicit ascription and makes four 

points based on what Peter has said. As in Peter's opening statement, James's central 

idea is God's action among the Gentiles, called here a divine visitation. ) Behind this 

simple description stands the whole content of God's covenant care and the radical 

revelations of the divine plan in the history of salvation. 2 co Ocö Enemcev to specifies a 

special intervention by God into the lives of individuals and nations and in particular 

into the life of Israel, in order both to manifest his responsibility and concern for the 

people for whom he cares, intervening to rescue them (Gen 50: 24,25; Luke 1: 68,78; 

7: 16), and to make known his will, frequently revising previously held ideas. 

1That the stress falls on ö Ocoq is the case whether kcaKcvatO a. aßciv gives the sense "God 

has attended to the business of acquiring" (Haenchen 430; cf. BAGD, s. v. cmaicen-r µat 3), thereby 
drawing attention to what God did, or whether the words should be translated "God has made provision 
to receive" (Lake and Cadbury 4: 175), thereby drawing attention to what others as God's agents had 
done. 

2H. W. Beyer, "£? CL6K&vro cct", TDNT 2: 602. See, for example, Exod 4: 3 1; Deut 11: 12; Jdt 

8: 33; Ps 105(106): 4; Jer 15: 15; Ezek 34: 11; 1 Enoch 25: 3; and T. Lev. 16: 5. 
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The purpose (or result) of the visitation is A. aßciv Eý F8vwv ? aov iw övöµa'n 

aüiov. 3 These words belong to the general Old Testament theme which speaks of 

God's action in choosing Israel out of all the nations to be his own peculiar people; 4 but 

here, as the follow-up citation from Amos 9: 11-12 will substantiate, they are adapted to 

the eschatological picture when, after the Lord has gathered and re-established scattered 

3BDF §392.3; Knowling 321. NIV paraphrases: "how God at first showed his concern by 
taking from... ". If A, aßsiv is not taken as the complement of bCE6iEyfa'to, the complement must be 
inferred. The usual suggestion is to expand the syntax of E4 E-9vwv Xadv: for instance, "how God first 
visited the Gentiles, to take out of them... " (RSV; cf. KJV; TEV). 

4E. g. Exod 6: 7; 19: 5; 33: 16; Deut 4: 20,34; 7: 6; 14: 2 and in an eschatological context Ezek 
36: 24,28; 37: 21-23. See in particular J. Dupont, "AAOE'EE 'E©NHN (Acts xv. 14)", NTS 3 (1957) 
47-50; the response by N. A. Dahl ("'A People for His Name' [Acts xv. 14]", NTS 4 [1958] 319-27); 
and the recent update by J. Dupont ("Un Peuple d'entre les Nations [Actes 15.141", NTS 31 [1985] 321- 
35). 

Dupont argues (a) that E4 E9v6v A, abv TCil övöµaTn aüTdÜ echoes, with a few changes, Deut 
14: 2 (6E E EÄ£ý, aio KüptOq ZO 9E6S aov yevE00at ao'r Xaöv TtEptoumov omo ndvTwv tiwv E9vwv ); 7: 6; 
Exod 19: 5; and 23: 22 LXX; (b) that the distinction between A, a6c, and E9vil required by James's 

argument is found in the LXX but not in the MT, the latter using the same word for Israel (ov) and the 

nations M, =); and hence (c) that v. 14 like the citation in vv. 16-17 is based on the Greek Bible. 
Dupont's study invites criticisms of its method and its conclusions. 

First, in order to correlate v. 14 exactly with the four OT passages mentioned, Dupont must 
understand A. aög Tw övdµaTt Aroü, a phrase not occurring in the OT, to have been introduced by Luke 

on the basis of Eo' oiis httxEicA, rlTat Tö b'vo. u µov in v. 17 to replace neptoürnoS A, a6S in the OT text. 
This explanation, while not impossible, is forced: equating Tw övdp. aTt avToü and 7rEptoUcao; is 

unnecessary. Dahl ("People" 320-23) demonstrates that TCÖ övoRwn avTOÜ is a standard idiom in the 
Palestinian targum, where it is regularly used to render the Hebrew ový (7,71,7`7, "'7) V7, and that its 

use in Acts 15: 14 need not be attributed to Luke's reflection on the LXX. The same assessment can be 
made without resorting to evidence of questionable date (and E. Richard ["The Divine Purpose: The 
Jews and the Gentile Mission {Acts 15}", SBL SemP (1980) 279 n. 33] faults Dahl for this reason): 
since "name" is extricably bound up with the person so identified, Tw övdµaTt abroü can be the 

equivalent of av'r (e. g. Acts 3: 15; 4: 12). See Knowling (321) on the use of the dative and H. 
Bietenhard ("övoµ(x", TDNT 5: 242-83, esp. 257-58) on the sense of övoµa. There is therefore no 

reason to limit the correspondence between v. 14 and the OT to the texts in which )b appears (cf. 
Conzelmann 83). 

Second, Dupont has made the meaning of av too precise. The term, designating ordinary 
people in distinction from rulers and upper classes (Gen 41: 40; Exod 1: 22), nations in general (Ezek 
11: 17), Gentiles (Lev 20: 24; Hos 11: 10), or Israel (2 Sam 7: 24), is at times seemingly synonymous 
with *, 1i. The fluidity of meaning is reflected in translation. The LXX usually distinguishes between 

cv meaning non-Israelites (89vrl) and av meaning Israel (A, aös) but not always (e. g. Gen 23: 7; 41: 40; 

Exod 5: 16; Ezek 20: 41; cf. ?. (xöS used for'1) = non-Israelite in Isa 55: 5; Jer 33[40]: 9; and Zech 14: 14). 

Other instances of av show that its meaning is not fixed. For instance, in b. Sabb. 14b; 1QM 10: 9 

(probably alluding to Deut 7: 6); and 1QH 4: 26 o, nv refers to Gentiles. Such evidence indicates that 

c, =n '7: )n C)v can mean the same as a, aO; 'E4'E9vuiv. 
Third, in limiting himself to four OT passages, Dupont overlooks the fact that the normal 

usage of ?. aO; and E9vrl in the LXX follows an inclination in the Hebrew text to use n-',, for Israel and 
, 1) for other nations. Significantly this tendency occurs in Deut 28: 18,19 (P. Winter, "Miszellen zur 
Apostelgeschichte", EvT 18 [1957] 398-406) and in lQpHab 5: 3,4, passages similar to the four 
Dupont mentions. Compare also a similar practice in Aramaic in Tg. Yer. I Exod 19: 5 (Dahl, "People" 
322). 

Thus, w(3Eiv c4 e9vwv ?. aöv TÜ) ovogaTt avtov in Acts 15: 14 is modelled upon a general 

pattern rather than on any individual passage; and it contains biblical allusions which are not confined to 

the Greek Bible. 
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Israel and has come himself to dwell once more in Zion, the Gentiles are included in the 

people of God. 5 The result of this blending is that in striking paradox the uncircum- 

cised Gentile converts of the last days fulfilled by the Christian community are given the 

designation previously reserved for the historical people of God. 

Is the application of X a6; to these converts meant to signify (a) that the Gentiles 

have been incorporated into God's people Israel6 or (b) that the title "people of God" 

has been transferred from Israel to the Christian community composed of Jews and 

Gentiles7 or (c) that another ?, aO; has taken its place along with Israel but on a different 

basis? This is a moot point. As we stated when we introduced our study, it is doubtful 

that an answer can be obtained on the basis of Luke's linguistic evidence alone. In 

contrast to E6v1, which in Acts tends to denote "nations" in general (8: 9; 13: 19) and 

Gentiles specifically (that is, non-Jews [9: 15] but not necessarily non-Christians [15: 23; 

21: 25] ), 8 Luke reserves ?, aöS for Israel and the Jewish people with two possible 

exceptions, here and 18: 10.9 

The restricted use of a, aöS does not, however, immediately signify the concomi- 

tant theological sense "people of God". The meaning "Israel" is rarely expressed, 10 nor 

does ? aö5 always appear as the theological opposite of '6vr). Accompanying references 

to Jewish leaders, law, history, and practices 11 and the concentrated use of the term in 

traditionally Jewish settings and before Paul's crucial announcement in 13: 46-47 of an 

5 Zech 2: 15: Kl xa'ra Ev oVtcxt £9v io? £7n tiöv xü tiov Ev '[ £a EKEiv , xai 11 P r1µP ý1 
Eßovtiat avtiw Edc X(Xöv 1771 WT77 01`ß 77177`-'7tß 0`: 17 t] ̀ 1) 11'711 (Dahl, 
"People" 323-24). 

6E. g. P. Richardson, Israel in the Apostolic Church [1969] 160-65; Dahl, "People" 326-27; H. 
Flender, St. Luke. Theologian of Redemptive History [ET 19671133-34. 

7E. g. H. Strathmann, "Xa6S", TDNT 4: 54. 
8There are exceptions which, although comparatively few, do show that Luke's application of 

EevoS like that in the OT (see n. 4) is not absolute. The use of 'Ovr1 to designate Jews apparently is 

provoked by comments ascribed to non-Jews (Acts 10: 22; cf. Luke 7: 5) and those made by Jews to non- 
Jews in a Palestinian setting (Acts 24: 2,10,17; Luke 23: 2; cf. Acts 26: 4) and by statements contain- 
ing a secular or political reference (Acts 28: 19). The comprehensive n6cv Tö VevoS/icäv2a Tä e8vr1 may 
include (Acts 2: 5; 17: 26; Luke 24: 47; probably Acts 10: 35) or exclude (Acts 15: 17; Luke 12: 30; 21: 24; 

probably Acts 14: 16) the nation Israel. 
9This tendency gains in import when it is noted that ? a6S, like E9vo;, is predominantly a 

Lukan expression, over one-half of the NT occurrences being in his writings (the Gospel 37 times, Acts 

48 times). 
10Acts 4: 10,27; 12: 11; 13: 17,24; Luke 1: 68,77; 2: 32; 7: 16. 
''Acts 3: 23; 4: 8; 5: 34; 6: 12; 7: 17,34; 13: 17; 21: 28. 
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overt mission to the Gentiles12 do give a preciseness to the term which is backed up by 

an observable preference for the articular and singular form. 13 But at times the term is 

used simply as a synonym of ox? o;, referring to "people" in the collective, unspecified 

sense of the word. 14 The exceptions combined with the occasional anarthrous form 

warn the astute reader: >aös may stand technically for God's covenanted people, 

but it may also stand collectively for any group in a Jewish setting. 15 

As for the two places where kaög is used of non-Israelites, in 18: 10 xa6S... got 

7ro?, 5S, being anarthrous, is comparable to [7rpoßc-reer] öxA. oc tic=öS r xvpiw in 11: 24 

(cf. 11: 26). The expression simply refers to a great group of people: "there are many in 

Corinth who will become Christians". It does not imply that the church has replaced the 

Jews as the people of God. 16 James's statement a, aßciv'ý EAvwv ?, aöv 'rc4 övöµaTL au-col) , 

also containing an anarthrous A. aO;, can be interpreted similarly. "The point is not that 

this group is 'a people' in the sense of 'a nation' or 'a cultural unit', but that it now 

belongs to God in the same way as Israel does, or rather: as Israel should do. " 17 

James implies that in addition to the people to whom the promises were given God has 

taken people from the Gentiles to bear his name. 

121n the Gentile section, 13: 48-21: 16, A. ao; occurs only at 15: 14; 18: 10; and 19: 4; and in 
19: 4 the word denotes the Jewish crowds listening to John the Baptist. In comparison, o öxa, o; is the 
usual term describing the general populace in chaps. 13-21, often with the pejorative sense of those 
opposing the apostles and the Christian message. This word occurs only five times before chap. 13 
(1: 15; 6: 7; 8: 6; 11: 24,26) and of these instances only two have Jews in mind (1: 15; 6: 7). The 
distribution of ? aög and oykoc cannot be attributed to sources (note o a, aoq in 21: 28,30,36,39,40 

and ö o'xa, os in 21: 27,34,37); however, an explanation is suggested by the concentrated use of 
'Ioi aiot in chaps. 13-28: as the Christian message spread outside Jewish circles there developed a 
corresponding need to distinguish between Jews and Gentiles. 

13The word is anarthrous in 4: 25,27; 15: 14; and 18: 10 (cf. Luke 1: 17; 2: 32) and occurs in the 
plural in 4: 25,27 (cf. Luke 2: 3 1). The anarthrous plural form in 4: 27 is likely due to the citation of Ps 
2: 1 in v. 25 (G. D. Kilpatrick, "AAOI at Luke ii. 31 and Acts iv. 25,27", JTS n. s. 16 [1965] 127). 

14Acts 26: 17,23; cf. Luke 2: 32. 
15Although working from a view of Lukan editorship different from my own, Wilson 

(Gentiles 225) also warns about the use of ALX6S: "one has to beware of ascribing to Luke views which 

may not have occurred to him. The two unusual uses of A, ao; [15: 14 and 18: 10] may simply be due to 
Luke's carelessness. At other points Luke uses terms loosely and with no obvious theological 
subtleties in mind". 

16Contra, for example, Bruce (Greek) 346 and Roloff (272). Support for ß, a6 in this passage 

meaning the new covenant people of God could be found (a) in the use of ö xüptoq in v. 9, i. e. the 

people belonging to the risen Christ is the church, and (b) in the fact that the converts come from 
Corinth's mixed population. However, since ? Lao; refers to people not yet converted, the word 
seemingly loses any specifically theological sense. 

17Dahl, "People" 326. This idea differs from the application of Exod 19: 5 and similar OT 

texts in Titus 2: 14 and 1 Pet 2: 9-10 (cf. Rev 1: 6; 5: 9-10), where the church of Christ is explicitly 
designated the new covenant people of God. 
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The third and fourth points stated in the premise can be dealt with briefly. 

Whether denoting the time of God's act ("at the first", i. e. "at the beginning")18 or its 

degree of occurrence ("how it first happened" or "first God"), 19 np&Tov confirms the 

idea of a long-established practice based on God's initiative. 20 KaOO; conveys that 

Peter had reported more than the fact that the Gentiles were saved; with the conjunction 

here having the force of nwS or the simple w;, 21 the sense is that Peter's speech related 

the manner in which the Gentiles were to join the people of God. 

Compiling the pieces of verse 14 then, we note that James's argument is based 

on the idea that Peter has stated the facts about the Gentiles' way to salvation; moreover, 

these facts are to be understood as a divine manifestation expressing God's providence 

and his will and as a divine choice identical to God's election of Israel. 

1.2. The proof from Amos 9: 11-12 (15: 15-18)22 

The evidence for the premise that God has made Gentiles his people can be 

found, James claims, in the prophetic Scriptures; and in the second part of the speech 

Amos 9: 11-1223 is cited to prove the point. In its original context addressed to the 

18E. g. Haenchen 430; Conzelmann 83; Knowling 321. 
19The translations are given by NEB and Bauernfeind (191), respectively. On the sequential 

force of npwTov compare Acts 3: 26; 7: 12; 13: 46; and 26: 20. 
20As is the case with ä0' tijtcpwv äpxaiwv (v. 7) discussed above (Chapter 1.2.1.1), the 

adverb may be deliberately equivocal. 
21This is the assessment of lexicographers (BAGD, s. v. xaOc)5; Grimm-Thayer, s. v. xaowS 

4a and wS 6; LSJ, s. v. xa9cöS [where Acts. Ap. 15: 12 is presumably Act. Ap. 15: 14]), commentators 
(Bruce [Greek] 297), and grammarians (cf. Robertson 968; BDF §453.2; Burton §350). On xa8OSS 
denoting manner compare Ep. Arist. 263. 

22Another study of Amos 9: 11-12 in the Lukan context is P. -A. Paulo, Le probleme ecclesial 
des Actes a la lumiere de deux propheties d'Amos (1985). Unfortunately the work came to my attention 
too late to be included with anything more than a mention. 

23The use of the plural Twv npooilTwv in the introductory formula of v. 15 has invited 

speculation that while the core of the citation is Amos 9: 11-12, part of Jer 12: 15 ([µ. £Tä Tö ýxßa%. ýiv µE 

a rtolk] £7n, aTpgyrw... xäti xaToti tö) and a hint of Isa 45: 21 ([enoirl6Ev Eau, =1 &it' äpxqS) have been 

added (Conzelmann 84) as in a collection of testimonia. The interpretation is fueled by the differences 
between the text of Amos 9: 11-12 in Acts and that in the MT and LXX (see below). It is, however, 

arbitrary and unnecessary. While the content of each proposed passage concerns the eschatological 
relationship of Israel and the other nations, there is little, if any, verbal correspondence; indeed, Zech 

1: 16, containing ävotixoSoµFw, seems a more likely source than Jer 12: 15. Oi A. öyot Twv 7cpo0rjTwv 

may denote a general prophetic viewpoint with Amos 9: 11-12 serving as the example (Knowling 321; a 

possibility entertained by Marshall 252), or it may refer to the book of minor prophets (Bruce [Greek] 
297; Marshall 252). The latter seems more likely. Compare Amos 5: 25-27 in Acts 7: 42-43 and Hab 

1: 5 in 13: 40-41, where the same words occur in the introductory formula and yet, with minor 

variations, only one OT passage is followed; this contrasts with Isa 66: 1-2a quoted in Acts 7: 48-50, 

where the introduction is xaOwS o 7cpo011Trjs V W1. 
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northern kingdom Israel, Amos 9: 11-12 is a two-element unconditional oracle of weal 

proclaiming in its first half the Lord's salvific deed and announcing in the second the 

consequences of that deed. The promise comes at the end of Amos's message in which 

the portrayal of Israel takes the form of an indictment, "the articulation of Yahweh's 

categorical 'no' to the nation's life": 24 judgment is to come on Israel with the result that 

the nation will be annihilated except the house of Jacob. While in the background lies 

the fact of judgment--the fallen tent25 and the breaches in the walls, the ruined cities (vv. 

11,14), the economic reversal (v. 14), and the exile (v. 15)--in the foreground are the 

promises of re-establishment, restoration, and an unprecedented fullness of life without 

the threat of expulsion. 26 By means of an intensified renewal God will bless his people 

and will show that his own rule over the nations still holds good. God's action alone 

effects this. The prophet does not say that guilt is forgiven, much less that the people's 

disobedience becomes obedience. The prophecy contains merely yet significantly the 

confident assertion, leaving no doubt, that God was at work. 

1.2.1. The relevant phrases 

Immediately obvious in the use of Amos 9: 11-12 in James's speech is the 

difference in wording from that in the Hebrew and Greek Old Testaments. The first 

verse in the Septuagint is basically a translation of the Hebrew with several incidental 

alterations. 27 The text in Acts differs from both the Greek and the Masoretic texts: the 

four parallel declarations are condensed into three; the verbs in the three parallel clauses 

remaining are changed (äva6irjaw xai ävotxoSoµ7jaw becomes ävon oSojaw xai 

ävop60')aw); an absolute pzu& iaika ävaatipeyfw is added, possibly on the grounds of Jer 

12: 15,28 thereby retaining the four-clause structure but forfeiting the parallelism; the 

24J. L. Mays, Amos (1969) 7. 
25`H amjvý ic{ (`T'1l r : )O) is translated variously. We will use "tent of David". 
26For discussions on whether the positive denouement of vv. 8b, 11-15 is a later addition, see 

B. S. Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture (1979) 405-7; Wolff, Joel and Amos 352- 
53; G. F. Hasel, The Remnant. The History and Theology of the Remnant Idea from Genesis to Isaiah 
(1972) 209-15; and G. von Rad, Old Testament Theology (ET 1965) 2: 138, the last two scholars 
defending the originality of the prophecy. 

27These include regularizing the sequence of the pronominal suffixes 
rronrn) to agree with their feminine singular antecedent r: )o and removing the linguistic variation. 
For the textual variant xatiEßxaµµvalxaTEßipaµµeva see Metzger 429. 

28The influence of Jer 12: 15 is cited by Nestle-Aland26, among others; however, see n. 23. 
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concluding 17137 , n": ) is omitted. Despite these textual variations the essential thrust 

of the Hebrew text is preserved: God will restore the tent of David that was ruined. In 

the second verse Acts follows the wording of the Septuagint with minor changes, 29 and 

both Greek texts differ extensively from the Hebrew: is read as ' '' 1 -7 , and 

translated 'F-'xýrliijawßiv; 1i fit, as the collective b ̀ 7 ; and the objects of n" 
TT 

become the subjects of Exýnirjawatv. 30 As a consequence, the purpose of rebuilding the 

tent of David (v. 11) is no longer that the recipients of the promise, i. e. the Jews, 31 may 

inherit the rest of Edom and all the nations who are called by the name of the Lord; it is 

instead that the rest of humanity and all the Gentiles who bear the Lord's name may seek 

the Lord. 

The changes in verse 17 have suggested that the Amos passage was applicable to 

James's speech (and came to mind) because of navtia to Eevll Eý' o oS clrucclcX1j'Lat 'to ovo to 

µou &i' a'inob; in the Septuagint which recapitulates and substantiates Eý E6vcov Xaöv tiw 

ovdµain aviov (v. 14). The citation, so the argument goes, is intended only to show that 

God's action in choosing people from the Gentiles was grounded in the Old Testament 

29'Av is added after o7to S; xüpto; bO F-6; is reduced to xüpto;; motwv loses its article in order 

to match the anarthrous xvptioS; and 'töv m5ptov is supplied as the object of tK ii ti wary. These 

alterations have been attributed to Luke (E. Richard, "The Creative Use of Amos by the Author of 
Acts", NovT 24 [ 1982] 44), to the translator of the Greek text (perhaps A) which Luke was following 

(Holtz, Zitate 23,26-27; B. Lindars, New Testament Apologetic. The Doctrinal Significance of Old 

Testament Quotations [1961] 35), and to James himself (Wilcox, Semitisms 54-55). 

30According to form 7rävra Tä '9vr1 could remain a direct object, but the context determines 

otherwise. 
31This is generally unterstood to be the otherwise unexpressed subject of ý: `'. 
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and therefore to provide proof that a mission to uncircumcised Gentiles, without a prior 

or subsequent association with Judaism, belonged to the will of God. 32 

The overwhelming acceptance of this interpretation 33 notwithstanding, 1rdvT(x iä 

e8vrj Eý' ov; entxexAx tat 'tö ovo to µov E7L' avtio 10 'q does not appear to exhaust the 

32There is a crucial corollary: James, a pious Palestinian Jew, is credited with citing a text 
which proves the point James wants to make only in the Greek version. Therefore, it is often suggested 
(e. g. Haenchen 430-31,452-53; E. Richard, "The Old Testament in Acts: Wilcox's Semitisms in 
Retrospect", CBQ 42 [1980] 339-41 and "Creative Use" 52-53) that the quotation presupposes a Gentile 
Christian interpretation of the LXX which must come from Luke. In response the following 
observations have been made, not all of which I agree with. 

(a) Like most Galileans James would have been bilingual. He may have spoken Greek as an 
act of courtesy to the non-Aramaic-speaking delegates (Neil 173; Bruce [Greek] 298) and perhaps even as 
an indication of his agreement with Gentile interests (cf. Knowling 322). 

(b) James might have quoted the Hebrew or Aramaic text presupposed by the LXX (Alford 165- 
66). Torrey (Composition 38-39) points out that as no standardized text of the prophets had been 
established yet, the author was free to choose. Luke's Hebrew or Aramaic text may have contained the 
variation. 

(c) Though sounding more nationalistic than the Greek version, the Hebrew text still fits the 
point of the speech as Luke gives it (Filson, Decades 79; Torrey, Composition 39; Bruce [NIC] 310). 
Yet, in my opinion, a subtle difference does exist which may have been desired: both texts say that the 
Gentiles will be included in the rebuilt house of David; but whereas in the Hebrew text the Gentiles are 
the possession of the reconstructed Israel, in the Greek text they (voluntarily) seek the Lord because 
Israel is restored. 

(d) Since Acts 15: 16-17 falls into two parts textually, Holtz (Zitate 21-27) posits that Amos 
9: 11 circulated without v. 12 among Jewish Christians who believed in the restoration of Israel in the 
Davidic form. Luke placed v. 11 appropriately in James's speech but added to it v. 12 from the LXX 
because of the universal promise. Similar two-stage textual traditions are proposed by L. Gaston (No 
Stone on Another. Studies in the Significance of the Fall of Jerusalem in the Synoptic Gospels [1970] 
203-4) and R. Hodgson ("The Testimony Hypothesis", JBL 98 [1979] 369). 

(e) There is no extant textual evidence of any attempts to restore the precise text of the LXX 
where Acts departs from it in vv. 16 and 18. 

(f) That parts of Amos 9: 11 are quoted in CD 7: 16 and 4QFlor 1: 12-13 (see below) and applied 
to the situation in Qumran has suggested a previous exegetical history, like a dependency on a 
Palestinian-Jewish text tradition which was older than the composition of James's speech (J. de Waard, 
A Comparative Study of the Old Testament Text in the Dead Sea Scrolls and in the New Testament 
[1965] 24-26,78-80) or the influence of a pre-Christian collection of testimonia stemming from 
hellenistic Judaism (G. D. Kilpatrick, "Some Quotations in Acts", in Actes-Kremer [1979] 92). This is 
also Lindars's assessment (Lindars, Apologetic 35,279-80). Such evidence shows that the text was 
being reinterpreted during the NT period. See the excellent discussion by J. A. Fitzmyer, "The Use of 
Explicit Old Testament Quotations in Qumran Literature and in the New Testament", NTS 7 (1960-61) 
297-333, esp. 309-16,328-29. 

(g) B. Gerhardsson (Memory and Manuscript. Oral Tradition and Written Transmission in 
Rabbinic Judaism and Early Christianity [ET 1961] 254-60) argues that Luke's use of Scripture is 

exactly that used in the tannaitic debates: the interpreted (midrash) and not the literal (miqra) meaning 
gives Amos 9: 11-12 relevance. Cf. E. E. Ellis, Prophecy and Hermeneutic in Early Christianity. New 
Testament Essays [1978] 200 and Bowker, "Speeches in Acts" 107-9. In response Barrett ("Apostles" 
21) notes that when the rabbis did use other texts to support the desired interpretation, the MT appears 
as the base and the preferred reading is given as an alternative. Acts 15 contains no trace of this 
procedure. 

(h) E. E. Ellis (Paul's Use of the Old Testament [1957] 107-12) observes that quotations 

containing the formula yt xüptio; --whether the words are part of the OT text or not--consistently 
diverge from extant OT texts and that the OT source of such quotations often belong within a 
"testimony" pattern evident elsewhere. 

These observations allow the possibility that the reinterpretation of Amos 9: 11-12 which Luke 

records could stem from the tradition and even James himself. The choice of this particular text, as 
opposed to a more commonly quoted passage, enhances the idea of Lukan reliability. 

33To name only one: Wilson, Gentiles 225. 
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significance of the citation of Amos 9: 11-12 for James's speech. Several reasons can be 

mentioned. 

(1) The linguistic and grammatical alterations in verse 16 (Amos 9: 11), often submitted 

as cause for disregarding verse 16,34 are really no more extensive than the 

variations found in Luke's other quotations from the twelve minor prophets. 35 And 

as the thought content of the verse is not changed, the overlooking of verse 16 is 

further discredited. The text of Amos 9: 11 used in Acts could be due to a different 

translation of the Greek Bible. 36 

(2) It seems strange enough that Luke would quote so extensively from the passage 

when only one phrase, which is itself embedded in the middle of the quotation, is 

relevant; it is even more incongruous to assume that this is the case when it runs 

contrary to Luke's normal practice. 37 

(3) Excluding verse 16 from the argument more readily invites the question what 

commended Amos 9: 11-12 in particular when other texts such as Isa 55: 5; 56: 3-8; 

66: 18-19; or Zech 2: 11-12 come sooner to mind and when Amos 9: 11-12, unlike 

these mentioned, had to be used in a modified form to bring out the desired 

result. 38 Perhaps the choice of Amos 9: 11-12 was arbitrary. But it is equally 

plausible that a passage which correlated with exquisite precision God's selection of 

the Gentiles and his restoration of the tent of David was wanted. 

34Holtz, Zitate 24-26. 
35Compare Joel 3: 1-5(ET 2: 28-32) in Acts 2: 17-21; Amos 5: 25-27 in 7: 42-43; Hab 1: 5 in 

13: 41; Hos 10: 8 in Luke 23: 30; and the conflation of Mal 3: 1 and Exod 23: 20 in Luke 7: 16. Some of 
the variations show the influence of the MT over against the LXX. Others are found in different Greek 
recensions. 

36Alternatively, this may represent a free translation done to suit James's or Luke's 
requirements. The correspondence of the NT and LXX against the MT in v. 17, though, would suggest 
a written Greek translation. 

37A case for extended quotations in Acts containing superfluous parts could be made with 
2: 25-28 (= Ps 15[16]: 8-1 lb). There, too, the relevance of the first verses of the citation is questionable, 
for the reference to Jesus' resurrection and to death's inability to contain Jesus (v. 24) draws immediate 
attention to vv. 27-28 (Ps 15[16]: 10-11). Yet vv. 25-26 (Ps 15[16]: 8-9) become relevant to the context 
if they are applied, on the one hand, to Jesus' earthly life in general, including his steadfastness during 
the crucifixion (Haenchen 183), and, on the other, to Jesus' exaltation (Ex & t6v µou; cf. v. 34 11 Ps 
109[110]: 1). Similar uncertainty surrounds 2: 19-20 (Joel 3: 3-4[ET2: 30-31]): the verses may function 

only to connect vv. 17-18 (Joel 3: 1-2), describing the Pentecostal phenomena, and v. 21 (Joel 3: 5), 

anticipating the evangelistic conclusion of the speech (v. 39). In this instance, though, it seems 
reasonable to begin with the relevant part of the OT passage and to continue the citation than to begin 

with an irrelevant portion and then move to the relevant. 
38Gaston, No Stone 203; M. A. Braun, "James' Use of Amos at the Jerusalem Council: 

Steps Toward a Possible Solution of the Textual and Theological Problems", JETS 20 (1977) 113-21. 
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(4) If the quotation is intended only to demonstrate that the mission to the Gentiles was 

grounded in the will of God, the connection between the parts of the speech forged 

by &o' (v. 19) is weakened. The inferential conjunction implies that James's 

comments in verses 19-21, where the correlation of Gentiles and Judaism is clearly 

expressed, are based on the citation of Amos 9: 11-12, which in turn supports the 

point that God made Gentiles, as he had made the Jews, his people. 

None of these four observations alone conclusively disproves that nävca th EOvn 

E0' 01)q EmKExalj'caL'cö övoµä you En' aircoüS is the sole reason for choosing Amos 9: 11-12: 

but when combined, the arguments strongly suggest that while those particular words 

may have been responsible for bringing the phrase to mind, the significance of the 

passage, be it probative, illustrative, or structural, extends beyond this relative clause. 

1.2.2. The quotation in its New Testament setting 

When the entire quotation of Amos 9: 11-12 is considered relevant to James's 

argument, it becomes important to inquire as to the reference of the event which 

presupposes and establishes the Gentiles' right to seek the Lord. Particularly crucial are 

the words "I will rebuild the tent of David which has fallen down". 

Whatever '7'1'7 1: b may have meant to the original recipients of the 

prophecy, 39 the general impression given to the Old Testament reader is the confident 

expectation that the Davidic imperium, long since demolished, would form the focal 

point of the coming global reign of the Lord. When transferred to the setting of the 

early church, this eschatological motif is open to various applications. Obviously 

because of the first century political situation, the promise could not have been thought 

39Scholars have offered various possibilities: (1) the literal, geographical restoration and 

reunification of the kingdom of Israel as existing in David's reign (e. g. Childs, Old Testament as 
Scripture 407; Mays, Amos 164; Hasel, Remnant 211); (2) the re-establishment of the dynasty of 
David, recalling Nathan's prophecy to the king (2 Sam 7: 11-16) and linking with the messiah (BDB, 

s. v. r o; possibly Wolff, Joel and Amos 353); (3) the city of Jerusalem, cf. Isa 1: 8 (Wolff, Joel and 
Amos 353); (4) the rebuilding of Succoth, a city in northern Palestine which like Jerusalem was 
associated with David's victories, as a symbol of the reunification of the two kingdoms under the 
Davidic monarchy (H. N. Richardson, "SKT [Amos 9: 11]: 'Booth' or 'Succoth'? ", JBL 92 [1973] 375- 

81); (5) the temple; (6) a metaphorical portrayal of the people of God in general; and very unlikely in 

the context (7) the southern kingdom of Judah as a destroyed state and therefore the counterpart of Edom 

(cf. Lam 4: 21-22). For a survey of some of these interpretations, see Wolff, Joel and Amos 353 and 
Richardson, "SKT' 375-76. 
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to have been fulfilled literally; but a figurative sense, related to the conviction that with 

the advent of the Spirit at Pentecost the church was living in the last days, is well within 

the scope of the contemporary context. 

Amos 9: 11 occurs nowhere else in the New Testament, but it does appear in 

Jewish literature of the period. CD 7: 14-18 appeals to the passage to explain Amos 

5: 26-27, in which the sect at Qumran saw some reference to its own history. To make 

the link between the two Old Testament texts, the commentator reads 0>>r1b 

in the place of Q:: 5 iP1: )0 (Amos 5: 26) and then, relating the revised reading to 

Amos 9: 11, obtains the interpretation that the tents of the king are the books of the law 

and that the king, David, signifies the Congregation of the Covenant. Thus, God's 

promise to raise up the fallen tent of David is seen to be verified in the sect's renewed 

reverence for the law. In 4QFlor 1: 11-13 Amos 9: 11 forms part of a running 

commentary on the dynastic oracle of 2 Sam 7: 10-14: the "seed" to be raised up by God 

in the future, in order to save Israel, is the "branch" of David; and in him the promise of 

the ultimate restoration of Israel is accomplished. In b. Sanh. 96b-97a R. Nahman calls 

the messiah '7 s 1! i, the appellation being appropriate, he says, because of Amos 

9: 11; and the occasion is used to mention the precarious religious, sociological, and 

economic conditions heralding the time of the messiah's coming. 40 As a control for 

these passages the writings of Irenaeus can be cited. In Dem. 38 Amos 9: 11 explains 

the resurrection hope belonging to Christians on account of Jesus' redemptive act; in 

Dem. 62 it establishes the Davidic lineage of Jesus. Both places interpret ý mgvTj Davis 

Ti wam u cx as the body of Christ, born of David and plainly declared as rising from the 

dead. 

This evidence suggests two possible interpretations for "the tent of David" in 

Acts 15: 16. The first, "the books of the law", should probably be excluded. While it is 

expected that for the Jewish Christians the advent of the last days carried in its wake a 

heightened concern to live as correct Jews, observing God's covenants and prepared to 

40Other allusions to r'7D17 T1`1 n: )o include Gen. Rab. 88.7, where the chief butler's 

neglect of Joseph (Gen 40: 23) triggers the enumeration of unexpected deliverances which God had 

performed for Israel, like the raising of the fallen tent of David and the unification of the world, and 
Eccl. Rab. 3.8.2, where Amos 9: 11 explains the words "And a time to build up". A. Edersheim (The 

Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah [1900] 2: 734-35) cites Yal. 2.80a-b as well. 
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face God's judgment, a reference to a renewed reverence for the law seems an unlikely 
fit in an argument which begins with the inference that the Gentiles became God's 

people apart from the law (v. 14) and which will go on to claim that because of the 

restoration of David's tent uncircumcised Gentiles have the right to seek the Lord. At 

the same time, it would be precarious to assume, without further evidence, that the 

revelation of Jesus the Messiah, culminating in his resurrection and exaltation, is in 

mind in Acts 15: 16. A preferred interpretation may have circulated within contemporary 

Judaism, but the multiple application occuring in the Qumran writings implies that there 

was no standard interpretation. Nor should extrabiblical sources be used to dictate New 

Testament meaning. They can inform, but they cannot dictate. 41 Caution is advised 

further by the fact that, unlike in the other writings, the choice of Amos 9: 11-12 in this 

instance was motivated not by the desire to establish messiahship but by the desire to 

prove the legitimacy of a mission to the Gentiles. We must allow therefore for the 

possibility that the meaning of ? oxgvil Davis in James's speech could be different. 42 

Jesus as the fulfilment of the prophecies of and promises to David is a theme in 

the apostolic proclamation and life of Acts which is carefully and frequently presented to 

the reader. It forms the backbone of Peter's speech at Pentecost (2: 14-36). There 

David's prayer, from Ps 15(16): 8-11, that God would not abandon him to Sheol but 

would grant him instead the path of life (vv. 25-28) is regarded as a statement about the 

messiah, not about David (v. 29) and thus is used to defend the fact that Jesus, being 

unable to be held by death (v. 24), must be the messiah who was promised to occupy 

41Fitzmyer ("Old Testament Quotations" 329) issues a similar warning. In this regard it is 
curious that the amoraim would continue to explain Amos 9: 11 messianically when the same 
interpretation existed in Christian circles. It was generally the practice of the later rabbis to remove 
even the vaguest allusions to Christian doctrine from their teaching and writings. 

42As a determinative of the meaning of "tent of David", RETä TavTa &va6TpcWco is probably 
irrelevant beyond setting the frame of reference. The words describe one event in the logical 

eschatological sequence: the judgment on the nations is brought to an end, God returns, blessing for the 
nation follows. It is unlikely that the prepositional phrase has been included for any profound 
theological reason. Thus, it should not be used to support the dispensationalist viewpoint that the 

visitation of the Gentiles must precede God's second visitation (his millenial coming) to a regathered 
Israel when David's house is rebuilt, geTä Ta3Ta in this case being futuristic with reference to np&cov 
in v. 14 (the same criticism is levelled against the dispensationalist interpretation by C. E. Hayward ["A 

Study in Acts xv. 16-18", EvQ 8 {1936} 162-66]). Nor is it probable that µETä Taü'ta is redactionally 

motivated with a reference back to the theme of the exile treated in 7: 43. While there is similarity 
between the two quotations (see below), the link is not as explicit as Richard ("Creative Use" 44-52) 

imagines. 
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David's throne (vv. 30-32, based on 2 Sam 7: 10-16 and Ps 131[132]: 11). Another 

testimony of David, Ps 109(110): 1, is said to be in accordance with God's exaltation of 

the resurrected Jesus (vv. 34-36). 43 In the church's prayer for support and boldness 

during persecution, recorded in 4: 24-30, Jesus' crucifixion at the hands of the unholy 

conspiracy of Herod and Pilate, of Jews and Romans, is identified as no more than 

what God through David in Ps 2: 7 had foreordained would happen to his anointed one. 

Paul's sermon at Pisidian Antioch (13: 16-43) contains a line of argument similar to 

Peter's at Pentecost. Paul asserts that what God promised to his people Israel about the 

coming of a messianic deliverer of David's line (cf. 2 Sam 7: 12-16; 22: 51; Pss 89: 29, 

36-37; 132: 11-12) he has now performed in raising up from David's posterity a 

Saviour, Jesus (vv. 23,32-33), and in raising up from the dead Jesus the crucified 

Messiah (vv. 34-37). The proof for the argument in this instance comes from extracts 

of Ps 2: 7; Isa 55: 3; and Ps 15(16): 10, the Isaianic passage seemingly making the 

explicit connection between the holy and sure blessings to David and the first century 

situation. 44 Thus, there is reason to suppose that James's speech could refer to Jesus as 

the ultimate representative of the Davidic imperium. 

Another indicator of the meaning of Tl a rnvirl Aaiii T1 is irtwxvia in 15: 16 is the 

accompanying descriptive language. Words like &votxo5oµ¬w, xaTaax61ciw, and 

avopOöw belong to the image of a building and quite understandably recall statements 

like Acts 4: 11 (= Ps 117[1181: 22), where Jesus is identified as the stone which the 

builders rejected and which was made (by God) the capstone of the building. 45 In this 

regard, however, it is noteworthy that the Old Testament text used in James's speech 

has &vonxo5oJ1 o in the place of the ävißtirµt found in the Septuagint. That this is a 

43The result, as Zehnle (Pentecost Discourse 27-28) has shown, is that the development of the 
argument proceeds in a chiastic form (viz. ABCC'B'A'). First, God made Jesus the Messiah by raising 
him from the dead: Ps 16: 8-11 is cited (A, vv. 25-28); this cannot apply to David (B, v. 29) but it does 
apply to Jesus (C, vv. 30-32). Second, God has made Jesus Lord by exalting him to his right hand: 
the proof of Jesus' exaltation is his pouring out of the promised Spirit (C', v. 33), David did not ascend 
to heaven in exaltation (B', v. 34a); Ps 110: 1 is cited (A', vv. 34b-35) to show that the second Lord 

referred to must be Jesus. 
44The point of the quotation of Isa 55: 3 is somewhat ambiguous. For a conspectus of various 

explanations, see Marshall 227-28. 
45Jesus is also said in John 2: 21 (cf. Matt 26: 61; 27: 40; Mark 14: 58; 15: 29; Acts 6: 14) to 

liken his body to the temple in Jerusalem and to predict its destruction just as he prophesied the 
destruction of the Jerusalem temple itself (Luke 21: 5-6 and parallels). 
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deliberate choice or change by Luke can be no more than a conjecture, 46 but the 
implication of such a possibility is certainly critical: ävia ri a in its transitive use denotes 

for Luke Jesus' resurrection and sometimes as well Jesus' appearance on earth in 

general. 47 Could Luke be aiming here to direct the readers away from a reference or a 

sole reference to Jesus which they would so naturally apply in the light of the other 

Davidic texts in Acts? We must allow for this. 

How are we to explain the two sets of data, the theme that Jesus is the promised 

messiah and the building imagery? Along these lines the fact that the statement was 

made in the context of debate may be an instructive starting point. Now the idea that 

Jesus was the messiah would hardly be a cause of internal debate. The very label 

"Christian" meant the willingness to echo this conviction. But if it may be assumed that 

verse 1 (and verse 5) states the topic under debate and that throughout the entire 

pericope the speeches adhere somewhat strictly to addressing the Judaizers' proposition, 

the belief that Jesus was the promised messianic and eschatological descendant of David 

would gain a new dimension. Behind the immediate questions of what was required for 

salvation and whether the Gentiles had to be circumcised and forced to obey Moses's 

law--indeed, giving rising to these questions, as we said when we began our study--lies 

the problem of the relationship between the Christian community and Judaism. The 

point of controversy in that problem was the belief that Jesus was the messiah. Luke 

has implied this (cf. 4: 18; 5: 28,33-40). He has also clearly stated that the belief in 

Jesus' messiahship drastically altered the significance of the Israelite religion and of the 

covenantal promises and that it acted as a watershed determining which Jews belonged 

to God's people (3: 22-23): only those who responded positively to Jesus the Messiah 

were those who both obeyed God's covenant and realized the eschatological blessings 

promised to Israel. It follows then, since a king does not exist apart from a people, that 

the proclamation of Jesus as the heir of David meant the establishment of a Davidic 

46Also in the realm of conjecture is whether Luke altered the OT text himself or whether the 
OT text he used already contained the substitution. Richard ("Creative Use" 48,52-53), for one, firmly 

advocates the importance of the redactional modifications. 
471n Acts 2: 24,32; 13: 32,34; 17: 3 1; and probably 3: 26 the verb describes Jesus' resurrection; 

in 3: 22 and 7: 37 it refers to the advent of the Mosaic prophet whose role Jesus is said to fulfil. Only 

Acts 9: 41 (although cf. v. 40) makes the transitive use non-theological. 
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kingdom within the wider scope of the historic people of God, a Davidic kingdom 

which met and manifested the true will of God. 48 

That James's speech may have this idea in mind seems to supported by a 

linguistic connection with Acts 7.49 In particular ' rncrvn Davis ire twi iia could recall 

f1 6"vP tiov µapcupiou (7: 44-45) which God instituted through Moses and which 

remained in the land until the time of David. Admittedly we must be cautious about 

building too much on a link which is at the most remote and tenuous. Unless Luke is 

considered to bear sole responsibility for the contents of the speeches in Acts and not 

just for their present composition, a speech attributed to Stephen would probably 

represent a different Jewish Christian tradition from that of a speech attributed to James. 

Ultimately, though--the influence of an authorial concern to be accurate (cf. Luke 1: 3) 

not being overlooked--the choice and compilation of the tradition go back to Luke and 

are indicative of Luke's thought and object. For that reason and the observation that the 

themes of Acts 7 are not unique in Acts but represent a carefully wrought contribution to 

the total message of the book, the pieces of the tradition need not be viewed as 

completely disparate. 

In Stephen's speech i a"vr Toii µaptiupfou appears in conjunction, on the one 

side, with I1 ciia vi Gov MoX6X, a sign of Israelite disobedience and apostasy (7: 42-43, 

quoting Amos 5: 26-27; cf. CD 7: 14-18) and, on the other, with aicgvoOµa iw dt"lao c th 3 

(v. 46)50 which David wanted to build and oixoc avtiw which Solomon did build (v. 47). 

These expressions for places of worship within Israel appear to make for a contrast 

between "a house (place of worship) for Israel" and "a house (place of worship) for 

48E. Schweizer ("The Concept of the Davidic 'Son of God' in Acts and its Old Testament 
Background", in FS P. Schubert [1966] 186-93) comments that the Davidic prophecies were interpreted 
in two ways: the one way emphasized a messianic figure; the other stressed the divine sonship of the 
eschatological Israel. Schweizer states quite firmly that in Acts the interpretation was in an individual 

sense with reference to Jesus. However, he mentions only the prophecies cited in 2: 25-26 and 13: 33- 

37. 
49Marshall (130-31,252) and Gaston (No Stone 203) hint at the relationship of chaps. 7 and 

15. Richard ("Creative Use" 42-44,48-52) sees not only a conceptual connection but also the two 
quotations from Amos providing the language and content for Luke's composition of Stephen's and 
James's speeches and for the narrative portions in chaps. 13 and 14. His argument based on structural 
analysis is forced. 

50The reading Tw oixw'Iaxuiß (cf. Luke 1: 33), having good external support (p74 h* B D) and 

being the more difficult reading, probably should be preferred over Tw 6ew 'Iaxwß, an early emendation 

(, Nc ACE lat) apparently following Ps 131(132): 5. On this controversial variant see Metzger (351- 
53), who accepts otxw, and Ropes (3: 72), who proposes an emendation. 
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God". 51 The contrast would develop as follows: the perfidious belief (vv. 49-50; cf. 
Isa 66: 1-2a) that the transcendent God would actually live within the confines of the 

temple made with hands like any idol (v. 43; cf. Amos 5: 26) opposes the idea of a place 

where God could be served only in a spiritual way. 52 A. F. J. Klijn53 has found 

support for this contrast. The idea that the temple was built especially for Israel is 

implied in Josephus, Ant. 8.106-8 and Acts 17: 24-25 and is in agreement with 

conceptions in some Jewish circles. The idea of a house within the house of Israel as a 

substitute for the temple and thus as the real temple of God appears in 1QS 8: 5-6, where 

the council of the Qumran community calls itself a holy house for Israel (V`717 n, n 

and is given priestly functions, and in particular in 1QS 9: 3-6, where the 

whole community is called a temple within Israel (71`1 W7 ßt`717 n" -rn"-, 7, 

'7XIttr`7 `7r7r A part of Israel considers itself as the true Israel and the true 

temple. In the flow of Stephen's argument built upon an extrapolation from Jesus' 

criticism of the temple and his teaching about its replacement (cf. 6: 13-14), the contrast 

between the two houses implies that the old cultus rejected and redefined in any case by 

Israel was to be outdistanced by the new dimension of fellowship with God represented 

by Jesus. Or to state the idea in another way, the house within the house of Israel 

where God would be is the community which manifests faith in Jesus. 54 

To return to James's speech, if the consequences of the Jesus event and not the 

Jesus event alone are in view, we can speak in 15: 16 of the restoration of David's tent in 

51Haenchen (276) thinks otherwise: the contrast is between a tented, mobile dwelling and the 
solid house the building of which represented apostasy from the true service of God. Bruce ([NIC] 157- 
59) casts the contrast in terms of the Davidic promise (2 Sam 7: 12-13): Solomon's action did not fulfil 
the promise that a son of David would arise and build a house for God whereas, Stephen implies, Jesus' 
action did (Luke 1: 32-33). 

It should be noted that Solomon built the temple as a house of prayer (1 Kgs 8: 27); but a man- 
made structure, possibly made according to human rather than divine plan, could easily foster an attitude 
contrary to the original intent. 

52The probability that this contrast is intended would be strengthened if the citation of Isa 66: 2 
had been completed. Stephen's speech omits the clear statement that God dwells in the repentant heart, 
and the reader is left wondering (cf. Marshall 146,130-31). Does the concluding accusation that the 
Jews lack the spiritual characteristics associated with belonging to God's covenant (7: 51-53) supply the 
vital clue? 

53A. F. J. Klijn, "Stephen's Speech--Acts vii. 2-53", NTS 4 (1957-58) 29-31. 
541f this is the case, Ellis (Paul's Use 107; Prophecy and Hermeneutic 137, cf. 182-83) gives 

another possible reason to connect James's and Stephen's speeches: of the nine OT quotations in the 
NT which have the words kiýWt xüptos (Acts 7: 49; 15: 16-17; Rom 12: 19; 14: 11; 1 Cor 14: 21; 2 Cor 
6: 16-18; Heb 8: 8-12; 10: 16-17; 10: 30; cf. Acts 2: 17), a greater portion relate to the "temple" typology 
in which the Christian community is viewed as God's new temple. 
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terms of the establishment of the Christian community. 55 More precisely, since the 

Gentiles are to be added after the restoration of the tent of David, it is God's 

establishment of the community of those in Israel who have repented and accepted Jesus 

as their messiah which presupposes the inclusion of the Gentiles. 

Two further comments should be made about Amos 9: 11-12 as it stands in its 

New Testament setting. The first is that in the second part of the oracle--which as we 

have said returns to James's main subject stating that the rest of the people, that is, all 

Gentiles, 56 may seek the Lord--the prophet defines the new group of people who have 

been granted access to God as those Eý' ovS E1rt1CEKÄ. 11'rat 'CÖ övogä µov en' ainoK. This is 

a key description. It not only takes up the thought of XaöS tiw övdpazt avtiov and 

indicates that those so designated are placed under divine ownership; 57 it also recalls the 

description of repentant Jews who are baptized bn iw övöµaTi. 'ITlaov Xpwatoü (Acts 2: 38; 

cf. 2: 21; Jas 2: 7). And the reader is left with the tantalizing thought that in their New 

Testament setting the words can be not only a synonym for "Christian" but also an 

allusion to baptism. 

The second comment concerns the conclusion of the quotation, X yet xvpto; 

voS, the common prophetic pronouncement58 that asserts that noLwv iä1YCa yvwßiä än' Oct 

55Needless to say, scholarly opinion on the meaning of "the tent of David" is divided. Those 

seeing a reference to the Jews as the kingdom of the Davidic messiah include W. Michaelis " amlvij", 
TDNT 7: 374-75), Knowling (321), Marshall (252), Munck (Paul 234-35) and J. Jervell ("James: The 
Defender of Paul", in Luke and the People of God. A New Look at Luke-Acts [1972] 190; "Divided 
People" 51-55). Jervell, though, adds that it is not the unsuccessful proclamation to the Jews which 
thereby compels the proclamation to the Gentiles but Israel's acceptance of the gospel. More probably 
the impetus is a combination of Jewish rejection and Jewish acceptance. Representative of those who 
understand the words to adumbrate the story of Jesus culminating in the resurrection is Haenchen (431). 
Haenchen's choice is based on the presupposition that Luke's view of Heilsgeschichte which is exhibited 
in 15: 16 disallows any meaning directly associated with a restored Israel. 

56Joined by the epexegetical icat (so most commentators, e. g. Bruce [NIC] 311; Knowling 

322), the compound denotes in reality one group of people; of xa'rd oti1roi, therefore, is understood in 

the sense "the rest as distinct from Israel" and contains no hint of OT remnant theology. 
57What God named, often because he had revealed himself, he possessed and protected (K. L. 

Schmidt, "xaXw", TDNT 3: 498; Bietenhard, TDNT 5: 253-54); cf. in the OT 2 Sam 6: 2; 12: 28; 1 Kgs 

8: 43; 2 Chr 6: 33; 7: 14; Jer 7: 30; Bar 2: 15; Dan 9: 19; and 1 Macc 7: 37. 
58Aý xvpto; 7roiwv TaüTa yvox t &it aiwvoS is frequently said to reflect the addition of Isa 

45: 21 to Amos 9: 11-12 in the style of a testimony collection (see n. 23 above). It is just as likely that 

the words are an amalgam of tins nay nrr-m from Amos 9: 12 and G'71. v 'n,: ) from Amos 

9: 11, which was omitted. Alternatively, yvox t& äßr' aiwvoS may reflect an authorial tendency to round 

out quotations in a biblical style (cf. Kilpatrick, "Quotations" 84). 
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the events just enumerated were part of the long-established plan of God59 and that they 

would happen simply because God wanted them to and because God would accomplish 

them. The sentiment was frequently uttered in the Jewish world when the content of 

Scripture seemed obvious but the logical connections were obscure. T KA s may be the 

case in James's argument: while the apostles and elders may remain baffled and unsure 

about the effect of uncircumcised Gentiles joining the people of God, they should not 

and could not have any doubt over the legality of a matter which bore divine authoriza- 

tion. 60 

In sum then, the argument which is developed on the basis of Amos 9: 11-12 and 

which is used to verify what Peter told about God's treatment of the Gentiles runs as 

follows: in these last days God has reconstituted the existence of the people of God in 

terms of Jesus the Messiah, who is the fulfilment of the Davidic promises, in order that 

all non-Israelites on whom God has laid his seal of ownership (through baptism? ) can 

seek him; these events bear divine authorization and thus are legal. This argument gives 

way to three significant implications concerning the relation between the repentant Jews 

and the people from the nations: (1) as God raised up Jesus, thereby changing the 

interpretation of the people of God, so he has received people from the Gentiles, thereby 

altering how the Gentiles should be treated; (2) the Gentiles are not presented as Israel's 

possession or necessarily as its responsibility for the sense of the Hebrew text which 

was rather conducive to Jewish pride has been altered; (3) the admission of the Gentiles 

as God's people is related in some way to Israel for the restoration of the historical 

people of God on the basis of God's appointment of Jesus is the event precipitating the 

Gentiles' right to seek the Lord. How are these points played out? 

59Unlike 64' IjµEpwv &pxaiwv (see p. 90) and Ex TEvEwv äpxaüwv (see p. 152), &it' aiwvo; 
bears the sense of God's predetermined plan foretold by his prophets (cf. 3: 21,24). 

60r-vu ä7' aiwvoS (N BC `P 33 81 cop) is so elliptical an expression that copyists made 

various attempts to recast the phrase. The most realistic of these alternatives, yv TÖv ä7t' aiwvoq 

E6nn, v tiw xupi 'r epyov abroi (D lat [sy]; p74 A omitting mv) and yvux th än° ai& voV pan 6-6 AEGJ 

idcvtia Tä Epya abtioü (E P 88), accepted by Kilpatrick ("Quotations" 84-85) and Longenecker (447), 

yield, according to Longenecker, the paraphrase "We cannot be in opposition to the express will of God, 

as evidenced by Peter's testimony and the prophets' words--but only God himself knows for certain how 

everything fits together and is to be fully understood". 
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1.3. The response to the evidence (15: 19-20) 

Verses 19-20 state the inference (&ö) which James feels can be drawn from the 

experiential and biblical evidence. This is a two-pronged comment which appears in 

various forms both textually and with reference to content in two other places in Acts, 

namely, in 15: 28-29 and 21: 25. The nature of this repetition necessitates our returning 

to the subject several times before our study is completed and thus some untidy overlap 

in the discussion will result. For the present the inference will be looked at from the 

angle of its connection with the developing argument, in particular verse 21.61 

Verse 19 is a statement of what the assembly should not do. It recalls the 

thought of verse 10 and addresses indirectly the matter under debate. By the implication 

that the Judaizers' insistence on circumcision and obedience to Moses's law was a 

means of troubling or putting obstacles into the way of the Gentiles who were turning to 

God, reference is made "ebenso kräftig" 62 to freedom from the law. It has sometimes 

been suggested that napcvoxX Iv means "put on additional burdens", the verbal prefix 

allegedly conveying the sense of "extra". If this is the case, what the Gentiles are told to 

do in order to become people of God, apart from the Judaizers' demands, could still be 

viewed as a burden. However, Lake and Cadbury63 have pointed out in their 

commentary on the verse that napevoXWty, though exceptional to the New Testament, 64 

is a common hellenistic double compound in which napa- has no special force. In 

Polybius 1.8.1, for instance, the verb refers to the military acts of political states which 

give no peace to the adjacent territories (cf. 16.37.3) and in Judg 14: 17, to Samson's 

wife's persistence in seeking the answer to the wedding riddle. Luke's ý napcvoxX iv 

also does not indicate that what might be asked of the Gentiles in the future would be 

necessarily a nuisance, for the present infinitive with µrj has the force of "stop 

annoying" rather than "do not annoy". 

61For the details of the prohibitions and the textual difficulties of 15: 20,29 and 21: 25, see 
Chapter IV. 2. 

62Haenchen 431. 
63Lake and Cadbury 4: 177. 
64Compare ? vox! co used in Luke 6: 18 and Heb 12: 15. 
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Verse 20 states what the assembly should do: in an authoritative written 

communication65 the Gentile believers should be instructed to abstain from Twv 
äß. La"(Mov TWV ýi&ov i« i Yºlµ TES nopvetaS xat Tov nvtxTOÜ xat Tov atµaTOS. The first of 

these prohibitions, Tä &Xta yr t(xT(xTc)v ¬t564)v 
, refers specifically to the consumption of 

food used in heathen ritual, in other words, to ASw26OuTa66 m. ̀ Abod. Zar. 2: 3 details 

the first century A. D. Jewish interpretation of this concept: flesh that is entering in unto 

an idol is permitted (to be eaten), but what comes forth is forbidden. The term first 

appears in 4 Macc 5: 2, where it is made plain that to force a Jew to eat such meat was 

tantamount to apostasy; but a link with Lev 17: 1-9 is sometimes suggested. The Old 

Testament passage deals with the appropriate location of sacrifices, and the implication 

is that any meat slaughtered by a native Israelite or a `iý (= npoa-r kurog) "outside the 

camp of Israel" and is not brought to the tabernacle and dedicated to YHWH but 

consumed where slain is idolatrous (v. 7). The penalty for disobedience is being cut off 

from the people. 

10 The third prohibition--passing momentarily over nopvcia--concerns nvucco v. 

This is an odd concept which perhaps means dead carcasses or such beasts as have been 

killed through strangulation. 67 To obtain this meaning, reference is usually made to Lev 

17: 13-16,68 where it is required of both the native Israelite and the stranger sojourning 

65From the usage of F-ntarEX2, w in official documents, the meaning of the verb readily passed 
over into "instruct" and "enjoin" as here and in 21: 25 and Heb 13: 22. The word indicates the 
authoritative, almost official nature of the communication. Thus, MM, s. v. E7Ct6T£A) co and K. H. 
Rengstorf, "6'[£Ä, %0i", TDNT 7: 593. 

66Acts 15: 29; 21: 25; cf. Rev 2: 14,20; 1 Cor 8: 1,4,10. Schneider (183 n. 89) proposes that 
'CON &? tGyrlµOCT cov depends directly on äýExEa8at while the four other genitives modify äÄt6yrlµä'rcwv, 

thereby pinpointing the cultic sense of the commands. In reply we can note, first, that while it is true 
that the hapax legomenon &2 yrlµa means simply "ceremonial pollution", its cognate verb is 

associated with ritual and moral defilement by food (Dan 1: 8; Mal 1: 7,12; Sir 40: 29) and the form 

auv(Atayo(l )µEvot in Ep. Arist. 142 has the same context. It is difficult to understand topvcm as 

modifying this concept. In addition, a comparison with other instances of the four prohibitions (15: 29; 
21: 25), which have EiS& 6OuTa in the place of &XioyrlµaTa Twv EiBwÄ. wv, weakens Schneider's 

proposal. 
67For other possible meanings of nvtKTÖV, see the discussion in Wilson, Law 88-92,98-99. 
68So also Clem. Hom. 7.8; 8.19; cf. Exod 22: 30 MT; Lev 7: 24; 14: 21. The word does not 

occur in the LXX or in hellenistic Jewish writings. Philo (Spec. Leg. 4.122) does state that the 

strangling (äyxovTEc) and choking (äitonvtyovtES) of animals made them unfit for sacrifice, for such 

manner of preparation entombed the blood in the carcass. Pythagorean dietary laws (Hierocles, 

Commentary on vv. 67-69) forbid ' Twv äOüTwv xät ävtcpwv c apxwv µEräkiiyrtc, i. e. meat of 

animals which had not been properly slaughtered. See BAGD, s. v. nvtcrdS, for both the meaning of 

the word and supplementary bibliography, and H. Bietenhard, "7tvi w", TDNT 6: 455-57. 
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within the nation (although in Deut 14: 21 the resident alien [ßa]69 and the foreigner 

["-I: ) ] are exempt), at the penalty of being cut off, that an animal should be 

slaughtered in such a way so that all the blood drains from the carcass. 7° The reason 
for this procedure is straightforward: if the animal dies in any other way, it "chokes" 

since the life seated in the blood remains in the body. This regulation then is closely 

related to, yet distinct from the fourth: 71 that Gentile believers should refrain from 

blood. Although aiµa could be a euphemism for murder (Gen 9: 6; Clem. Hom. 8.19), 

in conjunction with iä &? to y4p. aza iwv ci. äwa, (ov and nvnxiöv which refer to diet, the term 

seemingly is limited to a ritual sense. 72 In this regard Lev 17: 10 (cf. 1 Sam 14: 32-34; 

Josephus, Ant. 3.260) plainly forbids either an Israelite or a -)z to eat any blood; to 

disobey is to be "cut off'. The basis of this injunction, expressed in Lev 17: 11 (cf. Jub. 

6: 7) is seemingly the levitical significance of blood: when an animal was sacrificed, its 

blood as the bearer of life was the means of atonement before God. 

To return to the second prohibition, it does seem strange to find an injunction 

against nopvcia listed among food regulations. 73 The term nopveia usually brings to 

mind prostitution, unchastity, fornication, and every kind of unlawful sexual intercourse 

in general (cf. Lev 18: 20,22-23). But the connection with food regulations seems to 

become clearer when nopveia is understood in terms of mixed marriages with pagans 

(Num 25: 1; cf. 2 Cor 6: 14) which led to idolatry and rejection of God, participation in 

pagan worship described by the Old Testament (e. g. Jer 3: 1-4: 4) as spiritual adultery 

69The LXX translates -1U there as 7r(XpotxoS, not npoa11Xi), ros. IläpotixoS (or 4E*vo; ) usually 
occurs in place of 7rpoarj? 'ro; when -1. i bears a definite socio-economic nuance, such as Abraham's 

nomadic existence (Gen 23: 4) or Moses's political exile (Exod 2: 22) or Israel's sojourn in Egypt (Gen 
15: 13; cf. Deut 26: 5; Isa 52: 4). It is debatable, though, whether thpouxo; and npoarlXvtoS are distinct 

sociological classifications, the former being the equivalent of : Vin 7a and the latter of -7 ý. W. C. 
Allen ("On the Meaning of IIPOEHAYTOE in the Septuagint", Exp 4th series, 10 [1894] 264-75) 

maintains that they are, 7rpoarjXixros never having the meaning advena; Schürer (Geschichte des 
jüdischen Volkes 3: 125 n. 67), that they are not. 

70IIvtixcrov may also refer to the extended regulations of the rabbis, viz., every animal which is 

not put to death by ritual slaughter and every animal which has a lethal blemish or dies of such a 
blemish are included. See Bietenhard, TDNT 6: 457. 

71F. J. A. Hort (Judaistic Christianity. A Course of Lectures [1898] 72,209) makes irvucröv 

a particular case of abstaining from blood. There are passages, though, which mention blood without 
associating it with strangled animals: Gen 9: 4; Lev 3: 17; 7: 26-27; 17: 10-12; Deut 12: 16,23. 

72In Jub. 7: 27-33 the moral and cultic meanings of aiµa are juxtaposed. 

73Consequently, emendations like xotpEiac and 1ropxeias have been proposed. See the 
discussion on pp. 183-84 and the bibliography in Metzger 431. 
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and which in fact offered opportunity in many temples for religious prostitution, and 
breaches of the Jewish marriage laws stipulated in Lev 18: 6-18 to maintain the purity of 
the people of God. 74 Such practices were to be avoided by the Israelite and na alike 

(Lev 18: 26,29) or else they would be cut off. 

Each of these four prohibitions then can be found in some form in the levitical 

law, specifically in Lev 17-18. Each is an injunction imposed not only upon the native- 

born Israelite but also on the -1z, the sojourner in the land of Israel who was in part the 

forerunner of the npornj? ucoS. They all bear the penalty of being cut off from the 

people. Whether the punishment is interpreted sociologically, i. e. expulsion from the 

nation, or, as seems more likely, is interpreted theologically, i. e. death executed by God 

in his own time, the end result is separation from the people of God. 75 

1.4. The reference to the proclamation of Moses (15: 21) 

The speech ends with the observation in verse 21 that Mo jq 6x y vF-cv &pxai ov 

Kat x iroAty 'toD S 1Puc ovaS au'rov ExEl EV iaLS avvaYY w aLS Kaiöc 7Cäv 6öcßßa'LOv 

&vaylvw6xöjcvoS. This is a difficult statement. 76 It is clear (a) that the words have a 

contemporary application, all the verbs being in the present tense; 77 (b) that Mwvai S, an 

instance of metonymy, stands for "Moses's law" or "keeping the law" ; 78 (c) that xaiä 

ir&ty ("in every [single] city")79 alludes to the communities of the Jewish diaspora; (d) 

11 ßxovtiaS aino% 34 .1 v''E. is the equivalent of Mwva- ; xnpvßactaa; and (e) that MwvafjS iovS xrýpv 

that syntactically Ex YEvcc5v äPxaiwv and xazä ic6? tv modify tovS xºl Pvaaovia S ainöv Ex Et 

and Ev'talc 6vvaywyai S xazä näv aäßßazov belongs with ävaytvwaxöµ¬voS. Less definite 

is the purport of other words. 

74Some commentators would limit the meaning of nopvcia in this instance to the incestuous 

marriages of Lev 18: 6-18 (Schneider 2: 183; Roloff 232; Haenchen 432; probably Bruce [Greek] 300); 

others would give the term the general sense used elsewhere in the NT (Knowling 324; Rackham 265). 
75For a discussion of ri X1777 V E)1 r see pp. 188-89. 
76Dibelius ("Council" 97) places it among the most difficult in the NT. 
77Although £x 'ycvcwv äpxa(wv gives 'xcti a perfective sense, the action is still conceived as 

in progress (Burton § 17). 
78BAGD, s. v. xrlpvßßw 2bß. 
79BAGD, s. v. xaTä Ilid. 
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Probably, when the present tense of the verbs is taken into consideration, Ex 

yevewv &pxaüwv refers to the church's earliest days 80 and in recall of Peter's audience at 
Pentecost (2: 5,9-11) implies that a link with the Judaism practised throughout the 
Roman Empire is inherent to the Christian community. The church was founded on 
Judaism. In the case of tog xrjp xx ovia; avtiöv (i. e. Mu ik v), no doubt Jews are in 

view, either in the explicit sense of Jewish preachers (cf. 2 Chr 17: 9; Ezra 7: 10) or in 

the transferred sense that the Jewish lifestyle bore manifest witness to the Torah and 

associated tenets of Judaism. Yet the setting of the council--the Jewish Christian 

community in Jerusalem--and the reason for the council--the Judaizers' insistence on 

circumcision and obedience to the law--hint that a more precise reference for the 

participial phrase may be intended. The suspicion gains substance from Luke's use of 

the articular participle instead of the appropriate passive finite form of xrrpüaaety: this 

circuitous way of expressing the verbal idea places the greater stress on the person 

performing the action (cf. Rom 2: 2 1; 10: 14). 81 With tog xrlpv66ovtiaS avtidv, therefore, 

it is probable that attention is meant to be drawn to the fact that there were Jews outside 

Jewish officialdom who were teaching others to keep the law; at the same time it is 

possible, because of the imprecise description, that the naming of the particular group of 

Jews (Jewish Christians? ) involved is intentionally avoided. 

Saliently (and for the present-day reader unfortunately) the recipients of the 

proclamation are not specified. The most natural sense of 1qp1j66eww would put in mind 

people who were unfamiliar with Moses's law. But if the preaching were concomitant 

with the reading of the Scriptures in the synagogues--whether syntactically FEv iaiS 

avvayo yaIS xatä näv 6&ßßaiov &vayLvc xdpEvo; expresses the time, manner, or reason 

80A neat balance with &' iµepwv äpxaiwv in v. 7 could then result, if that prepositional 

phrase also denoted the early days of the community (see p. 90). It has been suggested that Ex ysvEwv 
äpxaiwv refers to the early days of the dispersions under the Assyrian and Babylonian rulers when Jews 

were forced to establish satellite institutions of worship outside Palestine (Bruce [Greek] 301; Knowling 
26). This seems to imply an improbable antiquarian interest. 

81Cf. G. Friedrich, "xrjpv", TDNT 3: 704. 
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for the preaching--as may well be the case, 82 the addressees would include not only 
Gentiles but also Jews, many of whom were apparently in need of such instruction (cf. 

Rom 2: 2 1). 

Several other inferences come from the words Ev talc auvayc yaig xaTä now 

ßc 3aiov &vayLvwaxöµcvoS. There is the reminder that keeping the law was a well- 

established tenet in the tradition of Judaism not only held by Jews in the homeland but 

also practised apart from Jerusalem and the temple. There is the probable warning that 

since through the regular reading of the Torah in the synagogue people are in a position 

to know better, the degree of responsibility for acting accordingly is increased. 83 And 

there may be the idea that the Gentiles who are the object of the preaching are (or should 

be) associated in some way with the synagogue. 

The discussion so far shows that James's concluding comment focuses on the 

idea of keeping the law. It speaks of the widespread dissemination of this practice 

throughout the diaspora communities, seemingly alludes to the Christian community's 

close association with the Judaism of the diaspora communities, even since its inception 

at Pentecost, and implies the Gentiles' awareness of and possible inclusion in the 

Jewish beliefs and practices. 

The greatest difficulty with verse 21 is to determine its place in the flow of 

James's argument. It is clear from the yäp that the verse gives a reason, but for what? 

Three possibilities have been suggested. 

First, verse 21 explains the positive injunctions of verse 20. The four prohibi- 

tions, it is said, 84 were matters of Judaism which caused special annoyance to those 

82Altematively, since synagogue preaching by nature cannot be precisely classified as 
proclamation (cf. Friedrich, TDNT 3: 705 n. 42) and since Luke is fond of expressing principal verbal 
concepts by means of participial phrases, F-v Tai; avvayo tg xaTä iäv aäßßatOV äva7Lvc0a1CötEvo5 

itself may be dependent on yäp: "for Moses has those preaching him and is read in the synagogues" (cf. 
NIV; Phillips; JB; TEV). 

83A similar notion is implied by Täs Ocov CS Twv npooryTwv ca; xa'r 7räv aappwcov 
ävayivcoaxoµEvaS in 13: 27 with reference to the Jews who killed Jesus because they did not know him 

and failed to appreciate the significance of the prophetic witness which they heard regularly: not only 
had those Jews thrown away the opportunity of salvation, they were culpable for not acting in accord 
with their alleged knowledge. 

84This is Calvin's view (Calvin 2: 73) which has become virtually the received interpretation. 
It has been represented in substance, for example, by Holtzmann (99), Longenecker (448-49), and Roloff 
(233). 
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Jews who might be thinking of turning to Christ and to Jewish Christians who still 
frequented the synagogue; in order to avoid possible friction within the Christian 

community and between Christians and Jews, Gentiles believers should respect Jewish 

scruples and therefore not bring the church into disrepute. From this basic statement, 

the interpretation has been developed in two directions. Some proponents believe that 

the prohibitions were in James's view and in fact matters of indifference, of sociological 

origin and not of theological import, over which it was inconsequential for the Gentile 

believers to make a contest. 85 Other scholars understand the prohibitions to be of 

theological necessity for verse 21 establishes that the law had a certain claim on the 

Gentile converts: through obedience to the prohibitions Gentile converts signified their 

harmony with the true Judaism. 86 

Chrysostom87 relates verse 21 to the proposal in verse 20 in another way. For 

him James's closing comment addresses the objection "Why not send these four 

injunctions to the Jews also? ". The response may be paraphrased "because they can 

learn all this from the law". 

The second explanation treats verse 21 as stating the defence for the liberality 

clause in verse 19.88 James reassures Jewish Christians and the Judaizers in particular, 

saying in effect, "This freedom may be safely accorded to the Gentiles: as the teaching 

of the Torah is attended to already by Jewish preachers and the synagogues, Jewish 

Christians will not neglect nor disdain the law, Jews will still turn to Christ, and, should 

they wish, Gentiles will have plenty of opportunity to learn more about the law, though 

the law will suffer no insult in failing to obtain the allegiance of those who had never 

been subject to it". 89 This interpretation usually carries two corollaries: (1) the 

Jerusalem church is relieved of the responsibility to teach the law; (2) the Gentile and 

85For example, R. N. Longenecker, Paul. Apostle of Liberty (1964) 259-60. 
86Loisy 595; Haenchen 453-54; cf. Baur, Paul 120 n. 1. In Haenchen's opinion v. 21 

therefore presents Luke's final argument for a mission to uncircumcised Gentiles: "sie steht im 
Einklang mit Mose selbst, der von den Heiden eben diese Enthaltungen gefordert hat". 

87Chrysostom, Hom. 33. 
88This is essentially the view of Erasmus which is developed variously by Bruce ([NIC] 312), 

Rackham (254), Friedrich (TDNT 3: 705 n. 43), Munck (Paul 235), and Filson (Decades 82), to name 
but a sample. Munck's paraphrase deserves special mention: "James assumes that Israel will convert 
the Gentiles some day, and that therefore these particular prohibitions are necessary in order to make the 
synagogues all over the world missionary centres for Christ's Gospel". 

89Rackham (254) makes the last point. 
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Jewish sections of the church have different standards of conduct so that Gentile 

freedom need not imply Jewish emancipation. 

Verse 21 has also been related in various ways to verses 16-18.90 According to 

J. H. Ropes the concluding comment anticipates the possible objection that Amos 9: 11- 

12 envisaged only the restoration of the ancient Davidic kingdom and not the 

colonization throughout the Greek world. James therefore presents a claim which 

brings the whole civilized world into the phrase "the nations which have been called by 

my name", namely, that the Jews have synagogues all over the world. 91 M. Dibelius 

assumes that a little midrash has been applied to the Amos quotation to provide further 

proof, in addition to npc? rov (v. 14) and än' a vo; (v. 18), that long ago God planned to 

accept the Gentiles into the Christian community. 92 G. Stählin93 equates rob; 

xripix oviaq avtiöv (v. 21) and r& e9vil Eý' ouS c ei rt'Lat do ovoµä µov (v. 17) and sees 

verse 21 expressing the daring thought that every reading of Moses also contains a 

proclamation about the Lord (possibly about Christ) for the Gentiles and claims them for 

the new people of God. 

To understand verse 21 as explicating verses 16-18 cannot be susbstantiated. 

Ropes himself admits a weakness: the interpretation needs "confirmation from some 

source for the idea that the preaching of the Law in the Synagogue would be thought of 

as satisfying the requirement that the name of God should have been named over the 

901n addition, Richard ("Divine Purpose" 273) thinks that v. 21 confirms the Mosaic origin of 
the prohibitions and bears a structural relationship with vv. 16-18 which pinpoints the dual theme of 
James's speech: 

a. from early generations--in every city a. universal mission (v. 17) by Jewish 
had those who preach him preachers 

b. in synagogues--on every sabbath b. via Judaism (v. 16) divine purpose 
being read 

F. Zimmer (Galaterbrief and Apostelgeschichte. Ein exegetischer Beitrag zur Geschichte des 
Urchristentums [1882] 162) also hit on linking v. 21 to the OT quotation, but he rejected the 
connection as "sprachlich ... reineweg unmöglich" and chose instead a connection with v. 20. 

91J. H. Ropes, "Acts xv. 21", JBL 15 (1896) 75-81, esp. 80-81. He is followed by Lake and 
Cadbury (4: 177-78). Though Ropes does argue this point and is usually reported by other scholars as 
making yäp bear this inference, he says as well, "On this view the 't p of vs. 21 relates to the practical 

proposal of vs. 19" (Ropes, "Acts xv. 21" 80). Such contradictory statements illustrate the difficulty the 

verse presents. 
92Dibelius, "Council" 97-98. Dibelius bases his interpretation on the observation that v. 21 

(i. e "Moses is also proclaimed to the world without our assistance") is introduced by the conjunction 

yäp instead of the expected &A)L 

93Stählin (206) offers this as an alternative to taking v. 21 with v. 20. 
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Gentiles and thus as constituting a claim". 94 Such proof is missing or at least not 

obvious. There are other difficulties. Although verse 21 mentions the antiquity and 

- 21 world-wide extension of the Jewish religion, its primary focus is not Ex yEVEw v äpxaiwv 

xatiä nokty. Does not the grammar show that the greater interest is that Moses (i. e. the 

law) is being preached and that Luke has avoided aiming the comment specifically at the 

assembly? 95 Doubt is cast further by the unlikeliness that the reader would naturally 

connect these particular sections of the speech. 96 No explicit indication of such a link 

exists except the temporal prepositional phrases (C'M' aiivo; and Ex WVEwv äpxai(Ov) and if 

Ex yEvEC&v äpxaiwv does refer to the early days of the church, as we suggested above, the 

phrases are not identical in any case. A further consideration is that it is contrary to 

Luke's practice to delay stating the relevance of biblical quotations for their respective 

arguments97 and that even if there are exceptions to this custom, James's speech cannot 

be included among them. The expressed purpose of Amos 9: 11-12 is to confirm what 

Peter has said (xai tiovi(2, v. 15) and its implied intention (5to, v. 19), to lay the 

foundation for the proposal in verses 19-20. If verse 21 refers back to verses 16-18, 

the reference includes equally the rest of James's speech. As for Stählin's irregular 

equation of tiovS xnpvaaovtia; ainöv and nöcvia th E 6vn -F-O% ovS Entic6KXiitat ib ovoid µou, 

the word Mwvrnjs is never used in Acts to denote directly or indirectly the Christian 

proclamation; nor does the personal pronoun avtiöv meaning MwvoijS allow the idea in 

the context. 

Before we comment on the other interpretations of yäp--whether the conjunction 

signals a reference to verse 20 or to verse 19--several observations are instructive. 

Some of these points have already been mentioned; but the repetition is worthwhile, the 

more so since they are seemingly often overlooked. (1) The adversative &xx x98 

94Ropes, "Acts xv. 21" 81. 
95Cf. Conzelmann 85. 
96Haenchen (438 n. 1) makes this point. 
97The practice holds even in Acts 13: 36-37 which Ropes ("Acts xv. 21" 80-81) mentions 

particularly to prove his point. Ropes seemingly anticipates our criticism, stating that Luke postponed 
the application in order to express the thought most prominent in his mind, namely, the Gentiles' 
freedom from circumcision (v. 19). That implies, wrongly in my opinion, that v. 21, at the very least, 
is superfluous and possibly the OT citation as well. 

98For further discussion on äW see pp. 198-99. 
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introducing verse 20 links p- napEvoXWty (v. 19) and Emati ̂ Xat (v. 20), each of which 

serves as the object of eyw xpiv o (v. 19). Such grammar makes verses 19 and 20 form a 

mutually dependent, contrasting pair. Verse 19 gives the negative pole: a statement of 

what the assembly should not require of the Gentile converts. Verse 20 contains the 

positive pole: a statement of what the assembly should ask the Gentile converts to do. 

Thus, James's proposal is in effect double-barrelled, not two disparate thoughts. 

(2) While each pole of the proposal has both Jewish Christians (represented by the 

assembly) and Gentile converts in view, there is a difference in emphasis: in verse 19 

the predominant concern is the present actions of the Jewish Christians towards the 

Gentile converts; in verse 20 it is the future actions of the Gentile converts which are to 

be determined by the Jewish Christians. (3) The reader does not know for certain 

whether verse 21 focuses on Jews or on Gentiles, whether icazä ir6? uv and Ev r et; 

6uvaycOyc g intend ultimately a reference to the practices of the Jews in the diaspora 

communities or to the knowledge of the Gentiles living in the communities of the Jewish 

diaspora. This is unexpected and no doubt significant, for in the other statements in the 

debate it is generally clear who is being addressed. 

With these observations in view--simplistic though they may seem--weaknesses 

in the accepted interpretations of verse 21 appear. Most conspicuous is the arbitrari- 

ness, indeed the fallacy, of divorcing verses 19 and 20 and requiring verse 21 to refer 

almost exclusively to one or the other. Is it not more natural, given the grammar and the 

content, to understand the comment in both verses to be that which verse 21 clarifies? 

An answer in the affirmative would certainly correspond to the two interests running 

through Luke's record of the council's proceedings. The debate presumably is 

conducted by the Jewish Christians; the believers from Antioch who have accompanied 

Paul and Barnabas (v. 2) and who themselves may not be Jews (cf. Gal 2: 3) appear as 

silent observers. 99 At the same time the subject being debated by the council and the 

99This staging of the characters is obvious in Peter's speech to which James refers--ugetq 
E7EL6Ta6eE '-ort &0' 1jµ£pci)v ÖCpxaiwv EV Ü Iv (v. 7), Tt 7[Etp6 ETE TÖV eEöv (v. 10), 7[t6T£ÜOµEV (V. 11). 

It is noticeable as well in the narrative--6UV? jxOiwav of a7t6aT0%, OL Kal Ot 7CpE6ßÜTEpOt (v. 6), TOLD 

CUEOUTÖÄAtc Kai. 'COLS 7EpE6IUTEpOt; 6Uv 0j CT EKKÄTjGta (v. 22). We are therefore certainly correct to 

assume its occurrence likewise in James's speech. 
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primary orientation of Acts 15, following on from the Judaizers' demand in verse 1, are 

not the Jews' relation to their ancestral traditions and practices; to the fore is the 

Gentiles' relation to the law vis-ä-vis their membership in the people of God. The gist 

of Peter's speech is that as the Gentiles were saved apart from the law, they do not have 

to obey the law. The same theme of freedom is implied in Barnabas's and Paul's report 

of the miracles which God performed among uncircumcised Gentiles and reappears in 

the ti icapcvox?, Eiv of verse 19. It is the believers in Jerusalem who have to come to 

terms with the irrefutable evidence from personal experience, miracles, and Scripture 

that God has accepted uncircumcised Gentiles as his people. 

There are difficulties also with the implications carried in the wake of taking 

verse 21 with either verse 19 or verse 20. It is often overlooked that when reference is 

made to the Gentile and Jewish sections of the church having different standards of 

conduct because verse 21 stresses the Jews' obedience to the law, there follows the 

further corollary that the two groups cannot mix. This would be a strange note on 

which to end a paragraph purporting to resolve the very problem of ecclesiastical 

division. Surely verse 21 cannot be arguing for the separation of Jewish and Gentile 

Christians. It is also unlikely that from verse 21 can be read the idea that the preaching 

of Moses should be understood as establishing a claim for the Jewish religion 

throughout the lands of the diaspora and thus a claim on the Gentiles in such lands to 

belong to Judaism by means of the four prohibitions. 100 The idea contradicts James's 

first point with which Amos 9: 11-12 is in agreement, namely, that Gentiles were now in 

their own right people of God and no longer aliens in the land of YHWH. 

A further difficulty concerns the proposed sociological or practical import of the 

prohibitions. Now this may be in truth the intent of the four items; 101 but if it is, it 

100Ropes, "Acts xv. 21" 78. 
101See Chapter IV. 2 and various discussions on Gal 2: 11-14, some of which are cited on p. 

227 n. 39. 
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cannot be determined in fact from the text as it presently stands for several reasons. 102 

The injunctions are classified in the immediate context implicitly as no more than that 

they are not tiresome (v. 19). The Judaizers' demand, which the various comments in 

the chapter ultimately address, is set up not as a question whether Gentile converts must 

conform to the Jewish law in order to participate in Christian fellowship but as a 

question of the terms in which the Christian message of salvation was to be stated. 103 

Verse 14 does express James's agreement with Peter as to how the Gentiles were made 

people of God; but while the verse may be said to sum up a theological position, there is 

no indication in the rest of the speech that the theological interest abates. 

On the basis of these various observations we suggest that verse 21 is intended 

to explain how liberality can be extended and abstinences can be enjoined. Or to state 

the purpose in another way, verse 21 has a twofold reference: it provides a reason, in 

reply to verse 19, for the Jewish Christians to feel content with the proposal--the 

witness to the tenets and practices of Judaism was still maintained--and, in reply to 

verse 20, for the Gentile Christians not to be repulsed by the proposal--they must bear 

in mind the twinned facts of Jewish propaganda and of the church's connection with 

Judaism. To achieve this purpose, verse 21 points out (1) the source of the 

prohibitions, i. e. Moses's law; (2) the prominent place which the law and the 

proclamation thereof had (and had had for some time) within Judaism and, as a 

consequence, among Jewish Christians; and (3) the Gentiles' awareness of this 

emphasis. Beyond these three points James does not appear to go. He does not 

elaborate what purpose the four prohibitions serve. However, there may be implied the 

daring thought that the law of Moses and the practices of the diaspora contain the 

102Ropes ("Acts xv. 21" 76-79) offers other objections against the notion that the prohibitions 
were meant to alleviate friction between Jewish and Gentile believers. (1) Justice is not done to the 
form of the sentence, in which the antiquity of synagogue worship in the diaspora is emphasized. The 

words Stä Tou; 'Iouöaiou; (cf. 16: 3) would be more appropriate. (The first part of this objection 
reflects Ropes's own misplaced emphasis. ) (2) Krlpüaßsty is not taken naturally as referring to the 
repetition of familiar precepts before hearers zealous to observe them. (3) It is not clear that a legalistic 
Jew would have been content with the four prohibitions alone; to have been so would imply that the 
transition to accepting Gentiles as people of God had already been made. (4) Abstinence from 
licentiousness (which Ropes assumes to be the correct sense of 7ropvsi(X) is not based on Jewish law to 
any greater degree than any other point of Christian morals. 

103See p. 10. 
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information necessary for both the "that" and "how" of the Gentiles' admission. We 

will return to this notion when we examine the assembly's decision. For now our task 
is to summarize James's argument. 

1.5. Summary 

This is a tightly-constructed argument with each of the four parts drawing 

attention to the Gentiles' position vis-a-vis Judaism. Explicitly by an appeal to Peter's 

comments which record the Gentiles' way to salvation and implicitly by a reapplication 

of indicative theological language, James argues, in verse 14, that just as God had 

elected the nation Israel to be his people, so God, manifesting his providence and his 

will, has elected people from the Gentiles to be his people. He states, further, from the 

observation in verses 15-18 that this election is verified and explicated by the Scriptures, 

specifically Amos 9: 11-12, that God has reconstituted the existence of the people of 

God in terms of Jesus the Messiah in order that all non-Israelites on whom God has set 

his seal of ownership could seek him. Given that God's raising up of Jesus has altered 

the interpretation of the people of God and consequently the treatment of the Gentiles, 

given that the Gentiles' election is dependent upon the existence of the restored Israel, 

and given that in this schema the Gentiles are not Israel's possession, it is inferred--and 

this is the next part of James's argument (vv. 19-20)--first, that the Gentiles do not have 

to be circumcised and keep the law in order to be saved and, second, that the Gentiles 

should abstain from certain foods and illicit sexual practices. The proposed injunctions 

are those which are imposed by the law not only on the native Israelite but also on the 

sojourner in the land of Israel and which bear for the disobedient the penalty of divine 

judgment. Finally, James justifies his analysis of the evidence by pointing out, in verse 

21, the prominent place which the law and the proclamation thereof had within Judaism 

and the Gentiles' awareness of this emphasis. In this way he provides reassurance to 

the Jewish Christians and explanation to the Gentile Christians that the Christian 

community had an indelible link with Judaism. 
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Thus, James, in response to the Judaizers' insistence on circumcision and 

obedience to the law as the way to salvation, develops the somewhat paradoxical thesis 

of freedom from the law and responsibility to Judaism; and in doing so, he takes "the 

discussion of the conversion of the Gentiles from a proselyte model to an eschatological 

one". 104 That is to say, this argument constructs the picture that there is connected with 

but not identified as Israel a group of Gentiles who, because of God's twofold act of 

electing people from the Gentiles and reconstituting Israel, share in the messianic 

blessings with Christian Jews but will persist as non-Jews. 

2. The Role at the Council 

Acts 15: 13-21 generates one other question for our study. What was James's 

role at the council? Since the inference in verses 19-20 is, according to verse 21, set up 

as a compromise aimed to reconcile the Jewish and Gentile sectors of the church, is 

James presented as the great ecclesiastical mediator, mandating theological and 

sociological harmony? Or more precisely, in anticipation of the subject of our next 

chapter, since James's solution is accepted as the church's decision on the position of 

the Gentiles, is James presented as presiding over the assembly, serving as the 

dominant leader in the Jerusalem community, and representing the current theological 

viewpoint of the mother church? To answer these questions we will look first at what 

significant extrabiblical writers have to say about James, thus constructing an historical 

framework, for their discussions tend to be more detailed than Luke's, and then we will 

consider the biblical data, confining ourselves primarily to what Acts itself records and 

to how Luke seemingly means his readers to perceive James. 105 

2.1. The external evidence 

Descriptions of James's life and martyrdom draw attention to his devotion to the 

practices of Judaism. Two passages in particular are illustrative. Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 

104Longenecker 446. 
105Obviously, how the data of Acts 15 are related to the events recorded in Acts 11: 27-30 and 

Gal 2: 1-14 would need to be considered if our interests in the present discussion were also significantly 
historical. 
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2.23.4-18 preserves a statement of the second century church historian Hegesippus, in 

which James is identified as the brother of Jesus 106 and portrayed as a Nazirite held in 

high respect by all the Jews. The account is full of improbabilities and may be largely 

false: it is extremely unlikely that James would have been allowed to enter the holy of 

holies in the temple sanctuary (§6) or that the scribes and Phariesees would have tried to 

employ him to witness against the Christians (§§10-12); it is also improbable that he had 

been a Nazirite from birth (§§4-5) or that his death was viewed by even the Jews as the 

cause of the siege of Jerusalem. What is doubtless true is that James, called "The 

Just", was an excessively righteous and pious man, an ascetic who had great influence 

among the non-Christian Jews in Jerusalem as well as the more conservative Jewish 

Christians and who was executed by the scribes and Pharisees because of his refusal to 

denounce Jesus. This more moderate portrait is backed up by Josephus's comments. 

Devoid of an obvious Ebionite polemic to glorify James, Ant. 20.200-1 clearly states 

that the execution of James, plotted as the means by which the newly-appointed 

highpriest Ananus and the Sadducees could seize control, offended those in Jerusalem 

who were nept zovS vöµoDS äxptj3 i. 

In addition, church tradition gives James the title "bishop of bishops", that is, 

bishop of Jerusalem. 107 Whether and when James actually achieved that honour 

cannot be proven from the literature, though the unlikeliness that the second century 

ecclesiastical structure can be traced to the middle of the first century A. D. is offset by 

the pervasive view that at the time of his death James was a major and significant leader 

in Jerusalem. 

2.2. The internal evidence 

When we turn to the evidence in Acts, we immediately become aware of how 

little Luke tells his readers about James. The omission is made more conspicuous by 

James's valuable contribution to the council debate. His apparent importance, unlike 

106For the various theories regarding James's filial relationship with Jesus, see Lightfoot, 
"The Brethren of the Lord", in Galatians 252-96; J. B. Mayor, The Epistle of St. James (1910) vi-lv; 
and J. McHugh, The Mother of Jesus in the New Testament (1975) 200-54,451-54. 

107See, for example, Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 2.1.2; Clem. Recogn. 1.43; Clem. Hom. 1.20; and 
other passages mentioned by J. D. G. Dunn, Unity and Diversity in the New Testament. An Inquiry 
into the Character of Earliest Christianity (1977) 240-41. 
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Peter's, is sprung virtually unexpected. His speech has no grounding in earlier events 

in Acts. -This makes the present-day reader suspect, on the one hand, that the 

recipients of Acts were presumed to know the full details and, on the other, that whereas 

James may have had great influence on the earliest Christian community's perception of 

itself, he had minor relevance in the actual act of the spreading of the gospel from 

Jerusalem to Rome which is traced by Luke. 

Before Acts 15 James is mentioned twice, though only once specifically by 

name. He undoubtedly figures among the brothers of Jesus, in 1: 14, who awaited the 

advent of the Spirit with the rest of Jesus' followers; and thus it would be reasonable to 

accept that he participated in the development of the church from its inception. Paul's 

statement in 1 Cor 15: 7 that the risen Christ appeared to James would support that 

assumption and, along with James's filial relation to Jesus, justify James's later 

elevation to leadership. 108 The second instance in Acts is Peter's änayyýiýatc Iaxcýßcý 

xoä tioi äöc? oiS zavia of 12: 17. This crucial instruction may imply that a transfer of 

leadership has occurred in the interim since Peter's arrest or since his visit to Samaria 

and Caesarea. James is certainly being singled out for some reason. If 'rot; 6180,06t; 

here is the equivalent of 'rot; npcßßviEpot; 109 (xät trot; äno rr6Xoi, S ? ), it is tenable that he 

is being pictured as the chief among the church leaders. The point is still arguable even 

if, as is more likely, wit; ä&? 4oi5 refers to the Christian community in general; 110 and it 

would be made stronger if the meeting of Gal 2: 1-10 has already occurred, for, in 

contrast to Gal 1: 18-19, Gal 2: 9 lists James first in the triumvirate called of Soxovv'ES 

ßtivXot i? tvat. There could be import as well in the observation that the words in 12: 17 

imply the existence of another group of believers associated specifically with James, not 

present in Mary's house. However, the rapidly expanding size of the community in 

Jerusalem cautions us not to make too much of this idea. The reason for the absence of 

James and the brethren, if they were still in Jerusalem (cf. 12: 1-3), is probably quite 

simply that the Jerusalem church was too large by now to be gathered all in a single 

108Compare the fragment of the Gospel of the Hebrews preserved in Jerome, vir. ill. 2. 
109Cf. Jacquier 368; Marshall 211; Bruce (NIC) 252. 
110Cf. Haenchen 371 n. 1. 
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home. 111 Given the impreciseness of the language, we do best to claim no more at this 

point in the story than that James has emerged as a Christian Jew of significance. 112 

As a kind of control, for when the readers encounter the council they do not 

have this information, note should be made of the characterization of James at the end of 

Acts. In 21: 18,113 as in 12: 17, James is named in distinction from other members of 

the Christian community, in this case näviES of npc6ßvtcpot; and he is shown to be the 

person whom Paul approaches in order to give a report of his work among the Gentiles. 

He is also placed with those concerned for the right of Christian Jews to maintain their 

ancestral laws but does not appear to be a proven extremist or legalist himself. What 

connection, historical or linguistic, James's support of this particular theological 

perspective has with the words "the men from James" in Gal 2: 12 exceeds the present 

discussion, except to comment in general on the apparent conservative bent of James's 

interpretation of Christianity. 

As for the evidence from the immediate context of Acts 15, it is noteworthy that 

James makes the final speech in the debate. This narrative feature could elevate him to a 

position as important and influential as Peter's and possibly surpassing it. At the very 

least the impression is given that what James had to say was critical and could go some 

ways towards persuading and unifying the discordant gathering. 

There are three other relevant observations. The first comes from the content of 

James's speech. The flow of the argument shows that James is doing more than simply 

summing up the debate114 which has gone before. While James does build on what 

Peter has said, he also makes an assumption which Peter may share but which Peter 

does not state. 

111Haenchen 371 n. 1. 
112However, Lake and Cadbury (4: 138) claim quite conclusively, "It is clear... that he is 

regarded as the head of the community". A. Ehrhardt (The Acts of the Apostles [1962] 52) infers that 
the transition has occurred as early as the events in Acts 8: 14. 

113For further discussion of this passage, see Chapter V. 5. 
114Contra NEB: "James summed up". In this regard nothing should be made of &nEKp1O11 

'Iäxwßoq ? ywv in v. 13. The translation "James replied" (RSV; Phillips) should intend the same as 
"James spoke up" (NIV; TEV). While äiroxpivopai in conjunction with 'yw/4r1µi more commonly 

forms the participle, the expression, probably coming from nn W7... 117'1, can just as easily be 
VYwv... &7isxpier1 as in Matt 25: 9,37,44,45; Mark 15: 9; John 1: 26; 12: 23; and Acts 15: 13 (H. M. 

F. Büchsel, "xpivw", TDNT 3: 944-45). It simply means "he began". 
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The second observation is that James's solution in verses 19-20 is prefaced by 

8LÖ Eyco xp(vco. The verb is critical. It has been said to connote (a) no more than a 

contemplative vo%ýw, that James was merely stating his thoughts on the issue under 

debate; 115 or (b) a judicial pronouncement, that James was issuing a definitive 

statement; 116 or (c) a non-authoritarian proposal, that James was formulating a motion 

which because of his influential position in the Jerusalem church would be persuasive 

and determinative. 117 Luke's use of xpivcty is quite varied, spanning the range of 

meaning from "to think, suppose, believe" 118 to "to judge" in the legal sense; 119 it also 

means "to reach a decision, propose". 120 Such diversity seems of little help, except that 

the verb does occur elsewhere in reference to the outcome of the apostles' conference 

(Acts 16: 4; 21: 25) and in those instances, admittedly where the opinion of the whole 

assembly has come to bear, it does seem to specify an authoritative decision. Could the 

accompanying emphatic -yS give xpivo in 15: 19 a similar ring? even that of final 

authority? This is doubtful. In the context any wider import of the pronoun beyond 

placing the emphasis on James's own thinking is plainly cancelled by Luke's 

description of the procedure for the council coming to a decision: both '8oýc ro^; 

cov 0 at ot xXrn a v. 22; cf. v. 23 and F'- aTCOCTT " XotS -K 't i' pe6ßuie"pofS ßu iv oý ý, X ýxi" ()ß nµ 

ycvo i vot; 6'µoeuµa8öv (v. 25) claim ecclesiastical unity and no notion of coercion. 

Instructive in this regard as well is the contextual similarity between &b Eyw icpivw and 

the 'W SE yco vµiv beginning each rejoinder of Jesus' six legal "antitheses" in Matt 5: 21- 

48. Jesus' words have been linked with the rabbinic -1 i 1'7 -T 1U .r which signalled 

the working out of a progressive interpretation over against a conceivable narrow one121 

and, alternatively, with the rabbinic `1WX ', 3»1 which introduced a predominant 

11 Compare Eyw xpivw in Thucydides 4.60. 

116Lake and Cadbury 4: 177. In support is cited the Western text represented by Irenaeus and 
Ephraem (see Ropes 3: 145,426). However, Lake and Cadbury do admit "that the translation 'decree' 
does not leave room for the possibility that xptvw means no more than recommended", a possibility 
which cannot be rejected outright. 

117This is the majority position. 
118Acts 13: 46; 16: 15; 26: 8. 
119Acts 7: 7; 13: 27; 17: 31; 23: 3,6; 24: 21; 25: 9,10,20; 26: 6; Luke 6: 37; 19: 22; 22: 30. 
120Acts 4: 19; 16: 4; 20: 16; 21: 25; 25: 25; 27: 1; Luke 12: 57; probably Acts 3: 13 and Luke 

7: 43. 
121D. Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism (1956) 55-60. 
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halakhic viewpoint or the opinion(s) of a learned man(men). 122 An example of the 

employment of the first formula is Mek. Yitro (Bahodesh) on Exod 20: 15-19: 

Rabbi says: And the Lord Came Down upon Mount Sinai. I might understand 
this literally (1y 1 ýtý "3 X Ivn 1 t), but you shall say (as the approved 
translation If the sun, one of the many servants, remains in its 
place and yet is effective beyond its place, how much the more the glory of 
Him by whose word the world came into being. 

An example of the second is t. Bik. 1.2: 

R. Jose says, R. Meir used to say, The priests bring (offerings of firstfruits), 
but do not read because they did not receive a share of the land. But I say 
(i1 N"ý7), In the same way as the Levites received, so did the priests. 

If the analogy between Eyw SE yw and Wo eyw xpivw is tenable--and the extent of that 

must be treated with caution since in James's speech the first part of the exchange can 

only be inferred from the Judaizers' demand and, more importantly, since the statements 

in the Sermon on the Mount, set in a context of messianic and eschatological fulfilment, 

are delivered by the supreme authority 123- Ey) xptvci) will signal at least the opinion of a 

respected and influential leader making a progressive interpretation of Scripture over 

against a narrow one. 

The third observation relates to Luke's structuring of the apostles' debate. 

Citing the Pharisaic background of the Judaizers and Paul, B. Gerhardsson 124 posits a 

comparison with Jewish assemblies and particularly with those of the Sanhedrin and of 

Qumran where participants were divided into three categories (priests/senior members, 

elders/Levites/rabbinic disciples, other members of the community/Israelites), 

deliberations were conducted by seniority, and decisions were made when the leaders 

agreed, the assembly as a whole serving only to give approval (Qumran/early church) or 

having no say whatsoever (rabbinic). In Acts 15, according to Gerhardsson, Peter and 

James represent the senior members, the latter evidently presiding over the session; Paul 

and Barnabas are the accused or the temporary guest participants and have no place in 

122Smith, Tannaitic Parallels 27-30; E. Lohse, "'Ich aber sage euch"', in FS J. Jeremias 
(1970) 191-96. 

123This point marks a major difference betwen Daube's and Smith's respective understandings 

of yw 5Z Xiyw ü tIv (see nn. 121,122). 
124Gerhardsson, Memory 245-54. Along these lines Ehrhardt (Apostolic Succession 29-30) 

sees in the D text of Acts 15 the concern to present a picture of a Christian Sanhedrin, not of a council 
of apostles. 
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the permanent order of seniority. This analogy has been challenged, 125 rightly, I think. 

Although there are many similarities, it is not exact. Besides the insufficient evidence 

for the claim that the Christian community constituted for Luke-Acts a new Jerusalem 

and a new temple (though it did constitute a restored Israel) and the undue stress on the 

importance of the Twelve as the authoritative collegium, subsidiary points that 

Gerhardsson makes, there is an unwarranted dependency on the D reading of 15: 1-5. 

Gerhardsson does admit that stiatav could mean no more than "that a unanimous 

decision to send a deputation up to Jerualem was taken", but he still insists that Luke is 

here describing "the way in which an important doctrinal question is referred to the 

Church's highest doctrinal authority in Jerusalem" 126 and points to Luke's use of 

Ci , ulµa and xpive68at in Acts 25: 19-20. This is dubious ground. It also counters the 

portrait of Barnabas's well-founded association with the Jerusalem church which Luke 

has placed before the reader and our conclusion that Barnabas and Paul played an 

integral (though not highlighted) part in the assembly's debate. A better rabbinic 

parallel, capitalizing on Gerhardsson's essential idea but not his interpretation, may be 

the cases of non-capital crimes which were tried by three judges (e. g. m. Sanh. 4.1-2). 

In such cases and those of purity and impurity--the latter a likely category for the matter 

discussed in Acts 15--the opinion of each judge, beginning with the eldest, is asked. 

Whether we can cast Peter accordingly is uncertain. Nonetheless, in that scenario 

James, like Peter and Barnabas and Paul, would become one of the three "judges" 

stating their opinions. 

To sum up the evidence. There is reason to know that James became eventually 

leader of the Jerusalem church. There is reason also to suppose that at this time in the 

story of the church James was an influential leader. And there is reason to think that he 

was closely aligned with the more conservative group in the church and that he, 

possibly alone of the prominent believers, would have been able to win over the 

Judaizers. Such data must be weighed against the significant fact that Luke nowhere 

125W. D. Davies, The Setting of the Sermon on the Mount (1964) 464-80, esp. 469-75. 
Davies is criticizing principally Gerhardsson's interpretation of the origin and transmission of the 
tradition regarding Jesus and is arguing for a more moderate treatment of the evidence. 

126Gerhardsson, Memory 251 (italics his). 
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claims or hints for James the role of president. The closest suggestion comes from E)w 

xpivw, and those words could be paraphrased "this is my recommendation" as readily as 

"this is the decision". Seemingly Luke wants us to understand that a committee is at 

work to hammer out a decision, a committee which includes people of differing 

theological persuasions. 
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CHAPTER IV. THE CONSENSUS 

Acts 15: 22 states the outcome of the debate: the apostles and elders together 

with the rank and file of the church decide to choose men from the Jerusalem 

community and send them to Antioch with Paul and Barnabas; they also agree, in 

accordance with James's advice, to write a letter for the delegates to take with them. 

The letter, recorded in verses 23-29, will focus our inquiries in this chapter. We will 

look first at its contents, before turning to examine briefly the reaction which the letter 

elicited from the Antioch church and then more extensively the purpose and function of 

the council's decision in the Christian community portrayed by Luke. 

1. The Council's Letter (Acts 15: 23-29) 

The periodic style of the letters divides the composition into two parts, each 

centred on an occurrence of the impersonal E8oýEv and developing a particular theme. In 

the first section, verses 24-27, the apostles and elders express their attitude towards 

various people in the church. The second section, verses 28-29, sets forth the council's 

standards for the Gentile converts. 

1.1. The statement of unity (15: 24-27) 

In relating the assembly's present attitude, the first ESoýEV clause, like the 

editorial ro-g änoai6kotS icat iol; npEaßvtEpotq avv ORTJ r1 Exi iio%a in verse 22, claims 

that the assembly's decision represented a consensus (ijµiv -XVOµEVotg öµoBvµa66v, 

1BDF §464 and Robertson 432-33. The introductory E6o4cv, according to E. Nestle ("Acts 
xv. 28", ExpTim 10 [1898-99] 143-44), "is quite in accordance with the manner in which religious bodies used to formulate their decisions in Jerusalem". A difficulty, though, occurs in the periodic 
structure with EK? aµcvovgLappearing in XCD while p45vid AB have the expected EKXcýaµc'vol;. L(v. zS) Zerwick (§394) gives several examples of similar anomalous cases (and a reasonable explanation) which 
could support the originality of the accusative participle. Nestle-Aland26 adopts the reading of B. This 
may be correct since the accusative could have been an assimilation to v. 22. 
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v. 25). 2 How has the ecclesiastical unity been achieved? Who has won? Who has 

conceded? Four details in this part of the letter give some answers. 

First, in the salutation of the letter (v. 23), to backpedal slightly, both the 

Jerusalem leaders and the Gentile believers in Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia3 are 

indiscriminately called &Sc? 4oi. 4 'A&? oi in Acts not only denotes people who are 

related by blood (e. g. 3: 22; 7: 26; 22: 5; 28: 21); it also, since it refers to people who are 

united in mind and purpose, becomes a name for members of the Christian 

community (e. g. 6: 3; 9: 30; 11: 1,29). Indirectly, therefore, the church leaders have in 

their salutation signalled the acceptability of uncircumcised believers. 5 

A second indication is the description of the men who precipitated the conflict in 

the Antioch church (v. 24). While the letter freely admits that the troublemakers belong 

to the Jerusalem community (TLve; i4 Tljt v [F '4e ovticS], 6 v. 24a), it takes great pains to 

establish that the Judaizers do not represent the entire attitude in Jerusalem and to 

2The import of this point is enhanced by the inclusion of öµo6uµa86`v. `OpoOvµaö6v is a 
significant concept in Luke's depiction of the development of the church, as is clearly manifested by the 
fact that only one of the eleven occurrences in the NT appears outside of Acts (cf. Rom 15: 6) and of the 
instances in Acts only in 12: 20, when characterizing the unification of the people of Tyre and Sidon 
over against Herod, does the word have a non-Christian reference. H. W. Heidland ("6 oev tc 6v", 
TDNT 5: 185) defines the adverb as "the inner unity of a group of people engaged in an externally 
similar action". That is most likely the sense in 15: 25 (MM, s. v. öµo6uµ(X50v; LSJ, s. v. 
ogoouµa&öv; Bauernfeind 193) rather than the weaker "together", connoting merely that a general 
assembly had taken place (cf. Lake and Cadbury 4: 54). 

3To question the inclusion of the believers of Syria and Cilicia in the address of the letter when 
the trouble, according to 15: 1, originated in Antioch is to raise an irrelevance. To be sure, of the three 
locations only the founding of a church in Antioch has been explicitly mentioned up to this point in 
Luke's story (cf. 15: 41; Gal 1: 21); but the events in Acts imply that the Christian mission extended 
quite naturally into the surrounding areas of a city (compare 19: 10). There appears to be some import 
in including Syria and Cilicia for the promulgation of the decree; see p. 204. 

4'AS£4of need not be in apposition with both of äit66ToA, ot and of mp£6ßit£pot although a 
number of scholars have considered that to be the case (e. g. Torrey, Composition 39) and in order to 
remove the somewhat harsh and unique construction have resorted to various emendations, such as the 
addition of xai of before &? of (later MSS [rcc E `1' -t sy bomss] Ap. Const. Chrysostom) or the 
omission of c8e of (vgms sa Origenlat) or of äico rroA, ot xät np£6ßvT£pot (Preuschen 96) or of 
7tp£6ß'ÜT£pot (Loisy 597-98 [compare Acts 11: 1]). Bruce ([NIC] 314) and Hort (Ecclesia 71-72) 
understand itp£6ß1ST£pot to be adjectival. Yet as the phrase of an 'ro?. ot tcät of 7rp£6ßvT£pot appears 
consistently throughout the chapter (vv. 4,6,22) and as Luke often uses the address äv8p£S äS£Xoof, 
"bleibt es möglich, daß er die ungewöhnliche Wendung of itp£ßßiT£pot &S£4of gewagt hat, die sich 
ebenso schwer übersetzen läßt wie &8p£; &&? of" (Haenchen 434 n. 4). 

5Editorially the signal has already been given when in v. 1 Luke uses of äS£4of of the church 
in Antioch. Now he apparently aims to show where the council itself stands. 

60n the originality of c4cX06vTc;, see Metzger 436. Knowling (327) suggests that the 
participle could have been added to guard against the appearance that Ttv'S Eý 1jµ& v belonged to the 
senders of the letter. ('E4)epxoµat is too general for that interpretation. 
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separate them from the church leaders. Oi; ov Sicßiciaäµc6a makes the point, backed up 

by the partitive nvE; (k rjµwv) and the pejorative language applied to the men's conduct 

in Antioch. The emphatic addendum stresses that the men had acted in a purely private 

capacity, at least insofar as their teaching about the way to salvation was concerned (the 

Western tradition giving the sense), 7 and that they had been issued with no official 

orders or precise instructions from Jerusalem. They had thrown the Antioch church into 

turmoil (Ethpaý(Xv vµä; ) and had subverted the minds of the Gentile believers 

(ävarnccvätovic; tiä; yruxöc; vu v)8 by what they had said. Such a damning portrait 

makes very plain that any persons going from Jerusalem to Antioch and demanding, 

possibly even merely advocating, circumcision and obedience to the law for the Gentile 

converts were in no sense the official representatives of the Jerusalem church. 9 

Thirdly, the appointment of officially-commissioned delegates, Judas Barsabbas 

and Silas, to deliver the letter to Antioch (vv. 22,25-27) contrasts sharply with the 

repudiation of the apparently self-appointed Judaizersl° and points to the type of 

relationship the council aims to maintain between the churches. Judas and Silas are 

deliberately associated with Barnabas and Paul, the very representatives of the Antioch 

church with whom the Judaizers had clashed. They are given the responsibility of 

explaining and expounding the terms of the assembly's decision (v. 27). Being no 

doubt hellenized Jews, 11 they could assure the reception of the letter, not as dictatorial 

7Later witnesses add, on the grounds of vv. 1 and 5, Vyovti£S n£pvti£µv£69a1 (+ S£i E) Kch 
Z C. trlp£iv tiov vogov (C E IF t [gig] sy) after yruxäS vµcöv. 
8 AvaaK£vIgw adds to tiapäaaw the grapic image of armies plundering and wasting a town, 

"reversing what has been done, tearing down what has been built, or cancelling what has been agreed 
upon" (Lake and Cadbury 4: 180; cf. MM, s. v. ävaaK£v(xýw). 

91t exceeds the present discussion to inquire whether the men had gone to Antioch without the 
authorization of Jerusalem as 15: 24 states, or had visited the city on official ecclesiastical business as 
Tr, vaS äiö'IaKwßou of Gal 2: 12 implies, or had exceeded the terms of their official commission as Gal 
2: 12 in conjunction with Acts 15: 24 could suggest. 

10To highlight this contrast, Robertson (804) points to the middle form of IKA£yw and 
SLaaLE?, Xw which show the subject acting in relation to himself. A more realistic assessment of the 
force of the middle form here is gained from the fact that the NT does not employ the active form of 
e1c.? w (cf. BDF §316.1). 

11 Silas is usually identified with Silvanus (1 Thess 1: 1; 2 Thess 1: 1; 2 Cor 1: 9; 1 Pet 5: 12). 
The two names--Silas is the Greek version of X7 ,XV which gives "Silvanus" when Latinized 
(Haenchen 434 n. 2)--as well as his Roman citizenship imply that he moved with equal skill in both the 
Jewish-Aramaic and the Greek cultures and languages. Barsabbas is an apparently quite common family 
name in hellenistic Judaism, though admittedly it can also mean "born on the sabbath" (Lake and 
Cadbury 178). On names in hellenistic Judaism see Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism 1: 61-65,105. 
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guardians but as those who, on the one hand, would appreciate the dilemma of the 

Gentile Christians and, on the other, could interpret the concerns of the assembly from 

the Jewish and Jerusalem perspective. Furthermore, the entrusting of the communique 

to men who already were leaders in the Jerusalem community (v. 22) would go some 

way towards honouring the Antioch congregation as well as laying claim to the close 

link between the churches and the priority of Jerusalem. 12 

There is, fourthly, the letter's description of Barnabas and Paul. Pointedly, in 

% an evident attempt at conciliation, the missionaries are referred to as of &-ya"'rot 714(j)v, an 

expression of respect and acknowledgement which is enhanced in significance by the 

use of the first person pronoun; and their commitment to the Christian proclamation is 

singled out for praise and example (v. 26): Barnabas and Paul "have devoted 

themselves to the cause of Jesus Christ". 13 

These details--the application of &50,06t' to the Gentile believers, the public 

repudiation of the Judaizers and their actions, the appointment of official delegates who 

were leaders in the Jerusalem church, and the laudatory affirmation of Barnabas and 

Paul--suggest that in achieving ecclesiastical unity the assembly made every effort to 

satisfy the Antioch community. Indeed, the manifest attempt at accommodation gives 

the impression that the agreement which the assembly hammered out is one-sided. It 

appears that the debate concerning the requirements for membership in the people of 

God has gone completely in favour of Gentile freedom. 

This assessment of the assembly's statement of unity is premature, however, for 

it is noticeable that Paul and Barnabas, despite the commendation, do not convey the 

letter themselves. Indeed, it is striking, particularly in the case of Barnabas. Previously 

in Luke's story Barnabas has been depicted as highly respected by the Jerusalem church 

and influential in ecclesiastical circles (4: 36-37; 9: 26-28). He himself at one time had 

been appointed a Jerusalem emissary (11: 22-24). The seemingly inconsistent treatment 

of the missionaries may be no more than a consequence of diplomacy: the desire to 

12Haenchen 434 n. 2. 
13NEB; cf. JB; F. Field, Notes on the Translation of the New Testament (1899) 124; Lake and 

Cadbury 4: 180. This is perhaps a better translation of 1rapcx ESwxößi rct; Wvxäc aütiwv than the 
stronger "who have hazarded their lives" (e. g. RSV; KJV; Phillips; Haenchen 436). 
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honour the daughter community and to ensure that Barnabas and Paul could not be 

charged with suppressing the real purport of the assembly. 14 Such possibilities cannot 

be ignored. Yet it is equally likely, if not more likely, since Paul and Barnabas are 

already shown to be committed to the idea of Gentile freedom, that we are to infer from 

the by-passing of Paul and Barnabas for Judas and Silas a two-pronged, almost 

contradic tory intent: there is, on the one hand, proof of the Jerusalem believers' 

acquiescence to the Antiochian position and, on the other, indication that the decision is, 

after all, not one-sidedly in favour of Gentile freedom from the law but rather a 

compromise between two groups. The second part of the letter bears this inference out. 

1.2. The statement of necessity (15: 28-29) 

Verses 28-29, as we said at the start of this chapter, deal with what the Christian 

community requires of the Gentile converts. They record that the Gentiles are to bear no 

burden except to abstain from ciöw&ö8via, &ta, 
nvtxiöv, and nopvtia. 15 Thus, in 

deciding the central issue of the debate, the assembly follows in the detail James's 

analysis of the evidence. It declares the excessiveness of the Judaizers' demand-- 

Gentiles do not have to be circumcised or forced to obey Moses's law--and it preserves 

certain characteristics of Judaism. 

Because this decision is evidently a compromise between the advocates of the 

law and the advocates of Gentile freedom, there is an equally obvious need for the 

assembly to justify the terms agreed upon, not only to the Gentiles who are asked to 

observe them but also to the Jewish Christians who may have desired more. The letter 

meets this need in several ways. First, though probably grammatically distinct, the 

affirmation of unanimity in verses 24-27 gives weight to the content of verses 28-29: 16 

since the Jerusalem community and the delegation from Antioch are of one mind, the 

freedom of the Gentiles from the whole law and the concomitant imposition of the four 

restrictions are arguably reasonable. Second, with 'doýcv iw 7cve1)µaTt 'r ä-yiw Kai, 71µiv 

14Chrysostom, Hom. 33. 
150n the textual problem of 15: 29 in relation to 15: 20 and 21: 25, see sec. 2.1 below. 
16The 'p of v. 28 probably expresses continuation or connection in the sense of Sý (Zerwick 

§473). If the conjunction is causal, the argument can be turned around: because the council has reached 
this particular two-fold decision (vv. 28-29), ecclesiastical unanimity has been restored (vv. 24-27). 
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(v. 28) the assembly claims divine authority for what has been decided. Third, the 

decision is directed towards Gentile believers. This specification is not surprising for it 

was the acceptance of uncircumcised Gentiles as members of the people of God that had 

fostered the conflict; but the addition of ro-; Eý eOvwv in the salutation of the letter (v. 23) 

does underline that the Jewish Christians' own relation to the law was not at issue. 17 

Besides these justificatory comments and the four prohibitions which we will 

place in a wider context in a later discussion, there are in this part of the letter two 

phrases which effect significantly the sense of the council's decision, marking it as more 

than a statement of unity. The first is j. ti &v nXov E7CLxi9ea&at vµiv Pap; nxi'vrol)'TON TON 

ýnävayxe; (v. 28), the statement which absolves the Gentiles from having to meet the 

requirements of circumcision and obedience to the law and which, in refuting the policy 

of the Judaizers, places the Jerusalem community on the side of Antioch. The 

seemingly overall liberating tone of these words, µr)Sev nkov bringing out the nuance, is 

subjected to uncertainty by the inclusion of Entii8e69aL.. ßäpo5 and the force of nX, i v. 

Bäpo; refers to a heavy weight the impact of which is variable. 18 A load curtails 

freedom of movement and imposes obligation and commitment; nevertheless, the 

restriction need not, in turn, signify oppression and irritation. Much depends on the 

perspective and attitude of the bearer. We have argued above 19 that the synonym cu- + 

used similarly, in verse 10, of the demands of the Torah seems to convey the neutral 

nuance of hard work and responsibility. That was in a Jewish context. It is quite 

likely, though, that whereas the Jewish Christians, or at least some Jewish Christians, 

would view such a burden in a positive light, the Gentile believers, for whom any 

precept of Moses would be an alien addition to their experience, would be inclined to 

view it quite critically, even negatively. For the Gentiles, keeping the four prohibitions 

would necessitate not only commitment and hard work but also compromise. This 

171f the subject was discussed, Luke does not record the fact; however, 21: 20-25 indicates what 
the outcome of such a discussion may have been (see Chapter V. 5.1.1). 

18Whereas the ßäpos described in Matt 20: 12 and Gal 6: 2 involves adverse circumstances and 
suffering and in 1 Thess 2: 7 (cf. ('Xßapij ,2 Cor 11: 9) connotes an imposition, that in 2 Cor 4: 17 refers 
to the eternal glory which outweighs earthly troubles. See also the pejorative sense in 2 Macc 9: 10; 
Polybius 1.31.5; Philo, Spec. Leg. 2.10; 4: 173; and the cognate verb ßap'oµai in 2 Cor 1: 8; 5: 4; and 1 
Tim 5: 16 and the neutral sense in Polybius 1.16.4; Philo, Virt. 70; Leg. 27; and Josephus, J. W. 1.461. 

19See Chapter 1.2.2.1, esp. 93-94,99-100. 
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potentially negative nuance is reinforced by Fnttit9Ea9aa. Generally meaning "to lay 

upon", EmiiOn t has also the figurative sense "to impose upon" or, more strongly, "to 

inflict upon". 

As for nkfly, its function is best brought out by starting with zovzc)v r@v 

bnävayKES. The adverb identifies the four prohibitions as necessary, but in what sense, 

for the words "can be hardly right"20 as they now stand. If, in order to circumvent 

treating enävayKe; as a noun, we omit the article before it, as X* D 33 pc do, it is 

possible that a colon should be put after rotmov and F-nävayKES taken with ä7CExca9ai. ("to 

lay no burden on you except these things: you must abstain... "). This construction is 

implied by the paraphrase of Clement of Alexandria, who writes in Strom. 4.15, in 

allusion to the assembly's decision, Egrjvvacv yap EnävayKeg änexcaOat &iv 618GA6O1Mv 

iccX. 21 Alternatively, a full stop can be placed after f3äpo; and 70, rjv can be taken as an 

adversative adverb rather than as an improper preposition. In this construction co, &cov 

becomes the object of äne%Ea8at ("to put no further burden on you. However, you 

must abstain from these things:... "). 

We then are presented with various options not only for translating E7Ctii9&aOat 

vgiv ßäpoS ir? v toI to vtv EnävayKES but, more importantly, for characterizing the four 

injunctions. The injunctions may be labelled "necessary" and admitted by the council to 

be a ßäpo;, a commitment and a responsibility ("We impose no burden except these 

necessary things:... "). Or they may be considered necessary but not, according to the 

assembly, a ßäpo; in the sense of an oppression ("We impose no burden. However, we 

do ask that you do the necessary things... "). There is a third possibility: the injunctions 

could be said to appear burdensome insofar as the Gentile converts were concerned but 

not necessarily in the eyes of (some) Jewish Christians ("You may regard these a 

burden, but we think of them only as necessary"). As there is no evidence which 

20Lake and Cadbury 4: 180. 
21Similarly, the Didascalia emends the sentence to nk, v To6TCwv' TO E7tävcx ES ä7t6XE00ai 

("except these: the necessary abstinence from... "); and G. F. Moore (quoted in Torrey, Composition 
39) suggests that r& is a dittography from Tol)Uov and gives "to lay on you no more burden than this: 
it is necessary to abstain". A slightly different solution comes from the texts of Irenaeus (Haer. 
3.12.14) and Tertullian (De pud. 12): Twv and TovTCov are replaced by wv and the result is "to put no 
further weight upon you, except that you should necessarily abstain from:... ". 
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conclusively determines the nuance of nA, Tjv, we face the fact that the council's decision, 

as recorded by Luke, paradoxically welds the note of freedom sounded initially by the 

council's denunciation of the Judaizers with a statement of necessity: as the Jewish 

Christians in acknowledging the acceptability of uncircumcised believers must learn to 

make their practice of the law more critical, so the Gentiles in becoming the people of 

God must learn to accept for themselves the practice of certain regulations. At the same 

time the language of verse 28 conveys the strong possibility that the decision leaves 

itself open to misunderstanding and misrepresentation. 

The second phrase is Et wv SLatiipovvtcc Favtiovc Eü np6. etE22 (v. 29c), the 

conclusion of the letter. The words are clearly meant to motivate the Gentiles to follow 

the four injunctions. The intent of the motivation is less clear. The words could 

express affirmation ("If you avoid these things, you will be doing right"), 23 promise 

("If you avoid these things, you will prosper"), 24 or grateful request ("Please avoid 

these things" ). 25 

The third possibility does not really fit, even were the grammar and language to 

allow it. 26 "Please" seems too hesitant a conclusion in the context of a council which 

has gathered for the express purpose of handing down a decision. As for the other two 

interpretations, 27 it is true (a) that npäßßco elsewhere in Luke-Acts describes action 

rather than the state of being (e. g. ätta 6^1; µEiavoiag Epya np6aaovi(xS, Acts 26: 20); 

(b) that Ei wviot vogov tiEXthc..., xaX&w notEize in Jas 2: 8, where the relevant words refer 

to right conduct, corresponds contextually as well as linguistically to Acts 15: 29; (c) that 

4Epowvoi. Ev 'r& (xyie) nvEVµatt which is added by D after npätetc implies the means by 

22The future tense (p33 XA al) is preferred over the aorist imperative (p74 CDd [1]) on the 
grounds of external evidence and transcriptional probabilities (Metzger 438). 

23NEB. 
24Phillips. 
25For instances of cl) [npäaaEty] denoting a courteous request, see MM, s. v. Eü; Lake and 

Cadbury 4: 181; cf. Moulton 228-29. Compare ica notiujaEi¬ in 1 Macc 12: 22 and xako c"noiilaa5 in Acts 10: 33. 
26Bruce ([Greek] 223) and C. Maurer ("npäaaaa', TDNT 6: 632-33) concur with my hesitation. 

While not determinative, it is noteworthy that where the comparable xa?. &c notEiv does mean "please" 
in the NT, the order is different: the participle appears to follow (see Acts 10: 33; Phil 4: 14; 2 Pet 1: 19; 3 John 6). 

27Scholarly opinion is divided: for example, in favour of "you will act rightly" are BAGD 
(s. v. Ei), Bruce ([Greek] 304), and Haenchen (437); in favour of "you will prosper", MM (s. v. npäcao), Rackham (256), and Marshall (255). 
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which right behaviour can be achieved; 28 and (d) that the harmony in the church at 

Ephesus which is exhorted and commended by Ignatius (Eph. 4) is based on right 

conduct29 (Si' ON eü irpä66£'re, cf. ßuvzpExety and notcize [compare Smyrn. 111) 

recognized by God. A strong case can also be made for F-? ) TcpöcF-iF- to mean "well-being" 

rather than "doing right over against wrong". Letters of the period in profane Greek 

finish with a literary convention which goes something like ETLtpzAÄµcvoc ßeau'ro LV-' 

vyLaivi, Fppux o30 and which can be translated "taking care of yourself that you should 

be fit, keep well". Similarly, the lists of covenental responsibilities in the deuteronomic 

law are often concluded with and motivated by the statement that keeping God's 

commands leads to prolonged life and possession of the land (c cot j, Deut 5: 33; cf. 

4: 1,40; Tob 14: 9); disobedience, by contrast, brings annihilation (e. g. Deut 4: 26). 31 

These various points notwithstanding, probably a more realistic interpretation is to 

understand the phrase as expressing both ideas, both the act of doing right and the state 

of faring well. A particular course of action will, after all, effect a corresponding state 

of being. 32 

When we bring the nuances of the crucial phrases together, it is clear that in 

connecting an obligation, i. e. abstention from certain foods and sexual immorality, with 

a right conduct which results in the right state, the assembly is creating a cause and 

effect relationship. What is not clear is(are) the implication(s) of that relationship. 

There may be the sense of fulfilling what God requires or a reference to the church's 

acceptance which is based on God's acceptance or to the blessings of the Christian life 

or, stressing the future tense of npätcze, to the promise of salvation in the end times or 

even simply the confirmation that the injunctions were sufficient in themselves and that 

no further regulations were needed. That is to say, Ev npä4Eic may express the rationale 

28Haenchen 437. 
29Cf. J. B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers (1889-93) 2: 42. 
30Thus, ParP 63, col. 1 11.18-19 and other examples cited by D. Daube ("Participle and Imperative in 1 Peter", in The First Epistle of St. Peter, by E. G. Selwyn [1946] 467). 
31This last argument must be used with caution. It is difficult to deny that the legal code 

comes to mind primarily because the four prohibitions, however they are understood ultimately, 
manifest a link with the Torah. 

32This appears to be the sense conveyed by 7IpäTT£ty in Plato, Epistles and other examples 
cited by MM (s. v. 7Ep(Xßßw). 
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for imposing the injunctions, the incentive to inspire obedience, the warning against 

censure, or the guarantee for an unopposed mission to the Gentiles. None of these 

possibilities excludes the others. In each case, however, the bottom line remains the 

idea that the four prohibitions represent a standard of acceptable conduct which restricts 

the Gentiles' freedom and offsets the potential one-sidedness of the council's decision. 

This inference leads to further questions. What happens if the injunctions are 

not observed? Do the Gentile believers remain in the people of God orLthey expelled? Lare 

In other words, what is the purpose of the four prohibitions? Are they conditions for 

salvation? Before we address this admittedly very complex and elusive subject, a brief, 

somewhat parenthetical comment about the reception of the letter in the Antioch 

community will round off the story of the Jerusalem council. 

1.3. The reception in Antioch (15: 30-35) 

Acts 15: 30-35 records the Antiochian believers' response both to the council's 

decision and to the people appointed to communicate it. In regard to the decison itself, 

the ingressive Exäpi1ßav in verse 31 sums up the atmosphere in the Antioch church: 33 

there was cause for rejoicing and thus "they burst into exultant joy". Luke spends more 

time on the second point, detailing how the decision affected the relations between the 

churches of Jerusalem and Antioch. 

It is significant that the company leaving Jerusalem are called of ä1coA, v6EvtE S. 

Possibly, since the verb is often used in Acts of the dismissal of accused persons, 34 

there is in view here the scene of a trial, Jerusalem judging the Antioch missionaries. 

The Western reviser, who has in verse 2 stated that the men from Judea commanded 

Paul, Barnabas, and some other Antioch believers to go to Jerusalem in order to be 

judged there (önwS xpt8ö3 tv En° avtioTS), certainly conceived a trial to be taking place. 

33, 'Avayvc v'c£S in v. 31 is awkward and thus gives reason to pause about the subject of 
cxc prIßav. As far as the grammatical sequence goes, the participle would most naturally refer to the 
same people as ßuvayc vces and EitESwxav do, that is, the company travelling from Jerusalem to 70 
Antioch. But logically the referent of ävayvovtES is the same as that of exaprl6av, that is, 'r ir? 9eoS. 
This is justified by EztEScwxav: the emissaries hand over the letter; the Antioch believers read it and 
rejoice. 

34Cf. 3: 13; 4: 21,23; 5: 40; 16: 35,36; 17: 9; 26: 32; 28: 18. Lake and Cadbury (4: 182) make 
this observation. 
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Despite the indications that the Western readings often relay the intent of the original 

text, this seems to be an instance of excessiveness. Better is the idea that the emissaries 

were simply sent on their way. That is the meaning of äno? w in verse 33, when Judas 

and Silas leave Antioch. That is also the meaning which follows from the likelihood 

that of äico? evtcS refers not only to the delegates from Antioch but also to the men 

appointed to represent Jerusalem: Judas and Silas were certainly not on trial. 

The paragraph may not depict the conclusion to a trial, but there is an obvious 

attempt to show the rebuilding of ecclesiastical harmony between the mother church and 

the daughter church. The Jerusalem delegates, Judas and Silas, are portrayed (v. 32) as 

able to accomplish the responsibilities mandated by the apostles and elders (vv. 22,27), 

expounding no doubt the situation of the letter in more detail but also preaching and 

teaching (napExäXEßav tovg äSE?, Oovg xät eneßirjpt (xv) as Barnabas had done when, 

likewise an emissary of the Jerusalem church, he first visited Antioch (11: 23). 

Furthermore, the delegates remain in Antioch for some time (v. 33). When they do 

leave the city, they go jizc Eipijvic (v. 33). This common expression of farewell stifles 

any question about the present state of church relations. Whether the words refer to 

courteous wishes for safe travel35 or the formality of the leave-taking, 36 or, as seems 

likely because of the order of the accompanying prepositional phrases, the conveyance 

of warm greetings from Antioch to Jerusalem, 37 blessings of peace are given. A further 

indication is that in verse 35 Paul and Barnabas are said to be once more bending their 

common efforts to the task in Antioch. No doubt this remark serves as a bridge 

between two stories, anticipating Paul's intention to visit the churches in Asia Minor and 

implying that as Paul and Barnabas were not alone in the Christian work at Antioch they 

could leave the city without jeopardizing the ministry; 38 but it suggests as well that 

35E. g. 1 Esdr 5: 2; 1 Macc 7: 28; 12: 4,52; 16: 10; Josephus, Ant. 1.179; 8: 405. 
36Haenchen 437-38. 
37Cf. Deut 20: 10; Heb 11: 31; BAGD, s. v. Etp'rjvrj 2. 
38Haenchen 438; Marshall 256. 
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Paul's gospel for the Gentiles and his work among them both continued and would 

continue unhindered by ecclesiastical opposition or interference. 39 

Each of these editorial comments contributes to building a scene of church unity 

and consensus on the issue of the Gentiles' admission into the people of God and a 

sense of spiritual consolidation in preparation for the next step in the development and 

outreach of the church. This picture contrasts sharply with the dissension and grave 

conflict with which Luke's account of the council began. 

2. The Intent of the Decree 

The crux of the council's decision for Acts is its relation to the question of 

membership in the people of God. To formulate the problem it is helpful to recall some 

of the findings of our study to this point. We have observed that the council's letter to 

the believers in Antioch begins with a statement of unity (vv. 24-27) which identifies the 

assembly with the more liberal arguments in the debate and therefore answers, albeit 

implicitly, the demand originally raised by the Pharisaic Christians (15: 1,5). That is to 

say in short, did Gentiles have to be circumcised and obey Moses's law? no, Gentiles 

were saved and considered to be equal to Jewish Christians without meeting any of 

these requirements. The letter also contains a statement of obligation (vv. 28-29) 

which, on the one hand, backs up the statement of unity, proclaiming the Gentile 

converts' freedom from the Judaizers' demands (v. 28), but which, on the other hand, 

asks the Gentiles to follow four seemingly minor yet apparently crucial injunctions out 

of the Jewish law (v. 29). Fulfilment of these injunctions brings to the Gentiles the 

confidence and blessing of living correctly in the people of God. Now if we can infer 

that verses 24-28 contain the answer to the central question of Acts 15, should we infer 

that the four prohibitions in verse 29 likewise refer to the attainment of membership in 

the people of God? Is the council designating the four prohibitions as the way to 

salvation? Is it thus imposing the law on the Gentile Christians but in a modified form? 

39However tempting, it is going too far to understand µc2ä, K at ETEpwv itoÄ) v in v. 35, as Rackham (257 n. 11) suggests, as designating "preachers of the opposite (Hebraic) school" whose work is seconding that of Paul and Barnabas. While kcpo; can represent something which is not identical to 
that which has been mentioned previously, the distinction in v. 35 need not be qualitative or 
theological. Moreover, the xai is pleonastic (BDF §442). 
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Alternatively, we notice that James's contribution to the debate, in which mention of the 

four prohibitions first appears, contains the premise that Peter's argument states how 

(xaO(OS), not just the fact that, God elected people from the Gentiles to be his people. 

Should we therefore consider that the four prohibitions are intended to address another 

question? Were they formulated in order to ease the tension between Jewish and Gentile 

congregations, and would the injunctions lose validity when the Christian community 

became predominantly Gentile? 

The evidence which falls within the parameters set by the present study is not 

guaranteed to answer all the questions related to the Jerusalem council's solution to the 

problem of the Gentiles. 40 The historical background and the evidence of the Pauline 

Epistles are also determinative. Nevertheless, it is important to examine the available 

data and to ascertain the place of the council's decision, particularly the four items 

commonly named the apostles' decree, within the context of the Christianity portrayed 

by Luke. Three areas will be investigated: the precise wording of the decree, the 

suggested interpretations of the prohibitions, and the terminology applied to the decree. 

The first two points hang very much together. 

2.1. The textual variant41 

The text of the council's decison which is given at 15: 28-29 is, as we have seen, 

referred to proleptically in 15: 19-20 and retrospectively in 21: 25. The various instances 

are as follows in the Nestle-Aland26 text: 

15: 19-20 µTj napEVOxýiv 'LOiS änö 'rcýv ý6vGJV EnlazpýýoUßlv E7Ll 'röv 6EÖV, äx. ý ä 
E7116'rEixal a'uToiS 'LOV än£xE6Aal iwv äxLo"mµäzwv tiwv EiSwx. wv xäl iqS 
nopvEiaS Mt TOI) nvlxLOV Mt TOI) UtgUTOS 

15: 28-29 µ115EV n%l-E, OV E«nl'rl8E6eal výµlV�ßa, poS nx. r, Iv 'rou'rwv Twv EnavayxES, 
änExEa6al EiSwý. o6vltwv xai aiµa'roS KM nvlxýtcv xäl nopvEiaS 

21: 25 nEpi 5F'- 'rwv nEnl6'rEUxö'rwV EevüJV ýµEiS EnE6'rEixaµEV 
xpivavzES 

ýu%, Ö166E6eaL aÜ'ro'llC, LÖ 'rE ELSw%ÖeU COV KOCL aLµa xaL nVLx'rÖV xaL nopvEiav 

40The apparent silence in the Pauline Epistles (is Col 2: 20-23 a critical reference to the decree? ) is conspicuous. 
41For general discussions on the subject, see also Ropes (3: 265-69), Metzger (429-34), Epp (Codex Bezae 107-12), and others cited in the bibliographies of Schneider (2: 169-71) and Weiser (2: 363- 64). 
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It is immediately obvious that at each place there is variety. In 21: 25 the 

statement of Gentile freedom is omitted. The items in 15: 20 are all articular; in 15: 29, 

all anarthrous; and in 21: 25, all appear to be governed by the same article, though given 

the different genders it is hard to be certain. On occasion a plural noun becomes 

singular, or its wording is altered. Most notable is Ec&xX Ovia (15: 29): iä & tayrjµaia 

zwv ddöt? Äov appears in 15: 20 while EiScoXOO-ozov is used in 21: 25.42 The order of the 

items varies: nopvcia exchanges places with aiµa. 43 

These differences in detail, however, only supplement the major textual 

problem: the number of the prohibitions varies. The issue falls out into three main 

categories. (1) The Alexandrian text, as well as most other witnesses, has four items-- 

ci8oA0' 9via, nopvwia, things strangled, and blood. 44 (2) The Western text omits things 

strangled and adds a negative form of the "golden rule" in 15: 20 and 15: 29. (3) Some 

texts (a textual tradition? ) omit nopveia from 15: 20 and 15: 29. The following chart 

illustrates. 45 

15: 20 (a) , twv äXto-ynµ&twv twv eiSwý. wv xä2 irjS 
TzopvýiaS xai TOD TGVtxtiov xai 'Lov äiµa'LOS 

, c& äkta"yºýµäiwv iýiv ciSwAýv xai. 'C1ýS 
TCOpvELaS xaL TCVtxiov xaL'sov ai. µazoS 

(b) Twv WOynµdtwv -twv Ei56%wv xä11; 
ýýf ei ýý f 

zýopvElaS xat ýtov atµaýtoS xat oßa av µrj 
9Ekwrn. v avioiS 'y(vEa6a1 kgpo1S WTI 7totE7tv 

(c) , twv ä7,1o'yQµ6ctwv 'tcöv Ei86xwv xai iov 

CEP 049 Byz 

p74AB'F3381 
ApConst vg syP h 

sa bo arm geo 
(D) it(d) sa Irenaeuslat 

p45 
nvLxiov xai tiov aiµatioS 

15: 29 (a) Ei8wXo6viwv 'Kai äiµaioS xät nvi, xtiO)v xai 
, 7copvetaS 

EiSwý. o6vtiwv xai aiµatioS xät nvtxiov icai 

15: 20 
15: 29 
21: 25 

X*A*BC81sabö 
Clement Origenlat 

p74 Nc A2 E lat(t) 

42rjviirröv also changes form, being singular in 15: 20 and 21: 25 and plural in 15: 29. 
431n short, 

eiSwýöAvTa Ttopvgia TtVLKTÖV 

44Because the meanings of E co Outia and nopveia are uncertain, we will leave th,. tA, 

syP " ethPP 12ý 

C 

atiµa 
1234 
1432 

P74 XA (D) 1432 

4 

untranslated for the present. 
45The data come from UBS3, which in this instance has more detail than Nestle-Aland26. 
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7COpvEiaS 

(b) EiSw?, oAlSTwv xät aiµa'coS xai 7copvEiaS xät 
öaa e£%l£'CE EaU'LOiS ylvEß9at E'cepotS µý 

ý TLOL£Lv 

Ei5wa. o6viwv IcäL aiµa'LoS xai TLOpvEiaS 

(c) EiSwaoBIýTwv xai aiµaTOS K& nvt xzov 

21: 25 (a) iö zF-ei8wa, öevtiov xai ai. µa xät irvtxtiöv xai. 
7LopvEiav 

'CÖ 'LE ElBw%, ÖeU'GOV xät 1topVElav xai 1Lvtx'L0v 
\C 

xat aLµa 

syP h ApConst 
D it vgmss syh 
(Irenaeuslat) 

Tertullian 

vgms* OrigenPt 
Gaudentius Vigilius 

(p74)NABC33 

syP? ethPP 

(b) tib eiS&. 6Ovtcov -Kai aiµa xai nopve%av D itd gig geo Augustine 

Judging these variants on transcriptional probabilities primarily- -admittedly a precarious 

business at the best of times since the "neutral" and the Western text forms probably 

circulated early and concurrently in the same areas and in different recensions46--we can 

make a few important observations. 

The deletion of nopveia, case (c), makes the list entirely dietetic. IZopvEia does 

appear, superficially at least, to be out of place among items otherwise describing food. 

Attempts have been made to emend the text and to retain all four items with a dietetic 

interpretation. IIopvcia has been proposed to have been originally xopEia47 or 

nopKEia. 48 These suggestions can be no more than desperate grabs at strawmen 

(indeed, non-existent strawmen, for there is no known example of the use of nopKEia), 

in order to maintain uniformity and thus arrive at a quick solution. Although three out 

of the four items do concern food, there is no reason why the fourth should of necessity 

be interpreted along the same line; nor it is likely that the same corruption would occur 

in all three places, unless the alteration were deliberate. It is precisely the unexpected- 

46A. F. J. Klijn (A Survey of the Researches into the Western Text of the Gospels and Acts. 
Part Two. 1949-69 [1969] 64) concludes his survey of the studies of the Western text with the assertion 
that "the riddle of the Western text has not been solved". This conclusion obliges us to consider all 
early readings as potentially original and to muster as many arguments as possible to settle individual 
cases. For a sample of the recent trends in the textual studies of Acts, see M. Wilcox, "Luke and the 
Bezan Text of Acts", in Actes-Kremer (1979) 447-55 and C. M. Martini, "La tradition textuelle des 
Actes des Apötres et les tendances de l'Eglise ancienne", in Actes-Kremer (1979) 21-35. 

47This is the conjecture of R. Bentley which is cited by J. Rendel Harris (Side-Lights on New 
Testament Research [1908] 188) and which has been revived by M. Philonenko ("Le Decret Apostolique 
et les interdits alimentaires du Coran", RHPR 47 [1967] 165-72). 

48Who first proposed this emendation is not known, but a dismissal of it can be attributed to 
J. U. Powell ("On the Suggestion 7ropicsia in the Acts of the Apostles, XV., 20,29", ClassR 33 [1919] 
151-52). 
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ness of nopvtia and the rare external attestation which have suggested that the word is 

original. 49 

When nvuxidv is excluded, case (b), the decree seems to become ethical in 

content and the golden rule is a logical concomitance. This is an attractive interpretation: 

the decree as a result resembles the twofold aspect of the ten commandments, namely, 

the worship of God and respect for other people, which encapsulated God's covenant 

with Israel. 50 It is arguable that nvucrov, which seems to clinch the cultic interpretation 

of the decree, was a local, possibly Alexandrian addition. 51 In this regard we note that 

Philo, Spec. Leg. 4.122-23, one of the few Jewish witnesses to nvtxidv, lists the 

strangling and throttling of animals (äxovticc xal änonviyovte; ) among the pagan 

customs abhorent to Jews. Furthermore, the assumption that a shift from a cultic to an 

ethical form is more understandable is tenable only if an increasingly Gentile-oriented 

Christianity had left its Jewish moorings completely. This would be hard to prove for 

most Christian settings in the first century A. D. 

We can, however, with some degree of confidence discount the originality of the 

golden rule, for the rule is inappropriate to a decree expressed in terms of things to be 

avoided. This observation weakens the argument for the originality of the Western 

tradition in 15: 20 and 15: 29. Whether a similar criticism can be directed at the Western 

text of 21: 25 where the tradition has no trace of the golden rule and is backed up by 

Tertullian's comparable citation of the decree in De pud. 1252 is uncertain. It may be 

that the insertion of the golden rule to clarify or expand the true sense of the decree did 

not invite the omission of nvt Tov but rather that the inclusion of the golden rule was the 

491n some ways, though, this inference about the originality of ltopvcia can only be an 
argument from silence. As Metzger (430) notes, "it is not known whether the 'Caesarean' text existed 
for Acts, and if it did, how far it is the product of a compromise between readings of the Alexandrian 
type and those of the Western type, or how far it can claim to preserve variant readings which are as likely to be original as readings in either of the two main types of text". 

50Cf. C. H. Turner, "Jewish Christianity--I. The Apostolic Decree of Acts xv and the 
Apostolic Church Orders" (1930), in Catholic and Apostolic. Collected Papers (1931) 247-52. 

51 This is the view of Bietenhard (TDNT 6: 457-58), who cites G. Strothotte ("Das 
Apostelkonzil im Lichte der jüdischen Rechtsgeschichte" [1955] 128). Strothotte's work came to my 
attention too late to consult his argument; but he maintains that the decree in its original context had an 
ethical sense. 

521n Apolog. 9 Tertullian speaks of the Christian practice of not eating things strangled but 
makes no direct reference to the decree of 15: 29 as he does in De pud. 12. Ephraem (cited in Ropes 
3: 426,266) records 15: 20 without either xäi 7rvucrov and the golden rule; but when referring 
specifically to the decree, he includes the golden rule. 
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direct result of the lack of nvtx'cöv. In this case nvucrdv could have been added to a 

recension of the threefold decree at a later stage to eliminate any ambiguity from the 

cultic perspective. 

The main alternative to accepting outright the "neutral" or Western textual 

tradition of the decree has been to argue, as P. H. Menoud53 has done, that the original 

text involved a twofold prohibition. Menoud works from two points: from the 

principle "that the more fully developed forms of the apostolic decree must be later and 

should be regarded as differing elaborations of a shorter primitive text", 54 i. e. a 

development in the direction of expansion and not constriction, and from the 

presupposition that it was a question of food, of the ritual purity of food, which had to 

be settled. As a result the history of the text proceeds somewhat as follows. To the 

basic decree prescribing abstinence from et& &. 6Buia and blood--the fewest possible, yet 

completely sufficient, injunctions for permitting social intercourse between Jewish and 

Gentile Christians--p45 al added nvtx'cöv by way of explanation. The Western tradition, 

attested first by Tertullian (though he is probably not responsible), understood the 

decree about et8 oX0Oota and blood to be a moral injunction (i. e. idolatry and murder) 

and inserted nopvr%a in the place of nvtxiöv, thereby expanding the authority of the 

decree to a matter not discussed at the council. The B text appeared as a conflatory 

recension which united the additions of p45 and Tertullian. Finally the D reviser with 

both a conservative and an innovating tendency discarded nvtxccov as secondary, and 

then expanded the decree to make it a summary of Christian ethics, "to emphasize the 

newness of the Christian faith as regards Judaism". 55 

53Menoud, "Western Text" 22-28. Menoud's major purpose in this article is to establish the 
theological peculiarities of the Western text. He has been answered on that point by Barrett ("Codex 
Bezae" 15-27, esp. 16-18 [see above p. 13 n. 30), while W. G. Kümmel ("Die älteste Form des 
Aposteldekrets" [1953], in Heilsgeschehen and Geschichte. Gesammelte Aufsätze [1965,1978] 1: 278- 
88) has reacted critically to his reconstruction of the textual history of the decree. 

54Menoud, "Western Text" 23. 
55Menoud, "Western Text" 27. Ropes (3: 265-69) and K. Lake (Beginnings 5: 204-9), without 

the knowledge of p45, adopted a textual reconstruction similar to Menoud's: (1) the threefold text of Tertullian in De pud. 12, which accounts for the other variants, is to be accepted; (2) the decree 
originally had a dietetic sense. In other words, the Western authorities give the right threefold text; but 
the others give the right interpretation, correctly glossing adµa with nvucrov. 
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Menoud's reconstruction can and should be challenged. First, there is no 

manuscript evidence for the existence of a twofold clause. Menoud does willingly 

acknowledge this weakness and is prepared to adopt the reading of p45 as original. 56 

But that concession gains little: the problem of deletion as well as addition remains. 

Second, it is a fallacy to claim that the textual history always develops in the direction of 

expansion. The texts of T. Levi and T. Naphtali discovered at Qumran which are longer 

than the later Greek texts are evidence that the reverse does happen. 57 A third criticism 

is the fact that in 15: 20 nvticrdv proceeds aiµa. 58 Unless 15: 20 is the Lukan reformu- 

lation of the original wording as some, pointing to iä &Xt. oyrjµaia rwv Ei5w%wv, have 

suggested, 59 nvtxr0v in an antecedent position is an unlikely addition merely to clarify 

and extend the meaning of aI a. Most deficient is the presupposition that the restriction 

to kosher foods was the thing necessary to make the Gentiles acceptable to Jewish 

Christians. 6 In itself this may be true, although there were in fact other practices which 

made the Jews suspicious. But was the question of social intercourse between Jewish 

and Gentile Christians the issue under debate in Acts 15? Have we not seen repeatedly 

that the council (in whatever text it is read) took place because some Jewish Christians 

went from Jerusalem to Antioch and insisted that the Gentiles had to be circumcised and 

required to obey the law in order to be saved? The question--for Luke at least--was one 

of salvation, not of common meals. This emphasis contrasts, for example, with a 

concentration on dietary laws in Origen, c. Celsum 8.29: in that context nopvEta would 

be a logical omission. 

On the basis of the textual evidence alone, to sum up, it would be wrong to 

insist that the decree consisted of the generally accepted four prohibitions or to assert 

that the textual history developed necessarily from a cultic to an ethical interpretation or 

to say that the decree must be wholly cultic or wholly ethical in intent. Indeed, the very 

56Menoud, "Western Text" 24. 
57J. J. Scott, Jr., "Textual Variants of the 'Apostolic Decree' and Their Setting in the Early 

Church", in FS S. J. Schultz (1983) 171 n. 4. 
58Metzger 443. 
59E. g. Lake, Beginnings 5: 205. 
60Barrett ("Codex Bezae" 17-18) makes this criticism of Menoud's reconstruction. 
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distinction between cultic and ethical, while a convenient way of referring to the 

different versions of the decree, seems arbitrary and misleading. But we anticipate. 

2.2. The proposed interpretations 

The ambiguity regarding the textual tradition of the decree leaves the way open 

for the injunctions to bear various interpretations. To begin with, there is the relation to 

the Torah. The discussion to this point has shown that James's argument, making the 

prohibitions part of an inference drawn from personal experience and the Scriptures, 

identifies the decree with God's act of restoring Israel (15: 14-18) and with the law of 

Moses, specifically the law proclaimed in the synagogues (15: 21). It has been observed 

as well that the items resemble both in content and in order certain of the topics in 

Leviticus 17-18 and that the closing comment of the council's letter--that well-being 

reflects right behaviour--recalls comparable exhortations in the deuteronomic law. We 

can go further. 

Not only are the injunctions found firmly entrenched in the law which every 

member of the people of God under the Mosaic covenant was to uphold and fulfil, they 

are also regulations which applied to the strangers living in Israel, who like the native 

Israelites, had entered into a sworn covenant with YHWH (Deut 29: 10; cf. 31: 12-13; 

Josh 8: 33,35), who were to be added to the house of Israel when Israel was resettled in 

the land after the exile (Isa 14: 1), and who were promised an inheritance in the land 

(Ezek 47: 22,23). In other words, these injunctions governed the actions of the n" 'I a, 

who in later parlance were known as 7rpomlXviot if they were circumcised (cf. Exod 

12: 43-49) and as Ooßo, ýµEVOi/6p_ß64EVOi tiöv eEÖV61 if they were not. It is therefore 

arguable that the choice of these injunctions was the natural consequence of a 

community working from the presupposition that the nation of Israel had been re- 

established through Jesus the Messiah and that strangers from other nations who were 

seeking the Lord were God's people and associated with the restored Israel, though not 

possessed by it. In such circumstances the uncircumcised Christian would match the 

uncircumcised la of the Torah. Further, because of the common application to Jew 

61 See Appendix. 
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and Gentile, it is possible to infer that the chosen injunctions had the advantage of being 

recognized, by both Jews and Gentiles, as a long-established aspect of participating in 

the people of God and thus the added advantage of being able to facilitate intercourse 

between Jews and Gentiles. 

There is a third point of contact between the apostles' decision and the Torah. In 

Leviticus 17-18 each of the items is accompanied by an important judicial warning 

which is directed to the Israelites and the d" `1 X: the disobedient will be cut off from 

Israel (', 7"n_Vn N1,7,7 tt! D3-f7 -17n7: )ý1). 62 To be cut off means to receive the 

curse of direct punishment by God which is visited upon the offender usually in the 

form of premature death and probably anticipates condemnation in the life to come. 63 

Attached to deliberate violations of the levitical purity-impurity rules, the penalty of 

. r`1: ) was aimed at "discouraging the Israelite's participation in activities which would 

compromise Israel's holiness as a people separated unto God (Lev 20: 26)". 64 That the 

assembly in formulating its decision may well have taken this penalty into consideration 

is suggested on two counts: (1) for the Christian community the punishment marked the 

difference between the Jews who accepted Jesus as the promised prophet of Moses and 

those who rejected him (cf. Acts 3: 22-23); (2) the punishment could be said to be the 

converse of the positive motive clause "in order that it might be well with you and your 

children after you", for both incentives are applied to the regulation about blood 

(compare Lev 7: 27; 17: 10-14 with Deut 12: 23-28). It therefore does not seem incorrect 

620n this use of rr: see the discussions in Wenham, Leviticus 241-42,285-86; G. Hasel, 
TWAT 4: 362-64; and D. J. Wold, "The Kareth Penalty in P: Rationale and Cases", SBL 

SemP (1979) 1: 1-45. 
63Wold, "Kareth" esp. 24; Wenham, Leviticus 241-42,285-86. Wold ("Kareth" 5) believes 

that the divine curse of extinction extends to the offender's children, should there be offspring, so that 
the offender is left without descendants. Wenham (Leviticus 242) points to the possibility that since 
death in the OT is often referred to as being with one's fathers (e. g. 1 Kgs 1: 21; 14: 31), the penalty 
n -l: ) mean that offenders are separated spiritually from their people forever. 

It is sometimes claimed that rr denotes the death penalty imposed by human agency 
following convictions in the courts; however, this definition does not take into consideration (a) that 
God himself threatens to cut people off; (b) that many of the crimes to which the penalty is attached are 
secret sins which would be difficult to prosecute in the court (e. g. Exod 30: 38; Lev 7: 20-21; Num 
15: 30-3 1); and (c) that the person who escapes judicial execution must still face the possibility of being 
cut off (cf. Lev 20: 2-5). r7: ) also should not be limited to separation from the covenant community 
(thus, T. Frymer-Kensky, "Pollution, Purification, and Purgation in Biblical Israel", in FS D. N. 
Freedman [1983] 399-414), for that treatment is reserved for the unclean and not for the criminal (Lev 
13: 45-46; Num 5: 1-4). 

64Wold, "Kareth" 25. 
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to suggest that the maintenance of the holiness of the people of God determined the 

choice of the injunctions. 

There is cause, nonetheless, to hesitate before adopting this explanation. Some- 

times, as S. G. Wilson has pointed out, 65 the resemblance with the topics in Leviticus 

17-18 has to be stretched. Et&waoA. aipia, not dd&cok6oi ca, would be a more appropriate 

classification for the act, in Lev 17: 7, of slaying animals for sacrifice outside the 

Israelite camp and not bringing them to the meeting tent. Similarly, there is no manifest 

connection between nvtKrov and Leviticus 17-18 despite the common tendency to refer 

to Lev 17: 13-16. The terms used in the Old Testament passage are "animals which die 

of themselves" (ri z7 n 3/8vr1atµaia) and "animals which are torn apart by beasts" 

(r 'in /6iptuA, wtiot). Nor does nopvsia appear in the Septuagint translation of Lev 

18: 6-23; the closest is the verbal form bxnopvc ko, with reference to spiritual adultery, in 

Lev 17: 7. In other words, except for a. µa, the linguistic correspondence between the 

prohibitions in the decree and the topics in Leviticus 17-18 is deficient. 

A second reason for caution is that strictly speaking the terms in Acts 15: 29 are 

an incomplete and possibly misleading list of the precepts imposed upon the strangers 

living in Israel under the Mosaic covenant. The t)" -I z are also required to observe the 

sabbath (Exod 20: 10; 23: 12; Deut 5: 14) and the day of the atonement (Lev 16: 29). 

More puzzling, Deut 14: 21 absolves the resident alien (t = näpotxo; ) as well as the 

foreigner (, -i: s= aXX6tptoq) from abstaining from eating meat of an animal that dies 

of itself (; j'7: L3/9vijrn. µ(Xiov). This discrepancy between Lev 17: 13-16 and Deut 14: 21 

could be excused if the translator's choice of näpotxoS, instead of npoOMXUToS, the usual 

equivalent of `1z, was deliberate; but the application of npornjXvzot to Israel's status in 

Egypt (Exod 22: 20; 23: 9; Lev 19: 34; Deut 10: 19) suggests that there is some overlap 

between npooi to; and näpon og as the translations of -1z 66 and thus the doubt 

regarding the extent of the correspondence lingers. 

It is noteworthy as well that other regulations in the Torah carry the penalty of 

`ýý. The sojourner, if he was circumcised (Exod 12: 48), was expelled for eating 

Wilson, Law 87-94. 
66For further discussion and bibliography on this point see p. 150 n. 69. 
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leaven during the passover (Exod 12: 19; cf. v. 15; Num 9: 13-14). He was also 

sentenced to death for committing a highhanded sin and for cursing the Lord (Num 

15: 30; cf. Lev 24: 16). To these instances where the -ii is clearly in view may be added 

passages where there is no reference to the resident aliens but where the term "Israelites" 

most certainly assumes their presence. In these passages is the suggestion that the -1 a 

was to observe circumcision (Gen 17: 14), the sabbath (e. g. Exod 31: 14; 20: 8), and 

many other cultic practices. 67 

In response to these difficulties, Wilson, 68 among others, 69 has sought to make 

a case for the ethical understanding of the decree as the one which fits most smoothly in 

Luke's setting. His dissatisfaction with the idea that the terms reflect Leviticus 17-18 

stems not only from the lack of an explicit linguistic correspondence and the sheer 

strangeness of nvncr6v. Influential as well are the observation that the decree presented 

by Luke is not Mosaic but apostolic and inspired by the Spirit (15: 28) and the 

supposition that by the time Luke wrote (ca. A. D. 90) the injunctions in the decree were 

an established part of Gentile mores and thus hardly understood exclusively as a set of 

levitical or cultic regulations. 

Wilson cites the following. First, the Jews thought the three cardinal sins of the 

Gentiles to be idolatry, murder, and sexual immorality (Jub. 7.21-25): these three acts 

were those which the Jews, even under extreme duress, had to avoid (e. g. b. Seb. 

7b). Second, an ethical interpretation is said to make "excellent sense" of Acts 15: 21 

since the few basic demands could represent a summation of the law which would 

attract interested Gentiles, as Josephus, Ag. Ap. 2.291-94, for example, suggests 

happened. Third, nopveia and aµa (= murder) would fit more naturally in the wider 

context of Christian literature; so would Et& & 3Olna and possibly nvtxiöv if it is not to be 

excluded. Et5w?. 6Ovr(x becomes virtually the equivalent of Ei5O)XoXatipta, the idea 

perhaps conveyed in any case by the tiä &Au yrjµatia c6 v et&w?, wv of 15: 20; though 

67Exod 30: 33,38; Lev 7: 20,21,25; 19: 8,13; 22: 3; 23: 29,30 (cf. 16: 29); Num 19: 20. 
68Wilson, Law 99-101. 
69E. g. Harnack 248-63 and T. Boman, "Das textkritische Problem des sogenannten 

Apostelsdekrets", NovT 7 (1964) 26-36. Wilson, unlike most others, concentrates on the Lukan rather 
than the original context and text of the decree. I personally do not think that the two contexts and 
intents are necessarily disparate. The subject, though, is too large for the present discussion. 
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tenuous, "strangling" in connection with the prohibition of blood and in an ethical sense 

does appear in Gen. Rab. 34.14, where "the one who murders by strangling" is 

considered to be "a shedder of human blood". 

Many of these arguments have value. There are, however, several criticisms. 

Wilson himself admits that a major weakness is the necessity of omitting irvuctöv: "the 

very coherence of this [ethical] interpretation may be precisely why an original itvucröS 

was quietly dropped from the text". 70 It is also plausible to question, as was done 

earlier, 71 that the summation of the law in terms of a few representative moral demands, 

a common apologetic feature in the Jewish literature of the period, is the same thing as 

the reduction of the law to three (four? ) precepts. And surely in the case of the decree, 

as the µi1 tapcvoXXEiv of 15: 19 and the in v itXov Em. ii6E66at ßäpo; of 15: 28 would 

maintain, it is the reduction, not the summation, of the law which is in view. A third 

hesitancy stems from the reconstruction of the author's setting. Even given a date of 

composition late in the first century A. D. --an interpretation which, though the majority 

opinion, still lacks conclusive proof--the issue of the church's relation to Judaism need 

not have died. Indeed, there is cause to suspect that after the destruction of the temple in 

A. D. 70 the Jewish community and the Jewish Christians who participated in and 

ministered to that community laid even greater stress on the aspects of Judaism like 

circumcision, sabbath, food laws, and sexual morality which remained and were able to 

set them apart from their Gentile neighbours. Where Luke's readers fit in such a 

situation is admittedly a moot point. It is possible to interpret Acts 28: 25-28, the 

appointed crux text, as reflecting the fact that only a mission to the Gentiles lies ahead. 

But that is not the only interpretation of the passage, 72 and we do know from the 

exchange between Justin and Trypho that even in the second century A. D. the 

communication between Jews and Christians had not disappeared completely. 

Fourthly, there is the matter of the meaning of E'5wa, 69v'ra. While it may be tempting to 

70Wilson, Law 101 (the brackets are mine). 
71 See pp. 68-70. 
72For example, Acts 28: 25-28 can be understood as representing in Rome what the earlier 

"programmatic" statements of 13: 46-48 and 18: 6 meant to the Jews and Gentiles in Pisidian Antioch 
and Corinth, respectively, i. e. the announcement of the extension of the gospel to the Gentiles in that 
area. 
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understand Ei6w? 38uia (15: 29) in terms of iä 6' Xt yrjµaia zwv E' 564)v (15: 20) and 

thereby attain for the former expression an ethical nuance, it is more reasonable to 

suppose that Luke understood iä äXiayrjµatia iwv ciSwa, wv in the sense of F-150,8uia 

which he gives as the text of the decree itself: Gentile believers must abstain from using 

food which has been offered in sacrifice in idolatrous worship. 73 

There is another way to approach the criticisms of a correlation between the 

decree and the topics in Leviticus 17-18. We could inquire how the Torah regulations 

regarding the 7z/npom 'roq were transposed to the political and religious environment 

of the dispersion when Israel was no longer a political entity and Judaism faced the 

matter of interested Gentiles. What did the Jews in the first century require of Gentiles 

who were "sojourning in the land" as God-fearers in the synagogue? 

An answer to this question could go some way towards explaining the origin 

and the choice of the prohibitions in the decree. There is in Acts an obvious interest in 

the God-fearers. 74 That sociological group seems to constitute the greater number of 

the people converting to Christianity as a direct result of Paul's preaching in the 

synagogues and thus to have formed the link between the Jewish and the Gentile sectors 

of the mixed congregations in the diaspora communities. It is noteworthy as well that 

James, who proposed the implementation of the prohibitions as the proper response to 

God's electing of the Gentiles, takes the premise of his address from Peter's contribu- 

tion to the debate, that Peter takes his from his meeting with Cornelius, and that 

Cornelius's religious experience illustrates what it means to be a God-fearer who 

converts to Christianity. Such a chain of argumentation suggests that the council's 

decision depends upon Judaism's treatment of those Gentiles who, for whatever reason, 

refused to become full converts to Judaism but who were sufficiently attracted to the 

monotheism and ethical practices of the Jews to want to maintain some connection. 75 

73The usual connotation of the cognates of the hapax legomenon &? u yq ta, ritual and moral 
defilement by food (see p. 149 n. 66), is also indicative. 

740n this expression see Appendix. 
75The proposed grounding of the terms of the decree in the regulations of the synagogue can be 

backed up, with caution by Gen. Rab. 98.9. There R. IIanin, a Palestinian amora of the fourth 
generation, answers the question "for what purpose will the royal Messiah come, and what will he do? " 
with "He will come to assemble the exiles of Israel and to give them [the Gentiles] thirty precepts". In 
support of this answer R. Hanin cites Zech 11: 12, a text which seems to have been applied by R. 
Johanan to the precepts which the Gentiles will observe when messiah comes. See also Midr. Ps. 21.1. 
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The Noachide laws, 76 the name given to the regulations governing the ýa 

(= God-fearer), are for the rabbis the minimum of the laws necessary for the 

maintenance of civilization. Traditionally they number seven (e. g. b. Sanh. 56a; 

Gen. Rab. 34.8): the injunction of social laws (i. e. the establishment of a legal system) 

and the prohibitions of idolatry, sexual sins, bloodshed, blasphemy, theft, and eating 

the flesh from living animals. To these seven, which are clearly accepted as the 

standard in the amoraic period, were added others during the tannaitic period (e. g. 

observance of the sabbath, honouring one's parents, abstention from emasculation and 

sorcery [b. Sanh. 56a-60a; cf. b. Hul. 92a-92b]), indicating earlier a lack of complete 

agreement as to the number of items and the specific norms to be included. 77 It is not 

impossible, admittedly, that the regulations were devised at a time when Israel no longer 

had a land which could be polluted and that they may represent simply a hypothetical 

projection into the future. Even so, Jewish officialdom still had to provide for the 

reality of Gentiles who expressed a general interest in Judaism. Moreover, there are 

hints that the regulations may contain or at least reflect the historical memory of a pre-70 

A. D. existence. 78 Josephus, Ag. Ap. 2.281-86 and Jub. 7.20, which records a 

substantially different list of injunctions, 79 verify an early awareness of and interest in 

(indeed, observance of) Jewish practices and laws among non-Jews. The passage in 

Jubilees also traces the items to Noah and specifically to the instructions in Gen 9: 4-6. 

If the Noachide laws can be considered admissible evidence for the situation of 

the Judaism of the first century A. D., and I think it likely, 80 several observations 

follow. 

76For further discussion on these laws see S. S. Schwarzschild and S. Berman, "Noachide 
Laws", EncJud 12: 1189-91; E. L. Dietrich, "Die Religion Noahs', ihre Herkunft and ihre Bedeutung", 
ZRGG 1 (1948) 301-15; L. Finkelstein, "Some Examples of the Maccabean Halaka", JBL 49 (1930) 
21-25; R. Loewe, "Potentialities and Limitations of Universalism in the Halakhah", in FS L. Roth 
(1966) 125-32,136-44. 

77As a result, later sources, manifesting this disagreement, refer to thirty precepts. 
78Finkelstein ("Halaka" 22-23,25), in fact, maintains that the commandments were formulated 

during the Hasmonean era. 
79These are to observe righteousness, cover the shame of the flesh, bless the creator, honour 

parents, love the neighbour, and guard against fornication, uncleanness, and all iniquity. 
8aThis is also a suggestion entertained by Lake (Beginnings 5: 207-8) and the contention of M. 

Simon ("The Apostolic Decree and Its Setting in the Ancient Church", BJRL 52 [1969-70] 437-60, here 
439-45). 
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(1) The laws imposed by the Jews on interested uncircumcised non-Jews, manifest a 

significant juxtaposition of various kinds of regulations. There are two of a 

specifically religious character (idolatry, blasphemy), three of an ethical nature 

(homicide, theft, social laws), one of a dietary character (eating the flesh of living 

animals), and one that is both ritual and ethical (sexual sins). The combination in 

fact should not be surprising. It is observable not only in Moses's law but also in 

Gen 9: 3-6, where the eating of blood and the shedding of blood are the prescrip- 

tions given to Noah. 

(2) The statement "only you shall not eat flesh with its life, that is, its blood" in Gen 

9: 4 on which the regulation about eating the flesh of living animals is based is 

extended by R. Hanania b. Gamaliel in b. Sanh. 59a to cover blood drawn from a 

living animal. 

(3) It is discernible that the amoraim, who received a clear tradition of the Noachide 

laws, had difficulty in explaining why other pre-Sinaitic laws were not included, 

such as procreation (Gen 9: 1), circumcision (Gen 17: 12-14), and the law of sinew. 

(4) There is a divergence of opinion among the rabbis whether the Noachide laws 

constituted a formulation of natural law or were intended solely to govern the 

behaviours of the non-Jewish resident living under Jewish jurisdiction. 81 The 

natural law position is expressed most clearly by the assertion, as to five of the 

seven laws, that the laws would have been made mandatory even had they not been 

revealed (e. g. b. Yoma 67b) and by the insistence that six out of the seven laws 

(omitted is the eating of flesh from a living animal) were revealed to Adam 

(Gen. Rab. 16.6; 24.5). Supportive of the other side of the debate is the 

observation that the entire content of the talmudic discussion of the Noachide laws 

concerns the actual enforcement by the rabbinic courts (b. Sanh. 56a-59a): the 

punishment for each crime is enumerated, and the standards of procedure and 

evidence are discussed. 

81(Schwarzschild and) Berman, Encfud 12: 1190-91. 
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From these observations it might not be right to claim that the decree is an 

abbreviated form of the rabbinic rules. 82 Indeed, not only does the list in Acts alone 

bear any systematic relationship to the laws which the Pentateuch makes obligatory 

upon the resident alien, but the decree and the Noachide laws breathe a different spirit: 

fulfilment of the Noachide laws does not make the resident alien or the God-fearer a 

member of the Jewish community in full standing; only the act of circumcision yields 

that status. Nevertheless, the observations do point out some similarity between the 

apostles' decree and the Noachide commandments--the heterogeneous composition, the 

clarifying commandments, the consequent bafflement about the laws excluded--which 

suggests that the two sets of regulations had a comparable development. That is to say, 

the apostolic council and the Jewish leaders started from the same point--the instructions 

to Noah, the levitical purity laws, and possibly the commands addressed to Adam--and 

they derived exegetically the taboos applicable to their respective situations. 

The implication of such a correspondence is clear. Coming to terms with the 

prospect of Gentiles belonging to the people of God in light of the fact of the church's 

Jewish heritage, the Jerusalem council through the decree expressed not only the 

Gentiles' acceptability in the people of God without the requirements of circumcision 

and obedience to the law but also a concern to protect the distinctive root of the 

covenantal relationship between the holy God and his chosen people. It is therefore not 

simply a case of the Gentiles abandoning their pagan gods to worship the living and true 

God (cf. 1 Thess 1: 9); it is also, since idolatry was the hallmark of the Gentiles (cf. Acts 

14: 15), being both their principal shortcoming and the basis of all other forms of Gentile 

immorality (e. g. Wis 12-14; Sib. Or. 4.27-34), perhaps more critically a case of the 

Gentiles representing a potential source of Jewish and Christian apostasy. The 

prohibitions of Acts 15: 29 serve as a prevention against the breaking of the covenant by 

the people going after strange gods. 

There is a qualification. The practices selected are not a metaphor for idolatry-- 

the probability that ci8w?. 68via gives meaning to zä &.. XLa rrjµaia tiwv ci&&X ov and not the 

82Contra Simon, "Decree" 444-45. 
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converse disallows this--but as the law maintains and the history of Israel verifies, they 

are a dangerous route to that end. To illustrate, sexual defilement and idolatrous 

practices such as offering children to Molech, thereby profaning God's name, are the 

reasons mentioned in Lev 18: 24-30 for God's rejection of the original inhabitants of the 

promised land; and such condemnatory reaction to iniquity serves as a warning to Israel 

not to follow the practices of the people of Egypt or Canaan (cf. 18: 2-5). The 

wickedness of the people brought the flood upon the earth in the days of Noah (Gen 

6: 5-7; Jub. 7.21-25), and the regulations to Noah against the eating of blood and 

murder lead into the promise not to allow such destruction again (Gen 9: 1-17). The 

exiles in the lands of Assyria and Babylonia were, as the prophets repeatedly warned, a 

direct result of the Israelites' chase after foreign gods (e. g. Jer 3-6; 2 Kgs 17: 1-18; 

24: 1-4), which was instigated usually by marriages to non-Israelites (e. g. 1 Kgs 11: 1- 

8). 

From the perspective of the mandated holiness of the people of God it seems 

natural, despite the fact that the language of the decree does not match the topics of 

Leviticus 17-18 precisely, 83 for a Jew to put abstention from ci8wA. 6Ovia and abstention 

from blood and things strangled together. Food was forbidden if it was idolatrous even 

though it was correctly slaughtered; and equally, food was forbidden if though untainted 

by idolatry it had been improperly slaughtered. And with abstention from döwX66uia 

goes not surprisingly in the long run abstention from nopvcia. 

In this regard attention is often drawn, rightly, to the statements in Rev 2: 14, 

20,84 where the eating of Ei8w? 8vza is connected with nopvcia, with the Old Testament 

precedents of Balaam and Jezebel, who led her husband into idolatry (3 Kgdms 16: 31; 

18: 19; cf. 4 Kgdms 9: 22), and in case of the letter to Thyatira, in the ob 3c A.? w E4' v hä 

&? o ßäpo; of 2: 24, a probable allusion to the decree of Acts 15: 29.85 Another 

830n this point, in my opinion, Wilson (Law 87-94) errs, demanding a linguistic precision 
which exceeds the evidence of the church's use of the OT. 

84E. g. C. K. Barrett, "Things Sacrificed to Idols", NTS 11 (1964-65) 139-40. 
85This is the opinion of many commentators, but note the hesitation of Lake (Beginnings 

5: 212 n. 1). 
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frequently cited text is the Pseudo-Clementine literature86 which shows that the coupling 

of the eating of Ee8o)X69vtra and nopvEia persisted in the primitive church87 and which 

retains, independently of Acts, the substance of the decree, a suggestion of Leviticus 18 

without the use of nopvei a, and the probable interpretation of the prohibition of 

ct8(oX6Olrra, that is, to have fellowship with the table of demons. These later examples 

can be backed up by others of an anticipatory nature. To cite two. Exod 34: 13-16, 

stating plainly the need for Israel to remove from the land the idolatrous practices of its 

neighbours in order that the nation might fulfil undistracted the worship of God, 

identifies the route to idolatry as the eating of the idol sacrifices and marrying the 

daughters of non-Israelites. Ezek 18: 5-6 (compare 22: 6-12) defines the righteous 

& person who does xpiµa xai iaxtouvv71v as the one who does not eat upon the 

mountains, the site of idolatrous sacrifices, 88 or looks to idols for help, or defiles 

(. tu vii) his neighbour's wife. 89 

2.3. Luke's terminology 

The third indication of the significance of the apostles' decision is the language 

which Luke applies to the decree. We have already noted that in 15: 29 the four 

prohibitions are labelled EnävayKES, a term which, whether used of law (e. g. 

Demosthenes, Orat. 34.7; Josephus, Ant. 16.365) or custom (e. g. Plato, Smp. 176e), 

denotes an obligation, and that, depending on the way the verse is punctuated, the four 

prohibitions could be a ßäpoc. As a burden, the prohibitions can be viewed positively 

as an implement requiring hard work and discipline yet demonstrating commitment, or 

they may be viewed negatively as a source of oppression and an infliction. 

86E. Molland, "La circoncision, le bapteme et 1'authorit6 du d6cret apostolique (Acts xv, 28 
sq. ) dans les milieux jud6o-chr6tiens des Pseudo-Cl6mentines", ST 9 (1955) 1-39; A. F. J. Klijn, "The 
Pseudo-Clementines and the Apostolic Decree", NovT 10 (1968) 305-12. 

87The evidence for this juxtaposition has been set forth and collected by A. Ehrhardt ("Social 
Problems in the Early Church: 1. The Sunday Joint of the Christian Housewife", in The Framework of 
the New Testament Stories [ET 1964] 276-90). 

88M. Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20 (1983) 328-29. 
89W. Eichrodt (Ezekiel [ET 1970] 237-41) understands these injunctions to represent a legal 

norm which is derived from the old covenant law and which can provide a firm basis for the Israelites' 
relations with their neighbours in a foreign land, and he implies that they anticipate the decree of Acts 
15: 29. Greenberg (Ezekiel 1: 341-43) disagrees: nothing in the grammar or selection of behaviours 
"implies a shift in focus from national community to individual souls, or even from a homeland 
perspective to an exilic one". 
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Attention should be drawn as well to an idea in James's argument, referred to 

earlier in passing. The two parts of verses 19-20 are cemented together by an 

unexpected &? d. 90 If äÄ ä is exceptive, taking back or limiting the preceding 

statement, 91 it precipitates a value judgment on the four prohibitions. On the one hand, 

they are designated as necessary for salvation. This follows since the purpose of verse 

19, which verse 20 is said to qualify, is to imply that what the Judaizers were 

demanding was not necessary for salvation. On the other hand, the Gentile converts 

may consider the prohibitions not simply voluntary concessions for the sake of 

ecclesiastical unity and practice in self-discipline; they could treat them as irksome 

burdens which could deter them from turning to God. The first implication may be 

valid. The second is undoubtedly also true in some instances, but in the present setting 

it is an unlikely fit. While the Gentiles for the most part probably treated the Jewish law 

as an excessive and oppressive addition to their faith, it would be very strange to find 

such sentiment in a response intended to answer the Judaizers and on the lips of James, 

who represented, or at least was sympathetic towards, the more conservative wing of 

Jewish Christianity. 92 It is better to understand the äa,?. ä as indicating a transition to 

something new or introducing a contrast. 93 This is frequently its force when it comes 

after a negative clause. The logical opposites would be made by gý napEvo%? Iv (v. 19) 

and nta'r iA, aa (v. 20)--how the Jewish Christians should not treat the Gentile converts 

and how the Jewish Christians should treat the Gentiles. That is to say, the contrast is 

most naturally one of content. 

If stress were placed on the expansive tiotq'rwv E8vc3v Enta-ip& ovrnv iöv 660v, 

ä? ýý ä may in addition set forth a contrast of purpose. Such a contrast could be spelled 

out as follows: whereas the Gentiles do not need to be circumcised and to obey the law 

before they are considered people of God (v. 19), they should be instructed to make 

certain sacrifices in their way of living, sacrifices which ever since the institution of 

Moses's law (cf. v. 21) Gentiles have been required to make in order to live among the 

90Haenchen 443. 
91Moulton 1: 241; 3: 330 and Zerwick §§468-71. 
92See Chapter 111.2. 
93BAGD, s. v. äXXöc. 
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people of God. Verse 19 then speaks of entering the covenant of the people of God; 

verse 20 refers to staying in that covenant. There is an immediately obvious weakness 

in this notional distinction between the two parts of James's conclusion. It is 

questionable that the definition of what constitutes and guarantees salvation, the issue 

which the various speeches in Acts 15 are set out to address, can be compartmented in 

that way. Does not admission by the very nature of the act involve the acceptance of the 

beliefs, the practices, the rules, etc. which are necessary for remaining? If so, the 

implication is rather that the four prohibitions are meant to define for the Gentiles their 

membership in the people of God. 

These comments which point to the idea that the decree was an obligation, but 

not necessarily an infliction, needed to identify the Gentiles as the people of God, can be 

supplemented by Luke's other references to the decree. There are three. 

2.3.1.71 napäKAT OtS (15: 31) 

In 15: 31 where the council's letter is read for the first time in the church at 

Antioch, the decree is called Ti napthth tS. 94 The thrust of this description is not 

explicit. The term could mean "comfort", 95 marking the letter as a cause for relief; or it 

could be translated "exhortation", 96 marking the letter and thus the terms of the decree 

as pastoral admonition. In other words, h nap6ickilat; could allude to what was not 

imposed on the Gentiles ("comfort") or it could allude to what was asked of the Gentiles 

("exhortation"). 

Crucial and almost alone in giving nape i 2u tS some preciseness of meaning, 

since Luke's use of napäKA. Tjßtg elsewhere would allow either of the above 

94Here napdcx? rIrng could refer to Christian edification in general if the noun were understood 
to anticipate irapexä Yav Toüs && oüs in v. 32 (cf. Lake and Cadbury 4: 182). The sequence of the 
action in vv. 30b-31, though, makes a stronger case for a reference to the decree: Ine8a xav 'rev 
Eirurrok, v; ävayvo'vT£S, with the object Tily e 

mcyro, rjv to be understood (BAGD, s. v. ävayLv(Ouxw 1; 

cf. Acts 23: 34); Exäp1wav EA T9 MapaK? 1j . 95BAGD, S. V. ? LapäxkrlrnS 3; Haenchen 437; Knowling 329; Lake and Cadbury 4: 182. 
960. Schmitz, "7Capaxa 'w", TDNT 5: 796; Grimm-Thayer, s. v. 1apäKXnot, ; Marshall 255. 
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interpretations97 and since the early translations of the verse manifest a similar 

ambivalence, 98 is the immediate context. The ingressive Exäpr1aav ("they burst into 

exultant joy"), the action which the napdith tq effects, 99 conveys a positive attitude 

which would result more naturally from the solace that the conflict which the Antioch 

believers had inadvertently started had ceased and that the desired conclusion had been 

reached than from an exhortation that certain demands were to be met. 100 This 

argument, however, is offset by Luke's use of napaxaXEW in verse 32. While it is not 

mandatory for cognate words in close sequence to bear the same meaning, 101 this is to 

be expected unless definitely proven otherwise. If this linguistic tendency may be 

assumed here, napeK6) Eaav iovS 65EX4ovs xät hneazrjpt av (v. 32), characterizing the 

ministry of Judas and Silas who brought the napdxXiIoic to Antioch, would give Em tij 

napaicXr aet the sense "at the encouragement". 102 Ilapaxaýi. v with ioi S x&Xooug or a 

comparable object is in Acts almost a stereotyped expression which encapsulates the 

task of instructing and encouraging believers in a life worthy of their faith; 103 and the 

occasional combination with bntairpiýw or rri pitw, 104 an act of spiritual reinforcement 

which aims to effect the impregnability of the Christian faith against trouble, can only 

support the idea that words of exhortation have been given. In this regard as well it is 

971n Acts 13: 15 Paul's evangelistic address in the synagogue at Pisidian Antioch is labelled by 
the synagogue rulers a, öyos rrapaxX OFc)S, a message intended to encourage and exhort. But 

rrapdi ? at; reflects its more common OT sense "comfort" when in Luke 2: 25 irapäxA. faty 'rou 
'Iapai-jk refers to the fulfilment of the messianic hope and when in Luke 6: 25 Jesus warns that those 
who are rich in this life cannot expect the consolation of God (&ncXc'rE My rrap(x'? i nv üµwv) in the 
life to come (cf. Luke 16: 25). 

98Gig and d use exhortationis and orationis, respectively, whereas Jerome uses consolationis. 
There is no extant African evidence (Lake and Cadbury 4: 182). 

99This is the force of 61 (BAGD, s. v. AM Ill by). 
100The same cause and effect relationship is evident in the juxtaposition of X(x(po) and 

napäKX11cnc in 2 Cor 7: 7,13. This differs from Acts 11: 23, where Exäprl xai rrapEK&A, Et describes 
Barnabas's reaction to the evidence of God's grace being extended to all men without distinction: the 
object rrcv'rag rrpo9ýaEt tir1S xap&'aS rrpoaµEVEty Tw xupico gives TrapExaXEt the meaning "he 

exhorted, encouraged" (cf. 14: 22; 15: 32; 16: 40; 20: 1,2). 
101Compare OuXäaacov in Acts 21: 24 and ovX6aasa9at in 21: 25, though here the active and 

middle verbal forms could account for the difference. 
102Lake and Cadbury (4: 182), though, turn the same argument around and arrive at the 

conclusion that zrapäxA, riatc means "comfort": "it follows that the same meaning must be given to 

napex640av..., though 'comfort' is less usual with the verb than with the substantive". 
103Acts 11: 23; 14: 22; 16: 40; 20: 1,2. Cf. the use of the same expression in the paraenetic 

passages of the Epistles, for example, Rom 12: 1; 1 Cor 1: 10; 2 Cor 10: 1; Phil 4: 2; and Heb 13: 22. 
11Acts 14: 22 (1 Thess 3: 2; 2 Thess 2: 17); cf. Luke 22: 32; Acts 18: 23. 
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noteworthy that napa&öo'0 tiäS EvtO?. or tiwv 7rpE6ßvicpwv in 15: 41D states how the 

churches in Syria and Cilicia were strengthened and that in 16: 5 there may be a 

correlation between the spiritual and numerical growth of the church and Paul's 

dissemination of the council's decision (cf. 16: 4). 105 

The evidence appears well-balanced. In spite of the weighty effect of the 

cognate icapeKaXEßav, the influence of Exäpraav cannot be overlooked. Given the 

equally plausible exegetical alternatives, it is probably best to have 7LapdKXi c6 , as is 

often the case, bear a double meaning, 106 with perhaps, because of the proximity of 

Exäp, qßav, slightly greater stress on the idea of comfort. In this instance then the 

council's decision is presented as a source of relief, presumably (though this is not 

stated) because the attitude toward the Gentiles which was displayed by the believers at 

Antioch had been approved and authorized by the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem. At 

the same time, the contents of the letter are an exhortation designed to incite the Gentile 

believers to conduct worthy of the gospel and thus designed to avoid trouble. 

2.3.2. iä Söyµaia (16: 4) 

In 16: 4 the decree is called iä Söyµaza. M 
. ta is "one of those curiously elastic 

words which vary in sharpness of meaning according to the persons to whom a thing is 

said to seem good, and the circumstances of the case". 107 Several examples will 

illustrate. The word appears in Luke 2: 1 and Acts 17: 7, the other occurrences in Luke's 

writings, to denote imperial edicts which tolerate no disobedience. Another usage, 

common in classical and biblically-related literature, is the set of beliefs which define a 

105The report in 16: 5 represents a regular feature of Acts, appearing most obviously, though 
not solely, at the interstices of the narrative (e. g. 6: 7; 9: 3 1; 12: 23; 16: 5; 19: 20; 28: 3 1) to record the 
progress of the church in various geographical locations as the gospel advances from Jerusalem to 
Rome. Such summaries serve a double purpose: to divide Acts into definite episodes and to connect 
the events to give continuity and a historical perspective. As a transition therefore the verse does not 
have to have a logical connection with what immediately precedes; but the changes in 16: 4 in the 
Western text, making the Christian proclamation responsible for the church's development, may support 
a link. On the frequency and function of these summary statements, see C. H. Turner, "Chronology of 
the New Testament", HDB 1: 421; H. J. Cadbury, "The Summaries in Acts", in Beginnings 5: 392-402; 
F. J. Foakes-Jackson and K. Lake, "The Internal Evidence of Acts", in Beginnings 2: 175-77. For a 
recent study of the structure of Acts, see C. H. Talbert, Literary Patterns, Theological Themes, and the 
Genre of Luke-Acts (1974). 

106Bruce (Greek) 304; Rackham 257. On the close connection between exhortation and 
comfort, see Schmitz, TDNT 5: 795-97,799. 

10711ort, Ecclesia 82. 
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school of philosophical thought gathered around an authoritative teacher-figure, to 

which followers assent, and by which their lifestyle is governed. Probably this nuance 

was in mind when the post-apostolic church fathers used 837µa for, among other things, 

the teaching and prescriptions of Jesus and the apostles (e. g. Barn. 1.6; Did. 11.3; 

Ignatius, Magn. 13.1) and when the Jewish writers applied the term to the divine truths 

and especially to the precepts of the law. 108 The same possibility applies in the Pauline 

Epistles, where 867µatia designates the ordinances of the law cancelled by Jesus' death 

(Eph 2: 15; Col 2: 14). 109 

To return to iä 867µaia in Acts 16: 4, the reference to Moses's law is certainly 

suggestive for our understanding of four prohibitions which have at the least their 

source in the Torah. Does the immediate context support such a reference? 

Attempts have been made to draw some significance in this regard out of Luke's 

use of 0uAäa6ELv and napc& o6av; however, the proof is missing. Ouxacraety, though 

frequently accompanied by v6µo; ([zov] Mwv6EwS), 110 does not automatically refer to the 

attitude and action God requires of those belonging to the covenant outlined by 

Moses; 111 at times the object of the verb is the words of God spoken by Jesus (Luke 

11: 28; cf. John 12: 47), the apostolic instruction (1 Tim 5: 21), or the spiritual heritage 

entrusted to orthodox Christians (1 Tim 6: 20; 2 Tim 1: 14; cf. 1: 12). cI uA. 6aoEty cannot 

convey to tiä 867µaia the idea of obeying Moses's law unless Rx 867µaza means the 

ordinances of Moses's law, and this is precisely what needs to be proved. Similarly, 

just because papa&töövau sometimes has as its object "Jewish tradition" (Acts 6: 14; 

Mark 7: 13), we cannot assume that Luke's use of napE8i8oßav aüioi5 in Acts 16: 4 

connotes instruction in the law or gives iä, 867µaia the specific meaning "Moses's law". 

1083 Macc 1: 3 (Twv naTpiwv SoyµäTwv; cf. 5: 40); Josephus, J. W. 2.42; Ag. Ap. 1.42; Philo, 
Leg. All. 1.54-55,108; Spec. Leg. 1.269; Gig. 52. 

109Cf. Col 2: 20, where the cognate verb Soyyµtwrtýw is applied to regulations of human 
invention to which the Christian who had died with Christ is no longer subject. Is there here a negative 
reference to the decree? Space and the parameters of our study will only allow us to raise the question. 
It may be of some relevance, though, that the church fathers use the same terminology in a pejorative 
sense when they comment on Eph 2: 15 (e. g. Chrysostom, Eph. Hom. 5.2 [see LPGL, s. v. So' a B4, 
C3, D3]). 

110Luke 18: 21 and parallels (Matt 19: 20; Mark 10: 20); Acts 7: 53; 21: 24; Rom 2: 26; Gal 
6: 13; and elsewhere, for example, in Exod 19: 5; Judg 2: 22; 1QS 5: 2,9; lQpHab 5: 5; Josephus, Ant. 
4.318; 19.283,288; m. 'Abot 1: 1-2,4; 4: 5,11. 

111 Contra Jervell, "Law" 144. 
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In the New Testament alone the verb refers as well to the passing on of the Jesus 

tradition (Luke 1: 2) and the confessions of faith and rules for the conduct of the 

church's life. 112 

What is relevant is that the use of iä Säyµa, ra is backed up by the twice-repeated 

iSoýcv in the council's letter (15: 25,28; cf. v. 22). This verb which introduces the 

different clauses of the assembly's deliberations perhaps anticipates the later application 

of the cognate So-ara'riýw to resolutions of church councils. 113 Significant as well is the 

qualifying ti& xcxptpiva vnö tCRv änoatioko)v xc t itpcc Yt pwv iwv F-v 'Icpoao? 4Lotg. With 

the participle probably referring to judicial determinations 114 and the prepositional 

phrase denoting an authoritative body, the qualifier gives iä M tcrra two ideas. There is 

the sense of principles developed by a community to meet a specific need--principles 

which may be based on and equal to but not necessarily the same as those already 

established. There is also the notion of a decision which reflects authority and demands 

obedience. That is to say, although the terms of the decree have their roots in the Torah 

and although the decree was formulated in the context of a disagreement over the 

enforcement or non-enforcement (depending on one's perspective) of the law, it is 

unlikely that so restricted a sense can be imposed on &' taia in 16: 4. At the same time, 

the description implies more than a set of philosophical beliefs. 115 Can we say that the 

decree consisted of regulations which while not in form imperatival were intended to 

have a binding force? that the regulations were to be observed as law is to be observed 

without being the law? This is certainly possible. The Western text (D[c] [syh mg]), 

giving another view of the church's decision, uses thä Ev o? % tö v änoßt62 ov xai 

npcßßvtEpwv in the place of iä 66 tat? zä xcxptpEVa v`nö tG v äno rrc A. wv xät npeaßi Epwv 
. 

A similar phrase is appended by the same textual tradition (D [gig w vgcl syh mg]) to the 

112Rom 6: 17; 1 Cor 11: 2,23; 15: 3; 2 Pet 2: 21; Jude 3. 
113For examples see G. Kittel, "Söyµa", TDNT 2: 232 and LPGL, s. v. 8oyµa'r (o. Post- 

apostolic usage does not determine Luke's choice of Söyµa, but it can reflect Luke's intention and thus 
guide how we define Söyµatia in v. 4. 

114Compare the meaning of xpivw in 15: 19 (see pp. 165-66). 
115Haenchen (461 n. 6) thinks an element of the meaning "imperial edict" is retained. Hort 

(Ecclesia 83), following his interpretation of r%oksv and xpivw, sees in these expressions "more than 
advice" but "less than command" and translates Söyµata as "resolutions". Similarly, Bruce ([Greek] 
308) uses "decisions". 
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end of 15: 41: Paul and Silas strengthened the churches in Syria and Cilicia (how? ) 

ICapc tho1U; T64 Evtio? &S'Lwv npEaßv'Epwv. 

Acts 16: 4 allows a further observation about the decree which, while not 

germane to the immediate question, is relevant to the wider issue of the use of the decree 

in the early church and thus is best dealt with here. Paul is shown delivering the decree 

to the churches in Asia Minor which he as a representative of the Antiochian church had 

established during his first missionary journey; yet the council's letter is addressed to 

the believers in Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia (15: 23) specifically. An easy explanation for 

Paul's act can be found in the evangelistic link between the church at Antioch and the 

churches in Asia Minor: 116 what regulated the mother church should regulate the 

daughter churches. This is backed up on two counts. (1) The address of the letter 

mentions the believers in Syria and Cilicia which were likewise daughter churches of 

Antioch. (2) The problems precipitating the crisis in Antioch had spread or were in the 

process of spreading, according to one's interpretation of the date and destination of the 

Epistle to the Galatians, to the communities in Asia Minor. Nonetheless, the link 

between Antioch and the Pauline churches may not be the entire explanation. We must 

allow as well for the possibility, which the 'rots änö tic3v c9v8v Emazpcoou nv _m iöv 6EÖv 

in 15: 19 may anticipate, that the apostles in Jerusalem (or Luke) meant the decree to 

have a universal application or, at least, that for Luke the decree was to be implemented 

in all Pauline communities. 117 

2.3.3. bceac iXaµcv xpivavticS (21: 25) 

The last mention of the decree, Acts 21: 25, occurs in comments made by James 

and the Jerusalem elders when Paul visits Jerusalem after his extended ministry in 

Ephesus. We will return to examine the significance of the setting of this episode in the 

next chapter. 118 For the present our purpose is the language applied to the decree. 

116Bruce (Greek) 308 and Knowling 340. 
117Haenchen 461 n. 6. 
118See Chapter V. 5. 
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Here the decree is identified as an official written communication (E a-rE) ap. ev; 

cf. 15: 20)119 of an authoritative decision (xpivav'req; cf. 16: 4). Note should also be 

taken of the unqualified zä 7re1ri. a'revxo'ra E9vr 
, denoting those to whom the decree was 

directed. It is no doubt true that the lack of modifiers registers the consequence of the 

spread of Christianity throughout the Roman Empire. But it is also significant that the 

unrestricted phrase supports Paul's distribution of the letter to the churches in Asia 

Minor and seems to make the decree applicable in principle at least to all Gentile 

believers. 

2.4. Summary 

Now to bring together the observations gained from the above investigation of 

the intent of the decree in its setting in Acts. Two points emerge. The first concerns the 

relation of the decree to the law. The decree is not stated to be written Torah. Its origin 

is attributed to the guidance of the Spirit and the rational deduction of the apostles. It is 

also not a minimal ethics or an abstract of the law obligatory in place of the whole law: 

this is ruled out by the selection of four conditions which do not reproduce precisely in 

content or number the regulations imposed on the la and by the Jewish holistic view of 

the law in general. At the same time, however, the decree is presented as equivalent to 

Torah and related to Torah. To it is applied key official and legal expressions such as 

Söyµatia, eviok(x;, and r& iccxpq. t va vnö tiwv änoa cö2 ov i cat npcßpvtEpwv; and, while not 

exact, there is sufficient conceptual and linguistic resemblance to the Old Testament 

covenantal regulations, a resemblance which is backed up by an association with the 

preaching of the law in the synagogues and a correspondence with the Noachide laws 

composed by rabbinic Judaism for the n VIP n. Such characteristics leave behind 

the impression that the decree represents the end product of a typically Jewish pragmatic 

reapplication of the law to a new situation. Here the need for change is prompted by the 

election of Gentiles to the people of God. This divine act had to be coordinated, on the 

119In B C* (D) IF bo and other texts &ncacEi4cIEv replaces c-'ngctEiXaµEv. The internal 

evidence is likewise divided: &nFaTEtA, aRcv may have been altered to the more elegant EýrEat aµev in 

order to agree with 15: 20 (Ropes 3: 207; Meyer 2: 193); alternatively, &EEßTEia, aREv, being the more 

usual word, may have replaced enEarCtX(xIEv (Metzger 484-85). Nestle-Aland26 opts for: 'neo-rEC 
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one hand, with the fundamental tenet of the Sinaitic covenant which makes the Gentiles 

and their way of living the route to apostasy which Israel as the holy people of God had 

to avoid and, on the other, with the conviction that Jesus the Messiah fulfilled the 

promises of the covenants and the law and brought Israel an altered but rightful 

orientation. The result of the apostles' deliberations is, in other words, a piece of 

Christian halakhah based on the Jewish covenants: it is not the law but it is to be 

obeyed as law is to be obeyed. 

Following on from this point is, secondly, the function of the decree in light of 

its necessity. The decree, as formulated in the council setting of Acts, is a two-barrelled 

reply to the question of the way to salvation. It releases the Gentiles from the burden of 

circumcision and obedience to the whole law and it imposes the obligation and 

responsibility, though some may say burden, to abstain from certain foods and from 

sexual immorality, which was for the Jew the summation of the pagan way of life. 

Obedience brings the confidence and promise of life in the land. It seems therefore that 

the four prohibitions are more than an inconsequential practical solution to ease social 

tension between Jewish and Gentile believers. The prohibitions carry as well a 

theological import: they are not the way to salvation--James's acceptance of Peter's 

argument has made that point clear--but they do define for the Gentiles their membership 

in the people of God. The decree is, in short, a down-to-earth practicality which is 

"simultaneously feasible socially, defensible jurisprudentially,... maintainable 

ethically, " 120 and mandated theologically. 

3. The Admission of the Gentiles and Social Intercourse 

That is the conclusion about the Gentiles' membership in the people of God 

which is reached by the council in Jerusalem. It is a considerable conclusion which 

has significant implications for Luke's story, as well as for the portrait of Paul in the 

Epistles. One implication which falls within the parameters of our study is the relation 

between the council's decision and the events in Acts 10: 1-11: 18. 

120Loewe ("Universalism" 117) makes this comment in reference to halakhah in general. 
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Luke, as we have seen, invites the reader to make a connection between the two 

passages specifically in Peter's contribution to the debate (and implicitly in James's) and 

in the similarity between the terms of the decree and Cornelius's status as a God-fearer. 

In Acts 10-11, as in Acts 15, the acceptance of uncircumcised Gentiles leads to an 

ecclesiastical investigation, perhaps even a trial. 121 Issue is taken by the believers in 

Jerusalem on Peter's fellowship with uncircumcised Gentiles. On hearing an account of 

God's superintendence of Peter's actions, however, the interrogators lapse into silence, 

having no further objections, and give glory to God (ijrnixaß(xv i ca ES6 acav TÖv OE6v 

being inceptive); they recognize that "to the Gentiles God has granted repentance leading 

to life" and thus confess that Peter was right in his actions. The conclusion to the story 

of Cornelius suggests that the results of the council in Acts 15 were actually agreed 

upon earlier. What need was there then for the council? Why is the subject of the 

Gentiles and their admission to the people of God reopened in chapter 15 when it was 

apparently settled in chapters 10-11 ? Or, to state the problem in another way, central to 

Acts 10: 1-11: 18 is a vision which in the immediate context is interpreted in terms of the 

relationship between Jews and Gentiles, legitimating Peter's full acceptance of 

Cornelius without circumcision, but which does contain the suggestion that the dietary 

regulations of the Torah were to be set aside. "How, then, could St. Luke have related, 

without turning a hair, that regulations concerning meats were nevertheless imposed 

upon Gentile Christians? " 122 

One answer, mentioned earlier, 123 which has been adopted by many scholars is 

that Luke has unintentionally blended two related but distinct issues. Luke may have 

12100u EtorjA, AEs 7tpbs &vSpaS &xpoßv6T(av ExovtcL Kai, 6uvccaryS avTOIS in 11: 3 can be 
translated as an interrogative, the speakers seeking an explanation, "Why did you go to uncircumcised 
men and eat with them? " (RSV; JB; Lake and Cadbury 4: 124; cf. Moule 132,159) or it can be rendered 
as a declarative, the speakers levelling an accusation, "You went into the house of uncircumcised men 
and ate with them! " (Phillips; TEV). There is a third possibility if the reading ? yovtES "tt aluý 8cv 

... avvF54ayEv in p45 B syP h is adopted. The weight of the evidence supports the interrogative: (1) v. 
4 states that "Peter explained" (IIETpo; 'EýETi6ETo) as if in answer to "why? " (cf. Acts 18: 26; 28: 23); (2) 
the words resemble the grammatical construction in Mark 9: 28 which is introduced by hrtrlPeeTwv; (3) 
öTt is used in Mark 2: 16 where the parallel in Matt 9: 11 and Luke 5: 30 has &ä Tt; (4) the Vulgate 
translates &n with quare. Generally the variant in B is rejected on the grounds that it represents a scribal 
failure to recognize that in later Greek usage b"rt may stand for Tt (Ropes 3: 102-3; Metzger 384). 

122Harnack 255 n. 3. 
123See pp. 52-55. 
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known that the inclusion of the Gentiles presented many difficulties for the early church, 

but he was insensitive to the concomitant legal problems, in particular the regulations 

against Jews eating with the uncircumcised. Consequently, he has confused, even 

misrepresented, according to some, the proceedings of two or three meetings and as a 

result has left the impression that the decision to admit the Gentiles to the Christian 

community was taken in one crisis event. 

The investigations in Acts 11 and Acts 15 could certainly be read in this way. 

There is between the two passages a conspicuous thematic chiasm. The investigation in 

Acts 11 is initiated by a concern over Peter's eating with the Gentiles (A, 11: 3) and 

concludes with the acknowledgement that God has granted to the Gentiles repentance 

unto life (B, 11: 18). That in chapter 15 begins with a question about the way to 

salvation (B', 15: 1) and ends with a decision which in part concerns social interaction 

between Jewish and Gentile members of the people of God (A', 15: 29). 124 We note 

further that Luke follows the story of Cornelius with the story of the founding of the 

church at Antioch and of Paul's and Barnabas's visit to Jerusalem with the collection 

from the Antiochian believers. The practices in Antioch were not unlike the recent 

events in Caesarea, perhaps even more critical. In Antioch the Hellenists scattered by 

the persecution after Stephen's death had deliberately presented the gospel to the 

Gentiles (11: 20) and, according to Gal 2: 11-14, had engaged openly in unrestricted 

table-fellowship with the uncircumcised converts. Why was the matter of Jew-Gentile 

interaction not dealt with during that visit instead of being reserved until Acts 15? This 

is a legitimate question on whatever showing of the relationship between Paul's visits to 

Jerusalem recorded in Acts and Gal 2: 1-10 and is the more so if Acts 11: 29-30 

corresponds with Gal 2: 1-10. Obviously the church in Jerusalem was aware of what 

was happening in Antioch; indeed, they had sent Bamabas to investigate (11: 22). 

Such features of the narratives notwithstanding, we do Luke a disservice if we 

ignore the pattern of history. The history of any movement, be it political, 

124The chiasm, admittedly, is not exact: the council's decree is more extensive than the four 
prohibitions, a point often overlooked, and does contain at least implicitly a reply to the Judaizers' 
demands; the social intercourse spoken of in chap. 15 (four prohibitions) is more restrictive than that 
taking place in chaps. 10-11 (free interaction). But in general the chiasm still holds. 
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philosophical, religious, etc., rarely manifests a straightline development. There are 

dialectic collisions, divergences, and stalemates. History is also repetitive. As people's 

expectations change, as internal and external circumstances alter, as opinions are 

formulated, and as reform is attempted, problems seemingly resolved reappear for 

reassessment and new application. Could this aspect of history not provide a more 

accurate explanation of the narrative tension between Acts 10-11 and Acts 15? Could 

not the problem of the Gentiles, despite the close link between circumcision and social 

segregation, have received different emphases in different places? While one locality 

may have dealt with the question "can we as Jews who are experiencing the promises of 

the messiah eat with Gentiles? ", could not another community, or even the same 

community at a different time, have debated whether Gentiles, unless they were 

circumcised, had a right to be associated with the people of God? This approach would 

certainly accord with the fact that Acts does depict a church evolving, reflecting an 

inconsistency in its characters and no cut-and-dried policy. It would also fit with the 

nature of the problem, the more so given that Luke records little if any evidence for 

further evangelism by the Jerusalem church among the Gentiles. A momentous decision 

like the overturning of the long-established perception of the people of God would 

undoubtedly be subjected to constant review and evaluation and would foster a great 

variety of opinions. 

The narrative, even after we allow for the author's influence on the tradition, 

gives support to this explanation. The question about Peter's actions in Caesarea did 

not appear until Peter returned to Jerusalem, after a considerable time (& x ixavov 

xpövou, 11: 2D) according to the Western tradition, although, according to the other 

witnesses, the news had reached the believers in Judea before then. The question about 

the way to salvation faced by the church in Antioch arose more slowly, indeed, not until 

after the mission to Asia Minor and then by believers from Judea, even though the 

church from its inception had engaged in a mission to Greeks (11: 20). Along these 

lines, too, is the likelihood that the question of social intercourse between Jews and 

Gentiles did not die. It is obviously an issue in the community which the author of the 
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Gospel of Mark addresses with the editorial "In saying this Jesus declared all foods 

'clean"' (Mark 7: 19). Similar battles over ritualistic and libertine dietetic practices 

bothered the believers in Rome (Rom 14: 1-23), Colossae (Col 2: 20-23), Pergamum 

(Rev 2: 14), and Thyatira (Rev 2: 20), at least. 

Given these ingredients, a couple of historical reconstructions could be 

proposed. H. Diehl125 has argued that the conversion of Cornelius was viewed as an 

exception: what was appropriate in his case was not necessarily appropriate for all 

Gentile believers; nor did the small group in Caesarea pose the same problems as a 

much larger influx of Gentiles through Paul's ministry, not all of whom were God- 

fearers. The uniqueness of the story's beginning, the visions which effected the 

meeting between Peter and the centurion would certainly point in the direction of this 

explanation. Yet, while not disparaging the weight of these observations, we cannot get 

around the fact that the conclusion reached by the Jerusalem church in 11: 18 is set up 

not in terms of an exception but in terms of a principle. This seems to be the force of 

'LOLS F-Ovcrnv, 126 which is anticipated by a shift in objective from Cornelius in particular to 

Gentiles in general in 10: 35 and 10: 45; and it is backed up by Peter's argument in 15: 7- 

11 which makes the conversion of Cornelius in some sense normative. 

A more fruitful approach is to develop the reconstruction on the basis of the 

descriptions of the people initiating the confrontations. In 11: 2 those who raise the 

matter of table-fellowship with the Gentiles are called ok Ex nept'ro q; in 15: 5 those who 

demand circumcision and obedience to the law are labelled 'RvES ti&)v äicb tij atpe`ß& oc Twv 

captaaiwv. Are the two phrases identical? Does of Ex icptiopl; refer to the Judaizing 

party in Jewish Christianity? It seems unlikely. 127 Outside the two occurrences in Acts (ro: ys; 11: 2) 

of ex 7LEpttioWK bears a variety of meanings. It denotes Jews as distinct from non-Jews 

(Rom 4: 12), Jews or Jewish Christians who (probably) insist on circumcision as the 

12311. Diehl, "Das sogenannte Aposteldekret. Ein Beitrag zur Kritik von A. Harnacks 
'Apostelgeschichte"', ZNW 10 (1909) 286. 

126Haenchen 342. 
127Scholarly opinion leans towards making the two groups different (e. g. NEB; Haenchen 341 

n. 4; Marshall 195; Jacquier 338). For the alternative interpretation see RSV; Ramsay, St. Paul 44 n. 
1; Knowling 263; Foakes-Jackson 97; and Wikenhauser 125. E. E. Ellis (Prophecy and Hermeneutics 
116-28, esp. 116-17) does not think of ex ncpt'rogfl; denotes Judaizers but the expression does refer "to 

a particular kind of Jewish believer. For it alludes to a dispute not between Jewish and Gentile 
Christians but between two groups in the Jerusalem church". 
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way to salvation for Gentiles as well as Jews (Gal 2: 12; cf. Titus 1: 10), and Jewish 

Christians in general (Col 4: 11). In the context of the accusation against Peter in Acts 

11: 2-3, of Ei pttioµijS is probably influenced by of bi pt'toj % m. aiot in 10: 45. There 

the expression is used of Peter's Jewish Christian companions without any notion of 

Judaizers being in view, for the men enter Cornelius's house (11: 12). Both occurrences 

are juxtaposed with a reference to the Gentiles, 'tä iOvr1 in 10: 45 and öcvSpaS äxpoßuaiiav 

Exovzac in 11: 3. The opposites draw attention implicitly and explicitly, respectively, to 

the peculiar characteristic of the Gentiles, but they need not transfer to of Ex n¬pttopt; the 

meaning "Judaizers". Further, the question in 11: 3 about eating with Gentiles need not 

convey an extraordinary zeal for legal obedience; it is a natural and logical response to 

years of conditioning by a fundamentallin the Torah (cf. 10: 28): stay away from 

Gentiles to avoid sin and rejection by God. A third factor to take into consideration is 

that at this point in Luke's story the issue of the uncircumcised had not arisen in such a 

way as to lead to people taking sides, 128 though there are hints, in Stephen's speech and 

Philip's mission in Samaria, that certain Christians were willing to entertain and practise 

a more liberal interpretation of the people of God. 

If of Ex nEptzo i5'I in 11: 2 does refer merely to those of Jewish birth, i. e. to the 

whole Jerusalem congregation who had heard the news of Peter's meeting with the 

uncircumcised Cornelius (11: 1), then we may assume that in the interval between that 

investigation and the council in Acts 15 the church experienced a great influx of converts 

from the Pharisees or a strengthening of the conservative position which was sufficient 

to warrant and to necessitate the reopening of the question. But even if of Ex nEpttopý 

does represent the same minority as itvES t iv "o Ij aipEOEwc tiwv cbaptßaiwv, a plausible 

scenario can still be reconstructed. It is possible that the Judaizers' silence and 

acceptance of the Gentiles in 11: 18 was temporary and tactical or (and the ideas are not 

mutually excluding) that through the influx of Pharisaic converts and of Gentiles who 

had no connection with the synagogue they felt confident to introduce the matter again. 

128Cf. Jacquier 338; Marshall 195. Ellis (Prophecy and Hermeneutic 116-28) would disagree. 

He connects the I Eppc of of Acts 6: 1; 2 Cor 11: 22; and Phil 3: 5 and sees in the use of that designation 

for the Jews and Jewish Christians with a strict attitude toward the Jewish cultus and customs the 
foundation of conflict as early as the disagreement over the distribution of the church funds (Acts 6: 1), if 

not from the beginning of the church. 

ýprinc. iPýe- 
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These points explain how it is possible for an issue which had been apparently 

settled to be reopened for debate. But what about the other, somewhat knottier question 

of the relation between Peter's vision regarding clean and unclean--the implication of 

which may or may not be contained in the Jerusalem believers' announcement of the 

Gentiles' acceptance with God in 11: 18, Luke simply is not clear--and the four 

prohibitions which emphasize the obligation of holiness? There is cause to know that 

the implications of the vision were eventually seen by the early church. Kaeapicwv 

Pavia iä w a'ra in Mark 7: 19b and of&a i at 1LEic£t ßpµ a}aaL Ev xvptcý I71ßo6 oý ovSýv [ßpwµa] 

xowwöv &' Eav'rov in Rom 14: 14a could not be clearer in denouncing the levitical 

distinctions between foods. It is also obvious that the release from levitical regulations 

was both abused by some and denied by others. These diametrically-opposed reactions 

may provide the key. Could not the answer lie simply in the fact that the church was 

composed of Jews and Gentiles united by faith in Jesus but divergent when it came to 

the implications of that faith for the church's Jewish heritage and the privileges of 

Israel? 
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CHAPTER V. AFTER THE COUNCIL 

Having recorded the momentous decision of the Jerusalem council, the Book of 

Acts does not forsake the matter of membership in the people of God; instead, it 

periodically, though perhaps not so fully or systematically, returns to the subject and 

illustrates how, as the Christian proclamation moved progressively away from the 

Jewish religious centre in Jerusalem and away from the daughter church in Antioch and 

encountered new and sometimes similar problems, the church welcomed Jewish and 

Gentile converts. Our brief discussion of Acts 15: 30-35 showed the immediate result of 

the council: concord between Jerusalem and Antioch believers and harmony within the 

Antioch church were restored when uncircumcised Gentiles were accepted as members 

of the people of God. 1 Four other events--the disagreement at Antioch between Paul 

and Barnabas (15: 36-41); Paul's circumcising of Timothy (16: 1-3); the treatment of 

Apollos and Paul's "baptizing" of (about) twelve disciples at Ephesus (18: 24-19: 7); and 

Paul's reception by the Jerusalem church just prior to his arrest at the hands of the 

Roman authorities in Jerusalem (21: 17-26)--as well as isolated evangelistic statements in 

Acts 16-28 attributed to Paul will complete the picture. We will begin with the 

comments on Paul's message of salvation. 

1. Paul's Message of Salvation 

The most direct statement on the matter of entering the people of God outside the 

debate of Acts 15 is found in 16: 30-31: 'ti p &i. 7roLEiv wa aw8c ;... m. 6iEuGoV gm 'röV 

Kuptov IiJßovv, xai. awOijoi ov xai o cix (You. What the inquirer in this exchange, the 

Philippian jailer, seeks from Paul and Silas is not merely deliverance from the 

calamitous effects of the earthquake or rescue from the disciplinary action of his 

supervisors (v. 26); through a confession which is linked, at least for the reader, with 

1This is Luke's opinion. The chronological relation of the episode in Gal 2: 11-14 to the 
various events in Acts could indicate a different conclusion. 
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the fortune-teller's announcement that Paul and Silas, the servants of the Most High, 

were proclaiming b66v cm ti1piac (16: 17), the jailer admits to having a spiritual need. 2 

Paul's and Silas's reply states that faith is the condition for deliverance from divine 

judgment and thus for eternal life for each person. 3 The faith to which the missionaries 

refer is, however, no all-encompassing, vague notion. It focuses on the person of 

Jesus in a specific way. 'Eu. tiöv xvpwwv 'Irlaovv recalls the early Christian confession 

x6ptoq'Ii16o 3S (1 Cor 12: 3; cf. Phil 2: 11; Rom 10: 9) with all the concomitant claims of 

the Christian proclamation and draws attention to the necessity of accepting the 

assertions regarding Jesus' death, resurrection, and exaltation: Jesus is saviour to those 

to whom Jesus is Lord. 

This clear explanation of the way to salvation, which is substantiated in 18: 8; 

20: 21; 22: 19; and 24: 24 when faith in Jesus appears as the characteristic of the people of 

God and as the summation of the apostolic message, is followed in its context by five 

events, three of which qualify Paul's imperative in 16: 31 in a notable way. 

(1) Paul and Silas speak the word of the Lord4 (v. 32). We can only speculate what 

the message contained. It may have been preparation for baptism, as the sequence 

of events in verses 31-34 has been thought to suggest, 5 or instruction in the 

apostles' decree or, as seems most probable, since a message from the Lord can 

also be a message about the Lord, the details of the Christian proclamation. 6 What 

is indicated in any case is that faith is concomitant with and possibly in this case 

even brought into being by hearing the word of the Lord. 7 

(2) The jailer and his household are baptized immediately (v. 33b). From the 

placement of this act in the sequence of events, it is reasonable to infer that baptism 

2Most commentators take this position. 
3Despite the singular imperative and the compound subject of aco91jull, logically aü xoa ti ö 

otKög Gov is to be understood with tiatisvaov as well as with aco"6 (cf. 18: 8). It then follows, since 
the condition of faith must be met by each person, that it would be perverse to argue, as some have (see 

p. 31), that orKo; here and in 11: 14; 16: 15; and 18: 8 includes infants. 
4There is for our discussion little difference between tiöv koyov'rov xuptou, which most MSS 

have, and tiöv A. &vv rov OEov used by x and B and preferred by Ropes (3: 158). 
5Haenchen 479; Conzelmann 93; Knowling 352. 
6Jacquier 504. 
7There is a noteworthy pastoral admonition in Luke's words: to confront people with the 

gospel without adequate instruction adapted to their particular situation is not sufficient. 
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is the logical consequence of commitment to Jesus--which in this instance is 

confirmed by the jailer attending to the missionaries' wounds (v. 33a) and by the 

celebration in response to God's act of salvation with which the story ends 

(7`fya%Xi, 6. ato ir(Xvotxei ireicta'revxwS i@ hew, v. 34b)8--and that baptism signals 

visually the power of the divine word to lead to faith and accomplish salvation. The 

latter thought can be backed up by the inclusion of the emphatic napaxp? µa, a 

favourite of Luke. 9 The adverb claims most naturally that the jailer and his 

household were baptized there and then, but it also is found generally in the context 

of miracles where it points both to the suddenness of the miracle and to the 

miraculous actualization of the word of Jesus issued directly or indirectly, often in 

response to faith, and with the promise of healing. 10 

(3) The jailer prepares a meal for Paul and Silas (v. 34a). The import of this event 

centres on the difficult words 7rapEO-qxev rpäneýav. The argument that the meal 

8Since the passage contains no explicit reference to the new converts' receipt of the Spirit, 
Bruce ([NIC] 338 n. 53; cf. Knowling 338) has suggested, by analogy with D tititoq... £ßä7CTL6EV 

a1. )T0v... [ö Evvovxoc, ] ErtopsüETO... TTIv 086v aü'roü xaipwv in 8: 38-39, that j-ya?, Xt .c cr o implicitly 
supplies the obvious omission. It is no doubt right to assume that the jailer received the Spirit when 
he believed, but it is asking too much to obtain the idea from 11YaXXtä yaro. To be sure, &y(xXxiac tg 
and its more common synonym xapc are emotions generated by (Gal 5: 22; 1 Thess 1: 6) or connected 
with (Acts 13: 52; Luke 10: 21) the presence of the Spirit, and the gift of the Spirit as the sign of the 
last days (Acts 2: 17) is part of the messianic redemption. But Luke's idea of äyak? 

'tc oµati represents 
the human response to the whole event of messianic redemption (Luke 1: 14,44,47; 10: 21; cf. Acts 
2: 26), not one particular aspect. It "characterizes the consciousness of the community that it is the 
community of the last time constituted by the saving act of God" (R. Bultmann, "&yaX? ti oµai", 
TDNT 1: 20). For another connotation of & ya?, Xtc o uxt in 16: 34 see n. 11 below. 

911apaxpJµa also occurs in Luke 1: 64; 4: 39; 5: 25; 8: 44,47,55; 13: 13; 18: 43; 19: 11; 22: 60; 
Acts 3: 7; 5: 10; 12: 23; 13: 11; 14: 20D; 16: 26; and elsewhere in the NT only in Matt 21: 19,20. The 
significance of this adverb for Luke can be illustrated by Luke's treatment of Mark's favourite adverb 
de 0u';: Luke either eliminates Mark's occurrences of Eü0üs or inserts E60cco; (Luke 5: 13 11 Mark 1: 42) 

or rtapaxpfjµa (Luke 8: 44 11 Mark 5: 29; Luke 8: 55 11 Mark 5: 42; Luke 18: 43 11 Mark 10: 52). Only 

once does E60u; occur (Luke 6: 49) and then without a corresponding passage in Mark (cf. Matt 7: 27) 

and only once does e{0&); characterize a miraculous healing (Luke 5: 13 11 Mark 1: 42; cf. Acts 9: 18,34 

and 'ri wpc in Acts 16: 18; 22: 13). For further discussion on these and similar adverbial expressions, 
see D. Daube, The Sudden in the Scriptures (1964). 

10The correlation between 7tapaxpýµa and the word of the Lord is more consistent and direct 

co. See Luke 5: 19-25; 8: 43-48,49-55; 18: 41-43; Acts than that between 7tapaxp%m, marts, and a& 
3: 7,16. 
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described is the observance of the eucharist notwithstanding, 11 it is unlikely that the 

words mean any more than that the jailer hospitably gave Paul and Silas "ein höchst 

nötiges Mahl". 12 The mention of a meal does raise the interesting point that here is 

recorded no hesitation nor reluctance on Paul's and Silas's parts to eat with 

presumably uncircumcised Gentiles and to accept their food. It would be farfetched 

to assume that the jailer had at his disposal the necessary kosher foods or that he 

could acquire such foods at midnight; and although not every meal with Gentiles 

was a meal of forbidden foods, it would be mere speculation to hold that the meal 

consisted of no more than bread and water. No, this seems to be a meal that may 

not have satisfied the requirements of the decree, and neither Paul nor Silas (nor 

Luke) makes any comment about the failure or seeks to apply the decree. 

Beside the condition of believing in the Lord Jesus, Paul's evangelistic 

statements after the council mention the need for repentance. In the address delivered to 

the Athenian Areopagus (17: 22-31) it is argued (a) that whereas God previously 

overlooked the Gentiles' ignorance of him, now he as creator and sustainer of the world 

is making a claim on his creation and (b) that this decisive change in God's behaviour is 

due to God's having set a day when he will righteously judge the whole world through 

the man whom he has appointed, i. e. through Jesus13 (v. 31). The result is that now all 

people everywhere must repent. 

11p H. Menoud ("The Acts of the Apostles and the Eucharist" [1953], in Jesus Christ and the 
Faith. A Collection of Studies [ET 1978] 84-106) has written the most comprehensive defence of the 
eucharistic interpretation of 1rapEO1KEv Tpä&Eýav (see also B. Reicke, Diakonie, Festfreude and Zelos. 
In Verbindung mit der altchristlichen Agapenfeier [1951] 216-17; Rackham 290; Jacquier 505). He 
supports his case by comparing the use of 11yaXXu . aaTo in 16: 34b with the use of äy(xXXtaßt; in a 
similar context in 2: 46 (see also Bultmann, TDNT 1: 21). Against this interpretation can be made 
several points. (1) The passage is analogous with 9: 18-19, where Paul, after being baptized, Xaßwv 
Tpoorly EviyxußEv, an obvious reference to the breaking of the fast mentioned in v. 9. (2) Tpä7tEýa 
refers to the eucharist in 1 Cor 10: 21, but it does so because it is modified by xupiou, as distinct from 

Tpc ia 8tagoviwv in the same verse, and because it occurs in the context of definite eucharistic 
language (7roT4ptov xuptou ntvEty, v. 21a). TpälEta never has this qualification in Luke-Acts: 
besides the literal meaning "table", the word denotes simply the distribution of food (Acts 6: 2). (3) The 
appeal to ýycckktäaa'to in Acts 16: 34b is also questionable. In Acts 2: 46 äyockkta6t; occurs with 
Tpooll and subsequent to KXwvTES TE xaT' oixov äptov, the usual expression for the eucharist (cf. Luke 
22: 19; 24: 30,35; Acts 2: 42; 20: 7,11; 27: 35), as though it were expressing another idea. 

12Haenchen 479. Compare Tob 2: 2S, where tapETE" got ý Tpdm a is coordinate with 
1tapET "Oil got 6wc pta zt? iova; Josephus, Ant. 6.338; and Thucydides 1.130. 

13From 10: 42 and the reference to resurrection in 17: 3 lb the reader would identify Jesus as the 
man appointed to be judge; but in case the connection is missed, D adds 'Iißov. 
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The twinned thoughts of universalism and necessity are brought out by the 

piling up of terms like navzac navraxov (v. 30), tv otxovµ£vTv (v. 31 a), and näcty (v. 

31b), which stress that Gentiles, as well as the Jews, are included in the plan of God, 

and by napayyyXA, et (v. 30) which in governing µeiavoety identifies repentance as a 

divine demand imposed on all peoples. The meaning of repentance is influenced by 

tiovg... xpövouS'S äyvoia; vnept c v, God's former response to the Gentiles. 

The semantic relation between the Gentiles' ignorance and their need for 

repentance has engendered much scholarly discussion. Basically there are two 

positions. M. Dibelius, 14 representative of the viewpoint that the address is a positive 

assessment of Greek religiosity, believes 11 äyvota means primarily an intellectual state 

and µezavoUo, an act of turning from ignorance to a consciousness of one's natural 

kinship to God. B. Gärtner, 15 on the other hand, works from the background of the 

Old Testament and takes T1 &yvota to be almost synonymous with T1 &iapiia, denoting a 

strong condemnation of Greek idolatry and religion, and getiavoUj) to designate an act of 

turning from sin to grace. It exceeds the present discussion to examine the philosophic- 

al and theological stances of the entire speech which lie behind the two interpretations, 16 

but a couple of observations will help to determine a working definition of peiavoeiv if 

not its exact definition. 

While the language of verse 30 may not be able to carry the full weight of the 

Old Testament idea of guilt, 17 it does, given the context, imply some form of 

condemnation. "Ayvota recalls the beginning of the address where attention is drawn to 

the Athenian altar inscribed äyvcbßtiw Sew (v. 23a) and to Paul's desire to rectify the 

Athenians' deficient knowledge (v. 23b). In the intervening verses the notion of the 

Greeks worshipping God but not knowing him is reinforced by a demonstration that 

14M. Dibelius, "Paul on the Areopagus" (1939), in Studies in the Acts of the Apostles (ET 
1956) 26-77, esp. 55-62. 

15B. Gärtner, The Areopagus Speech and Natural Revelation (ET 1955) esp. 232-4 1. 
16Another question too large for the present study is the relation between God's seemingly 

tolerant attitude towards the Gentiles mentioned here and the idea of divine condemnation developed in 
Rom 1: 18-32. For the various arguments see, on the one hand, Dibelius, "Areopagus" 58-62,72-73 

and Vielhauer, "Paulinism"' 36-37 and, on the other, Gärtner, Areopagus 248-52 and C. J. Hemer, The 
Historicity of Acts (forthcoming). 

17As Wilson (Gentiles 209) points out, if Luke had meant sin, there is a perfectly good Greek 

word he could have used and does use in 2: 38; 3: 19; 5: 31; 7: 60; 10: 43; 13: 38; 22: 16; and 26: 18. 
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their chosen expression of worship is false and dishonouring to the creator who does 

have a rightful claim on their lives. This knowledge now makes former ignorance 

culpable. 18 Furthermore, in light of God's appointment of the day of judgment (v. 

31 a), the act which altered God's treatment of the Gentiles, 'tovq xpövoug ... Ti 'q 

v1cEpt&Wv cannot connote that God necessarily viewed the conduct of the heathen with 

indifference but simply that until a time of judgment had been established a verdict could 

not be pronounced (cf. Rom 3: 25-26). 

These observations suggest that while jetiavoity represents a progression from 

ignorance to an awareness of God it is more than this; it involves as well the acceptance 

of moral and religious responsibilities. There is the need to acknowledge that one's 

treatment of God is wrong and that a change of devotion is required, expressed by 

repentance, in order (by inference) not to face in the future a negative verdict at the 

judgment. In other words, repentance brought about by understanding ends in 

salvation. 

The closing phrase of verse 31, including the word niatit;, also needs 

clarification. In spite of Luke's consistent use of ntGTtq elsewhere to denote "saving 

faith" in God or Jesus, the noun here combined with a form of napExcty probably 

means, as the combination frequently does in extrabiblical literature, "to furnish proof', 

"to give a pledge"; 19 and the natural reading of the Greek order of the words places 

öcvaot1 aS subordinate to napaaxctiv and the whole phrase emphatically qualifying verses 

30-3 la. The resulting sense is that God's resurrection of Jesus verifies not only Jesus' 

18The idea comes through in other occurrences of äyvoua and äyvoew in Acts. In 3: 17 and 
13: 27 the terms refer to the Jews' failure to recognize Jesus to be the messiah; and they suggest a 
tolerance on God's part, for the reference to ignorance is placed in the context of evangelistic preaching 
and is followed by the command to repent (3: 19; 13: 38-41). The implication is significant and 
illuminatory for the meaning of 17: 30: äyvota and &yvoEw represent a past state which the hearing of 
the apostolic proclamation does not allow to be carried into the present. 

Epp (Codex Bezae 41-50) attempts to differentiate in the D text between the ignorance of the 
Gentiles which God overlooks and that of the Jews which God does not overlook, and he claims that 
this difference illustrates the anti-Jewish tendency of the Western text. This is misleading. The reader 

am can hardly draw this inference, from such widely-spaced material, simply on the grounds of Tlg added 
to äyvoias in 17: 30. 

19E. g. Josephus, Ant. 2.218; Ag. Ap. 2.18; Polybius 2.52.4; Euripides, Hipp. 1037 and 
others cited in LSJ, s. v. nt'OU; II. Luke's unexpected choice of man; may be due to the alliteration on 
n observable throughout the speech. Bengel (2: 670), though, for one, combines the meanings "faith" 
and "pledge" and translates nr atty itapaa v "affording faith [who gives the assurance which is the 
object of faith... ]". 
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appointment as the agent of judgment and by inference the establishment of the day of 

judgment, it is also proof of the decisive change in God's treatment of the Gentiles. 20 

Thus, God's demand for repentance, to which Gentiles as well as Jews are now 

subject, is based on the fact both of God's future judgment and of Jesus' resurrection 

from the dead; and implied is the idea that to repent means to accept Jesus, the personal 

intervention of God on behalf of all peoples. 

The two concepts, faith and repentance, are brought together in Paul's address 

to the Ephesian elders gathered at Miletus (20: 21) and in Paul's defence before Agrippa 

and Festus (26: 17-18,20). 

In 20: 21, where µEiävota and nicitc are characterized as things that are expedient 

and beneficial (oi augo6povtiec, v. 20), it has been suggested because of the word order 

that the two pairs, 'Iov&aiotc ze xät"EAXiicnv and 'city eic Oeöv pzrdvotav xai nißity Etc zöv 

xvptov ý µwv'Ii ovv, form a chiasmus. 21 Hi'a'rtG eic tiov Kwptov it t v'Irlßovv is said to be 

the message preached to the Jews because they had to recognize Jesus and the efficacy 

of faith alone; it eic 6e6v peiävota, that proclaimed to the Gentiles because they had to 

reject their heathen ways and acknowledge God. This is a quite arbitrary ascription. 

'Iou&xIot and"E» c joined by ie xai inevitably form a unit, 22 and without any alteration 

in sense ni6ztc may as easily share the article with µziävota as be anarthrous. 23 It is 

relevant, too, that earlier in Acts Jews have been exhorted to repent (2: 38; 3: 19) and 

Gentiles have been told to believe in Jesus (16: 31). Moreover, this particular 

juxtaposition of µeiävota and ntUU; recalls the twofold summary of the Christian 

proclamation in Rom 10: 9 which is announced without distinction to Jews and Gentiles 

(cf. Rom 10: 12-13). 24 

20Most commentators take this position although they may disagree about what is being 
verified. Compare, for instance, the suggestions of Marshall (290) and those of Knowling (379). 

21Roloff 303. The idea is also entertained, though not held with firm conviction, by Lake and 
Cadbury (4: 260) and Marshall (331). 

22Moulton 3: 339; BDF §444. 
23Compare 'ri S ddc XptaTÖv 'I11aovv ma2ewS in 24: 24 and iciatEt Tn sic £µg in 26: 18. 
24C. K. Barrett, "Paul's Address to the Ephesian Elders", in FS N. A. Dahl (1977) 112; 

Marshall 331. A comparison with Rom 10: 9 is better than Conzelmann's reference (Conzelmann 117) 
to the first and second articles of the creed. 
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Acts 26: 17-18,20, summing up the commission given to Paul by the risen Jesus 

outside Damascus and confirming Paul's fulfilment of his task, makes several 

comments about the concepts of faith and repentance (here expressed in terms of the 

synonym enta cpEoeww [vv. 18,20] as well as µeiavoeiv [v. 20] ). The first is the results of 

repentance. To the promise of the forgiveness of sins for the person who repents is 

added that of a share with those who have been made holy (by the holy God) to be 

God's people (xXi' po; ev roZ; fymagevotq; cf. 20: 32; Deut 33: 3; Wis 5: 5). The two 

promises are God's response, as the passive ffjyLc« p. ̀votS suggests, to the negative and 

positive sides of repentance stated in verse 18b: ä4F-at; a4apitwv eradicates the deeds 

committed while in the tyrannical dominion of Satan; KXfjpo; EV tioiS 7'jymcµc'vot; is 

another way of expressing life among the people of the holy God. 25 

The second point concerns the emphatic ithrrct 'r FA ý} at the end of verse 18. 

In such a position the phrase may qualify Toi; ýyýa6 t voO 26 and express the means by 

which the sanctification has been accomplished, or it may refer to Gov 2. a3eiv27 and 

specify the means by which sins are forgiven and a share in God's people is attained, or 

it may give the instrumental cause of all three infinitival phrases in verse 1828 and 

indicate that spiritual sight comes by faith in Jesus. The last option is unlikely. For 

Luke spiritual sight generally seems to be the result of hearing and accepting the 

apostolic proclamation. The apostolic proclamation also brings about faith. As for the 

other two possibilities, there is very little indication which is better nor is there probably 

any reason to make a distinction: to become by faith God's people is the same thing as 

to have received by faith the results of repentance. Hence, as the basis of inclusion in 

the people of God faith in Jesus and repentance are placed on the same level. 

25Luke's thought echoes, without necessarily claiming dependency, Col 1: 12-14, where 
sharing the inheritance allotted to God's people means that God has delivered believers from the domain 
of the power of darkness and placed them in the domain of his Son and where new life received in Christ 
signifies release from moral and spiritual bondage, i. e. the forgiveness of sins. This is a better parallel 
than Acts 2: 38: since the Spirit is the guarantee that the believer will inherit salvation (Eph 1: 14; cf. 2 
Cor 1: 22), it cannot be the K? ilpo; £v rot; ijytaßµ'voi;. It is also relevant to note that Wilcox 
(Semitisms 35-37) has challenged the usual assumption that the phrase comes from Deut 33: 3,4; he 
suggests instead the possibility of "a piece of independently circulating traditional material". Richard 
("Old Testament" 337-38) disagrees, overstressing (in my opinion) the idea of dependence. 

26Marshall 397. 
27Knowling 507; NEB; TEV. 
28Rackham 470. 
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Third, according to verse 20 repentance is to be accompanied by ä to tiIjS 

µetiavota; epya npäaaovie;. The action expressed by the present participle is probably 

subsequent to that of the compound µetiavoeiv xäi. E'-'7a tpe4eiv. Probably, too, the definite 

article should be stressed. 29 So explained, the participial phrase does not refer to deeds 

which effect a repentance (objective µeiavoia; ) but instead to deeds which result from 

the repentance that has already occurred and which are "consistent with" that 

repentance30 (subjective µezavoiaS). This suggests that ä La ti71 µetiavoiaS pya 

npaaaovie; should not be considered a condition of salvation on the same level as faith 

and repentance. Equally, this concomitance of works and repentance does signal that 

membership in the people of God is not simply an intellectual decision; it must be 

supported by visible proof. In other words, it is as if Paul were saying, Show by your 

actions and your conduct that an inner revitalization has taken place. What deeds, such 

as baptism or obedience to the law, provided sufficient proof or what guidelines, such 

as the Torah or the apostles' decree, determined propriety, the text does not say. In this 

regard, though, we note with interest that John the Baptist, when exhorting his Jewish 

audience to produce xapnob & ooS'nj; peravo(a; (Luke 3: 8; Matt 3: 8) in order to escape 

the coming judgment, warns that without conduct consonant with an inner reform of 

life, a claim to or boast in an Abrahamic descent has no value as protection against 

God's wrath. Similarly, the Ephesian believers in Acts 19: 18-19 not only realize the 

need to confess privately the sinfulness of their practices; going further they burn their 

books of magic and openly demonstrate their change of heart. 

The fourth comment concerns the recipients of Paul's message. The identity of 

the recipients is not as clear as may be thought from a quick reading of verse 17. It is 

possible for edc ot; eyw änoane? 2o ae (v. 17b) to refer to Gentiles specifically (Ex twv 

69v6v)31 or to Jews and Gentiles, i. e. to all people in general (ex roü Xaob xät ex tic6v 

29Lake and Cadbury 4: 320. METävoia is articular in five out of 22 occurrences (Matt 3: 8; 
Luke 3: 8; Acts 11: 18; 20: 21; 26: 20), and in each instance the article seems to connote definiteness. 
Compare, for instance, the narrative description of John the Baptist's message, ß&nrtaµa pzravota; etc 
ä4eoiv äµap'nwv (Luke 3: 3), with the later exhortation 1totiujaaTe ovv x(Xp7tO) ä to, ); 'r j µETavoias 
(Luke 3: 8). 

30BAGD, s. v. µetävota. 
31E g. Haenchen 656; Schneider 2: 374-75; Rackham 469. 
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E6v63v). 32 The evidence in favour of the specific referent is strong. There is the 

repetition of Cx before each member of a regimen, a grammatical construction which can 

enforce a distinction between kaöc and EOv1.33 A reference to the Gentiles alone, 

furthermore, picks up the wording of Paul's commissioning in 22: 21,8, n &y i) Etc EOv? 1 

µaxpäv Eýanoatc? ac; and it could be thought to accord better with the characterization 

of people who are in mental and moral darkness (26: 18), who live in the power of 

Satan. It is presumably the understanding of the Vulgate, which translates ctS o SS by in 

quas, the feminine pronoun matching the feminine plural gentibus and not the masculine 

singular populo. Equally strong in the immediate context are data pointing firmly in the 

opposite direction. Verse 17 occurs in the context of God's promise to Israel (vv. 6, 

22b-23); verse 20 looks at God's appointment of Paul from the viewpoint of Paul's 

accomplishments and in language parallel to verse 17 states that Paul preached to the 

people in Damascus, Jerusalem, and all Judea (presumably Jews) and to the Gentiles; 34 

and verse 23 says that Christ's message is aimed at both Jews (zw Aaw) and Gentiles 

(rot'; E9vecnv). Going further afield, we note that Luke consistently shows Paul 

preaching to Jews and Gentiles, thereby fulfilling the divine plan recorded in 9: 15, and 

that he establishes the blindness of both Jews and Gentiles and their consequent need of 

sight, the Jews because though seeing they saw not (28: 27; cf. Matt 13: 13,15; Rom 

11: 8) and the Gentiles because though worshipping God they did not know him 

(17: 30). The wider evidence seems to give more weight to ovS in 26: 17 being general. 

In other words, while the Gentiles may have been Paul's special responsibility, his 

32J. Dupont, "La Mission de Paul d'apres Actes 26.16-23 et la Mission des Apötres d'apres 
Luc 24.44-49 et Acts 1.8", in FS C. K. Barrett (1982) 290-99, esp. 292; Knowling 507; Conzelmann 
139; cf. Marshall 396-97. 

33As the construction is not so common in Luke-Acts, occurring 16 out of 56 times (Moulton 
3: 275), its appearance here carries some weight. 

34Käti 'tot; 90vErnv may, of course, be epexegetical, limiting the reference to the Gentiles in 
Damascus, Jerusalem, and Judea; but the evidence in Acts 9 is against this sense of Kai: 9: 20 states 
that Paul preached in the synagogues in Damascus and 9: 29 that he debated with the Hellenists in 
Jerusalem. As for the grammatical and historical difficulties associated with 7r&. dv TE 'rijv xcwpav 'r c 
'Iou&aias--though it has strong external attestation, it is interjected into a series of datives and conflicts 
with the reports of Paul's early ministry recorded elsewhere in Acts and negatively in Gal 1: 22--see the 
solutions offered by Ropes (3: 237), Haenchen (656-57) and Longenecker (553), and Blass, who is cited 
by Ramsay (Sr. Paul 382). 
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message of repentance, faith, and doing deeds in keeping with repentance applied to 

Jews and Gentiles equally. 

This interpretation of the force of the relative pronoun has an interesting 

implication for the identity of the people of God expressed by &tiot; 71-ftaapevot; in verse 

18. If both Jews and Gentiles are the designated recipients of Paul's message, then 

both repentant Jews and repentant Gentiles receive through faith a place in God's 

domain. Consequently, it could be inferred that of Tlytaagevo represents a distinct group 

to which both Jews and Gentiles are added. 

The idea comes from the participle itself, though the connection is not 

immediately obvious (neither here nor in the earlier occurrence of the participle in 

20: 32). `H«Lac t vot is related semantically as well as etymologically to äyi. ot; the sole 

difference, and it is slight, is that whereas the adjective denotes the state of holiness, the 

perfect participle stresses both the fact of having attained and the act of remaining in the 

state of being holy. This relationship allows the relatively exceptional participle to 

assume the nuances of the more common adjective. In the Old Testament and other 

Jewish writings the concept of holiness forms the basis of the covenant which the holy 

God makes with Israel (Lev 19: 2; Deut 7: 6; 14: 2), and äyLot and iytaaµhvot become, 

inter alia, appellatives, albeit infrequent ones, for the people who follow God's 

commandments (Deut 33: 3; 1 Macc 1: 46; Pss 15[16]: 3; 33: 10[34: 9]; cf. 4 Macc 17: 19, 

20). 35 The Book of Acts, like the Pauline Epistles, transfers of äywt to the members of 

the Christian community. In Acts 9: 13 tioi; äyiot; cou (sc. xvptou) describes the people 

in Jerusalem whom Paul persecuted before his conversion, and nävia5 iob; 

Entxa?, ou oDS zö 6voµä cov in verse 14 leaves no doubt as to who is meant. The same 

can be said of of äy of in 26: 10 and probably in 9: 32 and 9: 41. The application becomes 

more distinctive and significant since Luke never uses the term for Jews specifically. 

Now because of the semantic relation between äyto; and its cognate participle, it may be 

assumed that for Luke of i-y acpivot is the equivalent of of äyLot and thus is synonymous 

with oi. ntcrcvovticS. Both participles are names for God's people: ntczcvcwv refers to a 

35See also Str-B 2: 691-93 and the use of V"7p in the Qumran texts, especially in the 
expressions of self-designation (1QM 6: 6; 14: 12; 1QS 8: 21). 
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positive human response to the gospel; hym vo; connotes God's reply to the person's 

commitment. 

There follows from this argument a very pertinent question: how do the people 

designated of ilymaµfvot relate to the historic Israel chosen by God in the Old 

Testament? 36 The immediate context in all honesty does not say. The participle in 

including Jews and Gentiles but excluding Jews who do not believe in Jesus could 

suggest that the church is here presented as an entity separate from its connections with 

Judaism. Yet because of what we have observed so far about Luke's view of the people 

of God, observations which would treat this reference (and the analogous 20: 32) as an 

exception, there is cause to hesitate. It may be that Paul understood the people of God 

in this way; he does in Gal 6: 16 use the expression 6 'lap ai tiov 9Eov. It is more 

tenable, though, as far as Acts at least is concerned, that here Luke has picked up and 

employed the conditional nuance associated with the Old Testament use of äyiog--God's 

holy people are not (and have never been) all Israel but only those who love him and 

follow his commandments and now following God's commandments involves as well 

(and primarily) accepting Jesus. In other words, Luke creates the picture that to the 

Jews who repent and believe in Jesus are gathered in Gentiles who repent and believe in 

Jesus to have an equal and rightful share in the heritage of the holy people of God. 

2. The Quarrel at Antioch (Acts 15: 36-41) 

Acts 15: 36-41, the second of the three incidents linking the story of the 

Jerusalem council with the story of Paul's second missionary journey, describes a 

curious yet important quarrel between Paul and Barnabas. This quarrel became so 

severe that the missionaries separated, Barnabas taking John Mark and going to Cyprus 

(v. 39) and Paul choosing Silas, one of the emissaries of the Jerusalem decree, and 

travelling to Syria and Cilicia (vv. 40-41) as he had proposed to do with Barnabas. 

Thus, shortly after the satisfactory settlement of the question of the Gentile converts, 

disagreement once again appears. This time the victim is the long-established 

36Surprisingly, J. Jervell, to my knowledge, does not comment on the meaning of toü, 
fiyv t 'ot; 1tI tEt 'rf £LS £g£. 
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partnership of Paul and Barnabas which in Acts began when Barnabas commended the 

newly-converted persecutor of Christians to the disciples in Jerusalem (9: 26-27), which 

had weathered the storm of the Judaizers' attack, and which was seemingly in existence 

when Paul mentioned to Barnabas the prospect of another trip. To be sure, the 

consequence is not completely harmful or irreparable. In one sense the church actually 

benefits, for the parting doubles the evangelistic outreach; and despite the acrimonious 

conclusion to the partnership, there is evidence outside Acts that those involved 

remained sympathetic to each other's abilities and spheres of influence. 37 Nonetheless, 

the quarrel does blot the copy-book. 

The reason for the parting according to Acts 15: 36-41 is clear enough on the 

surface: Barnabas's willingness to have John Mark accompany them on the proposed 

journey and Paul's unwillingness to do so. Thus, the stage is set for illustrating the 

humanity of the church leaders and for showing that disagreements were caused by 

conflicting personalities as well as by theological differences. The episode also explains 

why Barnabas does not accompany Paul on the second missionary journey, 38 thereby 

helping to distinguish significantly the first journey to Asia Minor from the second. 

These pastoral, historical, and literary intentions are manifestly central. 

Instruction of his readers is always uppermost in Luke's mind; and the rapid reporting, 

in Acts 15: 30-16: 5, of three successive episodes with little or no dialogue and detail 

does give the sense of transition, the more so after the care spent on the apostles' 

debate. Nevertheless, the reader cannot help speculating that the quarrel and its 

371n 1 Cor 9: 6 Barnabas is cited as an example of an apostle, like Paul, who has the right to 
maintenance from the church; in Col 4: 10 Barnabas's relation to Mark is mentioned as a means of 
identification. Both references illustrate the extent of Barnabas's reputation in the Pauline churches, and 
1 Cor 9: 6 has further significance since according to Acts 18: 1-18a Paul founded the Corinthian church 
soon after his quarrel with Barnabas. C. K. Barrett (A Commentary on the First Epistle to the 
Corinthians [1968] 204) thinks 1 Cor 9: 16 is probably to be taken as evidence that Barnabas rejoined 
the Pauline mission; A. Robertson and A. Plummer (A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the 
First Epistle of St Paul to the Corinthians [1914] 182) trace the reference to a possible agreement made 
during Paul's first missionary journey. 

John Mark, who is generally assumed to be the Mark of the Epistles, is commended in the 
letters ascribed to Paul to be a welcomed addition to the Christian community in Colossae (Col 4: 10) 
and a faithful Christian worker (2 Tim 4: 11; Phlm 24); cf. 1 Pet 5: 13 and Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 3.39.15, 
quoting Papias. However, Haenchen (456 n. 2,457 n. 3), for one, treats this evidence more sceptically. 

38Haenchen 459-60. In making this observation, I, unlike Haenchen, think that the incident is 

part of the tradition and not authorial fabrication. Scholars like R. Pesch ("Das Jerusalem Abkommen 

and die Lösung des Antiochenischen Konflikts. Ein Versuch über Gal 2, Apg 10,1-11,18, Apg 11,27- 
30; 12,25 and Apg 15,1-41, " in FS F. Mußner [1981] 120) and others mentioned above (p. 7 n. 13) 
have understood the first two missionary journeys to be already connected in pre-Lukan tradition. 
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inclusion in Luke's story have a cause and a purpose beyond those immediately evident. 

Indeed, conjecture is readily projected into the realm of fact when the incident is viewed 

as the analogue of Gal 2: 11-14. That passage records a confrontation, likewise at 

Antioch, which was initiated by the arrival of men from James who insisted that the 

Jewish Christians and the Gentile converts must conform to Jewish customs (whether 

these be interpreted as circumcision and observance of the law or simply adherence to 

the apostles' decree39). While that confrontation concerned Paul and Peter specifically, 

even Barnabas was drawn in; and to Paul's bitter disappointment he took the side 

represented by the Jerusalem believers and Peter. 40 The problem with supporting our 

suspicions about Acts 15: 36-41 by the episode in Galatians is that we are forced to 

depend upon a particular historical reconstruction of the events surrounding the 

apostles' council which is far from certain even if it is adopted by a large number of 

scholars today. To avoid this criticism without engaging in extensive historical 

argument, we must confine ourselves to the account in Acts and see if the suspicion that 

the cause of the quarrel is more than personal can be given any substance by that source. 

To begin with, the episode is, as we have said, one of three events bridging the 

council and Paul's second journey to Asia Minor. This suggests that the story of the 

39J. D. G. Dunn "The Incident at Antioch [Gal. 2: 11-18]", JSNT 18 [1983] 25-37) discusses 
three ways of understanding the demands of the men from James: (1) Peter had completely abandoned 
the Jewish laws for table-fellowship; the men from James insisted on a greater observance of the law, 
possibly bringing with them the decrees of Acts 15: 29 to prove their point (e. g. Catchpole, "Decree" 
441-43; Lietzmann, The Beginnings of the Christian Church [ET 1953] 107-9); (2) the table-fellowship 
in Antioch had involved a fair degree of observance of the dietary laws; the men from James insisted that 
the Gentile believers were to be circumcised and required to obey the whole law (e. g. Betz, Galatians 
112); (3) the Gentile believers in Antioch were already observing the basic food laws prescribed by the 
Torah; the men from James called for a more scrupulous observance of what the dietary laws involved, 
especially with regard to ritual purity and tithing. 

Dunn opts for the third interpretation, but his argument may be faulted. In brief, he points to 
the linguistic breadth of the antithesis E9vtK? c/'Iou8dixäc and the infinitive ioi)8dtýcty but then for the 

use of the words in Gal 2: 14, he insists on a linguistic preciseness which the language cannot bear. 
'IouSciiýEty refers to that which characterized the Jewish way of life including circumcision and 
obedience to the law. See also the reviews by J. L. Houlden ("A Response to James D. G. Dunn", 
JSNT 18 [1983] 58-67) and by D. Cohn-Sherbok ("Some Reflections on James Dunn's: 'The Incident 
at Antioch [Gal. 2.11-18]"', JSNT 18 [1983] 68-74). 

40Although the explicit recipient of Paul's criticism is Peter, the defection of Barnabas 
becomes in a way the climax of Paul's comments (cf. W. Schmithals, Paul and James [ET 1965] 71): 
the adverbial xai signals Barnabas's action to be out of the ordinary (Robertson 1181); the exceptional 
NT use of the indicative mood (auvairiIxOri) with waif draws special attention to the actual fact 

resulting from Peter's hypocrisy, namely, Barnabas's defection (Zerwick §350; Moulton 1: 209; Burton 
§236; Robertson 1000; contra BDF §391.2). According to the wording of v. 13, Barnabas's situation 
was different from that of Peter and of the other Jews: Barnabas did not manipulate but was the victim 
of manipulation (ouvanr x9rl ainaiv Tij ü7roxptaEt [cf. Betz, Galatians 110]). 

I 
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quarrel, like the stories in 15: 30-35 and 16: 1-5, where the Jerusalem decree and the 

conditions of membership in the people of God are a stated theme, may look backwards 

as well as forwards. The story may be intended to comment, ever so subtly, on the 

twinned issues of the church's presentation of the Christian message of salvation to the 

world and of the Gentiles' membership in the people of God. 

More indicative is the strength of the controversy. The difference of opinion 

may have begun quite reasonably, as a hesitant request from Barnabas and a gut-level 

reaction from Paul. 41 But if it did begin mildly, it proceeds to a level and to a 

consequence, especially as far as Luke's whole story is concerned, which seem 

unwarranted by the stated cause. IIapotv6µöS42 describes the outburst of rage, like the 

emotion Paul justly experienced when he saw the idolatry in Athens (Acts 17: 16), and 

provocation which is the opposite of love (1 Cor 13: 5). Basically it is an irritation. 

Such intensity suggests that much was at stake. 

We note further that while the stress in verses 37-38 falls firmly on To6iov, 43 

i. e. on John Mark, the problem is explained to be not John Mark himself but having 

John Mark participate in the proposed trip. The tense and parallelism of 6vµuap& cx 3¬iv 

and 6v4nap& aµpävety bring this out. The consecutive use of the verb in the same 

context, first in the aorist and then in the present, highlights the present tense44 and 

makes a "decisive contradiction"45 between the definitive act which Barnabas proposed 

and the continuous fact which Paul refused. That is to say, the force of the present 

infinitive does not lie in Paul's unwillingness to subject himself to the continual peril of 

41This perhaps could be inferred from the use of two imperfects having the same meaning and 
qualifying infinitive (Barnabas 'Eßoi?. ro 6vptapakaßeiv; Paul'ýiov µ11... ßvµnapa? (xµßävetv), a 
construction which may add to the conative notion a durative force. Turner (95) explains the exchange 
as follows. Barnabas's suggestion to take John Mark was but a tentative one, at first: "'Barnabas 
wanted' must mean 'Barnabas was desirous'; or better still, 'Barnabas had half a mind to"'; similarly, 
1ýiov means that Paul merely "requested", and not even pressingly, at first. Turner could be charged 
with overtranslating here. BAGD (s. v. &ýtoco 2a) would indicate so. It renders ýtov... µ71 
6vptap& c . tßävaty 'roUTov "he insisted that they should not take him along". 

42H. Seesemann, "ltapoývvoi", TDNT 5: 857. 
43As Lake and Cadbury (4: 183) comment, "It is impossible to bring out fully the emphatic 

position of roü'tov at the end of the sentence". The alterations in D weaken considerably the force of 
the pronoun (Metzger [439] concurs) and highlight the disagreement itself rather than its ultimate cause. 

44Against Turner (95), it is the present, the less frequently used tense, which demands 
attention. The aorist infinitive can have a constative force without necessarily being punctiliar. This is 
where Turner makes his mistake (see Moulton 3: 71). 

45Knowling 331. 
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desertion or to endure the daily companionship of a man who has shown himself 

unreliable. 46 That would be stressing the idea of continuation too much. Rather, 

6vµnapaa, aµßävety suggests that Paul refused on principle, that he regarded Barnabas's 

proposal as the sort of thing he was not prepared to undertake at all at any time. 47 

Again there is the hint that the disagreement may exceed the matter of personality. 

According to verse 38 Paul's stand on principle is related in some way to John 

Mark's apparently sudden and unexpected return to Jerusalem during the journey of 

Acts 13-14, and the crux of the quarrel seems in a sense to turn on the way in which 

John Mark's earlier act is meant to influence Paul's current reaction. The mention of 

Pamphylia points to the possibility that Paul's objection was based on pastoral 

prudence. The plan was to visit the cities of Asia Minor where the missionaries went 

after John Mark had left the company (13: 13). In order to avoid offending those 

churches, which no doubt were aware of John Mark's actions, by bringing along the 

person who had committed the offence, Paul considered it best to refuse Barnabas. 

Personal reasons may also be represented by the expansive description of John Mark in 

verse 38: Paul thought the man's departure was unjustified, and he was too impatient to 

superintend an assistant lacking in maturity. 48 Both suggestions are valid, and both 

probably go some way towards determining Paul's decision. But there seems to be 

more. 

Tov änoat&via än av'cwv &icb Ilaµov%. %aS K(A µij amexoovza a&toiS Etc 'rb ! pyov 

draws attention to two closely related implications of John Mark's abrupt return to 

Jerusalem: his dissociation from Paul and Barnabas and his unwillingness to participate 

in their work. It would be pressing 'co'v änoatiävia too much to have it bear in this 

46This is the understanding of Robertson (857), Moulton (1: 130), and most commentators. 
The inference may be correct (see below); but it is not, I think, obtained from the tense of the verb. 

47Zerwick §249. This sense of auµ7uapaX%Lp(Xvety is supported by the Vulgate. Translating 

at a time when biblical Greek was a living language, Jerome was sensitive to some difference between 

the two infinitives. He makes p'-ßo, 6 to auµnapaA, aßety volebat... adsumere but i ou... µiß 

ouµmapaX, a t vEiv rogabat ... non debere recipi. The paraphrastic non debere recipi brings out the 

sense of obligation and thus the matter of principle (I am indebted to C. J. Hemer for this observation). 
d, though, has in v. 38 nolebat... non adsumerent. 

48Bruce (NIC) 319. 
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context a religious sense, 49 i. e. that John Mark was apostatizing, rejecting God's 

revealed plan. But a case may be made for io Epyov to be for the reader a cryptic 

reminder not only of earlier events but of what those events signified. 'ELS fo ep-Yov 

recalls, in 13: 1-3, the Holy Spirit's commissioning of Barnabas and Paul for a divinely- 

appointed ministry. As this commissioning instigates the first journey to Cyprus and 

Asia Minor, the prepositional phrase points to a correlation between John Mark's 

departure and Barnabas's and Paul's designated mission, 50 a mission which was shown 

during the journey to include preaching the gospel to Gentiles who were not previously 

associated with the synagogue (13: 44-48; 13: 7 [? ]) and a mission which is later defined 

as eiS EAvn (22: 21; cf. Gal 2: 9). 

We may take this point further by examining the passages in Acts which refer to 

John Mark. Surprisingly for a person influential in determining the direction of Paul's 

ministry, John Mark receives comparatively little attention. He is introduced somewhat 

incidentally in Acts 12: 12 as a means of identification (suggesting that he was better 

known than his mother), in 12: 25 to locate him in Antioch with Paul and Barnabas, 51 in 

13: 5 as the assistant of Paul and Barnabas on their travels, and in 13: 13 to show that 

Paul and Barnabas continue on without him. In spite of the apparent casualness, the 

references to John Mark come in oddly, especially as Luke does not usually name the 

secondary members of Paul's missionary entourage, 52 and seem more than 

anticipatory. 53 What the additional import may be could perhaps be inferred from the 

49'A0iai11µti does refer to spiritual truth in Luke 8: 13; 1 Tim 4: 1; and Heb 3: 12 (cf. Luke 
13: 27; Acts 5: 39; 2 Tim 2: 19), and it is the cognate of äiroatiaaia, a term in the LXX for Israel's 
disobedience (see pp. 261-62). The meaning in Acts 15: 38, though, is probably void of religious 
overtones (thus, Knowling 330-31; however, compare H. Schlier, "äýiatirlµi", TDNT 1: 513 and 
Rackham 203). 

50 his correspondence between Acts 15: 38 and 13: 2 gains in importance since Tö 'pyov bears 
the sense "apostolic ministry" nowhere else in Acts except when Gamaliel describes the ministry of 
Peter and the other early disciples (5: 38). 

510n the difficulties caused in Acts 12: 25 by the well-attested reading cdc'Icpouaakýp., see the 
summary in Metzger 398-400. 

52Compare the mention of Timothy only in Acts 16: 1; 17: 4,5; 18: 5; 19: 22; and 20: 4. 
53Admittedly such perfunctory treatment may represent Luke's tendency to interject the names 

of people seemingly unimportant to us into his narrative for no apparent reason other than to 
acknowledge them. Or it may indicate Luke's desire to mark John Mark's secondary status in 
comparison with that of Paul and Barnabas: given the subsequent events it would have been all the 
more important to introduce John Mark in a way which showed that he was not essential to the 
expedition (Ramsay, St. Paul 71). 
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placing of two comments about John Mark either side of the account of the mission on 
Cyprus. Now that story, which concentrates on the conversion of Sergius Paulus, 

probably represents an advancement in the logistics of the Christian mission. 

Introduced are the presentation of the gospel to and the acceptance of the gospel by 

someone who had no prior experience with orthodox Judaism and who, if the 

confrontation between the Judaizers and Paul in Acts 15: 1-2 is any indication, was not 

required to be circumcised. Therefore, again, as with the expression t Epyov, it is 

suggested that John Mark's departure may convey his uncertainty and reluctance about 

Paul's mission to the Gentiles and hence his rejection of it. 54 

This possibility is backed up55 by the fact that John Mark returns not to Antioch, 

where the church was actively engaged in evangelizing the Gentiles, but to Jerusalem 

which was both his home and the centre of (conservative) Jewish Christianity. It may 

also be conveyed by the D text's depiction of Silas, whom Paul does accept as a co- 

worker. According to verse 34D, as understood by E. J. Epp, 56 Silas betrays his 

sympathies by preferring to remain in Antioch rather than return to Jerusalem. 57 

There may be something for our argument that the quarrel was ultimately 

theological in Barnabas's travel arrangements (v. 39). The choice to go to Cyprus was 

in one sense only natural: Cyprus was after all Bamabas's home. In another sense, 

though, it conveys some import: it was the place where Barnabas and Paul had 

54Rackham 203; Longenecker 421; R. A. Culpepper, "Paul's Mission to the Gentile World: 
Acts 13-19", RevExp 71 (1974) 488. Admittedly Luke does not state the reason for John Mark's 
departure from Paul's company but leaves the reader to gather the connection. The facts have been 
interpreted as representing as well an abandonment of the original itinerary (Lake and Cadbury 4: 148; cf. 
Ramsay [St. Paul 84-94], Schille [292,331], and T. J. Pennell ["Acts xiii. 13", ExpTim 44 {1932-33} 
476], who have John Mark refusing to go to Pisidian Antioch [most logical], Pamphylia, and Ephesus, 
respectively), a change in leadership with Barnabas falling into second place, homesickness (Holtzmann 
87), or cowardliness. Knowling (289) lists other possibilities. No one reason needs exclude another, but 
what evidence there is seems to point mostly to a theological reason. 

55Along this line have been cited also Luke's use of the single Jewish name `Iex vvq in 13: 5, 
13 (cf. G. A. Deissmann, Bible Studies. Contributions Chiefly from Papyri and Inscriptions to the 
History of the Language, the Literature, and the Religion of Hellenistic Judaism and Primitive 
Christianity [ET 1901] 317 n. 1), no mention of preaching in Perga (cf. 14: 24-25), and the fact that 
John Mark was not selected by the Holy Spirit for this work and consequently was having trouble 
overcoming his prejudices. The third point is doubtful since there are reasonable explanations for John 
Mark not being named in 13: 1-3 (see Marshall 218). 

56Epp, Codex Bezae 112. 
57How much can be built on this variant, though, is questionable. It is quite likely that the 

Western reviser simply wanted to explain why Silas, in verse 40, was suddenly in Antioch and available 
to accompany Paul. 
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preached prior to John Mark's desertion and hence a place where John Mark could serve 

without embarrassment to himself or the mission. More significant than the destination 

is the fact that Barnabas leaves Antioch, the place where he had concentrated his 

evangelistic efforts for a considerable time. Indeed, Barnabas's leave-taking is not even 

marked by the church. This contrasts with the send-off Paul is given: napaSoOEIS TTj 

xäpttin tiov xvptov virö zwv ä&E? v (cf. 13: 3; 14: 26). It may be that because of his row 

with Paul Barnabas wanted to keep out of the way and to avoid attracting criticism on 

Paul's journey and bringing insult to the churches Paul planned to visit, churches which 

knew Barnabas personally. It may be that the row represented not only Barnabas's 

willingness to give John Mark a second chance, just as earlier he had sponsored Paul 

before the Jerusalem leaders, but also that, despite the support he gave Paul at the 

Jerusalem council, he himself could not concur fully with the possible direction of 

Paul's mission, 58 specifically with the policy of evangelizing Gentiles apart from the 

synagogue. Barnabas may have foreseen the dangers in such a policy--the possible 

forfeiting and forgetting of Christianity's indebtedness to Judaism through the inclusion 

of Gentiles who were not as carefully instructed in these matters and the almost certain 

jeopardizing of the church's claim before the Jews to be the fulfilment of Judaism--and 

may have been hesitant to be as theologically innovative as Paul. 

These are only conjectures which lack the necessary historical or literary 

documentation. The available evidence, however, by implying that the quarrel over 

John Mark may have represented not simply a reaction to a particular personality but 

ultimately a different perspective on mission strategy and a variance in mission 

theology, does leave behind the picture of Jewish Christians caught between the two 

worlds, the world of presenting the gospel to the Jews and the world of presenting it to 

the Gentiles; and it does appear to place a question mark, without emphasizing the point, 

over the extent of the church's unanimity on the matter of the way to salvation. 

Bauckham ("Barnabas in Galatians", JSNT 2 [1979] 61-70), who equates Gal 2: 11-14 
with Acts 15: 1-2, has argued that the partners' concord at the Jerusalem council was only temporary; the 
argument over John Mark shows that the memory of the previous disagreement lingered. 
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3. The Circumcising of Timothy (Acts 16: 1-3) 

Acts 16: 1-3 records that during the return visit to Derbe and Lystra Paul 

encountered an uncircumcised man named Timothy and that because he wanted to enlist 

Timothy as a missionary he circumcised him. Such behaviour on Paul's part is 

remarkable. It appears to contradict Paul's refutation of the Judaizers in his letter to the 

Galatians, going against his theological argument that circumcision as a requirement for 

salvation renders salvation in Christ alone insufficient and thus invalid (Gal 5: 2) and his 

emphatic appeal to experience that in spite of the Judaizers' demands the church leaders 

did not force Titus, a Greek, to submit to circumcision nor did he or Titus comply (Gal 

2: 3). 59 More critical for the immediate study, Paul's treatment of Timothy seems 

opposed to the adamant stance against circumcision which the apostle is portrayed as 

taking in Acts 15. Since the exemption of the Gentiles from circumcision and the 

equality of Jews and Gentiles insofar as salvation and their positions in the church were 

concerned had just been acknowledged, what sense would there be for Paul, setting out 

on a new mission to the Gentile world, to have his companion circumcised and thus 

give force to the claim that believers who were circumcised were superior to or more 

acceptable (perhaps even in God's eyes) than those who were not, "that ordinary 

Christians might be free from the Law, but that those who were to be worthy of a higher 

dignity must comply fully with its requirements"60? 

59This seems to be the most natural meaning of Gal 2: 3-5 (E. D. Burton, A Critical and 
Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians [1921] 75-86; J. Bligh, Galatians. A 

Discussion of St Paul's Epistle [1969] 160-61; Betz, Galatians 88-92). However, it has been argued 
that while Titus was not compelled to be circumcised, he was indeed circumcised, either on his own 
initiative as a conciliatory gesture (A. D. Nock, St. Paul [1960] 107-9) or on Paul's initiative as a 
demonstration of his freedom in Christ (D. W. B. Robinson, "The Circumcision of Titus, and Paul's 

Liberty"', AusBR 12 [1964] 24-42). 
60W. M. Ramsay, Pictures of the Apostolic Church. Its Life and Teaching (1910) 176. 
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Whether Paul did in fact proceed as Luke describes, we need not decide61--I 

personally think that the account in Acts is true--but we do need to ascertain whether this 

episode is indeed intended to revise, even to overturn, the decision of the Jerusalem 

council and to argue for a two-tiered Christianity. Granted, that aim would certainly be 

strange. Even if Luke was dependent on his sources for most and perhaps all of his 

information, 62 even if the sources or his understanding of the sources was limited, and 

even if he had constructed the episode himself, as the whole summary character of 

15: 30-16: 5 has suggested to some, the details of the apostolic council and Paul's 

selection of Timothy are too well-stated for the events to have been placed virtually side- 

by-side without an explanation. We would expect therefore to find embedded 

somewhere in the story a reason for Paul's action. This explanation may not prove the 

historicity of the incident, but it may uncover a motive which may support authenticity. 

One hint at an explanation comes when Luke characterizes Timothy as a µaQr ti 

(v. 1), öS 'µaptivpciio vnb iwv ev Avatipot; xät'Ixoviw a 
-Xo v (v. 2). Both µaOiytijS and 

U0,00c are Lukan terms for a Christian. 63 Since Timothy is already called a believer 

and since he carries the recommendation of other believers in the churches of Lystra and 

Iconium, the words suggest that as far as Luke is concerned this circumcision was not 

undertaken as a way to salvation. 

61The data did lead the Tübingen tradition to refute quite vehemently the truth of the episode. 
It belonged, according to Baur (Paul 1: 129 n. 1; cf. Overbeck 248 [cited by Haenchen 463]) 
"undoubtedly to the incredible side" of Acts. Similarly, Conzelmann (88-89) and Haenchen (462-65) 
view the story as unreliable tradition based on false and malicious rumours about Paul's practice of 
circumcision (cf. Gal 5: 11) which Luke unwittingly included since the story fitted the portrait of a law- 
abiding Paul. Lake and Cadbury (4: 184) are sceptical on other grounds: the "incident seems to be 
editorial, and arouses the suspicion that it is a confused and perhaps erroneous memory of the story of 
Titus". A more positive assessment is reached, for example, by Wendt (339-40) and Longenecker (Paul 
246-52), who regard Paul's action as falling under the apostle's own principle stated in 1 Cor 9: 19. 
Wilson (Law 64-65) also claims the historicity of the event, but he believes that Luke has misplaced 
the incident. In immediate response to Wilson, where would the incident fit more naturally? during 
Paul's first journey to Asia Minor? If that were the case, the incident would seemingly have made 
mockery of Paul's stance at the council--an attitude which would have been hard to mask--and would 
have added more cause to the Judaizers' claim. 

62Lake and Cadbury (4: 185), for instance, speculate that the story may have come from a 
Jerusalem source. 

63The exceptions in meaning are &Sc? ös used of fellow Israelites (3: 22; 7: 2,23,25,26,37) 
and Jews (22: 5; 23: 1,5; 28: 17,21), of the crowds in Jerusalem (2: 29; 3: 17; 22: 1; cf. 2: 37) and in the 
synagogues (13: 26,38; cf. 13: 15), and of familial relations (1: 14; 7: 13; 12: 2) and possibly µa9lta( in 
19: 1 (see pp. 246-48). For & E? o'S meaning Christian, see, for example, 1: 5; 6: 3; 9: 30; and 12: 17; 

and for µaeijTq'; with the same meaning, 6: 1,7 and 11: 26. 
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Luke says, further, that Paul so acted because of the Jews in that region (&ä ToüS 

'Iov&aiouS tiovS övtiaS ev rot; iönot; ExEivot;, v. 3b); and he expands the explanation by 

adding 'j&ELßav yocp änavrES on"EXXTIv o naiip ai toü vmjpyvv (v. 3c). In fact, there are 

two comments about Timothy's family and his social and religious background. The 

first, vi. öS yovatxöc'IovSaiaS iaatI S natipöS &"E? rivoc (v. 1), makes clear that Timothy 

was the product of a mixed alliance. What is the significance of the second comment, 

that the Jews of the region knew his father to be a Greek? 

D. Daube has pointed out against the general assumption that the natural reading 

of verse 3b-c is that the Jews of the region knew Timothy to be a Gentile. 64 This 

interpretation would certainly follow from the covenantal instructions in the Torah: 

Jewish males were circumcised (Lev 12: 3); the Jewish male who was not circumcised 

was cut off from the people of Israel (Gen 17: 14); thus, Timothy was not a Jew. The 

interpretation also concurs with the mishnaic provision, in m. Bik. 1: 4, that a proselyte 

with a Jewish mother may praise "the God of our fathers". While this proselyte is 

above one with a Gentile mother, he is nonetheless still a proselyte: but for his 

conversion, he would not be part of Israel. Daube's interpretation also eliminates a 

problem which is encountered in this instance when it is assumed that a child of a 

Jewess is Jewish. We know from 2 Timothy that Timothy was very much brought up 

by his mother (1: 5) and that she appears to have been a pious Jewess who had trained or 

had had Timothy trained in the Scriptures (3: 15). 65 Given his mothers jit is surprising Lzea( 

that if Timothy was considered a Jew he was not already circumcised. Remarkably, 

though, Daube's interpretation fails to answer two obvious questions. Why, given his 

training, had the Gentile Timothy not been led to become a proselyte? Moreover, why 

would Paul, who takes such a strong stand against circumcision as the way to salvation 

for Jews and Gentiles and who sees no real necessity for Gentiles to undergo the rite for 

any other reason, act in a manner which not only would contradict his teaching and 

64D. Daube, Ancient Jewish Law. Three Inaugural Lectures (1981) 21-32, esp. 25-26. A 
similar idea is voiced by Baur (Paul 1: 129 n. 1): Timothy chose to be reckoned a Gentile like his 
father. 

65These biographical details would hold true on any view of the authorship of the Pastoral 
Epistles. 
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usual practice--even as recorded in Acts--but also would exceed the requirements of the 

law. It seems better to say that the words j&Elßav yap 057CavTEg OTt"EX?. TIv 6 rratp avtoü 

vrciýpxev (v. 3c) refer not to Timothy's religious status but to the source of the objection 

to his being circumcised. 66 Three observations are relevant. 

To begin with, the Western text of verse 3c has ý18a(Tav Yap nävtcS , rov natiEpa 

ainov özi, EAXgv vn jpxEv. The rearrangement of the word order certainly puts the word 

"father" in a prominent position. It may also capture the intended purport of the 

generally accepted reading67 and therefore indicate that Timothy's father, apparently a 

Greek of high social and economic standing, 68 had forbidden the rite. Possibly, too, it 

could be argued from the use of the imperfect {nri pxcv instead of the present vnäpxct 

following ý& u av that Timothy's father had died69 and that the obstacle against Timothy 

expressing his rightful religious status was now removed. 

A second consideration is the style of Judaism practised in Lystra. 70 

Documentation for the Jewish settlements in this region of Asia Minor is scarce (which 

may be a revealing fact in itself), but from what is available71 we learn that the 

66Excluded for lack of firm evidence is C. Spicq's idea (Les Epitres Pastorales [1969] 1: 706) 
that Timothy's mother may have already been converted to Christianity before her marriage and thus 
would have been exempted from the law. In Luke's story, at least according to the data in Acts 14 
(though see 2: 9-11), it seems unlikely that Christianity reached Lystra before Paul's visit. 

67Nestle-Aland26. Ropes (3: 150) states that a decision between the reading of p74 XAB 33 
81 1739 al and that of p45 vid DEHL syp' h Chrysostom al depends on the general estimate of the 
two types of text. Metzger (440-4 1) accepts the Alexandrian reading for grammatical reasons. 

68This is implied at two points. (1) The term " E? rev probably refers to the Greek-educated 

class which constituted the well-to-do of the native population (W. M. Ramsay, The Cities of St. Paul. 
Their Influence on His Life and Thought. The Cities of Eastern Asia Minor [1907] 417-18). (2) The 
Phrygian Jews were largely rich (cf. Josephus, Ant. 12.151-52), and there is little doubt that they would 
have married into dominant families (Ramsay, Trustworthiness of the New Testament 357-59). 

69This is "eine naheliegende Vermutung" (Haenchen 461 n. 4 and other commentators). For 
the grammatical explanation see BDF §330. The idea is also suggested by the inference in 1838 gig p 
(cf. Origen, Rom. 10.39) to Timothy's mother being a widow. However, viduae could be due to a 
confusion with iudeae (cf. Lake and Cadbury 4: 184), and the imperfect üirrjpxgv need not indicate a time 
previous to the time of perception (Zerwick §58; Robertson 1029). 

70Whether Timothy came from Lystra or from Derbe is not certain. Most commentators for 
good reasons opt for Lystra. Lake and Cadbury (4: 184), though, choose Derbe and interestingly have 
the circumcision occur in Iconium. 

71For further discussion of the archaeological data of Asia Minor, see G. Kittel, "Das 
kleinasiatische Judentum in der hellenistisch-römischen Zeit. Ein Bericht zur Epigraphik Kleinasiens", 
TLZ 69 (1944) 9-20 and W. M. Ramsay, The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia (1895-97) and Cities of 
St. Paul. For studies of the Jews in the diaspora lands in general, see Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism; 
V. Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization and the Jews (ET 1959); and M. Stein, "The Jewish Diaspora", 
in CRINT 1.1: 117-83. 
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foundation of the Jewish diaspora in Asia Minor in general was early and extensive. 72 

The Jewish position was firmly established when around 200 B. C. Antiochus II, 

imitating his predecessors and anticipating his successors, transported 2000 Jewish 

families from Babylonia to Phrygia. Josephus (Ant. 12.147-53) records that in 

exchange for the Jews' loyalty to the Seleucid empire Antiochus granted them land, 

temporary exemption from taxes, opportunity for public service, and freedom to 

observe their own laws. These royal concessions situated the Jews well into the local 

culture, perhaps too favourably, so that assimilation to hellenism was a relatively easy 

process. The apparent result was the entire abandonment of the public use of the 

Hebrew language and names73 and the development of Jewish-pagan syncretic cults74 

as well as mixed marriages. 75 As W. M. Ramsay76 astutely observes, "A humble and 

poor population clings to its distinctive religion, whereas a rich or aristocratic caste 

adapts itself to circumstances and refrains from blazoning the distinguishing marks of 

religion, even when it still retains the religion". 

In the case of Derbe and Lystra in particular the process of assimilation would 

only have been accelerated by the location of the cities. Situated on a secondary route 

constructed for military purposes and standing apart from the main roads traversing the 

country and from the natural paths of trade, the Jewish population in Lystra and Derbe 

would have had little easy contact with the homeland or even with much Judaism 

outside the immediate area. 77 Paul's ministry in Lystra mentioned in Acts 14: 8-20 

illustrates the effect of this geographical location. There the mission does not follow the 

72Josephus, Ag. Ap. 2.39; Ant. 12.125-26; cf. Ant. 14.214,225-64; 16.6; Cicero, Pro Flacco 
28,68; 1 Macc 15: 22-23; Act 2: 9-11. 

73Ramsay, Phrygia 2: 669. 
74Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism 1: 263; Kittel, "Das kleinasiatische Judentum" 14-17. For 

example, an Acmonian inscription mentions one Julia Severa, a high priestess of the pagan cults of 
Nero's time, who gave proof of her pro-Jewish sentiments by building a synagogue (CIJ no. 766). 

75Compare the problems mentioned in Ezra 9: 1-2,10-10: 44 and Neh 13: 23-27 which were due 
to Israel having to live in close contact with the peoples of pagan cultures. State alliances and other 
political motives were notorious excuses, although it is questionable that the Herod family would 
qualify as exemplary Jews. It is interesting, nonetheless, that the marriages of the ruling family did on 
occasion manifest an element of Jewish conservatism (Josephus, Ant. 20.139-44). 

76Ramsay, Trustworthiness of the New Testament 357-58. 
77Compare with Lystra and Derbe the situation in more accessible cities described by S. Safrai 

("Relations between the Diaspora and the Land of Israel", in CRINT 1.1: 184-215) and Kittel ("Das 
kleinasiatische Judentum" 14). 
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normal pattern of preaching in the synagogue-rejection-preaching to the Gentiles- 

expulsion; instead, a strong pagan sentiment replies to the miraculous healing of the 

lame man, and it is the Jews from Iconium and Antioch who disrupt Paul's stay. 

It is important to note, though, that as a general rule the relaxation of practice 

does not mean total disappearance of a religion nor does it make absolute that all 

adherents would adopt a liberal attitude; moreover, geographical separation from the 

religious centre often forges a conservative interpretation and a stricter application of the 

religion. Could this observation suggest that a more realistic picture of the religious 

situation in Asia Minor is that a Judaism concerned for the maintenance of orthodox 

beliefs and practices existed side-by-side with a lax Judaism? Possibly. There may be 

some import in this regard in Luke's indication that the Jews from Iconium and Antioch 

had sufficient influence among the Lystran population to effect Paul's stoning and that 

they had the desire to do so. But we cannot do more than conjecture, for the existence 

of a conservative Judaism in this area cannot really be verified. 

Third, there is evidence in rabbinic law that a change occurred on the point 

whether a child takes the nationality of the mother or that of the father. In the second 

century A. D. concessions were granted, initially perhaps to accommodate the negative 

consequences of life under foreign domination and of sexual abuses, which 

acknowledged the children of all mixed alliances, forced and willing, to be legitimate 

and Jewish. It is not impossible, the less so in a Judaism already inclined to be lax and 

open to legal changes, that the deviation from the law had already begun in the first 

century A. D., perhaps in the Jewish circles in which Paul was educated and travelled. 

As Daube78 himself points out, "A striking adumbration of the Rabbis' concessions 

regarding the status of offspring is contained in Paul's teaching... about conversion of 

one of two spouses": against traditional practice Paul admits marriage with a heathen 

when the marriage was transacted before conversion and the convert's capacity (whether 

it is the wife or the husband) to consecrate the spouse. 

78Daube, Ancient Jewish Law 29. 
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There is cause, then, to expect that Timothy should have been circumcised and 

to attribute his uncircumcised state to paternal objection and to the lax practices of 

Judaism in the region. There is also cause to explain Paul's act of circumcising Timothy 

not in terms of salvific necessity but in terms of a pragmatic acknowledgement of the 

existence of a conservative strand of Judaism and possibly by way of a safeguard for 

Timothy and the Christian mission against a growing tendency in Jewish circles to 

recognize the offspring of a Jewish mother and a Gentile father to be Jewish. In other 

words, circumcision is not the means of Timothy's salvation; rather, Paul's act 

proposes to strengthen Timothy's rightful identity, in the eyes of some Jews, with 

Judaism, as a Jewish Christian. 

Thus, Timothy apparently represents a different case from Titus, the Jew as 

contrasted with the Gentile; and his experience sets no precedent for what a Gentile 

should do. Indeed, Luke's description of Timothy's background and the extended 

explanation of the reason for Paul's action hint that Luke may have considered 

Timothy's circumcision an exception in Pauline and early church strategy. The above 

explanation of the evidence, secondly, weakens the notion that Timothy's circumcision 

supports a two-tiered Christianity (an ordinary level, those free from the law, and a 

higher level, the circumcised), for the essential way to salvation is not questioned; 

however, there is implied the idea that faith was to be expressed through the cultural 

forms which the Christian inherited. 79 There is a third implication of the evidence. The 

action appears to be intended to protect Paul on three fronts: for the Jews, in 

anticipation of the accusation in Acts 21: 21 that Paul was denouncing the practices of 

circumcision and observance of the law, 80 it provided proof that Paul had not discarded 

the heritage of Judaism; for the Jew who was also a Christian it indirectly demonstrated 

a loyal adherence to the decision of the Jerusalem council; and for the Gentile it showed 

that freedom in Christ did not signify a disregard for the historic people of God to 

whom they had been joined. 

79Longenecker (455) comments: "being a good Christian did not mean being a bad Jew. 
Rather, it meant being a fulfilled Jew". 

80See pp. 262-64,273-74. 
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4. Baptism at Ephesus (Acts 19: 1-7; 18: 24-28) 

A salient aspect of the early church's missionary proclamation and practice is the 

act of baptism. Baptism in the name of Jesus constitutes along with repentance the 

response required from Peter's audience on Pentecost (2: 37-38). In the accounts of the 

conversions of Cornelius (10: 44-48), Lydia (16: 14-15), the Philippian jailer (16: 30-34), 

and the Corinthians (18: 8), it is correlated with hearing the apostolic proclamation and 

believing in Jesus: baptism represents the visible sign of God's miraculous effecting of 

a person's faith in Jesus through the power of the gospel. In 22: 16, one description of 

Paul's own baptism, 81 ßännßat compounded with &7cokovßai. t&; agapnaS aou implies 

that baptism accompanies and symbolizes (but does not necessarily denote or effect)82 

an inward spiritual cleansing, a forgiveness of sins; and the concomitant act 

E7n1Ca? 6(X4tcVOS fo $voµa aviov, pinpointing the manner in which the act än6Xovaaa in 

particular is accomplished, grounds the forgiveness of sins directly and baptism 

indirectly in a certain attitude, namely, an appeal to God which signifies both an 

attribution of worship and a personal commitment (cf. 2: 21; Rom 10: 13). 

The conjunction of the act of baptism with faith and the forgiveness of sins, 

fundamentals of membership in the people of God, introduces the notion that even 

though the act of baptism is not always recorded in Acts as part of the process of 

conversion, the most conspicuous example being the silence in Acts 13-14, it could still 

be understood to have taken place and therefore could be considered essential to mark 

the believer in Jesus. 

A celebrated test of this hypothesis, of the indispensability of baptism for the 

Christian community, is the account of the baptism of the disciples of Ephesus, Acts 

19: 1-7. The story as told by Luke revolves around a dialogue between Paul and (about) 

twelve µa9iirai. 83 whom he encountered on his return visit to Ephesus (v. 1). It makes 

four important points. 

81Compare 9: 17-18. 
821n accord with 2: 38 (see pp. 32-33), xai should be given its most natural meaning. 
83Verse 7 has wa&i &J&Ka. On the implications of the men being called µa9rlrat, an 

appellation used elsewhere in Acts only of believers, see below. 
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The initial remark in the dialogue--di Trvci is äyi. ov EXäf Er mo e1 czvicS; (v. 2a)-- 

appears to place the act of believing simultaneous with the reception of the Holy 

Spirit84 and implies that the presence of the Spirit attests the genuineness of faith. 

(2) Etc tL ovv Eßaniiß&T rE; (v. 3a), Paul's follow-up question evoked by the twelve men 

strangely denying any knowledge of the Spirit, links by implication the reception of 

the Spirit with a specific baptism. 85 

(3) The discussion of the purpose of John's baptism86 (v. 4), which follows from the 

men admitting to having experienced only that baptism, points out the difference 

between John's baptism and Christian baptism and thereby indicates the 

significance of Christian baptism. John's baptism is related to repentance 

(ßänzlßµa pzravoiaS; 87 cf. 13: 24; Luke 3: 3 and parallels) and was accompanied by a 

message to the Jewish people that they should believe in the one coming after John, 

that is, in Jesus (Et; thy Epxdpcvov µE'c' a rthv tiva 7CL6'rE ke tv, iovi' E6TLV Et; 'LÖV 

'Irjßovv). 88 This contrasts with baptism FA ;, c0 ovopa'rot xupiov 'Irlaov89 (v. 5). 

Luke's language is concise as he tries to compress several thoughts into a small 

compass; but however indirectly, the word order of verse 4 brings out the point of 

84RSV; NEB; NW. The translation "Did you receive the Holy Spirit after you believed? " (cf. 
KJV) is certainly a possible understanding of v. 2; but it is not the required meaning since the aspect of 
the action denoted by the aorist participle, which may be antecedent, coincident, or subsequent to the 
action of the main verb, is not determined by the position of the participle in relation to the main verb 
(BDF §339). 

85This is the force of oüv (Knowling 403). Given its use with ßaniiýw earlier in Acts, £t'; 
may be telic ("in order to obtain") or consecutive ("resulting in"); but, anticipating the answer eis iö 

'Iwävvou ßäT1Ttßµa (v. 3b), it is probably either simply referential ("in relation to") or instrumental, 
taking the place of gv (Moulton 3: 255; Zerwick §101). 

86T6 'Iwävvou ßäii'ncµa (v. 3b; cf. 18: 25) should be understood to refer to the baptism that 
John proclaimed and practised (10: 37; 13: 24; cf. 1: 22) and not to the baptism of Jesus by John or to 
Christian water baptism without the Spirit. 

87Metiavoux; is a descriptive genitive (BAGD, s. v. ß(xitiiýw 2a). 
88This summation of John's preaching goes beyond the tradition in the Synoptic Gospels, 

which speaks of the Coming One who was judge; but it is in thorough accord with the testimony to 
Jesus in John 1: 26-3 1; 3: 26-28; and Acts 13: 25 (cf. Luke 7: 19). Thus, Bruce (Greek) 354 and compare 
Haenchen 530 n. 6. 

89D expands sic, h övoµa tioü xuptou ' Iilaoü by continuing XptcTOV edc & tv & 1ap'n v 
(cf. 2: 38). The addition seems meaningless (however, see Rackham 346) since v. 4 has already made 
the point that the men had received John's baptism which carried the same qualification, and it blurs the 
contrast. There is also no cause to read out of v. 5 that the people baptized by John were baptized into 
the name of Jesus. While v. 5 may continue Paul's remarks and the plural äxovßavtES EßaETißOrIßav 

may refer to Tw aaw (v. 4) as a noun of multitude, ainoIS must refer to the same persons; and these are 
the twelve men (Beasley-Murray [Baptism 111 n. 4] replying to M. Barth [Die Taufe--ein Sakrament? 
Ein exegetischer Beitrag zum Gespräch über die kirchliche Taufe { 19511166-70]). 
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difference: John's baptism is only preparatory, directing Jews to believe in Jesus; 

in Christian baptism the person is actually identified with Jesus. 90 

(4) The twelve men receive the Holy Spirit (v. 6) when they are baptized in the name 

of the Lord Jesus9i and when Paul lays his hands on them. 

These four points establish a close relation between faith in Jesus, reception of the 

Spirit, baptism in the name of Jesus, and the laying on of hands: 92 since the possession 

of the Spirit is concomitant with faith, since the Spirit comes with baptism in the name 

of Jesus and the laying on of hands, and since that baptism, like faith, signifies 

commitment to Jesus, it is presumably correct to say that baptism identifies and 

witnesses to faith and therefore is a necessary characteristic of members of the Christian 

community, perhaps even a condition of membership. 

This inference, however, comes into serious questioning when the experience of 

the twelve men is compared with that of Apollos recounted in the immediately preceding 

paragraph (18: 24-28). In both pericopes on a cursory reading the people in question 

represent the same theological stance. The twelve men are µa9i1tc (19: 1) and know 

only John's baptism (19: 3b). Likewise, Apollos is introduced in terms which could 

imply that he is a Christian (18: 25a, b), and he knows only John's baptism (18: 25c). 

Despite the apparent similar spiritual conditions of the main characters, the conclusions 

of the two stories are different. Whereas the twelve men are baptized in Jesus' name by 

Paul (19: 6), Apollos is instructed more accurately in the way of God by Priscilla and 

Aquila (18: 26). The discrepancy seems to defy reason, 93 particularly because it 

concerns adjoining events taking place in the same location; and it challenges, among 

other things, the significance and necessity of Christian baptism. Why was baptism in 

the name of Jesus necessary when the twelve men were already disciples? Why correct 

90For further discussion on ßainýsty sic Tö övopa Tot xupiou 'Iiaoü, see Introduction 
5.2.2. 

91See Dunn, Baptism 90-102, esp. 96-101, on the conjunction of baptism and the receipt of 
the Spirit. 

920n the act of laying on hands, see sec. 4.4 below. 
93Ramsay (St. Paul 267,270) confesses quite frankly to a total lack of comprehension. He 

thinks that 18: 24-28 was introduced not so much for its own intrinsic importance but for the sake of 
making the reference to Apollos in 1 Cor 1: 12 clear. As for 19: 1-7, he wishes that there were 
manuscript evidence for omitting the entire episode. 
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the theological aberration in one case with baptism but not in the other? The matter is 

only exacerbated by ostensible paradoxes within each paragraph. For instance, how 

could the twelve men be Christians and not know that there was a Spirit? Or, how 

could the men have experienced John's baptism and not know what John's baptism 

signified? Why was their faulty knowledge not corrected by the ä6c2 of in Ephesus 

(18: 27) or by Priscilla and Aquila or even Apollos? In the case of Apollos, how could 

such a learned man accurately know the Christian proclamation and have experienced 

only John's baptism or need further instruction? Was he at the beginning of the story a 

Christian or not? 

Needless to say, there are manifold resolutions of the discrepancies, manifesting 

varying degrees of credibility; and by way of introduction several will be cited. 

E. Käsemann's explanation, 94 for one, has found much support. His main 

premise is that Luke "reads back into the past as a historical reality the postulate of an 

Una sancta grounded on the apostolic fellowship and then, conversely, uses this 

postulate to validate the claims of the orthodox Church of his own times". 95 Only when 

this fact of authorial intent is recognized can a true understanding of the passage and of 

the historical circumstances underlying Luke's source be ascertained. It is Luke's 

conception of Christian history, not the sources, that determines the disjunction between 

baptism and the bestowal of the Spirit which occurs in 8: 14-17; 10: 44-48; and 19: 1-7: 

Luke has painted over the tradition to show that the gift of the Spirit is the seal of 

incorporation into the organized church. In the case of 18: 24-19: 7 specifically he has 

fabricated Fm. 6tiäµcvoq govov to ßänttaµa 'Iox vvou (18: 25c) as a characteristic of the 

much celebrated, otherwise independent evangelist Apollos, who then, because Luke 

did not dare report the rebaptism of such a gifted missionary, receives supplementary 

instruction from Paul's co-workers; the twelve disciples of John the Baptist have been 

made into embryo Christians who have to be taught by Paul that John is the forerunner 

94E. Kasemann, "The Disciples of John the Baptist in Ephesus" (1952), in Essays on New 
Testament Themes (ET 1964) 136-48. Käsemann is responding in part to H. Preisker's thesis that the 
Spirit is the mark of a community without cultus or ministry (H. Preisker, "Apollos and die 
Johannesjünger in Act 1824-196", ZNW 30 [1931] 301-4). 

95Kasemann, "Disciples" 148. 
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of Jesus and who need Christian baptism and the Holy Spirit. As a result, the two 

incidents inform each other (a communicatio idiomatum), 96 making Apollos guilty by 

association, and emphatically demonstrate to the readers, on the one hand, the primitive 

church free from schisms and heresy and, on the other, the unacceptability of Christian 

freelances and sectarian communities like the gnostics operating outside the auspices of 

and presumably in competition with the organized church. "The living context of the 

passage" then becomes "the reception of ecclesiastical outsiders into the Una sancta 

catholica". 97 

Another explanation is that of E. Schweizer. 98 He maintains that Luke's main 

concern is to show the temporal unity of the church's connection at all times with the 

original community in Jersualem as the only legitimate continuation of Judaism. This 

motif of Heilsgeschichte, not that of Frühkatholizismus, determines the events in 19: 1- 

7, as it probably does in 8: 14-17.99 The pericope betrays a primary interest in the Spirit 

and in the replacement of water baptism by Spirit baptism, although historically the 

twelve µat tc l were not Christians but disciples of John the Baptist. The story of 

Apollos is a different case. While it does not relate the incorporation of an outsider into 

the Una sancta catholica, the tradition does record the conversion of a Jewish evangelist. 

Luke has unintentionally altered the details, mistakingly understanding '1 o&&S 'cov xupiou 

as iä rcpt tov 'Iijßov and fo nvcT to as 'cb nvcüµa tiö äyLov. Hence, there is no need in this 

instance to feature the bestowal of the Spirit or the act of baptism. Such reinterpretation 

of the tradition, in Schweizer's opinion, can be attributed to Luke's inability to find a 

place in his theological stance for a Jewish missionary working "in the Spirit" and a 

group of men remaining loyal to John the Baptist. 

96Käsemann, "Disciples" 148. 
97Käsemann, "Disciples" 141. 
98E. Schweizer, "Die Bekehrung des Apollos, Apg 18,24-26" (1955), in Beiträge zur 

Theologie des Neuen Testaments. Neutestamentliche Aufsätze (1955-70) (1970) 71-79. 
991n the case of 8: 14-17, Schweizer ("Bekehrung" 74-75,79) thinks that it is difficult to say 

whether the temporal unity or the local unity of the church is central. 
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C. K. Barrett100 states a third solution. He notes that both stories contain like 

themes, i. e. the work of John the Baptist and the Holy Spirit. 101 He mentions further 

that there is good reason to maintain that groups of John the Baptist's followers did 

persist well into the first century and that they could have presented the early church 

with a real problem as to how they should be incorporated into the church. Combining 

these observations, Barrett proposes that a divergence in practice accounts for the 

difference between the treatment of Apollos and that of the twelve Ephesian disciples, 

some members of the church maintaining that belief in Jesus was sufficient for 

acceptance and others arguing for the necessity of baptism. However, because of the 

era in which Acts was written (a period when the clash between Christian and non- 

Christian groups had subsided), Luke, for whom Paul's version of the faith was 

normative and victorious, does not understand that he is dealing with diverse reactions 

to a church problem; and in order to circumvent the contradictions manifested in the 

reliable tradition, he makes the twelve Ephesians less Christian and Apollos more 

Christian. 

Käsemann's solution, as we have said, has gained wide acceptance; it has also 

attracted notable and damaging criticism. 102 The most obvious weakness is the 

presuppositional conception of an official ecclesiastical structure with an established 

apostolic succession which Luke has read back into the tradition. This theory of Lukan 

Frühkatholizismus can and should be challenged at point after point. To illustrate from 

the present passage, although these are not the strongest criticisms, 103 18: 26 says that 

Priscilla and Aquila, not Paul, instructed Apollos. This unexpected choice of teacher 

may signal little difference so far as the content of the teaching is concerned, for, as 

100C. K. Barrett, "Apollos and the Twelve Disciples of Ephesus", in FS B. Reicke (1984) 
1: 29-39, esp. 35-39. 

101Barrett ("Apollos" 36 n. 26) believes ýE ov r& 7tvgvg(xn denotes the Holy Spirit, not a 
personality trait (see below). 

102E. g. Schweizer, "Bekehrung" 71-79; Barrett, "Apollos" 35-36; Marshall 303-6. 
103Stronger arguments include the following. (1) Acts 20: 17-35 is allegedly evidence of the 

existence of a teaching office guaranteeing the una sancta, but it does not even hint at the notion of 
apostolic succession. (2) Acts 8 and 10 cannot contribute to the understanding of 18: 24-19: 7 the sense 
of a rigid sacramental scheme operated by an apostolic authority since their main drift is that the gift of 
the Spirit and his activity are not under any human control (cf. Barrett, "Apollos" 35; Marshall 304). 
(3) The separation of Paul and Barnabas (15: 36-41) and the discordant rumours about Paul's teaching 
(21: 21) question the extent of ecclesiastical unity (Schweizer, "Bekehrung" 72-73). 
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Käsemann notes, Priscilla and Aquila were Paul's colleagues and thus represented Paul. 

But the choice does have significance in that if Luke had freely invented or altered the 

tradition the instruction would surely have been given by Paul, a leading apostle; the 

mention of the co-workers Priscilla and Aquila implies that Luke has retained tradition. 

Again, Em 6cvioS ainoIS tiov Ilai ou xcipa5 in 19: 6 (cf. 8: 17), signifying the imparting of 

the Spirit, may denote a symbolic action which is intended to demonstrate quite clearly 

that sectarians were becoming part of the universal church; 104 but in no way do the 

words represent a frühkatholisch tendency. If they did, it would not be unreasonable to 

expect Luke to have reported the act elsewhere, such as when Barnabas, who is 

implied, in 14: 4, to be an apostle, is sent by the Jerusalem church to verify the 

admission of uncircumcised Gentiles into the Antiochian church (11: 22-24), or to have 

selected someone more official than the spontaneously and divinely appointed Ananias 

to "lay hands" on Paul (9: 12,17). 105 

There is much to commend in Barrett's proposal. For one thing, that 18: 24-19: 7 

could represent a divergence in practice fits logically. At the beginning of any 

movement, whether it be political, philosophical, or religious, before issues are defined 

and positions are solidified, there is great variance in opinion and much discussion 

about self-definition, let alone about the assimilation of people who are closely but not 

exactly aligned ideologically; and the debate would only be exacerbated if the new 

movement had schismatical foundations or connections as was the case with 

Christianity. 

However, there is, I think, in the three solutions a fundamental disadvantage 

which stems from their perspectives of Luke as editor. Admittedly it does seem unusual 

that two different opinions about baptism would be ascribed to Paul and Priscilla and 

Aquila, who in Acts belong to the same party. Yet if Luke's sources did mention the 

early church's diverse reactions to the disciples of John, it is equally strange that Luke 

104See also sec. 4.4 below. 
105Ananias's act was probably for the purpose of restoring Saul's sight (ý7ri, ecvra aürrw ['rä d] 

xEipa; &rcoS (xva(3A. Ewrj, 9: 12; cf. Luke 4: 40; 13: 13; Acts 28: 8). However, if ETROEiS C7r' aviröv Täs 
xeipa; in 9: 17 is to be connected as well with Saul's reception of the Spirit (Haenchen 312,317 and 
Bruce [Greek] 202; compare Daube, Rabbinic Judaism 242-43 and Marshall 172), the choice of Ananias 
to perform the deed can only strengthen the idea that Luke has retained tradition. 
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could mask the disagreement without realizing that that was the intent of the tradition. 

The editorial modification would suggest in and of itself that Luke understood at least 

some of what his sources said. It is also hard to imagine, especially if Luke were 

willing to adjust the tradition, that he would locate two incidents he did not fully 

understand in the same city and, moreover, juxtapose them. It is, further, a reasonable 

assumption that a divergence in teaching and practice no doubt would develop not only 

within Christianity but also within a movement associated with John the Baptist, 106 

especially as time from the master lengthened and as people with diverse, possibly non- 

Jewish, 107 backgrounds were added, causing an imprecision in the transmission of 

John's teaching. Some followers of John may have been well-acquainted with their 

master's teaching and practices, appreciating John but looking forward and finding the 

greater fulfilment of which John spoke; others may have received a very garbled account 

of John's teaching and may have gone no further in their devotion than John himself, 

perhaps making John equal or superior to Jesus. 

These observations question how extensively, if at all, Luke modified the 

tradition; and they introduce the possibility that the two incidents may be, if not 

harmonious, at least complementary and that they may have been deliberately combined 

to inform each other. The comments, though, are made simply in passing. Our concern 

is to examine the crucial passages as they now stand and ask ultimately whether baptism 

in Luke's story is a condition or mark of membership in the people of God. 

4.1. The case of the twelve disciples of Ephesus (19: 1-7) 

The meaning of ga8itia( in 19: 1 is crucial for understanding the experience of 

the twelve men in Ephesus. Luke's usage elsewhere in Acts makes the noun 

106Beasley-Murray, Baptism 109-10. 
107Note the emphatic Tw haw meaning "to the Jewish people" in 19: 4. Do the inclusion and 

placement of this term imply that these twelve disciples of John were not Jews initially? 
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synonymous with of m6tc1'6avCES, that is, with Christians. 108 Obviously this causes 

difficulty, for the men's deficient knowledge of Christianity hardly gives them reason to 

bear the appellative. But the problem may be one of our making rather than one of 

Lukan usage. Although to us a different sense of the noun may seem unexpected and 

unusual, µaftrat in 19: 1 may be a case of Luke varying his usage, 109 similar to the way 

he treats the term &&? 46S. The intended meaning could be µaftrci tiov'Icoävvou, though 

that may be going too far in Acts without an explicit qualification. 110 Perhaps more 

reasonable is the notion that the word represents a loose conferral of the status of 

disciples 11 or (and the two notions are not incompatible) Paul's perception of the men, 

in the sense "Er begegnete einigen Leuten, die er für Christen hielt". 112 In this regard it 

is notable that there are other examples in Acts of people who are thought to belong but 

who really do not. Luke portrays the spiritual conditions of these people without 

always evaluating it113 and even uses the same language to develop the characteriza- 

tions. He speaks of the seven sons of Sceva (19: 13-16) as exorcising demons in the 

name of Jesus and then records the disastrous consequences which hint at the 

spuriousness of the men's acts. He refers to Simon Magus of Samaria (8: 13,18-24) as 

having believed and then raises doubts about the genuineness of Simon's faith. 114 The 

10801 µaOii'rc aüto 3 in 9: 25 p74 RABC vg, which speaks unambiguously of the 
disciples of Paul, may be a notable exception. The words and their reference, though, are doubtful, 
despite strong external attestation, because of Luke's use of µaerlyr71; in Acts and because of the 
awkward Greek of 9: 25. K. H. Rengstorf (" µav9(ivw", TDNT 4: 459) assumes that the words refer to 
people who accompanied Paul to Damascus and who were converted through his witness. Probably it is 
better to attribute the words to scribal inadvertence, alYcoü being misread early for the original aü'röv, 
just as KDKAO 6äv'rwv S's 'rwv µaOi 'c v a&roü appears in certain Western MSS at 14: 20 (Haenchen 
320). 

109Luke's use of µaerIvI; in his Gospel, denoting the Twelve (e. g. 8: 22; 9: 18,54; 18: 15), 
the disciples of John the Baptist (5: 33; 7: 18; 11: 1), the people who follow Jesus (e. g. 6: 17; 9: 37), and 
a pupil in general (6: 40), is more fluid than that in Acts. That variety cannot dictate the meaning of 
µaeil' i in Acts 19: 1, but it does give precedent for a meaning other than "Christians". 

110Chrysostom (Hom. 40) posited that µaerltiat in 19: 1 means John's disciples, and the idea 
has been picked up, for example, by A. C. McGiffert (A History of Christianity in the Apostolic Age 
[1897] 286) and Rengstorf (TDNT 4: 456-57). In Luke 5: 33; 7: 18; and 11: 1 the translation "John's 
disciples" is confirmed by the accompanying qualifiers. 

111Williams 215,291; Beasley-Murray, Baptism 111-12; Dunn, Baptism 85. 
112K. Haacker, "Einige Falle von 'Erlebter Rede' im Neuen Testament", NovT 12 (1970) 76. 
113Longenecker 493. Some of Longenecker's examples, however, do not follow. For 

instance, the 7cF_7E . atEVxö'v ; applied to Pharisees in 15: 5 is shown by 6: 7 to be able to bear the 
expected meaning. 

114The Western text of 8: 24, though, certainly thinks Simon was genuinely penitent and 
presumably a believer since v. 13. 
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analogies do not prove conclusively that µaOgrat in 19: 1 could not mean "true 

Christians"; but they do allow for the possibility that Luke may have wanted the reader 

to recognize, on the one hand, that these men were not on the level with genuine 

disciples and, on the other, that they were not to be classed with non-Christian Jews or 

pagans. Furthermore, the reader is offered a reasonable explanation, given that the 

twelve men were presumably not newcomers to the Ephesian community, why the 

ä6eXoof had not themselves corrected the disciples' knowledge. 

Also important for determining the men's relation to Christianity is ei iuwuµm 

ä'yLov E? f E'cc nu rrc' avzES; (v. 2). The obvious sense of the question is that Paul 

understands the men to be genuine believers and that he asks merely, out of interest, 

whether they had received the Holy Spirit or (refining the purport of the words slightly) 

whether they had experienced the Pentecostal phenomena. This certainly would fit. It 

cannot be denied that Luke is interested in demonstrating how the outward manifesta- 

tions of the Spirit prove the faith of the church; and undoubtedly, as the emphatic nvev to 

äyLov in verse 2a and the drift of the narrative suggest, this theme is supposed to emerge 

in 19: 1-7. We note, for example, that the reply to the question is (Aß. ' o? )& Ei 7tvEÜµa 

äyLov P-anv nxotS aµEv (v. 2b). These words are puzzling, to be sure, for it hardly seems 

probable that anyone cognizant of John's baptism, let alone the Old Testament, would 

not know of the Spirit; but the paraphrase in the Western text may have captured the 

sense of the response accurately. 115 If so, äaA' ov& Ei nvcVµa äyLOV ?a µf Övouc lv ttVE; 

rjxo166aizv, like SESop£vov and ETC' a tong added by B and D(*) respectively to the equally ' 

awkward ovnw yäp rjv 1cveV4a in John 7: 39,116 places the emphasis on the Spirit as 

manifested at Pentecost. Again, verse 6 states that the bestowal of the Spirit on the 

twelve men was accompanied by glossolalia and prophecy, supernatural phenomena 

associated with Pentecost and the last days (2: 4,17; cf. 10: 45-46). 

Despite the development of this theme, it is conspicuous that the bulk of the 

conversation seems to go beyond a concern for a group of believers to speak in tongues 

11 Lake and Cadbury 4: 237; Knowling 403; Bruce (Greek) 354; contra Haenchen 530 n. 4. 
116There is, however, a notable difference between Acts 19: 2D and John 7: 39. Whereas the 

context of John 7: 39 gives the certain knowledge that the experience of the Spirit was still a future 

reality for all people, the context of Acts 19: 2, after Pentecost, does not allow such certainty. 
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and prophesy. The climax and the heart of the dialogue given in verse 4 draw attention 

to the content of John's message in order to contrast John's baptism with Christian 

baptism; the main interest, though, is not John nor John's baptism but the one to whom 

John pointed, namely, Jesus. Luke makes his point through emphasis. He places Eic 

töv EpxdpEvov 
.t t' aviöv before the governing iva and then, in case the reader has not 

understood, states even more assertively what he means by adding and suspending loin' 

E6tty et 'rbv'Ii ovv. And it is probably not without relevance that he includes the word 

, rtßicvßaxyty as if to draw for the reader a line between verse 4 and verse 2a and to say, 

This is what Paul's question is really driving at: John's followers must believe in 

Jesus. The repetition of nt6tieüw, the careful placing of the emphasis, and the explicit 

reference to Jesus as the goal of faith suggest that Paul's question in verse 2a should be 

understood ultimately (however Paul may have viewed the men initially) as inquiring 

not only about the men's receipt and experience of the Spirit but also and more 

importantly about their personal trust in Jesus. 

A third hint that at the beginning of the story the twelve men were not genuine 

disciples comes from äxov6avtiF-S 5e EßarTt(T "ßav ddc tiö övoµa tiov xvpiov'ITIaov in verse 

5. This record of the men's response to Paul's comments seems to assume more than a 

baptism to rectify the defectiveness of John's baptism. The statement recalls similar 

situations in 2: 37; 10: 44; 13: 48; 17: 32; and 18: 8 where hearing the gospel proclamation 

forces the decision to believe or reject the claims about Jesus. Baptism in the name of 

Jesus appears to represent for the twelve disciples of Ephesus a sign of initial 

commitment to Jesus as Lord. 

4.2. The case of Apollos (18: 24-28) 

In the case of 18: 24-28, the discussion concentrates on verses 25 and 26, 

particularly the latter where Apollos comes into contact with Priscilla and Aquila. Verse 

26 says that when Priscilla and Aquila heard Apollos speaking in the synagogue, they 

took him aside and äxptßF, crrepov auk(j) F, ýE9Evro Tq'v ö&öv roü 9F, 6 . 
What exactly did 

Paul's co-workers do for Apollos? 
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The key to unlocking this question lies with äxptoeaiepov. It is possible for the 

comparative adverb117 to replace an elative superlative (cf. 24: 22; possibly 23: 15,20), 

thus indicating that Apollos received a very detailed explanation, or for it to function as a 

positive (cf. 23: 15,20), thus implying simply that Apollos received accurate instruction; 

but since the adverb cannot fail to recall for the reader Luke's use of äicptßwg in verse 

25b, 118 it should be taken rather as a genuine comparative, pointing to the idea that 

Priscilla and Aquila gave Apollos more accurate knowledge of what he knew accurately 

already. The meaning of äxpt(3EßtEpov ainw i4ekvto ti v b6öv 'rov ecov then relates to that 

of e&&8a6KEV äxpt(3ci iä nEpi zov' ITJßov. 

'E&&x cv äicpLßcö tiä pL tov'Irlaov, a difficult clause to interpret, 119 is perhaps 

best approached by first eliminating what is not determinative for its meaning. It is wise 

not to build on Luke's inclusion of ý&wv 'cc;? nvEVµazt (v. 25b) in the description of 

Apollos. The meaning of that phrase is suspect. 120 Whereas the reference of Tc) 

nvcVµaii ýE`ovteS in Rom 12: 11 (the only other New Testament occurrence of t6w) to the 

zeal which the Holy Spirit kindles in the hearts of Christians may indicate that Apollos 

was inspired by the Holy Spirit, Luke's employment of iö nvcV to for the human spirit 

(7: 59; 17: 16)121 and his scattering of references to Apollos's personality in theological 

contexts throughout the paragraph122 suggest as equally plausible a reference to 

Apollos's ardent temperament. An analysis of the passage may indeed lead us to prefer 

1170n the uses of the comparative degree, see BDF §244 and Moulton 3: 29-31; and on that of 
&Kptiß&6TEpov in particular, see Lake and Cadbury 4: 233-34. 

118Bruce (Greek) 352. 
119For a conspectus of opinion on the extent of Apollos's theological knowledge before 

meeting Priscilla and Aquila, see Haenchen 531-32. To these should be added Marshall's view that 
Apollos was instructed in distinctive Pauline doctrine (Marshall 304). Many of the suggestions exceed 
the plain sense of the words. 

120Haenchen (528 nn. 1,2) gives a good survey of opinion on the meaning of ýewv Tw 
Ivcwa'tt. 

121 Admittedly, an accompanying genitive may be required for do 7rv&a to bear this meaning 

(see also Luke 1: 7,47; 8: 55; 23: 46); but the use of ? rvEÜµa in 19: 21 and 20: 22, where the noun has no 
qualifier, could suggest otherwise (see Lake and Cadbury 4: 244; Schneider 2: 274). 

122For example, SuvaTÖ; äiv F-v Tai; ypaoai; (v. 24), El'Y V();... 8 taxatrl X, EyXETO 

i-7n. 8Etxvv; 8tä Twv ypa4wv (v. 28), and possibly auvEßä? zco... 8tä 'r`Tl; xäptro; (v. 27). Thus, the 

placement of ýEwv Tw 7rv4taTt does not require the meaning "fervent in the Holy Spirit" (contra A. 

Oepke, "ý£(o", TDNT 2: 876). 
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one meaning over the other; but it would be precarious, I think, to make that choice the 

foundation of an interpretative structure. 

There is also good reason not to explain the extent of Apollos's theological 

knowledge in terms of iä ncpt tov `Iqßov meaning the story of Jesus or Jesus' public 

teaching about himself and hence offsetting 71 o86; tov BEOV meaning the saving action of 

God through Jesus (cf. 13: 10; 16: 17). 123 Luke does tend to employ synonyms freely 

even within a small verbal compass and appears to follow that penchant here when he 

progresses from Tl oSöS tov icuptov (v. 25a) to tiä nm-pi tiov'Iil6ov (v. 25b) to T1 o86; toi 

6EOV (v. 26)124 and relates äxptßEßtEpov (XI)T@ E4E8ev Co njv 080, v zov 6EOÜ to ESi6aßxEv 

a pto6q iä 7repl tov 'IiIßou. Furthermore, the application of Tä Wept 'roü xupiov 'I1Jßoi 

Xptß'rov, in conjunction with it ßarn? eia tioü eeov, to the content of Paul's evangelistic 

teaching in Rome (28: 3 1; cf. 23: 11) and of iä Trept IrIßov 'rov Nacapiivov to the subject of 

the post-resurrection conversation between the Emmaus disciples and Jesus (Luke 

24: 19,27)125 substantiates the notion that both "the things about Jesus" and "the way of 

God" refer to the apostolic proclamation, that is, to the way to and benefits of salvation 

in Jesus the Messiah. 

The best determinative for the sense of c6i6a6KEV &Kptf3 (l) iä 1CEpl tov'I1jßo6 is 

entTtiäµcvoS µ6vov zö ßäntii. ß to 'Iwäwou. The inclusion of govov marks the participial 

phrase as concessive (cf. 8: 16) and thus as summing up Apollos's theological 

inadequacy in terms of his knowledge of the baptism proclaimed by John the Baptist. 

123Lake and Cadbury (4: 231-32) offer two interpretations of the passage based on a 
differentiation of 'rä TtEpi 'rob'Irlaoü and Tl ö&ös. One explanation understands Christian baptism to be 

part of the ö6öS but not of 'rä nEpt rov ' Irlaov . Thus, Priscilla and Aquila did for Apollos what Paul 
did for the twelve Ephesians and the two passages together illustrate the evolution of Christian baptism 
as a Hellenist Christian phenomenon and the replacement of John's baptism. The other, building on the 
statement that Apollos moved to Corinth and preached that Jesus was the messiah (v. 28), takes 'tb 
ßä7ritiaµa ' Iwävvov to mean the baptism of Jesus by John, i bEb;, rov xup(ou to be synonymous with 
Tl o8o; troy 9Eoü but not with tiä irEpi'Irlaov, and xarrlxrlµ£voS to include the sense of imperfection 
despite the inclusion of äxptißäc in 18: 25b and despite the fact that the NT sense of xairlxcw assumes 

no value judgement apart from what the context gives (compare xa'nixew in Luke 1: 4; Rom 2: 18; 1 
Cor 14: 19; and Gal 6: 6 with the verb in Acts 21: 21,24). 

124Nothing can be made of il ö86S 'roi 9Eo 3 as opposed to ii 686; 'rob xup(ou. The free 

alternation between ö ?. oydS 'rov icup(ou and o X6yos 'rot 9eo7i) in 13: 44,46,48,49 and the omission of 

'rob 9Eo 3 in D gig, which may be original (Ropes 3: 178; compare Metzger 467), indicate an equivalent 

reference. 
1251n this case Tä itEpt ('roi) 'Irlaov is explained in terms of the disciples' understanding of 

Jesus' prophetic ministry as the hope of Israel, his death, and the reports about his resurrection (vv. 19- 
24), to which Jesus gave proof and enlightenment from the Scriptures. 
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If, as we have argued, äicptßwS iä nept tov'Irlaoü means that Apollos taught the apostolic 

proclamation accurately, Eniatiaµat cannot connote factual knowledge, that is, that the 

sole extent of Apollos's knowledge of Christianity was his awareness of John's 

preaching and baptism. Rather, En%aiagat must mean Apollos's experiential knowledge, 

in which case the concessive participial phrase identifies the one area in which Apollos's 

Christian experience did not conform with his Christian knowledge, that is, he had not 

been baptized. 

The implication is clear. 'E6i6aaxev äxpt(3üc tiä nept tob' Iiaov, EmazäµevoS µövov 

'TO ßänii. aµa'Iwävvou claims that Apollos was a member of the people of God both by 

birth and by faith in Jesus before he encountered Priscilla and Aquila. This can be 

substantiated. Apollos's act of preaching in the synagogue (v. 26a) is designated 

nappij(nKea8at, a term which Luke reserves for the rhetorical skill given by the Spirit 

(and not necessarily due to training or personality) to the apostles and other members of 

the Christian community for an effective public witness. 126 Priscilla and Aquila then 

did not take Apollos aside in order to direct him to faith in Jesus the Messiah; they 

perfected his knowledge, informing him of Christian water baptism. Whether after this 

instruction Apollos was baptized into the name of Jesus, the text does not say nor can 

Entcrmpevo; with the sense of experiential knowledge be pressed to convey the idea. It 

may be that Apollos's situation should be viewed like that of the Twelve or of the other 

followers of Jesus experiencing Pentecost for whom there is no record of nor allusion to 

their having undergone water baptism; their confession of Jesus the Messiah is 

apparently sufficient to mark them as members of the Christian community. 

Alternatively, Apollos's situation may parallel in part that of Cornelius, whose receipt of 

the Spirit, an unexpected, spontaneous gift from God, preceded the act of water 

baptism. 127 Whichever the better analogy, and to me the former seems more likely, the 

126See 2: 29; 4: 13; 9: 27-28; 13: 46; 19: 8; 26: 26; 28: 31; and especially 4: 29-31 and 14: 3. 
Lukan usage elsewhere indicates that napp1ßt6 E Eat here is not merely illustrating äviip ?. öyLoc (v. 

24) or anticipating E&r6v0 c... 8taxaTqVyxstO 81jµoaia (v. 28). 
127That Apollos may have been "rebaptized" by Priscilla and Aquila offers H. Montefiore (A 

Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews [1964] 106) an ingenious but very tenuous explanation for 

the exceptional plural (a n tc p. wv in Heb 6: 2. 
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evidence shows that if baptism did occur, it would not have represented for Apollos 

entry into the people of God. 

4.3. Baptism: a condition of membership? 

Combining the results of the above examination of 18: 24-28 and 19: 1-7, we 

note a significance difference in the theological stances of the principal characters: 

whereas the twelve disciples at Ephesus, despite their previous experience of John's 

baptism and their loose and apparently deceptive association with the Christian 

community, needed to be directed by Paul to faith in the Lord Jesus, Apollos, though he 

too had undergone only John's baptism, already had made and bore witness to a 

confession of faith in Jesus. Or, to state the distinction from the viewpoint of the 

conclusions of the paragraphs, whereas for the twelve men baptism in the name of the 

Lord Jesus initiated their commitment to Jesus, in the case of Apollos, Christian water 

baptism would have only corroborated his Christian commitment. Faith in Jesus then 

features here as the fundamental condition of membership in the people of God, and 

baptism is viewed as no more than marking that faith. The essential point is not the rite 

of baptism but that to which baptism points. 

This more general observation requires clarification at four points. 

(1) The framework of 19: 1-7--Paul's initial question ei nvev to äyt, ov -%1. äßF-'re 

iw tev6avtieg (v. 2a) being answered by the men's positive response to their hearing 

of the message of faith (v. 5)--underlines the primacy and singularity of faith in 

Jesus. The act of believing, which in accordance with the syntax of m. oneüaavieg in 

verse 2 could be coincident or antecedent to the other aspects of conversion, is 

implied by the sequence of hearing the gospel, baptism, laying on of hands, and 

receipt of the Spirit in verses 5-6 to be antecedent. Without personal faith there is 

no experience of the Spirit. At the same time it must be acknowledged that the 

literary construction of the paragraph argues for the importance of the Spirit for 

demonstrating faith in Jesus and warns against forming a false dichotomy which, in 

stressing the cardinal significance of faith in Jesus for membership in the people of 

God, would devalue the reception of the Spirit as a guarantee of that salvation. The 
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two concepts are correlative: faith in Jesus as a person's acceptance of God, the 

gift of the Spirit as God's acknowledgement of a person's faith. 

(2) The bestowal of the Spirit adds to baptism in the name of Jesus an element not 

found in John's baptism; but it should not be viewed as dependent upon or 

communicated through Christian baptism, perhaps more precisely, in some circles 

the experience was that the receipt of the Spirit was not dependent upon Christian 

baptism. Christian baptism is marked distinctive by the gift of the Spirit only in 

reply to the confession of faith. The receipt of the Spirit and the experience of 

baptism are conceptually, not consequentially, linked. 

(3) The thrust of the comments on John's baptism in 19: 4 when interpreted in the light 

of those in 18: 25 is not that the men's experience of baptism per se was wrong; it 

was the interpretation that the men gave to John's baptism. As Acts shows Paul 

pointing out and as the Gospels portray John the Baptist himself proclaiming (Luke 

3: 15-17 and parallels), John's baptism for repentance was intended not just to 

prepare John's reluctant hearers for the coming judgment; it also pointed them to 

that baptism prophesied by the prophets and to the person who would effect it. 

John's baptism may not have related the whole story explicitly and it may have been 

misinterpreted, but it seemingly did not prohibit the experience of faith and of the 

Spirit. 

(4) It can be inferred that Priscilla and Aquila considered it essential to supplement 

Apollos's knowledge on the particular point of baptism. This action in and of itself 

suggests the significance placed on baptism as a characteristic of the Christian 

community, a commitment to Jesus having to be confirmed by a human as well as a 

divine act. 

Baptism into the name of Jesus, not as a condition of membership but as a mark 

of the people of God, confirming faith in Jesus and complementing God's bestowal of 

the Spirit, therefore becomes arguably normative as Apollos is brought into line--if not 

actually by being baptized at least by being taught about baptism--with the practice not 
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only of the Pauline community but also of Peter representing the apostles and the 

original Jerusalem community and of Philip representing the Hellenists. 

Is the follow-up question valid, that is, do Apollos's lack of a personal 

experience with Christian baptism and Priscilla and Aquila's desire to rectify that 

deficiency hint at a divergence in practice, that baptism as a norm belonged to certain 

sectors of Christianity? The answer which can be inferred from the evidence of 18: 24- 

19: 7 is very likely "yes", the more so if, as the Western text of 18: 25a suggests, 

Apollos was converted to Christianity in Alexandria and since Judaism itself debated the 

necessity of proselyte ablution for conversion. 128. It is possible that water baptism had 

less importance in some areas of the Roman Empire where Christianity had taken root 

and was developing. Whether these areas can be said to include some in the path of 

Christianity from Jerusalem to Rome traced by Luke is questionable. Baptism is not 

mentioned at all during Paul's first missionary journey recorded in Acts 13-14, nor does 

it feature in the discussion of Acts 15 unless "all the Gentiles who bear my name" 

(15: 17) in the quotation from Amos 9: 11-12 is a veiled allusion to the act. Yet while the 

silence is without a doubt puzzling, it would be wrong to attribute it to Paul, who 

himself had been baptized, and precarious, without further proof, to attribute it to the 

practice of the Antioch church, for that church was founded by the Hellenists who, if 

Philip's example is any indication, did practise baptism. 

4.4. The laying on of hands 

The story of the twelve men at Ephesus necessitates one further comment. The 

men's reception of the Spirit is grammatically dependent on Paul's act of laying his 

hands on them (19: 6a). We have stated above that Ehr eEvzo; av'cot ioü IIa{ ov xEipac is 

not an indication of Frühkatholizismus, as if Luke wanted to stress the sacramental 

indispensability of the apostles; 129 yet because of the grammatical dependency, 

128See the discussion on b. Yebam. 46a-b in Introduction n. 58. 
129See pp. 244-45. S. New's well-known dictum--"Belief in Jesus (or in his Name), baptism, 

the remission of sins, the laying on of Apostolic hands, and the reception of the Spirit seem to have 
formed a single complex of associated ideas, any one of which might in any single narrative be either 
omitted or emphasized" (New, Beginnings 5: 134)--is open to the same criticism: to insist that the 
apostles personally conducted every baptism in the primitive church is an exegetical, let alone a 
physical absurdity (Beasley-Murray, Baptism 113-14). 
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implying that the Spirit is mediated through the laying on of hands, we should rephrase 

the question and ask whether Em6EVTo;... xetpaS should be considered an essential part of 

the general process of entering the people of God. 130 

Where in Acts the expression occurs in the context of initiation 13 1 --besides the 

story of Paul and the twelve Ephesian disciples (19: 6), there are the stories of Peter and 

John and the Samaritans (8: 17) and of Ananias and Paul (9: 12,17)--the laying on of 

hands and the bestowal of the Spirit are juxtaposed, the latter act being made subsequent 

to the former. Only in 9: 17, though, can it be imagined that the grammatical relationship 

of the two acts is more than coincidental and even there the possibility that the reception 

of the Spirit is the purpose or the result of the laying on of hands is slight: while the gift 

of the Spirit came presumably simultaneously with the restoration of sight, the more 

exact explanation of Ananias's laying on of hands seems to be an act of healing (cf. 

28: 8; Luke 4: 40; 13: 13). 132 Furthermore, in the case of the Samaritans Peter's and 

John's laying on of hands is preceded by a prayer implicitly acknowledging God as the 

giver of the Spirit (8: 15; cf. 9: 11), and Simon Magus's request for the power to bestow 

the Spirit in the same way (8: 18-19) is forthrightly and judicially denounced by Peter on 

the grounds that God's gift cannot be bought (8: 20). The prayer and the denunciation 

demonstrate that the bestowal of the Spirit lies solely within the divine sphere and has 

not been delegated to humans or human stimuli. 133 

As for the question whether the laying on of hands is normative, setting aside 

the more doubtful occurrence in 9: 17 (though even this instance could be pressed to fit), 

we note a distinct similarity between the circumstances of the Samaritans and those of 

130For a conspectus of scholarly opinion, see G. W. H. Lampe, The Seal of the Spirit. A 
Study in the Doctrine of Baptism and Confirmation in the New Testament and the Fathers (1967) 66-71 
and F. Bovon, Luc le theologien. Vingt-cinq ans de recherches (1950-1975) (1978) 244-54. 

131For the other uses of a 
, 'ri6EaAat xEtpac, see Daube, Rabbinic Judaism 224-46 and J. K. 

Parratt, "The Laying on of Hands in the New Testament. A Re-examination in the Light of the Hebrew 
Terminology", ExpTim 80 (1968-69) 210-14. 

132This is suggested by efackoov'ra Kai E7rtO v'ra av'r ['rä; ] xgi'paS 87tws &vaß'i n in v. 
12 and is backed up by the mention in v. 18 of Paul's restoration of sight but not of his reception of the 
Spirit (though we may assume that this did happen) and by the fact that ono; ävaßl, eyrnc Kai 7rX7io c 
7rvEi5µa'ro; &yiov in v. 17 is directly dependent ono Küpto; äneaTaXKc'v µE and only indirectly, by 

reference to v. 12, on ETrt. BEiS Ear' aü'röv 'räs xetpaS. 
133Such evidence questions Daube's unsubstantiated assignment of =0, signifying a 

transmission of personality, to the laying on of hands associated with the conveyance of the Spirit 
(Daube, Rabbinic Judaism 241-43). 
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the disciples of John the Baptist. Both groups are outsiders, suspect in the first instance 

to Jews conditioned by racial prejudice and in the other to Christians who doubted the 

genuineness of their faith. These outsiders' unequivocal acceptance of the Christian 

proclamation and full admission into the Christian community would have to have been 

made especially clear to themselves and established church members alike. Given such 

circumstances, it is logical to infer that the laying on of hands signifies a special act of 

fellowship, incorporating the people concerned, who might otherwise be excluded, into 

the fellowship of the church-134 

Support for this inference could be found in 19: 6, at least, in the comment that 

the twelve men subsequently speak in tongues and prophesy. The manifestation of 

these charismatic phenomena verifying the presence of the Spirit is likewise exceptional. 

They appear elsewhere in Acts only at Pentecost, when the apostles' glossolalia bore 

witness to the partly mocking, partly spellbound Jewish audience of the dawn of a new 

era in the history of salvation (2: 12-21), and at the conversion of Cornelius and his 

household, when the Gentiles' speaking in tongues left Peter and the other Jewish 

Christians no option but to accept a group of outsiders as people of God (10: 45-48). 

The implication of this evidence must be weighed, however, against the possibility that 

despite the omission in Acts other conversions may have been confirmed in the same 

way. Indeed, Paul's discussion of ecstatic gifts in 1 Cor 12 and 14 suggests that this 

may well have been the case. Furthermore, although the Pauline Epistles are completely 

silent on the matter of the laying on of hands, the act is enumerated with ßanitaµt& 

SLSaxrj 135 in Heb 6: 2 as foundational to the Christian faith and occurs as regular practice 

in the second century, being understood as the normative mediation of the Christian 

experience of the Spirit (cf. Tertullian, De bapt. 8). 

134Note, however, the hesitations of Lampe (Seal 70-79) and Beasley-Murray (Baptism 117- 
20). Lampe prefers to think that in Acts the laying on of hands is for the ordination of prophets. 
Beasley-Murray suggests that the act in Acts 8 has an intent different from that in Acts 19: whereas in 
Acts 19 the laying on of hands accompanied the administration of Christian baptism, in Acts 8 it 
brought the manifestation of the charismata of faith. 

1351t exceeds the present discussion to inquire whether ßa t ui v &öaxrj refers to varieties of 
baptism, denotes ceremonial washings, or separates water baptism from Spirit baptism. See the 

extended discussion in P. E. Hughes, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews (1977) 199-202. 
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In essence, therefore, it is difficult to deny that by Luke's time, and probably 

earlier, there was a double-barrelled event of baptism and the laying on of hands. At the 

same time the evidence does not allow us to claim that the laying on of hands is 

indispensable, either as the conveyance of the Spirit or as the sign of ecclesiastical 

acceptance. Together these two observations suggest that the laying on of hands is a 

circumstance, not a condition, of conversion which is not on the same level as baptism 

or as vital. 

5. Paul and the Jerusalem Community Again (Acts 21: 17-26) 

We conclude with a look at the account of Paul's final visit to Jerusalem which, 

according to Acts, marked the end of his itinerant missionary career and the beginning 

of his experience as a prisoner in the hands of the Roman authorities. The relevant 

passage, Acts 21: 17-26, deals primarily with the reason for Paul's arrest, a plan of 

cultic observance which was designed by James and the Jerusalem elders to conciliate 

the increasingly disparate sections of the church but which only served to inflame the 

Jewish opposition to Paul. In developing this subject, however, Luke touches upon the 

expectations of and regulations for the Christian community and raises some interesting 

and critical implications concerning the agreement of the Jerusalem council. 

5.1. The acceptable practices 

Central to what this paragraph says about belonging to the people of God is the 

elders' speech (vv. 20-25) and in particular verses 21 and 25. The first verse speaks of 

the practices of the Jews; the second, of those of the Gentiles. 

5.1.1. For the Jews 

What is said about the Jews is to be understood in terms of the contemporary 

religious climate depicted in verses 20-22. Verse 20 has the elders pointing out to Paul 

that thousands of Jews had become believers and that all of them were zealous to 
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preserve the law as the accepted religious standard. 136 Such a characterization of the 

primitive church may seem inconceivable given the comparatively small and 

theologically diverse Jewish population137 and the increasingly extensive Jewish 

rejection of the Christian proclamation manifested in Acts 4: 18; 5: 40; 8: 16; 13: 50; 14: 2, 

19; 17: 5,13; 18: 6 and by the New Testament writers in general. But attempts to 

circumvent the inclusion of noaat µvptä&&S and of nävieg as well as the noticeably 

awkward phrasing of n0aai, µvpLä&&S ... 
Ev tdiS 'Iov6aioLS Twv n6maicuK6twv by accepting 

the variant &v i 'Iov8aia138 and deleting iwv ncmancvxöiwv, thereby shifting the focus 

from believing Jews everywhere to unbelieving Jews in Judea and anticipating the 

Jews' Torah-based attack on Paul (v. 28), 139 are unwarranted for several reasons. 

(1) The existence of a significant, often aggressive, traditionalist Jewish group in the 

church, both within and apart from the Jerusalem community, is firmly attested. 140 

It has already been noted that Jewish believers criticize Peter for meeting and eating 

with uncircumcised Gentiles (11: 3) and that the Jerusalem council is due to the 

Christian Pharisees' insistence that all believers be circumcised and required to keep 

Moses's law (15: 1,5). The foundation of this legalist position is laid in the earliest 

days of the church when in great numbers the Jewish populace (2: 41; 4: 4; 5: 14) and 

priests (6: 7) in Jerusalem accepted the gospel. 

136B. Reicke's suggestion that ýijkoo'cai 'rot vogou includes an indirect reference to the Jewish 
political party the Zealots (B. Reicke, "Der geschichtliche Hintergrund des Apostelkonzils and der 
Antiochia-Episode, Gal. 2,1-14", in FS J. de Zwaan [1953] 185) may follow historically but it cannot 
be supported linguistically. The meaning of ýrjk ce irj here is closer to that in 22: 3 and Gal 1: 14. 

137J. Jeremias ("Die Einwohnerzahl Jerusalems zur Zeit Jesu" (1943), in Abba. Studien zur 
neutestamentlichen Theologie and Zeitgeschichte [1966] 335-41 and Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus [ET 
1969] 27,78-84,205,252), whose calculations are the generally accepted norm, estimates, for example, 
a population in Jerusalem of 25,000-30,000, excluding about 18,000 priests and Levites, which 
increased greatly during the festivals. 

138'Ev 'rig 'IovSaia read by D gig syP sa clearly seeks to smooth the awkwardness of cv Tot; 
'IovSaiot; (A B vg cop )0). 10, u8 mow (P syP) is also secondary. The omission of the prepositional 
phrase from X is probably accidental (Ropes 3: 204). 

1391n deleting Twv iceltia'csuxö'uov, Munck (Paul 240-42) follows the suggestion of Baur (Paul 
1: 202) and E. Schwartz ("Die Chronologie des Paulus", Nachrichten von der Gesellschaft der 
Wissenschaften, Philos. -hist. Klasse 3 [1907] 289-90). See also K. F. Nickle, The Collection. A 
Study in Paul's Strategy (1966) 71-72. Luke's use of µvptc g is for Munck only an ancillary reason 
for deleting tiwv ncnto rEmc&r ov. For the full extent of Munck's argument, particularly the relation 
between James and Paul and that between James and the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem, see below. 

140Besides the evidence in Acts there is, for example, Gal 2: 12; 6: 12; and 2 Cor 11: 19-22. 
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(2) The importance of this strong Jewish contingent is not completely overturned in the 

second part of Acts by Luke's almost stereotyped audience-response. It is 

noteworthy that Paul's preaching to the Jews was not a complete failure (13: 43; 

17: 4; 18: 19-20; 19: 8-10; 28: 24); indeed, in some places like Iconium, since the 

nokv nXýeoq of 14: 1 doubtlessly qualifies 'Iou&aicov as well as ̀ E) Avow, and Berea 

(17: 12) many Jews, even those faithful to the Scriptures, responded positively. 

Furthermore, it would be foolhardy to assume without proof that Paul's ministry, 

upon which Luke chooses to concentrate, exemplifies the work of other believers. 

That could have been crowned with greater success among the Jews. 

(3) Because of their hyperbolic usage elsewhere by Luke, the problematic adjectives, 

while containing an element of truth, can arguably be a case of idiom or rhetorical 

overstatement. 141 

There is then good reason to maintain that Luke's description in verse 20 refers to the 

church, stressing both the sociological character--that the Jewish contingent was large-- 

and the theological viewpoint of some members--that they were ardently committed to 

the law. 

There may be some cause, however, to view the variant iv 'rii 'Iou8aia as 

correctly explaining Ev 'roiq 'Iou6aiotq, not in the sense of expanding the sociological 

compass of the legalist position but in the sense of contracting the geographical compass 

to fit the more comprehensible setting of Jerusalem and Palestine. 142 Admittedly, if Ev 

tioiS 'IouSaiot; denoted "Jewish Christians in Judea", nöaai. µuptä&S would be required 

to assume greater hyperbolic force, unless the elders were counting all the Jewish 

Christians attending the feast. Admittedly, too, given the follow-up occurrence of 

'Iou&iiot in verse 21, the meaning of ev ti6t; 'Iou&aiot; may be simply the Jewish people. 

Yet the mention of the diaspora in verse 21 (iou; xaiä tiä EOvrl nävtiaS'Iou&(xiouS) does 

suggest that the Jewish homeland is in view in verse 20, for the Christians who have 

141This is often the case with Luke's use of iräs (cf. Acts 3: 9,11; 13: 24; 19: 10). Similarly, 

gupLäScS can be used of a large, innumerable quantity (Luke 12: 1; 1 Cor 4: 15; Jude 14; Rev 5: 11; 

compare Acts 19: 19); and that meaning fits the text quite well here (Lake and Cadbury 4: 271; Haenchen 

582), a point which Munck (Paul 241 n. 4) concedes. riouca µvptiä&e cft rov Xaov in Josephus, 

Ant. 7.318 provides a instructive parallel. 
142Lake and Cadbury 4: 27 1; cf. Epp, CodexBezae 114. 
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heard the rumours about Paul's teaching in the diaspora (xargX7ie1aav), presumably 

from diaspora Jews (cf. vv. 27-28), 143 are the same as those who are zealous for the 

law (v. 20) and as those who will learn of Paul's arrival in Jerusalem (v. 22). 144 

Perhaps it is best to put these various exegetical pieces together by assuming that while 

irößat µvpt6. &S ... 
Fv zoiq 'Iov&aiot; iwv 7reirta'revxd'rwv may carry a broad geographical 

reference, lying behind the phrase is the notion that the Jerusalem elders' primary 

concern was the development and care of the local Christian mission to the Jews 

(compare Gal 2: 9). 

The comment about the Jerusalem Christians' zealous application of the law is 

followed in verse 21 by one about the Christianity practised in the diaspora 

communities. There were disturbing reports that Paul was instructing the Jews to rebel 

against the precepts delivered by Moses, in particular to abandon the practices of 

circumcising children and of living according to the law. 145 This instruction is 

emphatically labelled mcoatiaß%a, 146 a concept summing up Israel's state of wilful 

departure from God and her scorn of God's gifts of land and law 147 which culminated 

on Israel's part in disobedient idolatry and on God's part first in the condemnation of 

Israel and then in her eventual rescue (Deut 32: 15-43; Jer 39[32]: 40; 40[33]: 8; cf. 2 

Thess 2: 3). The connection between the law of Moses and apostasy is quite simple. 

Since fulfilment of the Torah requirements signified for the Jew the nation's and the 

individual's commitment to the holy God of the covenant and Israel's means of 

maintaining that covenantal relationship, instructing Jews to disregard the law would 

mean leading them astray from the correct theological foundation (cf. 1 Macc 1: 15; 2: 19- 

21; 2 Macc 2: 3; Josephus, Ant. 8.229): disregarding the Torah resulted ultimately in 

143With Ka'n %i ei aav Luke avoids identifying the source. D, however, has Karrjxriaav and 
makes the Jewish Christians the culprits. KatrlxF-w may mean oral instruction and thus here connote 
the idea of careful inculcation on the part of Paul's opponents (Lumby 375). 

144Support could also come from OEwpE% (v. 20), were the verb understood literally. 
1450n Luke's use of Ego; and vogo5, see pp. 15-16. 
146Compare the Alexandrian variant ärcoaTäýs vöµov in Jas 2: 11 (p74 A) and also the 

metaphorical use of ä0(aTnµi in Luke 8: 13; 1 Tim 4: 1; and Heb 3: 12. 
147Neh 9: 26; Isa 30: 1; 59: 13; Ezek 20: 8; 2 Chr 28: 19; Jer 2: 19; cf. Josephus, Ant. 1.114; 

8.1,313. 
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rejecting God and annulling the covenant. 148 Such strong language combined with the 

Jerusalem elders' sense of urgency to counter this evaluation of Paul's teaching (ii oüv 

Ea'rty, v. 22) conveys a serious desire, indeed, a necessity to confirm, respect, and 

uphold the law as an accepted part of the Christian proclamation to the Jews even in the 

diaspora communities where increasingly greater exposure to the Gentile culture both 

within and outside the church threatened the Jewish distinctives. 

This understanding of verses 20-21 is backed up by the Jerusalem elders' 

proposal, in verses 23-24, that Paul undergo ceremonial cleansing and pay the expenses 

of four men under a vow. 149 The stated reasons for the strongly recommended course 

of action (tiovio oov noirlaov, v. 23) are notable: to dispel the accusations against Paul 

(v. 24b); to demonstrate Paul's loyalty to the law (v. 24c). To express the second idea, 

Luke uses a cotxc'o ,a well-known military term which conveys generally the figure of 

marching in a straight line and thus of following a certain standard, here the law of 

Moses. An alternative meaning of the verb is the more basal notion of standing in a 

row, thus, in this instance, signifying conformity to the law. The difference in meaning 

may not be great (and often is not noted by commentators). But "follow" places the 

accent on an active pursuit and on the priority of the law, not simply on an acquiescence 

to concrete ethical and cultic conduct; and, in light of the corresponding nEpLnatEiv in 

verse 21 and the intensifying adverbial -Kai in verse 24 combined with the emphatic 

148The judgement pronounced by R. Eleazar of Modiim on the person who "makes void the 
covenant of Abraham... and discloses meanings in the Law which are not according to the Halakah, even 
though a knowledge of the Law and good works are his" (m. 'Abot 3: 12) shows the seriousness of 
apostasy: he has no share in the world to come. In the Qumran literature, by comparison, apostasy 
denoted the act of turning away from the community and its rules (1QS 7: 18-25). 

1491t exceeds the demands of the present discussion to inquire whether the proposed cultic act, 
the identification of which is far from clear, refers to levitical purification before the termination of the 
Nazirite vow (Str-B 2: 757-61), to purification of ceremonial uncleanness during the Nazirite vow (Bruce 
[NIC] 430-33), to the removal of ritual uncleanness (Haenchen 585-86), or to the terminal sacrifice of 
the Nazirite vow begun, according to Acts 18: 18, in Corinth (V. Stolle, Der Zeuge als Angeklagter. 
Untersuchungen zum Paulusbild des Lukas [1973] 76-78; A. Isaksson, Marriage and Ministry in the 
New Temple. A Study with special reference to Mt. 19.3-12 and 1 Cor. 11.3-16 [ET 1965] 189-96). 
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ai to;, it seems to capture the purport of aroty n. 150 Paul then is apparently being told 

to do more than signify his awareness of the law or assent to the lifestyle of other 
Jewish Christians or display his Jewish background; he is to give evidence that his own 

conduct was controlled by the law. In other words, Paul's fulfilment of the cultic act 

would demonstrate that Paul himself as a Christian Jew behaved in accordance with his 

cultural and religious heritage. 

5.1.2. For the Gentiles 

Verse 25 brings up the matter of the Gentile believers. As we have seen, it 

recites the Jerusalem council's decision, omitting the liberality clause (though this is 

retained in the Western text) but listing the four prohibitions--eidolothuton, blood, 

strangled things, and illicit sexual relations--which the council had judged necessary for 

Gentiles to fulfil in order to participate in the people of God. 

The repeat of the second part of the apostles' decision in such detail has 

engendered speculation as to its purpose. To J. Weiss, 151 and H. Lietzmann, 152 and F. 

Hahn, 153 to name three, the almost verbatim reference suggests that the Jerusalem 

elders were officially informing Paul for the first time of a decision formulated in his 

absence. 154 This interpretation, generally rejected as the interpretation of verse 25 by 

present-day scholars, is arbitrary. The emphatic hµ6I may not include Paul, referring 

simply to the Jerusalem elders--it is hard to say--but neither does the exclusion prove 

150Cf. Betz, Galatians 293-94. The commentators on Acts mentioning the word choose this 
meaning (e. g. Chrysostom, Hom. 46; Bruce [Greek] 393; Knowling 450); likewise, the Vulgate has 
ambulare although ingredior is used for Ttcptina't'o in v. 21. G. Delling ("a'rotXECO", TDNT 7: 668) 

prefers the translation "that you too are in the ranks as one who keeps the law", arguing that if atoLJEw 
in the NT was a synonym of nEptiita'rEw the NT usage would be an exception. That may be the case. 
LSJ (s. v. 6'rotiJ co II), though, thinks otherwise and cites in support SIG 708.5, one of Delling's 

examples. It is important to note, further, that extrabiblical usage does not always determine biblical 
usage. Admittedly, the NT evidence is hardly convincing and the uncertainty is compounded by the 
Lukan usage, in contrast with the Pauline, being absolute. But the metaphor of soldiers walking in a 
file, which seems the natural sense of the verb in Rom 4: 12 (cf. Gal 5: 25; 6: 16; Phil 3: 16; and 
ßv(notixEw in Gal 4: 25), appears to apply as well in Acts 21: 24. 

151J. Weiss, Earliest Christianity. A History of the Period A. D. 30-150 (ET 1959) 1: 260-61, 
338. 

152Lietzmann, Beginnings 109. 
153Hahn, Mission 85. 
154Nickle (Collection 55-56, cf. 92) offers a variation: v. 25 "could well represent a clue 

unwittingly provided by the author of Acts" that the decree was constituted at this meeting in direct 

response to and as a sign of acceptance of Paul's collection. 
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Paul's absence from the council. Moreover, even if it were true that Paul was not 

present at the council, that is, even if 15: 12 were an authorial insertion into the 

tradition, 155 the above interpretation does not fit the story line of Acts. At every 

instance (15: 22,25,30-35; 16: 4; cf. 15: 41D) Luke has associated Paul with the decree. 

It is suggested that the detail should be regarded as instruction for Paul's 

companions (assuming that they were still present; cf. b IlavaoS a-üv T'I tv, v. 18) who 

according to 20: 4 were not from Palestine and thus may have been unfamiliar with the 

theological emphases and concerns of the Jerusalem church. 156 This, too, is unlikely 

since ciiäv to avtiw in verse 20 explicitly addresses verse 25 to Paul and since news of 

the decision, just like the debate about dietary practices (Rom 14: 1-23; 1 Cor 8-10; Col 

2: 16,20-2 1), surely had reached Asia Minor and Europe. 

Another explanation is that this was the first mention of the decree in the we- 

source, if verses 20-26 (at least) may be presumed to belong with 20: 5-21: 18, and that 

Luke has failed to edit the source with respect to his earlier mention of the decree. 157 

Or, without denying or necessarily confirming the historicity of verse 25 or the 

possibility of its inclusion in the we-source or the possibility of Paul's presence when 

the decrees were formulated, the detailed reference to the decree may be designed by 

Luke to instruct and remind the reader of the situation. 158 This suggestion would fit, 

especially since so much material has intervened since chapter 15, and would not be 

exceptional since the same thing happens, for example, in the case of Agabus, whose 

introduction in 21: 10, possibly part of the same source, is as though he had not been 

mentioned in 11: 28. 

155See Chapter 11.3. 
156Marshall (346) offers this as one of three possibilities. 
157Bauernfeind 243; Marshall 346. If 21: 19-26 is due to a source, the source seems to show, 

or has been edited to show, features similar with the one used in chap. 15. Compare not only the 
details of the decree but also 21: 19 and 15: 4,12: the idea of Paul delivering a report occurs elsewhere 
only in 14: 27. 

158E. g. Haenchen 584; Conzelmann 123; Schneider 2: 311; Marshall 346. Bultmann ("nach 
den Quellen" 72-73) takes exception, seeing instead a written source which found its way into chap. 15. 
The expressed or implied assumption of most scholars holding this position is that the reference comes 
from Luke himself. This need not follow. As Bauernfeind (243) notes, Luke has been silent on the 
subject of the decree since 16: 4. Was the decree an issue which concerned only (the relation between) 
Paul and the Jerusalem church? 
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But whatever, whether an expressed part of Luke's source or an editorial 

reminder to the reader, the repetition of the terms of the decree in the long run becomes 

to the reader more than a literary device to fill in details possibly forgotten. This is the 

third time the details have been stated, and the three-fold repetition underlines the great 

importance the decree held for Luke. 159 The inclusion of the decree here is as 

noteworthy (perhaps even more so) as when it was first formulated. 

In this version two aspects in particular stand out for our argument. There is, as 

we said earlier, no mention of the liberality clause, that part of the assembly's decision 

which renounced circumcision and the keeping of the law as the way to salvation for the 

Gentiles. Second, the opening words of verse 25 are conspicuous. Only occasionally 

does Luke start a sentence with the absolute ncpi (itvoS), 160 and the abrupt opening 

stops the reader. 161 IIcpi. SE iwv nEmßzcvxdiov EBvwv parallels nößat. tupu &;... Ev zoTS 

'Iov&aioLS tiwv nEnt tEVKd'LUJV (v. 20) and in constructing a comparison by means of the 

adversative 86, draws attention to the situation of the Gentile Christians over against that 

of the Jewish Christians. 162 Whereas Jewish Christians are to practise circumcision 

and obey the law, Gentile converts need only abstain from eating eidolothuton, blood, 

and things strangled and from illicit sexual relations. And we may note in passing that if 

the decree was not adequately disseminated and employed the unqualified nEpt T( v 

itc tcvxöiwv ý6vwv, extending the application of the decree beyond the addressees of 

the council's letter, appears to imply that it should have been. 

To sum up: the elders' speech shows the establishment of two separate 

standards of practice. For the Jews who became Christians, circumcision and the 

observance of the law are the expected distinguishing practices to be followed by Jewish 

Christians both in Palestine, where awareness of the law was well-insulated by constant 

reinforcement, and in the diaspora communities, where the Jewish distinctions were 

159Compare the emphasis placed on Cornelius's and Paul's conversions by the same method. 
160Cf. Acts 23: 6; 24: 21; 26: 2,7. For a somewhat sophisticated use of the expression, see 1 

Cor 7: 1,25; 8: 1,4; 12: 1; 16: 1,12, where Bpi titvoS moulds in part the outline of the epistle. 
161The mention of believing Gentiles recalls wv i Moir) Ev ö MO; b To-; £9vcc tv Siä Tu ; 

&axoviag aArtoü in verse 19, thus providing coherence between the narrative and the speech. 
162Lake and Cadbury 4: 273; Bruce (Greek) 394-95. This is one of the meanings of v. 25 in 

its context; for others, see below. 
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continually threatened by increasingly greater Gentile influence. As for the Gentile 

converts, the four prohibitions formulated at the Jerusalem council are still to apply. 

Despite the disparate contents of the two standards, there is an identical locus, that is, 

the cultural and religious heritage of the historic people of God; and this extremely 

Jewish identity for Gentiles as well as Jews appears to be made even stronger by the 

omission, in expression but presumably not in practice, of the liberality clause of the 

Jerusalem decision. 

5.2. The identity of the people of God 

Remarkably this pericope includes no explicit theological exposition on the 

relation between circumcision and salvation or between abstaining from eidolothuton, 

blood, and strangled things and from unlawful sexual practices and belonging to the 

people of God; nor is the subject of salvation even referred to. The elders are recorded 

as reporting merely the fact that the church consisted of a strong traditionalist Jewish 

contingent and as instructing Paul to fulfil a cultic oath and thus dispel the rumours 

about his teaching. Such starkness and the consequent silence about other details leave 

the reader inquiring as to the reason for the practices expected of the Jewish and 

Gentiles believers. Are we to interpret the standards in the light of Acts 15? Or do they 

serve another purpose? Indeed, why should the question of the practices of the people 

of God be raised at all, especially in the case of the Gentiles? Was the council's 

decision not conclusive? That is to say, is this a reassessment of the way to salvation or 

a reaffirmation necessitated by disagreement in the church? 

In this regard the application of the label änoatiaata (v. 21) to teaching which 

advocated the abandonment of the observances of circumcision and other practices 

prescribed in the law may be of some relevance. To view such liberal instruction as 

disobedience against God connotes that the law is considered a fitting means for Jewish 

believers to express their commitment to God and a crucial way for them to guard 

against rejecting God and his covenant. The notion of obligation and propriety comes 

through as well in EncatEi), aµEv xptvavreS (v. 25), which gives to the Jerusalem decree 

the sense of an officially written communication of an authoritative decision, and 
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perhaps in the elders' instruction to Paul, atotxEic (v. 24) possibly conveying the notion 

of a life controlled by the law. Likewise, the omission of the liberality clause from the 

reference to the council's decision seems indicative. It is that statement which in 

responding to the Judaizers' demands eliminates the stress on the keeping of the law as 

the way to salvation. These observations suggest that a concern to affirm the church's 

relation to the Judaism which is both expressed in the law and extrapolated in the 

apostles' decree is being pinpointed. 

Another consideration is the employment of iwv nem6'rcvx6row with reference to 

both Jews (v. 20) and Gentiles (v. 25), claiming that the stated practices were actions 

acceptable to and expected of people who were already believers and not of people in the 

process of embracing salvation. If so, the participle may allow us to distinguish in part 

between the means for entering the people of God and the standards for expressing 

one's position in, or simply additional characteristics of, the people of God, identifying 

obedience to Jewish tenets and practices--whether in their entirety (as was the case for 

Jewish believers) or simply in principle as circumscribed in the four prohibitions (as 

was the case for Gentile believers)--as belonging at least to the second category. 

Important also are the sociological dynamics which Luke builds into the 

narrative and dialogue in order to picture the current religious climate. Admittedly these 

indicators are imprecise, making the attitude of the Jerusalem leaders and that of the 

Jerusalem church as a whole toward Paul at this time in the story of Acts something of a 

puzzle. Significant information which would have served to clarify the relationship is 

curiously absent. Most particularly, there is no manifest answer to Paul's prayerful 

wish that the monetary collection from the churches which he had founded in the 

diaspora lands--the reason for his visit to Jerusalem in highly precarious circumstances-- 

would be willingly accepted in Jerusalem as an expression of gratitude to and solidarity 
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with the Jerusalem believers (Rom 15: 25-32). 163 If Luke has reported the facts 

correctly, as could be inferred from the detailed reference in 20: 4 to Paul's companions 

on the journey and from the mention in 24: 17 of almsgiving and worship as reasons for 

Paul's visit, the silence in and of itself is quite expressive, the more so since there is no 

record of the church conducting an all-night prayer meeting on Paul's behalf as there is 

on behalf of Peter earlier (Acts 12: 5). In light of Luke's obvious paralleling of the 

careers of Peter and of Paul, this is significant. But before we accept the conclusion that 

the Jerusalem church wanted no further contact with Paul, that Paul was preaching a 

gospel antithetical to that being preached in Jerusalem, that his locus of the people of 

God had moved away from the fulfilment of Israel in Jesus to the separation of the 

church from its Jewish foundation, and thus infer that since Paul was Luke's hero, 

Luke's locus may also have shifted, several comments in the passage must be 

examined. 

163There is little doubt among scholars that Paul's visit to Jerusalem recorded in Acts 21 was 
historically for the purpose of delivering the collection. The frustration and consequent disagreement are 
caused in part from not being told the answer to Paul's prayer. Thus, for example, Nickle (Collection 
70) confidently conjectures "that the collection was well received" whereas A. J. Mattill ("The Purpose 

of Acts: Schneckenburger Reconsidered", in FS F. F. Bruce [1970] 116) concludes that the Jerusalem 

church refused to accept Paul's collection, "thereby symbolizing their break with the Pauline mission". 
The proposed reasons for Luke's silence are manifold: (a) personal--Titus and Luke were 

administrators of the collection (Ramsay, St. Paul 58-59,390; A. Souter, "A Suggested Relationship 
Between Titus and Luke", ExpTim 18 [1906-7] 285 and "The Relationship Between Titus and Luke", 
ExpTim 18 [1906-7] 335-36); (b) theological--Luke's account of the collection occurs in 11: 29-30 in 

order to shape the theology of the Gentile mission (Lampe, Church of Jerusalem 24-26) and to show 
long-established peace in the church (Knox, Life of Paul 70-72); (c) political--the collection could be 

viewed as an encroachment on the annual temple tax and a charge of malpractice might be raised against 
Paul (F. F. Bruce, Paul: Apostle of the Free Spirit [1977] 296-97; cf. Nickle, Collection 149-51); (d) 

pastoral--the Gentile readers would not understand the theological significance of the collection or Paul's 
doubts regarding its acceptance (Longenecker 519) or the need for Paul to pay for the four Nazirites, 
having just handed over a considerable sum of money (Haenchen 588). 
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First, if Mnason (21: 16) is understood to be Paul's host in Jerusalem, as he 

should be, 164 Luke's introduction of him, like many of Luke's seemingly superfluous 

yet carefully constructed characterizations, can relay some consequence to the narrative. 

Mnason is labelled a Cypriot and an early disciple (äpxaioq paeritrjc). Such 

characteristics suggest an affiliation, on the one hand, with the primitive Jerusalem 

church, possibly as a foundation member, 165 when the interests of the church were 

solely Jewish and, on the other, with the hellenistically-minded Jewish Christians from 

the dispersion. 166 The fact that Mnason was residing in Jerusalem whereas a leading 

Hellenist, Philip, was not (21: 8; cf. 6: 5) implies (but does not prove) 167 that we should 

probably place Mnason with Barnabas rather than with any of the Hellenists, that is, 

164This would be the case whether the ambiguous contraction äyov'r S nap' w EEvtiaOwµEv 
Mväawvt is resolved into &yov'cc; Mväawva, nap' c Kt? (KJV; NEB; cf. Robertson 719) or, as seems 
more likely, into äyovrcq ßµäs npbS Mväawva, nap' üw Kti?. (RSV; NIV; Phillips; BDF §294.5; Lake 
and Cadbury 4: 269). The Western text, however, locates Mnason in an unnamed village between 
Caesarea and Jerusalem where Paul and his party spent the night. It is wholly probable that the sense of 
the paraphrase is implied in part in &vsßatvoµEv (v. 15) since, whether the inland or the coastal route 
was taken, the journey from Caesarea to Jerusalem would have required more than one day; but the 
specific details of the paraphrase are probably incorrect (Ropes 3: 204; Bruce [Greek] 389-90; 
Chrysostom, Hom. 45; contra A. C. Clark, The Acts of the Apostles. A Critical Edition with 
Introduction and Notes on Selected Passages [1933] 377-79; Ramsay, St. Paul 302-3; Metzger 483; 
Jacquier 630-31): v. 16 is parenthetical to, not sequential with, vv. 15 and 17; äyovTEs, replacing a 
future participle of purpose (BDF §339.2c), does not indicate an immediate arrival at Mnason's house 
but the destination of the journey reached in v. 17 (Haenchen 581 n. 2); and it seems unlikely that 
Luke--in spite of his interest in the hosts of the houses where Peter and Paul stayed and in spite of his 
penchant for detail on what to the modern reader appear to be unimportant matters--would mention 
Paul's host on the way to Jerusalem and not in Jerusalem itself (Loisy 791). Also in support of 
Jerusalem as Mnason's place of residence is the reading of a Palestinian Syriac palimpsest (M. Black 
"A Palestinian Syriac Palimpsest Leaf of Acts XXI [14-26]", BJRL 23 [1939] 211-12), dated no later 
than the sixth century, which makes Paul and his companions the referent of äyov'ES. 

165Haenchen (581) translates &pxaio5 µaOrI'tr , rightly I think, "Christ aus der Anfangszeit 
der Gemeinde". To be more precise than this exceeds the evidence. Thus, since in Luke's story 
Pentecost denotes the beginning, we cannot prove that Mnason had a personal knowledge of Jesus or 
was one of the 120 mentioned in 1: 15. 

166The concomitance with &pxaioc µa91jtr eliminates alternative applications of KünptoS, 
as that Mnason was converted by Paul (13: 4; cf. 9: 29) or by Barnabas (15: 39). W. L. Knox (St Paul 
and the Church of Jerusalem [1925] 206 n. 3), though, suggests that Mnason's Cypriot origin may have 
been mentioned in order to include in Paul's party a representative of all the Pauline churches. 

167Blurring Mnason's precise identity is the fact that the Caesarean believers who escorted 
Paul to Mnason's house may have been the fruit of the Hellenists' (8: 40) or Peter's ministry (9: 32-43; 
10: 23-24). 
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with the Hebrew/Aramaic-speaking section of the Christian community. 168 In any case, 

whatever Mnason's exact sociological circumstances, two facts are clear. (1) Paul 

would have required a place where he could stay unmolested with his uncircumcised 

companions. Thus, Mnason must have been supportive of the Gentile Christians' 

freedom from the constraints of circumcision and the law as the way to salvation, and he 

must have been committed to Paul's mission to the Gentiles. (2) Paul and his 

companions stay with someone whose link with Christianity and the mother-church had 

been long-established and was apparently without doubt. 

Second, there is the identity of the brothers (v. 17) who warmly welcomed Paul 

when he arrived. Since the expression of a&ekoot in Acts usually refers to the whole 

body of believers in general in a given locality (e. g. 9: 30; 11: 29; 18: 27; 21: 7), it would 

be reasonable to assume that verse 17 signifies the Jerusalem believers' overall 

favourable acceptance of Paul, with äßp£vcc anticipating E56ýacov 'rev 6eov in verse 20. 

If this assumption is maintained, though, the future äxov6ovrat in verse 22, the subject 

of which is presumably the same as xatiTIXTI Onßav (v. 21), i. e. nößat 4uptäöeS ... 
Ev 'rot; 

, Iou&aiot; 'rcwv nentcrrevxörwv, does not fit. As the church rank and file do not yet know of 

Paul's arrival, they cannot be included among the brothers of verse 17. A discrepancy 

also develops beween verse 17 and the point of the elders' speech. From the stress in 

verses 20-21 on the extremely Jewish ethos of the church and on the comments about 

Paul's teaching, the reader gains the impression that the church's rank and file took 

exception to Paul and to his association with uncircumcised Gentiles; and the elders' 

proposal in verse 22 to anticipate the possible deleterious effect of Paul's arrival when it 

became known implies that the apostle's proclamation and practice would require some 

explanation. Such innuendoes hardly fit the picture of a church giving Paul a warm 

welcome. 

168Hengel, Acts 101-2; cf. Lake and Cadbury 4: 270. The possible similarity between Mnason 
and Barnabas allows a futher comment. Given the close connection which Acts develops between 
Barnabas and the Antioch community founded by Stephen's circle (see Chapter II. 1), the desire to 
differentiate between Mnason's being a ̀EXXr1vLO q; and his being a `Eßpaioc may in one sense be no 
more than pedantry. The result does illustrate a fallacy in the dialectic reconstruction of early 
Christianity which presents the categorical opposing of Hellenistic Jewish Christianity and Palestinian 
Jewish Chrsitianity and which allows no sociological, geographical, or theological fluidity across those 
rigid boundaries. See the critique of this position given by I. H. Marshall ("Palestinian and Hellenistic 
Christianity: Some Critical Comments", NTS 19 [1972-73] 271-87, esp. 277-79). 
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J. Munck circumvents the contradiction by deleting Twv nE m6TCuxoTCOv in verse 

20, despite the total lack of textual evidence (freely acknowledged by him) to support 

the omission, and thus identifies the Jews in Jerusalem as Paul's opposition, shows the 

Jerusalem church united in its support for Paul and his mission, and allegedly saves 

James's reputation as a responsible, sincere, thoroughly consistent church leader. 169 

The fallacies of this solution are readily apparent. Not only has Munck built quite 

openly on dubious texutual ground and has seemingly allowed his thesis regarding 

harmony in the primitive church to determine his interpretation of the evidence, he has 

also started from an incorrect premise, "that of &&? 4ot is a constantly recurring 

expression for the whole body of Christians in a place", 170 a premise which does not 

allow a word to gain meaning from its immediate context. It seems more tenable to 

argue the opposite, that is, that from the innuendoes and language of the elders' speech 

we may surmise that oi, &6c? 4ot here is not intended to denote all the believers in 

Jerusalem but only those who were favourably disposed to Paul. 171 This occurrence of 

of &&? of would then, to be sure, be the exception when the word is used in Acts of 

believers; but as Luke does assign the term other meanings, such as non-Christian Jews 

(22: 5; 28: 21), the objection is weakened considerably. 172 

The sequence of events in verses 17-18 also counters the inclusiveness of of 

&&c?? Ooi. T? SE haovai seems to draw a line between Paul's welcome by the brothers 

and his visit with James and the elders, marking them as unrelated by more than the 

169Munck, Paul 238-42 (see also n. 139). This emendation lets v. 20 fit Munck's thesis: 
according to Acts Paul and James, Gentile Christians and Jewish Christians, always lived and taught in 

perfect harmony; the church in Jerusalem outwardly conformed to Judaism but actually was distinct 
from it so that relations were strained between Jewish Christians and Jews; the demand made on 
Gentiles for circumcision and observance of the law was improbable within Jewish Christianity. 
Schmithals (Paul and James 87-90) likewise believes that the historical issue of this conference was the 
reaction of the Jews, not the Jewish Christians, to Paul. He, however, prefers to have the contradiction 
between vv. 17-18 and vv. 20-22 remain, ascribing it to Luke, who has not quite aligned the source 
material admitted in vv. 17-18 (possibly v. 19) with the historical facts rearranged in vv. 20-22 to 

f 
maintain his bias that the Christian church is the true Judaism. For Schmithals then o'. &&4o 

denotes "the Jerusalem church as such... through its members present in Mnason's house" (Schmithals, 
Paul and James 87). 

170Munck, Paul 240. 
171 Wendt 441; Holtzmann 130. 
172Another point which could be brought against of ä&e4ot meaning other than the whole 

body of believers is the present tense of 6ewpeic, in v. 20. The verb, though, need not convey 
knowledge gained through firsthand experience. 
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matter of time. 173 It is plausible that the two meetings may differ no more than an 

unofficial reception does from an official one174 or a general assembly does from a 

representative one, thereby possibly including the elders among the of ä8F- / 175 Yet 

the parallel emphatic positioning of of &6eA. $oi with of npeapvtiepot at the end of their 

respective sentences gives cause for suggesting that we may understand the relation 

between the two words not as one of a general category to a specific (cf. oi, &8ekooi-oi 

npeapvtiepot, 11: 29-30) but instead as one of distinct categories (cf. of µa8ryTat-ot 

&nÖ rroAot, 9: 26-27). of &&A4oi then, as well as denoting "believers favourably 

disposed to Paul", may exclude the church elders as a class. 176 

The third point concerns ESö aýov iöv OF, 05v (v. 20), James's and the elders' 

reception of Paul and his party. The words are straightforward enough--a response 

owed to God's glory which recognized God as guide and Lord of the church and 

which, as the imperfect tense suggests, continued for some time and in various ways-- 

but they gain in import in the context. 

Verse 18 sets a scene of solemnity and tension. The emphasis falls on navtieS'CE 

napeyevovtto of npeapviepot, and in particular on nävi¬S. 177 Underscored by the third 

plural E864aýov and einav (v. 20) rather than the representative singular, the adjective 

173Cf. Conzelmann 121. 
174Lake and Cadbury 4: 270; Schille 413. 
175lndeed, we really cannot definitely reject on linguistic grounds alone the possibility of of 

np£6ßvT£poti being included in of &S£? oi unless there is explicit coordination like dt &lc6oTokot Kai of 
&8£A. Oof (11: 1; cf. 12: 17) or i1 £KK%, 1lata KM Oft Ö7EOCFTOXOt Kät Ot np£6ßST£pot (15: 4; cf. 15: 22). 
Luke's practice is to underline the non-authoritarian character of the church; and thus, while by analogy 
with 14: 23 (cf. 20: 17) elders are presumably appointed in every church, Luke rarely separates the office 
of elder from the body of believers. The other side of the argument is, of course, that when the church 
leaders are mentioned we cannot categorically deny the presence of other Christians (Jacquier 632). The 

plain sense of 21: 18, though, is that this gathering was limited to Paul, his companions, James, and 
the elders. 

1761t is unlikely that we can be more precise than this. As it cannot be maintained with any 
certainty that Mnason was a Hellenist or that Stephen's circle ever returned to Jerusalem, notable 
supports for Haenchen's interpretation that of &8£Xof denotes Hellenist Jewish Christians (Haenchen 
581) are removed. 

177The exceptional word order seems to heighten the emphasis: nowhere else in Acts is the 

verb interjected between na; and the noun it modifies. 
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claims the unanimity of the elders as they assembled to meet Paul. 178 Such language 

composes no casual encounter between friends. In the potentially explosive atmosphere 

of äxovßavticS ESö aýov tiöv 9cöv brings relief to the narrative, resolving the question of 

acceptance and suspending the prospect of church conflict, at least on the part of the 

elders; 179 and it imparts to nävicS new significance: as the elders are united in their 

examination of Paul, so are they also united in their praise to God. The import of 

e&3 aýov is reinforced by Paul's being addressed as 6W, 00; (v. 20b). 180 

The reason for the elders' positive response is stated in verse 19. 

'E ia0at... cýv Enoi acv o 6cö Ev ioiS E9vcat, v&x ' ýýý ýl S AS SLaxovLaS aviov is, as we have seen 

(cf. 14: 27; 15: 4,12), Luke's way of summing up the essence of and of justifying 

Paul's apostolic activity, that is, an ongoing mission, the design and success of which 

are attributed solely to God. 181 The implication is clear: the positive acknowledgement 

of the divine source and affirmation of Paul's ministry among the Gentiles, contrasting 

with the controversy issuing in chapter 15 from a similar report delivered by Paul, 

indicates that the issue of the Gentiles, at least as far as the elders were concerned, was 

not at stake. 

Fourth, there is the elders' instruction to Paul (vv. 23-24). It was motivated 

partly by the need to prevent church conflict and partly by the desire to have answered 

visibly the rumours about Paul's attitude to traditional Jewish practices 182 which Luke 

178The plain sense of ciorjct ö llavA, oq... npb; 'Iäxwßov suggests that Paul assumed the 
initiative, though it is wise not to build much on this. For a conspectus of opinion concerning the 
elders' relation to James, see Haenchen 581. Probably, as d "et 6 Ila3A. o;... iEpöS Iäxwßov suggests, 
James was resident leader of the Jerusalem church (see Chapter 111.2), the elders sharing with him the 
administrative responsibilities (cf. 11: 30). The whereabouts of the original apostles, quite plainly 
assumed to be present in the transactions of chap. 15, can only be speculation. The usual assumption 
is that those who were still alive had undertaken missionary responsibilities elsewhere. 

179Lake and Cadbury 4: 270; Bruce (Greek) 391. 
180Chrysostom, Horn. 46. 'ABEAg and 68cX. ooi are common enough forms of address 

between fellow Jews and fellow Christians in Acts, but Luke tends to reserve the words for when the 
speaker desires to establish or confirm rapport between himself and his audience. See 2: 29,37; 3: 17; 
7: 2; 9: 17; 13: 15,26,38; 15: 7,13; 22: 1,13; 23: 1,5,6; and 28: 17. 

1811t is possible--because of the exceptional inclusion of 8tiaxovia, a term used by both Luke 

and Paul for the gathering and transmission of financial aid for the Jerusalem church (Acts 11: 29 [cf. 
12: 25]; Rom 15: 31 v. 1. [cf. 15: 25]; 1 Cor 16: 15; 2 Cor 8: 4; 9: 1,12,13) and here probably backed up 
by ö rlcc-UoS avv ilgty and xa9' Ev £xaßTov hinting that Paul's companions verified the particulars of a 
detailed report--that this time the summary may contain as well an allusion to Paul's collection project. 

182Cf. to A. ao;, o v6go;, and o 'ono; o&ro; in v. 28. 
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and seemingly James (the elders) disbelieve. 183 If the reference to Jews in verse 21 is 

taken literally, the rumours are patently false: Paul nowhere teaches Jews to abandon 

circumcision or other laws of Moses. If the reference is to Jewish Christians, though, 

the validity of the charge is less certain. Yet to teach that circumcision avails nothing for 

salvation (Gal 5: 6; cf. 2: 16; 5: 4) and that Christ is rEX. o; vöµou (Rom 10: 4) is not quite 

the same as to teach people not to circumcise their children or to denounce the law. 184 

Paul's circumcising of Timothy (Acts 16: 3), if, as we have argued, 185 he is to be 

considered a Jew, and not of Titus (Gal 2: 3) is a case in point. Indeed, Paul's attitude 

on this and other questions so far as the Jews were concerned seemingly gave his 

opponents a pretext for various insinuations (cf. Gal 5: 11). The distinction between 

Jew and Gentile, between salvation and indifference, is backed up in Acts 21 by Paul's 

willing acquiescence to the elders' plan. 186 His openness and the Jerusalem elders' 

licence to make the suggestion not only portray harmony between the apostle and the 

church leaders at least, they also imply that the legal practices could in no way be 

viewed as requirements for salvation, without Luke introducing a major contradiction in 

his story, for it is precisely the matter of the law's relation to salvation which had been 

disputed, debated, and decided at the council. 

A final consideration concerns verse 25. D adds after impt SE t63v 11w 'rn 1c6TC)v 

EAvwv the words ovSev'xovrn. wtv npöS a6- rjpE1S Yrzp .... The insertion, readily grasped 

as a way to interpret the unexpected reference to the decree, has been understood 

variously. 

183Cf. Bruce, Paul 347. Besides the following argument, we may cite 7räv'ras 7rav'raxiý in 

v. 28 and the plural" E? r1vaS when only Trophimus had been seen (vv. 28,29). Both show, for Luke, 
the exaggerated nature of the accusation (Knowling 452). 

184Many commentators take this position. Haenchen (583 n. 1) lists some exceptions, to 
which may be added P. Richardson ("Pauline Inconsistency: 1 Corinthians 9: 19-23 and Galatians 2: 11- 
14", NTS 26 [1980] 347-62). Richardson ("Pauline Inconsistency" 354) thinks "We must infer, 
however, from Paul's letters that he is guilty of contributing to his Jewish Christian friends' failure to 
walk according to the customs.... What may have happened in this situation, though I have no proof for 
the suggestion, is that Paul at times when faced with the logic of his own position privately encouraged 
Jewish Christians to cease circumcising their children as the only way to solve the growing difficulties 

over fellowship together. If so, the accusation in Luke's account could be correct, even though Luke 
himself implies that it is false". 

185See Chapter V. 3. 
186pau1's conduct here is perhaps another example of the application of 1 Cor 9: 20. Yet, 

although Paul is an innovator, he is not a rebel; and his previous vow, if it does apply to Paul (cf. Acts 
18: 18), shows that there is no reason to suppose that Paul was merely acting a part. Lake and Cadbury's 

comments are appropriate (Lake and Cadbury 4: 273). 
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As a note of reassurance: (1) The elders reassure Paul that his behaviour with 

respect to the Gentile mission was not suspect; there was no cause for accusation 

here (by the Jewish Christians) since he was promulgating the decree as they had 

agreed earlier. (2) The elders say that Paul need not fear that the cultic act would 

offend the Gentile believers whereas it would do much to allay Jewish suspicions; 

after all, he was a Jewish, not a Gentile, Christian. 187 (3) The decree protected 

Paul's ministry; the Jewish Christians therefore have no case against the Gentile 

believers' freedom from the law nor against Paul's gospel; despite the growing 

legalist attitude, the Jerusalem leaders were not going back on their word and 

imposing the Jewish customs on the Gentile converts. 188 

As a note of concession: (4) James on his part was quite prepared to adhere to the 

council's decision and he expected Paul to show the same consideration toward the 

Jerusalem church's position. 189 

As an indication of the attitude of the Jerusalem Christians: (5) The Jewish 

Christian leaders are dissociating themselves from the aggressive non-Christian 

Jews and have gone to great lengths to meet the wishes of the mission to the 

Gentiles. (6) The Jewish Christians in Jerusalem want to be able to coordinate 

loyalty to other Jews and acceptance of uncircumcised Gentile converts. 190 (7) The 

conflict of the Jewish Christians here was with Paul and Paul alone, not with 

uncircumcised Gentile believers. 191 

It is also suggested (8) that the reference tells the historical truth about the decree, 

that it was intended for table-fellowship-192 

Explanation (8) is plainly a case of reading into the context. (1) and (5) are also 

speculative. (2) and (4) do not really fit with what Acts or Paul's letters tell us of the 

apostle's attitude and practices: it is more attractive to think that his principle of 

18 Chrysostom, Hom. 46; cf. Neil 220. 
188Munck, Paul 238-29; Geyser, "Decree" 136; and Bruce (Paul 347-48) with qualification: 

"The possibility should be recognized that they perhaps [sic] insufficiently informed about Paul's 

increasing reservations about the Jerusalem decree". 
189Knowling 250-51. 
190H. 

-H. Esser, "Law/vöµog', NIDNTT 2: 450-5 1; cf. Calvin 2: 280-81. 

191Epp, Codex Bezae 112. 
192Munck 210. 
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"accommodation" would have been self-imposed and not due to the instigation of the 

Jerusalem elders. There is no doubt truth in Paul's being the cause of the conflict 

(interpretation 7) and probably an element of the church's need to harmonize the 

circumcised and uncircumcised sectors of the church (interpretation 6), but the best 

option is (3). In other words, the position of the Gentiles with respect to the law as the 

way to salvation, as decided at the council, is viewed to be without reproach. That 

matter was closed. Although the Gentile believers' position may be in need of 

reaffirmation, perhaps even reassessment, concern focuses on the Christian Jews. 

Combining these various points, it seems that Luke wants this paragraph not 

only to explain Paul's subsequent arrest and imprisonment but also to identify and 

certify the way the Christian message of salvation was stated and presented to the world 

in two crucial areas. The first is the terms of membership in the people of God. Just as 

it was decided at the council and confirmed by inference here that it is fitting, indeed 

obligatory, for a Gentile who becomes a Christian to adopt the regulations and attitude 

in the law which protected against the idolatrous lifestyle of the pagan, so it is now 

asserted that it is fitting, and in the opinion of some Christians obligatory, for a Jew 

who is a Christian to practise circumcision and to obey the other prescriptions of 

Moses's law. In neither case, however, should the fulfilment of the relevant practices 

be considered as the only fitting thing. The covenantal distinctions of the traditional 

people of God are not said to be the way of salvation; they presuppose for Jews and 

Gentiles faith in Jesus. The second area concerns the unity of the people of God. There 

is an attempt to reconcile Paul's proclamation and practice and the zeal for the law 

exhibited and demanded by the theologically more conservative believers. Paul and the 

mission to the Gentiles are accepted by James and the elders, and neither Paul nor the 

Gentiles believers are charged with watering down the concept of the people of God. 

The Jerusalem elders feel free to extend orders based on Moses's law and apostolic 

deliberation. Paul, for his part, willingly attempts to fulfil a cultic act. That the Gentile 

converts are to demonstrate their link with Israel in a way similar to that of the Jewish 

converts, by acknowledging the principle behind God's covenants, the mandated 
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holiness of the people of God, is not disputed. At the same time, while the real 

opposition to Paul comes ultimately from the Jews, particularly the Jews of the diaspora 

communities, it is possible that certain sections of the Jerusalem church remained 

suspicious of Paul, of the content of his teaching, and of the implications of an 

increasing number of Gentile converts for the conception of the people of God. It is 

conspicuous from Luke's silence, in a context where we could plausibly argue that Luke 

knows more than he tells, that the Jerusalem church avoids further contact with Paul. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

According to the church council recorded in Acts 15, then, the answer to the 

dilemma how the gospel was to be preached and presented to the world is that Gentiles 

do not have to meet the requirements of Moses's law as given to Israel but are to abstain 

from certain foods --ciS& 68vra, blood, and things strangled--and from illicit sexual 

relations (nopvcia). 

To reach this decision the assembled group of apostles, elders, and other church 

members consider four arguments. There is the contention of the men from Judea 

(15: 1), originally set forth in Syrian Antioch and argued in Jerusalem by some of the 

Pharisaic believers (15: 5), that non-Jews who want to be saved must first become Jews, 

being circumcised and committed to keeping the law. Behind this conviction lies the 

impact of the realization of the last days which brought into the present the opportunity 

to experience the messianic blessings and imposed upon Jews, individually and 

corporately, the heightened obligation, given the imminent day of the Lord, to live as the 

responsible, holy people of God, fulfilling the covenant, avoiding all contact with 

idolatry and temptations to idolatry, and through repentance hastening the days of the 

messiah still to come. Also determinative for this particular viewpoint is a growing 

concern for the increasing number of Gentiles firmly associating with the Christian 

community. That sociological factor brought with it a reminder of the consequences of 

hellenism, a kind of idolatry which had permeated the tenets and practices of Judaism 

and had distracted the Jews from their commitments to the covenants. Most certainly 

the force for the Judaizers' claim was widely acknowledged by Jewish Christians, but 

the claim itself is rejected. 

Peter's point (15: 7-11), on the other hand, seems to go a long way towards 

influencing the decision of the council. Peter maintains that faith, specifically faith in 

Jesus, not the law, is the way to salvation. This conviction stems not from a concession 
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to the lax observance of Judaism in the diaspora communities; indeed, it is extremely 

doubtful that any strand of Judaism ever really recognized the right of an uncircumcised 

person, Jew or Gentile, to be a true member of Israel. The basis is rather the experience 

of an unexpected, divinely-superintended meeting between Peter and the uncircumcised 

Roman centurion Cornelius (10: 1-11: 18) which countered much of Peter's ancestral 

conscience, in particular the idea that association with the uncircumcised outside the 

regulations of the law of necessity meant disobedience to God's will. The meeting bore 

witness to what God had ordered to be sanctioned as the practice for the Gentiles and 

dramatically altered the early church's conception of the Christian mission. By 

bestowing the Spirit on the uncircumcised, God demonstrated his acceptance of 

Cornelius and the other Gentiles in Caesarea without their first having to be 

circumcised. That divine act signifies, according to Peter, that the faith brought into 

being through the preaching of the gospel had effected the necessary cleansing of the 

Gentiles' hearts. The singular importance of faith for salvation in the case of the 

Gentiles is backed up by the emphatic assertion that in reality God's treatment of the 

Gentiles had not entailed a concomitant differentiation between the non-Jew and the 

Jew. It was the appropriation of faith brought about by the apostolic proclamation, not 

the presence of the law, which had given the Jewish Christians the experience of 

salvation. The law may have relevance for purposes other than as the way of salvation, 

but the keeping of it for those purposes is to be regarded as a trivial difference between 

Jewish and Gentile Christians. 

The third argument comes from a report of the miracles which God had done 

among the Gentiles through Barnabas and Paul (15: 12). The brief editorial comment 

which astonishingly and remarkably constitutes Barnabas's and Paul's entire 

contribution to the debate serves in part to send the reader back, in this case, to the 

events of the missionaries' journey to Asia Minor recorded in Acts 13-14. There, while 

not allowing us to reconstruct with any certainty the theological content of Barnabas's 

and Paul's speech at the council, it is nonetheless made clear through the apostolic 

proclamation (13: 38-39) which is explicated by the conversion of people who have no 
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manifest association with the synagogue, by the warning to the Jews not to ignore the 

exhortation to repent of their heinous treatment of Jesus, and by the denunciation of 
Jews who rejected the gospel message that justification is the right and consequence 

neither of birth nor of faithfulness to the law. The sole determinative of salvation is 

personal faith in Jesus. 

The final argument belongs to James (15: 14-21). Like the Pharisaic believers he 

stresses the Gentile converts' position vis-a-vis Judaism, but he develops the somewhat 

paradoxical thesis that salvation for the Gentiles should be defined in terms of freedom 

from the law and responsibility to God's covenants with Israel. From Amos 9: 11-12, 

which according to James concurs with what Peter said, it is claimed that God's 

restoration of ransacked and destitute Israel, that is, God's establishment of a 

community of Jews who have repented and accepted Jesus the Messiah, paves the way 

for the Gentiles, whom God has elected to bear the divine name, to seek the Lord. 

Because the inclusion of the Gentiles is related to God's act of re-establishing Israel but 

in no way signifies that the Gentiles are possessed by the restored Israel, it is also 

argued that the Gentile converts should not have to become Jews first through 

circumcision and obedience to the law in order to be people of God; however, they 

should abstain from certain practices, namely, the eating of Ed& &ý Ou'ra, blood, and 

strangled things and the participation in nopvcia. These injunctions are not a substitute 

for the Jewish law; but as the four items are denounced in God's covenants with Israel, 

being explicitly forbidden, at the penalty of death, of anyone who sojourns in Israel, 

native Israelite and resident alien, and as they are antithetical to the worship of the holy 

God, being identified as classically Gentile practices, they could be said to be 

ecclesiastical halakhoth. In other words, the four injunctions represent a reapplication 

of the law to meet the sociological and theological tensions and dangers fostered by the 

increasing number of mixed congregations, with the purpose of protecting the purity of 

the people called to serve the holy God. James justifies his analysis of Peter's argument 

and of his own scriptural proof with a reference to the Jewish Christians' commitment 
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to the law promulgated in the synagogues throughout the diaspora communities and to 

the Gentiles' awareness of the law as an integral part of Jewish life. 

The council's decision therefore in essence takes it cue from James's 

contribution to the debate which in turn has built upon Peter's contribution. Rejecting 

forthrightly the Judaizers' interpretation of the way to salvation and their conduct in 

Antioch, the assembly decries the necessity of circumcision and of keeping the whole 

law for salvation; it affirms clearly instead--at least for the Gentiles--the necessity of 

faith in Jesus. Furthermore, it connects the Gentile converts and the Christian 

community which they are joining firmly with the promises and privileges of Israel and 

with YHWH's covenants which govern the distribution of those promises and 

privileges. While the Gentile believers do not have to observe the law in order to be 

saved, they are told to observe the principle which lies at the heart of the covenants. 

Personal commitment to God's plan, now interpreted with reference to Jesus' 

proclamation as messiah and Lord, is to be manifested in terms of the holiness of the 

people chosen to worship the holy God. Orthodoxy was not to be divorced from 

orthopraxy. The practical is concomitant with theology. Faithfulness belongs with 

faith. 

The conclusion to the council's discussion is substantiated and highlighted by 

the events taking place in Acts after the council. Personal commitment to Jesus, 

professing him as saviour and Lord, is manifestly the determinant of salvation. 

"Believe in the Lord Jesus" constitutes the sum total of Paul's reply to the Philippian 

jailer's question "What must I do to be saved? " (16: 30-31). It is the means by which 

both Jews and Gentiles are being made holy (26: 18), more precisely, by which they can 

attain and remain in the state of holiness. It is the prerequisite of receiving the Spirit 

(19: 2,5-6), God's gift of the last days being shown by the contrasting experiences of 

Apollos and the twelve men of Ephesus to come only in response to faith and to attest 

the genuineness of that faith. It is concomitant with the command to repent (cf. 20: 21) 

and appears even to be assumed therein, for God's appointment of Jesus as the 

eschatological judge, altering God's treatment of non-Jews, has imposed on all peoples 
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everywhere the need for repentance (17: 30-31). As for the Christian community's 

relation to YHWH's covenants with Israel, it is significant that though on occasions the 

covenantal connection is rumoured to be threatened, the Jewish Christians are still said 

to be and shown to be keeping the law. This goes even for Paul. He circumcises 

Timothy (16: 1-3), the child of a mixed alliance, and by his act gives to Timothy the 

religious status apparently considered by some Jews to be his right within Judaism. 

The apostle pays the expenses of four believers in the Jerusalem community who were 

completing a cultic oath and attempts himself to fulfil a similar oath in order to illustrate 

to the community, perhaps without much success, his own alignment with the law and 

his acceptance of the belief that all Jews, even the Jewish Christians in the diaspora 

communities, should hold the tenets and practices of Judaism (21: 23-24,26). Less is 

said in the second half of Acts about the Gentile Christians' observance of the 

assembly's decision. During Paul's final visit to Jerusalem (21: 25) attention is drawn 

by James and the Jerusalem elders to the four prohibitions, reaffirming that the position 

of the Gentiles as agreed upon by the council was without reproach; but a reference to 

the application of the same prohibitions is conspicuously, though perhaps not unduly, 

absent when the newly-converted Philippian jailer, whom we may presume had no prior 

association with Judaism, serves Paul and Silas a meal (16: 34). 

Given the overall clarity of these findings, it is surprising to observe that a firm 

conclusion about the purpose of the assembly's twofold agreement and thus about the 

conditions for membership in the people of God which the agreement seemingly sums 

up for Luke is somewhat hard to pinpoint. 

It is quite obvious that there are certain characteristics which distinguish the 

Christian from both the non-Christian Jew and the pagan. In the first place there is the 

act of repentance. To repent of the nation's and the individual's rejection of God's plan 

expressed through Jesus, who was indeed the long-awaited prophet predicted by 

Moses, separates the penitent Jew from a corrupt generation already on its way to divine 

condemnation (2: 38-40) and prevents exclusion from the people of God (3: 22-23). In 

the case of the Gentiles, their former ignorance of the divine will has been turned, 
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through God's resurrecting of Jesus, into an opportunity for knowledge and into an 

obligation to accept through repentance their moral and religious responsibilities (17: 30- 

31). And for Jew and Gentile alike the change in dominion from darkness to light, from 

Satan to God, is to be visibly manifested by a conduct consonant with repentance 

(26: 20). The fact of divine forgiveness and the receipt of the Spirit, guaranteeing 

personal salvation and participation in the promises to Israel and the blessings of the last 

days, attest the equality of all believers regardless of birth, race, or any external 

standard. Although referred to in Acts 15 at the most by association from Amos 9: 11- 

12, baptism in the name of Jesus--identifying the content of Christian faith, signifying 

personal commitment to God's plan in Jesus, and accompanying individual repentance 

and divine forgiveness--is made a suspiciously essential aspect of the admission process 

traced by Luke when Apollos (18: 26) is brought into line--if not actually by being 

baptized at least by being taught about baptism--with the practice of Peter and the earliest 

Jerusalem community, Philip and the Hellenists, and Paul. 

The Book of Acts also makes quite plain that not all the distinguishing 

characteristics should be classified as requirements for membership in the people of 

God. Faith in Jesus is arguably the concept on which the various events in the 

experience of salvation depend, being the goal and the result of the apostolic preaching, 

the means by which the hearts of the Gentiles are cleansed and God's impartiality is 

appropriated by all peoples, and the prerequisite of God's bestowal of the Spirit and of 

the Christian community's acceptance of new believers through the act of baptism and 

the laying on of hands. This is evident in spite of Luke's somewhat variant ordering 

and often (for us) imprecise recording of the events in the initiation-conversion process. 

Members of the Christian community are, after all, called of matcÜaavteq, not "the 

baptized" or "the Spirit-filled". 

The difficulty arises when attention is drawn to the second clause of the 

agreement, that representative of the church's relation to the Old Testament covenants 

with Israel, and an attempt is made to determine how, given the fact that the assembly is 

denouncing the salvific necessity of keeping the law, both parts of the decision are to be 
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correlated with the fact of belonging to the people of God. It is evidently wrong to 

claim that obedience to the law and by analogy the four prohibitions for the Gentile 

Christians are firmly obliterated by faith in Jesus. The Jewish Christians continue to 

have a compliant attitude towards the law. God's dramatic bestowal of the Spirit on 

Cornelius, marking the centurion's personal commitment to Jesus, may have altered the 

extent to which Cornelius had to fulfil the Torah regulations and negated the necessity of 

circumcision; however, it does not set aside, apparently insofar as the consensus of the 

council is concerned, the fact that Cornelius's acceptability to God was determined in 

the first place by Cornelius's display of a piety which was indicative of the Old 

Testament covenants and perhaps represented the law itself. Faith may be primary but it 

is also--for Luke, at least--concomitant with the idea of obedience to God's will and 

standard. 

The temptation therefore is to distinguish between the two clauses of the 

agreement and between their respective significances for membership in the people of 

God. Faith and its correlative repentance, as the commanded response to the apostolic 

exhortation, could be considered the condition for joining the people of God; the 

abstention from ci6wa, 69via, blood, strangled things, and nopvcia, the means of 

maintaining membership in the people of God. This inference may be justified on 

several grounds. 

First, "believe in the Lord Jesus" and "repent" sum up the exhortation of the 

missionary proclamation. The injunction to conduct oneself in a manner consonant with 

an inner revitalization is subsequent to the initial acts of faith and repentance. Second, 

keeping the law may be viewed as the way salvation did not come to the nation of Israel, 

but it is not presented as an unnecessary and negative aspect of the Jewish Christian 

experience. There is no xäptc-vogoc dichotomy. Third, the aim of Paul's circumcising 

of Timothy may be, if the evidence from the second century A. D. of a change in the 

Jewish law whether a child takes the nationality of the mother or of the father can apply, 

to establish Timothy's rightful identity vis-a-vis Jewish law; what it is definitely not is 

an act to make Timothy a Christian. Timothy clearly already belongs to the Christian 
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community. Fourth, the four prohibitions are set forth in the Jerusalem elders' later 

discussion with Paul (21: 20-25) as the Gentile Christian analogue of circumcision and 

obedience to the laws and significantly both standards are identified as acts 

performed by those who already are believers (iwv 1i£matEUK6tov). 

There is, however, evidence undermining the application of the proposed 

categories. One consideration is the obvious but significant implication of the 

employment of the appellatives oft -nta'tci avrcS, oL 1rua'LEÜ0VLES, and of 7CE1Cta'LEoi 6tES : 

Christians are those who take the step of trusting in Jesus and continue to believe in 

Jesus. We note, secondly, that the two parts of the council's decision, being 

conceptually as well as grammatically linked, address the same question. That question 

is not whether the Gentile converts must conform to the Jewish law in order to enjoy the 

privileges of Christian fellowship. The assembly's discussion is set up to answer 

"What is necessary for salvation? ", and the subject of the debate is not altered by 

James's observation that Peter's argument has related how (xaOCK, 15: 14) the Gentiles 

become God's people, for the citation of Amos 9: 11-12 from which James's opinion 

and ultimately the council's decision are developed aims to provide the scriptural 

validation for Peter's account of God's work among the Gentiles. Furthermore, while 

the gift of the Spirit makes salvation for the recipient both a present experience and an 

eschatological hope, salvation cannot be interpreted as being, respectively, the result of 

entering the people of God ("are saved") and the result of maintaining a position in the 

people of God ("will be saved"). Quite simply, Luke does not compartment the act of 

salvation. His use of ac)6ývai, implies that the attainment of the experience of salvation 

in the present carries with it the confidence to enjoy in the future the experience of 

salvation. One application will illustrate: according to some Jewish Christians 

salvation was determined (5uvaa9E aweijvat, 15: 1) both by circumcision, which by 

virtue of its generally irrevocable nature is an act of initiation, and by keeping the law, 

which is in essence an act of maintenance. Fourth, a distinction in classification could 

be inferred from a comparison based on the initial positions of the Gentiles and Jews-- 

for the Gentiles, who begin from outside the people of God, the commitment to Jesus 
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marks the entry into the people of God; for the Jews, who are by birth inherently part of 

the people of God, personal repentance and the concomitant expression of faith in Jesus 

determine whether they will continue in the people of God--but we should not overlook 

that the determinant of salvation in both cases is the same. 

We are left with the impression that it is demanding too much of the evidence 

when we attempt to separate the terms of salvation related by Acts into the categories 

"attaining a special relation with God" and "maintaining that relationship with God". 

Luke may well be aware of the distinction or that some Christians may have maintained 

a distinction and, moreover, may have viewed many Jewish practices, even the four 

prohibitions, as conciliatory measures for sociological and not theological reasons. But 

he does not stress it. His point is simply but critically that the Jewish and Gentile 

Christians' public manifestation of their relation to the Old Testament covenants was just 

as vital for their membership in the people of God as their personal commitment to 

Jesus. This conclusion may appear an evasion to some, but it is--I think--a fair 

assessment of the evidence. Indeed, there is arguably a fine line, perhaps even an 

imaginary line, between the proposed categories not only as far as the evidence of Acts 

specifically but also in general: to maintain one's position after entering by meeting a 

certain standard is, after all, to presuppose that at the time of entrance a commitment was 

made to fulfil the required standard. 

Now the basic driving force through the preceding pages has been the contention 

that the decision of the Jerusalem council and the various arguments leading to it bear 

witness to Luke's conception of the people of God. Where, then, does the study lead 

us? Four observations are pertinent. 

(1) The Christian community's relation to the Israel established by the Old 

Testament covenants is shown to be made disjunctive by the person and work of Jesus. 

The watershed for a position in the people of God is now whether a person trusts in 

Jesus, the culmination of God's plan for Israel and the nations. No longer do birth and 

race predetermine God's attitude or limit the display of his impartiality. The Jews who 

reject Jesus the expected Mosaic prophet, just as the Gentiles who ignore Jesus the 
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eschatological judge, are not, in spite of their filial relation to Abraham and their 

obedience to the law, part of God's people; they have already sentenced themselves to 

condemnation. The Gentiles who seek the Lord are divinely chosen people in their own 

right: they do not have to become Jews in order to be Christians; they share in the 

messianic blessings and belong to God in the same way as the Jews do or, rather, as the 

Jews should. 

(2) The church's relation to the Israel established by the Old Testament 

covenants can also be characterized as continuous, for the Christian community displays 

not simply an awareness of an inheritance from the past but an identity expressed in 

terms of that inheritance. God's message of peace through Jesus originally addressed to 

the Jews is extended to the Gentiles by means of repentant Jews. More precisely for the 

argument of the council, it is God's restoration of the fallen tent of David, that is, his 

establishment of a faithful community, defined in terms of the person and work of 

Jesus, within disobedient Israel, which is the presupposition of the Gentiles' 

opportunity to belong to the people of God. 

Given this foundation and orientation, the concern to protect the root of the 

Torah persists. There were iä EnävayKe;, things of necessity in the covenants which, 

despite the possible nuance of discomfort and oppressivenes, showed how to avoid 

idolatry and maintain the holiness that the holy God required. Paul and the other Jewish 

Christians, therefore, affirm the various regulations of the law although there is 

sufficient evidence to show that neither circumcision nor obedience to the law alone had 

brought the Jewish nation the experience of salvation. The law per se is not imposd on 

the Gentile converts but the four prohibitions are formulated on the basis of legal 

regulations against classically Gentile acts and are designed primarily to preserve the 

purity of the people elected for the worship and service of God and only by implication- 

-though Luke does not state this--to ease the social tension within the mixed Christian 

communities. It is indicative, further, that there is no development of the correspond- 

ence between Peter's vision of the sheet from heaven and the irrelevance of the law in 
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every respect; indeed, Cornelius's acceptability with God is based in part on his loving 

God and doing what was right. 

(3) The assembly brings agreement out of conflict, producing tolerable rather 

than intolerable conditions of membership in the people of God, and allows the 

Christian mission, i. e. the Pauline mission in particular, to go on more powerfully. It is 

a unity which comes through compromise, bringing together the various strands of the 

apostolic preaching, and concentrates on the attitude of the Jerusalem community. The 

Jerusalem apostles and elders are divorced from the source of the conflict: they neither 

commission nor commend the men from Judea. Barnabas, Paul, and the other 

emissaries of the Antioch church founded by the Hellenists, who feature so prominently 

at the start of the story as the opponents of the Judaizers, are placed during the debate 

conspicuously in the background. Peter and James are left free to respond to the 

Judaizers' demand and to show quite emphatically that they approve of the Gentiles' 

salvation apart from circumcision and obedience to the law. The decision is not one- 

sidedly in favour of the theological position advocated in Antioch; nevertheless, the 

Antioch believers accept the decision with gladness. The assembly's decision is 

presented as the approved and expected code of Christian practice not only by Judas and 

Silas, the emissaries of the Jerusalem assembly, to the Christian community in Antioch 

but also by Paul and Silas, Antioch's missionaries, to the churches in Asia Minor 

founded during Paul's earlier journey. The resolution of the dilemma concerning the 

Christian message of salvation brings spiritual and numerical strengthening to all the 

churches. 

(4) The ecclesiastical unity which comes from diversity may itself presuppose a 

diversity of belief and practice. It is suggested at various places--and it may only be a 

suggestion since Luke as an author tends to be more adept at developing characters than 

at expounding theological systems--that in recognizing the central importance of 

establishing a message of salvation as the foundation of all Christian existence, the 

council may have operated with the principle that not every different gospel was 
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necessarily a false gospel. The aim of the council may have been to establish the limits 

within which variety might exist. 

In this regard it is noteworthy that Peter's argument at the council comes quite 

close to Paul's; indeed, it seems to be anticipated by Paul's statements at Pisidian 

Antioch. Yet there may be difference between them. It could be said that Peter points to 

the non-necessity of the law for salvation but leaves open, even for the Gentiles, the 

possibility of the law fulfilling other purposes, whereas Paul may claim more radically 

the irrelevance of the law for the Gentiles in the light of Jesus' death and resurrection. 

Or, to state the possible difference in another way, both Peter and Paul locate salvation 

in faith in Jesus. But Peter's understanding of the centrality of faith over against the law 

is based on personal experience: pragmatically it stems from God's dramatic act on 

behalf of a person who prior to his conversion had fulfilled in his own way God's 

covenantal will. To Paul is attributed the theological connection between Jesus' death 

and resurrection and the law, the former fulfilling the latter. Again, to James, the 

historically most conservative of the four contributors to the debate, is left the task of 

reconciling the privileged position of Israel as God's chosen people and the extension of 

God's impartiality beyond Israel. He claims more than Peter, more than that the 

prerogative of Israel has come to the Gentiles through Israel and that salvation for Jew 

and Gentile is only through faith in Jesus. He says that God's election of the Gentiles is 

dependent on the restoration of Israel, and he implies that while the Gentile converts are 

not Jews they are related to Israel. James and the Jerusalem elders also assume, against 

insinuations from Jews and Jewish Christians and doubts regarding Paul's ministry and 

personal practice, the responsibility of ensuring the continuation of a commitment to the 

covenants and of protecting the Jewish Christians' zeal for the law. We note, further, 

that the quarrel between Barnabas and Paul over John Mark may have represented not 

simply a reaction to a particular personality but ultimately a different perspective on 

mission strategy and a variance in mission theology. The circumcising of Timothy in no 

way claims the superiority of the circumcised believers, but it does suggest a variety in 

the application of the gospel, namely, that Christian commitment was to be expressed 
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with relation to the cultural forms which the Christians themselves inherited. Baptism in 

the name of Jesus as a concomitant act of receiving the Spirit is arguably a practice 

overlooked in some circles of Christianity, for Apollos's instruction in Christian water 

baptism appears to have served only to corroborate his Christian commitment. 

The way to salvation stated at the council of Jerusalem recorded by Luke and 

substantiated by related events in the Book of Acts argues, therefore, that the people of 

God manifests, on the one hand, a continuity with the Israel established by the Old 

Testament covenants which is interpreted in terms of the disjunctive effect of God's 

revelation in Jesus and, on the other, a diversity of belief and practice which is governed 

by a unity expressed uncompromisingly in terms of faith in Jesus and faithfulness to 

God's covenants. It suggests, since Luke is not merely recording history but has 

selected his historical material with the intention of addressing the theological and 

pastoral needs of his readers, that Luke's people of God is a community caught between 

two worlds: on the one hand, there is the world of presenting to Gentiles, both pagans 

and those loosely affiliated with Judaism, the Christian message of salvation and its 

Jewish inheritance of monotheistic worship, the prophecies and their fulfilment, and a 

code of living; on the other, there is the world of legitimating its own existence within 

the Jew-Gentile dialogue as the Pauline interpretation of the gospel in the midst of 

various interpretations of the gospel, not as the replacement of the people of God but as 

part of the greater entity called the people of God. 
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APPENDIX. "GOD-FEARERS": A LUKAN CONCEPT? 

During the Hellenistic and early Roman periods some Gentiles were so strongly 

attracted to Judaism that they willingly became converts and undertook to observe 

Jewish laws and customs in the same manner as the Jews themselves. These converts 

are usually called V- 1a (an adaptation of the Old Testament term for non-Israelites 

living within Israelite territory) in the Hebrew sources and npoO'h uiot in the Greek. 1 

The Jewish synagogues are also thought to have attracted a fringe of Gentiles who, 

though drawn by the beliefs and practices of Judaism, refused to take the decisive step 

of actually becoming Jews. These Gentile sympathizers, erroneously on occasion 

named semi-proselytes, 2 are usually associated with the expressions 0oßo1)µzvot Töv 0E6v 

and w436 i vot 'CÖV 6EÖv, metuentes, and t)' n ct1 N-1,3 in the Greek, Latin, and Hebrew 

sources, respectively. 

The hypothesis that this second group of Gentiles existed and that it was they, 

not the Jews, who gained Christianity its foothold in the Greco-Roman world has much 

to be said for it because of Acts. There is found the preponderance of the linguistic 

11t is debatable whether the change in the meaning of 7; from foreigner in Jewish territory to 
foreigner in the Jewish religion is noticeable in the OT and also whether this lexical development 
occurred before or after the translation of the OT into Greek. In other words, does npoO''ku roS in the 
LXX imply "sojourner" or "convert"? See Str-B 2: 715-17; Moore, Judaism 1: 328-29; K. Lake, 
"Proselytes and God-fearers", in Beginnings 5: 80-84; Allen, "IIPOEHAYTOE in the Septuagint" 264-75; 
and Schürer, Geschichte desjiidischen Volkes 3: 125 n. 67. 

21n terms of Jewish law the idea of a second class of proselytes is meaningless (Moore, 
Judaism 1: 326-27); but because Billerbeck (Str-B 2: 715) and J. Juster (Les Juifs dans l'Empire romain. 
Leur condition juridique, economique et sociale [1914] 1: 274) unfortunately used the expression "semi- 
proselyte", it appears in many writers. L. H. Feldman ("Jewish 'Sympathizers' in Classical Literature 
and Inscriptions", TAPA 81 [1950] 200 n. 2) prefers the simple "sympathizers". H. A. Wolfson 
(Philo. Foundations of Religious Philosophy in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam [1947] 2: 369-74) 
introduced into the discussion the expression "spiritual proselyte". Though perhaps relevant for Philo, 
this translation becomes somewhat confusing in other literature where sympathizers are mentioned 
observing certain Jewish customs without necessarily accepting the moral and philosophical tenets of 
Judaism. 

3a "n V`X7` may be related to nV in 7 t, the rabbinic designation for an unconverted 
foreigner living in Israelite territory. In other words, it may bear the meaning originally applied to -a. 
The expression is not, however, as was suggested by S. Deyling and advocated by Schürer initially (see 
Schürer, Geschichte des jüdischen Volkes 3: 126-29), synonymous with -, I! -; '77 "n): the latter 
expression probably was coined by the medieval rabbis. 
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data, the participial form of OoßcoµaL in 10: 2,22,35; 13: 16 and 26 and of aßßo4ca in 

13: 43,50; 16: 14; 17: 4,17; and 18: 7 being cited; and it is Acts which traces 

Christianity's route to the pagan world through the Jews and the synagogues, 

specifically through the Gentiles who heard the apostolic preaching in the synagogues 

and readily welcomed a monotheism which was credible but did not require the stigma 

of circumcision (cf. 14: 1; 17: 2-4,12,17; 18: 4). 

1. The Hypothesis in Trouble 

Periodically the generally accepted "God-fearer" theory4 has been challenged. A. 

Bertholet5 posited that degrees of adherence to Judaism did not exist: "Für die 

damaligen Juden gab es nur Proselyten schlechthin, die offiziell Proselyten 

waren: wer nicht so Proselyt war, war heidnisch". 6 Consequently for Bertholet 

4oßov ievot and aepogevot in Acts are other names for Gentiles who converted to 

Judaism. K. Lake, 7 on the other hand, affirmed that Gentiles who were not converts to 

Judaism went to the synagogue and that these Gentiles were naturally called "God- 

fearing"; indeed, this was for Lake "so intrinsically probable that the onus probandi 

would be on those who maintained the opposite". 8 But he denied that they were a 

clearly defined group parallel to Jews and proselytes. (Doßoüµcvo5 ro'v 6EÖv and 

6cß6'pevo; iöv OEov are merely honourable epithets applicable to Jew, Gentile, or 

proselyte as the context decides: 

the reason why these words were used was because they were appropriate to a 
vague class, not because they were the recognized title limited to a specific 
group with a definite place in organized Judaism. The epithets by themselves 
could have been given to a pious Jew, and it is only when they are applied to a 
non-Jew that the context gives them special meaning. 9 

4For example, R. Marcus, "The Sebomenoi in Josephus", JSocS 14 (1952) 247-50; K. 
Romaniuk, "Die 'Gottesfürchtigen' im Neuen Testament. Beitrag zur neutestamentlichen Theologie der 
Gottesfurcht", Aegyptus 44 (1964) 90-91; J. Bernays, "Die Gottesfürchtigen bei Juvenal", in FS T. 
Mommsen (1877) 563-69; Str-B 2: 716; Juster, Juifs 1: 274-88; Schürer, Geschichte des jüdischen 
Volkes 3: 123 (Schürer-Vermes, Jewish People on this section has not been published); K. G. Kuhn and 
H. Stegemann, "Proselyten", PWSup 9: 1253; and many commentators on Acts. Notable exceptions 
among the commentators are Marshall (183 n. 1), Schneider (2: 75,131), and Longenecker (363); see 
also F. Siegert, "Gottesfürchtige und Sympathisanten", JSJ 4 (1973) 109-64. 

5A. Bertholet, Die Stellung der Israeliten und der Juden zu den Fremden (1896) 328-3 1. 
6Bertholet, Stellung der Israeliten 328. 
7Lake, Beginnings 5: 84-88. 
8Lake, Beginnings 5: 87. 
9Lake, Beginnings 5: 88. 
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L. H. Feldman, 10 too, claimed from a survey of the relevant expressions in classical 
literature and inscriptions that the terms were widely used in the first century A. D. 

merely to designate people as "pious" or "religious", whether they be Jews or Gentiles. 

To be sure, the expression, that is, n,, ntr 'N-I, did become technical later but only in 

response to the rabbinic desire to clarify the relationship between Jew, la, and -ID 

rin. 

Recently Lake's argument has been revived and elaborated upon by M. 

Wilcox11 and A. T. Kraabel. 12 Wilcox notes (1) that in the New Testament the two 

participial phrases at issue appear only in Acts, (2) that (ot) Ooßovµcvot tiöv 8E6v is 

confined to the first part of the book while (oi) 6e 361Evot 'Lbv BEÖv is used from Acts 

13: 50 onwards (13: 43 being a special case), (3) that Luke-Acts has no less than four 

terms to describe devout people, none of which need bear a technical sense, 13 and (4) 

that o't 4oßovµcvot ibv BEÖv is a frequent form in the Septuagint, especially the Psalter, for 

the pious in Israel. Faced with such data, he questions "how far if at all do they [ot 

Ooßovjcvot iöv BEÖV and oi. 6E 36JEvot 'cov BEÖv] refer to different classes of people 

belonging to or supporting Judaism, and how far is their use rather more a matter of 

Lukan redactional interest? ". 14 

In his answer Wilcox places a lot of weight on the use of of OoßoiSp vol aviöv 

(i. e. ibv OEÖV) in Luke 1: 50. He thinks the evidence, supported by instances of "X-1' 

trn ctt, tri5N and '2N in the Qumran and rabbinic literature, 15 

demonstrates, first, that the participial expressions ought to be interpreted with reference 

to members of the Jewish community whether Jewish through birth or through 

conversion. Second, even if of uepogevot' tV op-6V signifies a class of Gentile synagogue 

adherents, oCt Ooßovjcvot tiöv eEov reflecting its Septuagintal usage (cf. Luke 1: 50) 

10Feldmann, "'Jewish Sympathizers"' 200-8. Feldman's argument, which replies to Bernays's 

attempt to equate metuentes, Ooßovµ£vot, 6£ßcµ£vot, and `1i-i 'xn with Gentile "God-fearers" 
(Bernays, "Die Gottesfürchtigen" 563-69), has been challenged by Marcus ("Sebomenoi" 247-50). 

11M. Wilcox, "The 'God-Fearers' in Acts -A Reconsideration", JSNT 13 (1981) 102-22. 
12Kraabel, "'God-fearers"', 113-26. 
13In addition to the two participial phrases under question, Wilcox ("'God-Fearers"' 103) 

mentions £. aßrjc (Luke 2: 25; Acts 2: 5; 8: 2; 22: 12) and £v6£ßrjS (Acts 10: 2,7). 
14Wilcox, "'God-Fearers"' 103. 
151QSb 1: 1 (to be compared with CD 10: 2 and 20: 19,20); 1QH 12: 3; Siphre on Deut 32: 33; 

Mek. Mispatim (Neziqin) on Exod 22: 20. See also Wilcox, "'God-Fearers"' 122 nn. 55-56. 
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cannot; in Acts of $oßovµEVOi Töv AEov represents the especially devout in the Jewish 

community whether Jew or Gentile, proselyte or "adherent". Thus, Wilcox doubts that 

the two participial expressions are synonyms. They also cannot be used to determine 

the sociological composition of the synagogues in question or of the churches which 

developed from these synagogues. Finally, the linguistic shift from of ioßovµEVot Töv 

6EÖV to of ßeßöµsvoi. 'LÖV OF-05V "corresponds to the shift in emphasis from the basically 

Torah-centred piety of the earlier part to the Gentile mission of the later section". 16 

Perhaps this exchange may be attributed to the sources, "but the fact that both terms 

qualify as lukanisms suggests that their use and distribution matches Luke's intention in 

his portrayal of events". 17 

Whereas Lake and Wilcox maintain that the point at issue is linguistic, Kraabel 

bases his argument on the lack of convincing historical verification. The archaeological 

evidence from six synagogues (Dura Europos, Sardis, Priene, Delos, Strobi, and 

Ostia), most of which are dated at least from the second century A. D., though earlier 

buildings are attested, shows nothing "to suggest the presence of a kind of Gentile 

'penumbra' around the Diaspora synagogue communities. " 18 Moreover, Acts, the 

major source of data, is in actuality "theology in narrative form" and not an historical 

record. This feature, illustrated by the abruptness with which the God-fearers vanish 

from Luke's story line, determines that the relevant terms in Acts can only be a literary 

motif correlative to the theme of missionary preaching in the diaspora synagogues. The 

terms are intended 

to help Luke show how Christianity had become a Gentile religion legitimately 
and without losing its Old Testament roots. The Jewish mission to Gentiles 
recalled in the God-fearer is ample precedent for the far more extensive mission 
to Gentiles which Christianity had in fact undertaken with such success. Once 
that point has been made Luke can let the God-fearers disappear from his 

story. 19 

Several implications for the history of Judaism and Christianity follow. In particular, 

Judaism did not stoop to constant and ultimately untenable compromises by 

16Wdcox, "'God-Fearers"' 118. 
17Wilcox, "'God-Fearers"' 118. 
18Kraabel, "'God-fearers"' 117. 
19Kraabel, "'God-fearers"' 121. 
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acknowledging uncircumcised adherents in order to make a place for itself in an alien 

Greco-Roman world; the Christian missionary activity conducted from the Jewish 

synagogues is not as extensive as previously thought. 

The observations of these five scholars prompt five questions. (1) Are o 

0oßo16µEvoq'c0'v 6E0'V and ö aE3c .t vog'cöv ocov (and their equivalents) technical terms for a 

special class of Gentiles associated with the synagogue, or are they generic descriptions 

of extremely religious people? (2) Do the phrases characterize only Gentiles, or do they 

refer as well to Jews or proselytes, according to the context? (3) Do the distribution of 

these expressions and the manner of their occurrences suggest that they are lukanisms? 

(4) Are b 0oßov4LEvoq 'cöv 6EÖv and o aepoWvo; tio'v 9E6v synonyms? (5) Is there any 

explanation for Luke's abrupt shift in usage from ö 0oßo4t vog tiöv O&Sv in the first part 

of Acts to o acßöµEvog 'cöv OEÖv from Acts 13: 43 onwards? Such questions call for a 

survey of the actual instances of 6 4oßovµcvo; 'c6v 6E6v and o aeßöµEvog'cöv Oc6v and their 

equivalents. 

The following comments are primarily limited to the New Testament linguistic 

evidence. This is the point most relevant to our purpose, which is a redactional study of 

the perspective of admission to the people of God recorded in Acts. Obviously the total 

picture is not complete without the linguistic, historical, and archaeological data from the 

extrabiblical sources; and at the end of our study we will briefly set the New Testament 

evidence in the wider context. 

2. The New Testament Data 

2.1. ¢oßovwvos zöv 9eÖv 

(Dof3 o tat qualified by O& v or its equivalent (aviöv, tiöv xvptov, fo övo u ßou ) 

appears fifteen times in the New Testament. Nine of these occurrences are in Luke- 

Acts. 20 Outside of Luke's writing the word combination quite clearly denotes the 

attitude of reverential fear, described in the Psalter, which is required of Christians (Col 

3: 22; 1 Pet 2: 17), pious people (Rev 11: 18; 19: 5), and all nations (Rev 14: 7; 15: 4) 

20Luke also uses the verb frequently to denote physical and emotional fear: Luke 1: 13.30; 

2: 9,10; 5: 10; 8: 25,35; 9: 34,45; 12: 4-5,7,32; 19: 21; 20: 19; 22: 2; Acts 5: 6; 9: 26; 16: 38; 18: 9; 

22: 29; 23: 10; 27: 17,24,29. 
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before the righteous and holy God. 21 Among these passages there is perhaps a notable 

exception. Rev 11: 18, specifying those whom God will reward, has tot; Soükot; aou 

tot; npo4nltat; xat tot; aytot; xat tot; $oßou vo g to ovoµa aou. Since it could be 

assumed quite naturally that God's prophets are &yLot and that God's prophets and saints 

fear him, "those who reverence your name" may form a distinct, third category of 

people who merit God's reward. 

As for Luke's usage, first in his Gospel: 

i. Luke 1: 50. Toi; ooßoug6vot; avtöv in Mary's Magnificat expresses the 

Israelites' proper and expected response to God's covenant mercy: the recognition and 

reverent acknowledgement of God's sovereignty. The reference of the participial phrase 

is to the pious in Israel. This is indicated not only by the hymn's similarity to Old 

Testament poetry (cf. Ps 103: 17) but also by the explicit mention of God's servant 

Israel in verse 54 and of God's eternal promise to Abraham and his descendants in verse 

55. 

ii. Luke 18: 2. In the parable of the persistent widow, c6v OEÖv µTJ Ooßol"Wvo; joins 

äv8pa'itov gi evtipenopzvoq to depict the attitude of the unjust judge, underlining his 

corruption and self-confidence which carelessly spurned divine judgment and human 

need. The characteristics are reiterated in verse 4, there with a different grammatical 

construction: 'ro'v OF-6'v ov 4oßovµai. ob6E ävOpwnov Evipenoµai.. From parallels in, for 

instance, Josephus, Ant. 10.83; Dionysius 10.10.7; and Livy 22.3, it appears that the 

description is idiomatic. 

iii. Luke 23: 40. This verse includes the expression in the rebuke by one of the 

criminals being crucified with Jesus'vSE O6i rev 9e6v OTL Ev 'r (l) cdrr(I) KL OCrt EL; -- --ooßrý <pµ 

and the question bears great similarity to Jesus' own exhortation, in Luke 12: 5, to fear 

the one who has power to commit the soul to gehenna. 

None of these instances comes close to being the identifying characteristic of 

Gentiles who have a loose affiliation with the Jewish synagogues: sometimes the 

grammar denies such a meaning; at other times the context is determinative. The idea in 

21 See also b46o; with eeoi or xupiou in Acts 9: 31; Rom 3: 18; 2 Cor 5: 11; 7: 1; Eph 5: 21; 

1 Pet 1: 17; 3: 2. 
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view is an attitude which comes in response to the holy God's authority, righteousness, 

and benevolence and which is the basis of YHWH's covenantal relationship. 

In Acts the instances of ßo13 o tat with idv 8c6v or an equivalent are clustered in 

the story of the conversion of the Roman centurion Cornelius (10: 1-11: 18) and in the 

account of Paul's and Barnabas's mission in Pisidian Antioch (13: 13-52). 

iv. Acts 10: 2.22. EvaEßýS xäL $oßoüµEvoS iöv 6EÖv müv itavTt Tcw oixCO aüioü, 7Cot(I)v ,L 
cýný i nrcýivný arnýÄ ý ivý 

ýrin 'i N: , r..,. 5. ý.. 
ý......... 

ý ..,,.:. n,.,.. ^. 4.2. --- "- 
ý- .-ýn. ý1 _ýý?. _ý_oý 

c1 
v/w. I 1., i, vv vv /w"/wi. ý ýw r"Al, lK. vý. LGVvC, WU UWU ULU, 1r xv-LUS III I V... aria aVTgp OtK(XLOS Kal 

00f3o4LEV0S iöv eEÖv papivpovµEvo; 'cE vnö ö), ov tov 90vouS iwv'IouSaiwv in 10: 22 describe 

Cornelius. From such a characterization it is obvious that Cornelius (and his 

household) is not pagan. He exhibits conduct similar to that of pious Jews--generous 

almsgiving, a regular habit of prayer, doing righteousness (however that is defined) 22-- 

and which would have been taught at the synagogue. He is known and respected by the 

Jewish people. And his piety is expressed in language (i. e. EüßEßrj; II E6), upt1g, Six(xto; ) 

reserved by Luke for Jews whose devotion to God is exemplary and in keeping with the 

Old Testament ideal (compare Luke 1: 5-6; 2: 25-26; 23: 50-52; Acts 22: 12.23 At 

the same time it is quite clear that Cornelius (and his household) has not converted to 

Judaism. He is a Gentile. This is manifested by Peter's clarification that if God had not 

shown him otherwise, Jewish purity laws which forbade intimate association between 

Jews and Gentiles would have stopped him from visiting Cornelius (10: 28-29a), by the 

astonishment of Peter's Jewish Christian companions when they witnessed the bestowal 

of the Spirit on Cornelius (10: 45), and by the Jerusalem believers' criticism of Peter for 

having eaten with uncircumcised people (11: 3). Thus, the pious, uncircumcised 

Cornelius, benefactor of the Caesarean Jews, could well fit the portrait of a Gentile who 

is attracted by many beliefs and practices of Judaism, attends the synagogue, but never 

took the final step to become a convert. 

The syntax of 0o0o1)µEvo; tiöv OF-6v here, though, is noteworthy. The expression 

occurs without the article and is embedded in the middle of a list of characteristics, some 

22See the discussion in Chapter 1.1.3 (pp. 59-68). 
23Wilcox ("'God-Fearers"' 105-6) makes much of this comparison and as an interesting parallel 

draws attention to the second century A. D. saying in b. Sota 31a ascribed to R. Meir in which Job's 
"God-fearingness" is related to that of Abraham. 

2: 5 b 
cf 
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of which are likewise participial. It is also coordinated with ciua6PTjq, a term which is 

never assigned a technical nuance but always means "pious". In such a combination, 

perhaps serving to indicate the specific kind of piety Cornelius exhibited, it could 
designate monotheistic belief as plausibly as the name God-fearer. 

v. Acts 10: 35. `0 $oßovµcvoq canov xät Epyaýöµcvo; 8t1Catoßüv11v in 10: 35 is 

identified as the person in every nation whom God accepts. Again the grammatical 

construction is relevant: the one article governing compound participles implies the 

mutuality, not the distinctiveness, of the two actions, and the combination could 

represent a summation of the Jewish law. 24 Moreover, EV navtit 'evct seemingly means 

that both Jews and Gentiles who manifest these characteristics are in mind. 25 

vi. Acts 13: 16.26. In Paul's address in the synagogue at Pisidian Antioch the 

crucial phrase occurs twice. It forms part of Paul's initial salutation (13: 16)--ävöpcS 

'Ißpc i Itat xai of Ooßov}. tcvot tiöv 6cöv--and part of the resumptive appeal when Paul 

comes to the heart of his sermon (13: 26)-- fv8pe; &S&? 4ot, utoi ye'voug 'Aßpaäµ xat of £V 

{v Ooßovµcvot iöv OF-6V. Comparison with the other compound vocatives in Acts, 

especially with 6cv5pES 'IouSaiot xai of xaiotxovvticS'Icpou6aXi t nävtES in 2: 1426 which 

captures the sense of pious Jews and proselytes from all nations who are resident in 

Jerusalem (2: 5,9-11), suggests that'Iapagmucat/viol. yEvouS 'Aßpaäµ and oi. Ooßovµcvot 

iöv 8cöv could be regarded as attributes applied to the same persons; 27 and the vocative 

use of &&24ot elsewhere in Acts (cf. 2: 29,37; 3: 17; 22: 1), limited to Jewish speakers 

who were seeking to establish a point of contact with crowds in Jerusalem or in 

distinctly Jewish settings, would support the Jewish background of Paul's audience. 

Yet it is arguable that the salutations designate Jews and Gentiles respectively, that 

is to say, that Paul is addressing Jewish and Gentile worshippers. Several reasons can 

be cited. (1) The anarthrous state of the other vocatives in the compound highlights the 

article modifying the participle. Such grammatical construction suggests two separate 

24See the discussion of this phrase in Chapter I. 1.3 (esp. pp. 66-68). 
25See p. 58 n. 65. 
26j: x?, rlpOTpäx1jXOt xoiti änEP' µ11TOti xap&iats xat To? S x (v in 7: 51 is similar, but the 

salutations in 4: 8; 7: 2; and 22: 1 are different. For other examples see Moulton 3: 35. 

27Lake, Beginnings 5: 86. 
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groups. (2) 'Ev vµiv qualifying of $oßovµcvoi. toy OFÖV (v. 26) in a speech aimed to 

appeal can hardly connote that some Jews in the audience were more pious than the rest. 
A more natural purpose for the prepositional phrase is to draw a distinction of race: { iv 
is the whole congregation, "sons of Abraham" are the Jews, and "those who fear God" 

are the Gentiles who worshipped in the synagogues but who were not proselytes. 28 (3) 

of $oßovµcvot 'rOV 6&ÖV is combined with terms indicating status, specifically that in 

relationship to the Old Testament covenants. None of these points alone nor the sum 

total of them clinches the argument that of 4oßovµcvot 'röv 6cöv has a technical sense here, 

but the assertion that of 4oßo16µcvot rov 6cöv does not refer to Gentile worshippers in the 

synagogue is undermined. 

2.2. oeßö wvog röv Oeov 

I "PoµaL appears only ten times in the New Testament, and eight of these 

appearances are in Acts. The two exceptions, Mark 7: 7 and its exact parallel Matt 15: 9, 

are in the quotation from Isa 29: 13 illustrating Jesus' criticism of the Pharisees' 

hypocrisy (t(Mjv SE aEßovtiai W). Of the other occurrences, Acts 18: 13 and 19: 27 are 

non-participial and thus generally considered to be irrelevant for the current discussion. 

19: 27 does show, though, that aipoµat can bear various meanings for Luke. There the 

verb refers to the worship of Artemis, the patron goddess of Ephesus. 29 

The six relevant instances of aE(3ogm are associated with Paul's ministry in the 

communities of the Jewish diaspora. 

vii. Acts 13: 43. Twv asßoµ. Evwv npooq 'rcov is frankly puzzling. In the first place, 

the words introduce proselytes unexpectedly into the story. This is a sociological group 

28In a different way Lake and Cadbury (4: 153) point out the value that the prepositional phrase 
has for determining the meaning of ot ýo(3oüµ£vot Töv 8c6`v. According to them ýv vµiv in p45 B fits 
better if of 4, oßotSµcvot tiöv 8cdv means devout; v 71I v in AD 81, if the participial expression means 
Gentile God-fearers. This proposed correspondence is irrelevant. Whether rjµiv or vµiv is original, the 
pronoun has the present company in mind and still draws a distinction (perhaps sociological) between 

viol yevous `Aßpaäµ and of Ooßoüµcvot Tav 8cdv. Interestingly, this prepositional phrase leads Lake 
(Beginnings 5: 87) to admit that the probability seems on the side of our interpretation of of Ooßoüµcvot 

tiöv 8cöv; but he maintains also, rightly I think (see below), that "the passage is not enough to prove 
that 4oßoüµcvot To'v 8c6v would have meant this if the context had not suggested it". 

29Compare cvßcßcTTC in 17: 23. This meaning is exceptional in NT usage, but the application 
is common in Judeo-Christian literature elsewhere (e. g. Wis 15: 6,18; Bel 3,4,23; Diogn. 2.7). 
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which was not previously mentioned but which may have been included under the 

heading 'Iapa 1rtT(x. in 13: 16.30 More saliently the expression juxtaposes two 

supposedly technical terms: Gentiles who have converted to Judaism (zzpoarjXutot) are 

differentiated by virtue of the act of circumcision from Gentile sympathizers who fail to 

take the decisive step for admission to Judaism (i. e. ac3Ö4cvot). 31 Even if there were 

evidence to show that the Jewish diaspora communities were lax in their interpretation 

of what conversion to Judaism entailed and thus cause to argue that the vital distinction 

between proselytes and Gentile sympathizers was sometimes ignored, the grammatical 

construction cannot simultaneously expresss two technical ideas. To circumvent this 

anomaly, it has been suggested that npoanaviwv is a gloss or a careless editorial slip32 or 

that a xai may have fallen out; 33 yet the fact that no extant manuscript evidence points 

this way certainly weakens these possibilities. A simple explanation, but a completely 

logical one, would be to remove the technical status of aE ßo t¬vwv and let the participle 

function as an adjective denoting the piety of the proselytes. 34 Viewed from this 

syntactical perspective, aeßop vwv may serve to place these Gentile converts on equal 

footing with the Jews. 35 

viii. Acts 13: 50. This verse, the concluding incident of the apostles' ministry in 

Pisidian Antioch, states that the Jews stirred up persecution against Paul and Barnabas 

by means of iäg acßopevaS yuvaixaS tä Eh riµovac xai iovS rcpwTouS Tr q n6X oS. Luke's 

wording, distinguishing between the instigators of the persecution and the executors of 

30Siegert, "Gottesfürchtige" 130. 
311n this regard mention can be made of a fragmentary epitaph from the Jewish catacomb on 

Via Appia which is restored as'Io]i a npooij[? 'ros... 9]coßcß(rj)[S (E. M. Smallwood, "The Alleged 

Jewish Tendencies of Poppaea Sabina", JTS n. s. 10 [1959] 331). Here the difficulty is not only the 
juxtaposition of two technical terms (if 8coocßrj; can be so understood) but also the feminine gender. 

32E. g. Haenchen 397 n. 5; Conzelmann 77; Roloff 209; U. Becker, "Conversion/ 

7tpo n? 'to; ", NIDNTT 1: 361. 
33Neil 160; Hanson 146. 
34E. g. Lake, Beginnnings 5: 88; Marshall 229; Bruce (Greek) 272-73. 
351f this interpretation is correct, it is curious, admittedly, given that the synagogue audience 

may have included Gentile "God-fearers" (cf. 13: 16,26), that only Jews and proselytes are recorded as 

responding to Paul's message. A common reply (and the reason that npoolIXI'to v is often supposed to 

be an early scribal gloss) is that the specific mission to the Gentiles does not occur until v. 47. This 

heilsgeschichtliche interpretation of the sequence of events--a mission to the circumcised followed by a 

mission to the Gentiles--is the essence of Bertholet's argument equating C'=" 'X-, I and a and 

making one class of Gentiles associated with the synagogue, namely, the circumcised Gentile 

(Bertholet, Stellung der Israeliten 330). 
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the persecution, implies that whereas the former were Jews, the latter (the women and 

the leading men of the city) were Gentiles. It is suggested, further, since the Jews were 

able to elicit the help of the "God-fearing" women, that the women were known to the 

Jewish community. 36 Yet there is nothing in Luke's choice of words nor in the 

immediate context which would require iäs aeßop va; yuvaixaS to refer to women who 

had no more than a loose affiliation with Judaism. The women could have been known 

to the Jews because they were converts to Judaism. 37 

ix. Acts 16: 14. F. e(3o t vrr zbv eeöv characterizes Lydia, a seller of purple from the 

city of Thyatira, who becomes the first convert in Europe mentioned in Luke's story. 

She is obviously a prosperous business woman, for she is able to invite Paul and his 

companions to stay in her home during their sojourn in Philippi. Whether she is also a 

Gentile is less certain. It is generally presumed so, and her name which was well- 

known especially in Latin literature could point in that direction. 38 What is definite is 

that she has had some contact with Judaism for Paul encounters her at a Jewish 

gathering for prayer. Given these details, 6e43o i¬vi zbv eeöv may be no more than the 

most natural way to describe Lydia's presence at Jewish prayer--because she feared 

God--without delineating what her precise relationship with Judaism was. Yet it is 

salient that the participial phrase is the sole comment on Lydia's piety, and as such the 

phrase appears to presuppose a definition which the readers would know and may imply 

status. 39 

x. Acts 17: 4. Among those responding to Paul's teaching in the synagogue at 

Thessalonica are tiwv aeßop. vwv ̀ E7 Xi vwv nriloo; no? yuvau vie iwv npwzwv ovx öiyat 
. 

The background of those called aeßöµevoi, seems plain enough. Although the Bezan text 

36Josephus provides evidence of prominent Greek and Roman women who financially and 
personally assisted the Jewish synagogues. Celebrated examples are Queen Helena of Adiabene (Ant. 
20.51-52) and probably Nero's wife Poppaea (Ant. 20.195). 

37Haenchen 399. 
38Alternatively, the name of the woman could be connected with the fact that Thyatira was a 

Lydian city. See Lake and Cadbury 4: 191 and Bruce (Greek) 314. 
39Wilcox's objection to ßgßo t vil in this instance bearing a technical sense--"In view of the 

reserve towards dealings with women expressed in certain of the Jewish sources, it seems somewhat 
surprising that Paul is shown as staying at her house, all the more so if she were a mere 'adherent' and 
not a full member of the synagogue" (Wilcox, "'God-Fearers"' 111)--has no basis. It misrepresents, 
first, Paul, who affirmed the equality of men and women "in Christ", and, second, the order of the 

events which clearly shows the invitation to stay in Lydia's home to have been issued after Lydia 

became a believer and was baptized. 
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(and also p74 A 33) blurs the description by inserting a xai between 6£ßo46vcov and 

IcEkkAvwv, according to the wording of the generally accepted text (X B E'P vgmss), 40 

acßoµEVwv qualifies `EXX vwv , the common opposite of 'Iou8ai(wv in Acts, 41 and shows 

that in addition to some Jews (the assumed antecedent of Tiveq iý ainwv), 42 God-fearing 

Greeks who had some kind of a connection with the synagogue accepted Christianity. 

xi. Acts 17: 17. In 17: 17 zoIS'Iou8aiot; xät zoIS aEßo i ot; defines Paul's audience 

in the synagogue at Athens. Since the two articles seemingly make two distinct 

groups, 43 the juxtaposition of Jews and acß6JEvot, comparable to the 'Iou&LIot xai 

"E? rlvcc describing Paul's audiences in the synagogues at Iconium (14: 1) and Corinth 

(18: 4), probably marks the second group as non-Jews. 

xii. Acts 18: 7. E. e134tevoc tiöV 6EÖV describes Titius Justus, in whose home next 

door to the synagogue Paul sf tegically based his mission in Corinth after being evicted 

from the synagogue. The sequence of events in verses 4-7 suggests that Titius Justus 

became a Christian through Paul's preaching in the synagogue. The double name44 

shows that he was also a Roman citizen and possibly, although the names do not 

conclusively prove so, a Gentile. 

40Arguably the coordinate could be retained (see Ramsay, St. Paul 235-36 [he opts for the 
reading of the Western text]); but as aEßdji vot is found nowhere else joined to "EXXrlvEs, it does 
present the more difficult reading (Ropes 3: 162). In any case, separating the participle from the 
restrictive `EXXývwv only suggests that the Western reviser thought of aEßög¬vot were Jews; it does 
not prove this (Lake and Cadbury 4: 204). 

41Acts 14: 1; 18: 4; 19: 10,17; 20: 21; 21: 28. 
42While it is possible for 'n, vEq El; aüTwv to be qualified by 'r@v 'tE aeßogcvwv `Exxrjvwv 

zrA, joos Tto? yuvatKwV 'CE 'rcov itpdrtwv ovK 62ayat, it would be exceptional (though admittedly not 
impossible) for no Jews to respond positively to Paul's message, the more so since in this instance the 
mission does follow the Lukan pattern of partial acceptance-jealousy-persecution-expulsion. 

43Wilcox ("'God-Fearers"' 112-13) interprets aEßo. L vote in light of the theatre inscription 
from Miletus which reads tönnoS Ei'ou&cov twv Kai 9Eo E3iov and therefore reserves judgement on the 
meaning of the participle here. But surely does not the marked difference in grammatical construction 
make this analogy and thus Wilcox's conclusion false? On the Miletus inscription, see L. Robert, 
Nouvelles Inscriptions de Sardes (1964) 1: 39-45, esp. 41-42; B. Lifshitz, "Du nouveau sur les 
'Sympathisants"', JSJ 1 (1970) 77-84; and H. Hommel, "Juden and Christen im kaiserzeitlichen Milet. 
Überlegungen zur Theaterinschrift", IM 25 (1975) 167-95; cf. H. Bellen, "Euya Twv'IouSaiwv Kai 
Oo Eßwv. Die Aussage einer bosporanischen Freilassungsinschrift (CIRB 71) zum Problem der 
'Gottesfürchtigen"', JAC 8 (1965) 171-76. 

44There is cause from the reading of A Dgr* IF (preferred by Ropes 3: 173) to omit Tt'tiou (or 

Turou, K). This makes for the interesting possibility that 6Eßop. you rO'v OEÖV explicates 'Io'S tou, 
just as uct c itapaKkrjßEws in 4: 36 could be said to expound Bapva(3äs. But the possibility remains no 

more than remote, for the textual evidence (p74 B*) is in favour of retaining Tt'rtöu (for the arguments 

see Metzger 462-63) and the telltale gE0epgr1veu6gEvov or the like (cf. 4: 36; 13: 8) is missing. 
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3. The Evaluation of the Data 

The above survey of the linguistic evidence in Luke-Acts demonstrates why the 

technical sense of 4)o0ovµevot tiöv ecdv and ae0opEvot c6v ecdv has been challenged. First, 

the syntax of the participles is diverse. Theoretically, to express the technical sense 

"Gentile God-fearer", the participles should function substantivally, having an 

accompanying article and the accusative tiöv eedv or, if the point be stretched, the 

equivalent pronominal accusative. Such combinations occur only in Acts 10: 35; 13: 16, 

26; and Luke 1: 50. Otherwise, Luke employs the anarthrous participle combined with 

the nominal accusative (Acts 10: 2,22; 16: 14; 18: 7), once negated (Luke 18: 2); the 

articular participle without the accompanying accusative (Acts 17: 17); and the anarthrous 

participle without the accompanying accusative in an attributive position modifying an 

articular noun (Acts 13: 43,50; 17: 4). The missing article in Acts 10: 2,22; 16: 14; and 

18: 7 could be attributed to the fact that in these verses the expression accompanies a 

proper noun; and given the composite set of data, the omission of the identifying 

accusative may represent an abbreviated form of the expressions. 45 However, the 

curious combination oi. aeßdµcvot npoarjA, utot in Acts 13: 43 advises caution. We must be 

prepared to say that the participles may be used in more ways than one. 

This is borne out by the second observation. The significance of the 

expressions varies. 'oßovµcvoq tiöv ecov in Acts 10: 2,22,35 occurs in a list of 

qualities, mostly participial; and synonymous with evaeßijs (cüX(xßric), it seems to 

describe character, namely, the attitude of reverence detailed especially in the Psalter. 

Similarly, aeßöµcvot in Acts 13: 43 must mean devout. These are in contrast with 

acßopzvrj/aeßöµevoq iöv eeov which could describe the status of Lydia (Acts 16: 14) and of 

Titius Justus (Acts 18: 7) in relation to the proseuche or the synagogue. Besides the 

difference in content, there is a variation in application. The phrases refer to different 

kinds of people, although, with the exception of Luke 1: 50 and Luke 18: 2, Gentiles 

associated with Judaism in some way seem to be in view. This is clearest in the case of 

Cornelius but can be backed up by zwv aeßo . 
tvuv `E ývwv (if that is the correct reading) in acts 17: 4 

45Siegert, "Gottesfürchtige" 137. 
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and by the resemblance between the more common 'Iou8oCtot icdt °EA) ivec, when used 

with reference to the synagogue (Acts 14: 1; 18: 4), and oi'Iou&Iot KaL of 6Ef o4£vot (Acts 

17: 17), perhaps even ä v6pES'IaparjXizat xdt of Ooßovj vot Tov 6Edv (Acts 13: 16; cf. v. 

26). 

It is noticeable also that Luke's deployment of the two participial phrases does 

not appear like the free intermingling of synonyms; instead, there seems to be a 

conscious switch of terms at a very awkward place: the changeover occurs after Paul's 

message in the synagogue at Pisidian Antioch but before the Jewish rejection there. 

Examination of the usage of 4o1E'oµat and aEßoµat elsewhere does show, however, that 

attempts to disclaim the synonymity of these verbs do not follow. Although compared 

with the frequency of 4o13 oµat and its cognates the biblical instances of aeßo. «x are 

relatively rare (this contrasts with secular Greek usage where the converse prevails), the 

meanings of the two verbs overlap and in some texts the verbs are even variants. 46 To 

cite three examples only : in 3 Macc 3: 4 acDogevot r6v AEdv, occurring in parallel with 

"living according to the law", refers to the practices of the Jews in Alexandria and 

resembles Oßovµ. Evoi. tiov OF-6v in the Psalter; in Isa 66: 14 Toi; Ooßoup vot; aindv appears 

in BL in the place of tio-q a4ßoµevot; ainov; and the version of Isa 29: 13 cited in Matt 

15: 9 translates X n% the primary equivalent of OoßFoµaL in the Septuagint, with a6ßoµaa. 

The location of the linguistic shift at such an awkward place in Acts seems to 

suggest that the cause is one of authorial intent rather than of source material. If so, the 

preference for apßoµat among secular Greek authors may hint at the reason for the 

alteration: when the preaching of the gospel moved to the uncircumcised Gentiles 

(though not necessarily away from a Torah-centred piety), Luke "made the 

nomenclature appropriate to the setting". 47 The attractiveness of this explanation 

notwithstanding, it is strange that the change would occur before Paul's pronouncement 

of missionary intent in 13: 46-47. And this, in turn, allows for the great probability that 

46Cf. W. Mundle, "Fear/oößoc", NIDNTT 1: 622 and W. Günther, "Godliness/ßeßoµat", 

NIDNTT 2: 92-93. 
47H. J. Cadbury, The Making of Luke-Acts (1927) 225. See also Moulton 4: 61. 
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Luke's general fondness for synonyms and his irregular deployment of them, a feature 

easily demonstrated, 48 are the real cause of the lexical shift. 

Finally, the distribution and application of ýoßovµzvog and ar(3öpzvoc suggest that 

the participles are a function of Luke's purpose. With the exception of the Cornelius 

episode, they are found only in the accounts of Paul's missionary journeys. 

Furthermore, they belong to the initial stages of these missions and form part of a 

stereotyped pattern detailing Paul's approach to new areas: the preaching in the 

synagogue; the Jews, Gentiles, proselytes, or "God-fearers" converted by the 

preaching; the Jews' jealousy; Paul's subsequent ministry to the Gentiles; and his 

eviction from the synagogue or the city. There are conspicuous deviations from this 

pattern. The accounts of the missions in Iconium, Berea, and Ephesus do not include 

the relevant expressions, although on those occasions the omission probably reflects 

Luke's abbreviated reporting or his fondness for synonyms rather than the absence of 
I Gentiles. More importantly, at the mission in Pisidian Antioch, in 13: 50, L6.4 fearing 

ap-ßol. t'aS qualifies the people who follow not Paul but the Jews in their persecution of 

Paul. 

4. The Terms: Descriptive or Technical? 

From these details what can we conclude? First, the synonyms Ooßoupzvoc tiöv 

OEÖv and aeß6JEvo; tiöv 6E6v and their equivalents as used by Luke cannot be 

automatically assumed to designate a particular religious class. The assumption 

becomes valid only when the context hints that the people so designated cannot be Jews 

or considered to be Jews, either by birth or by conversion, but are Gentiles and Gentiles 

who are associated in some way with Judaism. There are instances when these criteria 

are met, and there are instances when they are not and the expressions mean simply 

"devout". Second, given the unity of Luke's story and his way of telling it, it is 

probable that when the expressions are used of Gentiles, their frequently abbreviated 

form and the suspected descriptive meaning" religious" or "pious" can be explained by 

Luke's having used Cornelius to set the paradigm for the particular group of 

48H. J. Cadbury, "Four Features of Lucan Style", in FS P. Schubert (1966) 87-102. 
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uncircumcised Gentiles who feared God in the way the Jews were commanded to. 

Third, despite their irregular syntax and application, the expressions cannot be 

dismissed as having no historical basis. Even if Luke's choice and deployment of the 

terminology are not based on his source material, his information for such characters, 

however much he has refashioned their role and recast their identities, comes from 

earlier tradition. In this regard it is noteworthy that the pattern of the Pauline mission is 

not always consistent: sometimes the God-fearers follow Paul; at other times they join 

forces more firmly with the Jews. 

These inferences, though seemingly quite obvious, are often overlooked both by 

those who blindly accept that every occurrence of ooßovµEvoc töv BEdv and (YepopEvoq'töv 

BEÖV in Acts denotes an uncircumcised Gentile who attends the synagogue and by those 

who outwardly reject the hypothesis. The inferences can also be backed up 

linguistically and historically from extrabiblical data. Briefly, since this is not our stated 

purpose, a few examples will illustrate. 

Linguistically, Josephus's sole use of acßdµcvot 'töv Ocdv, in Ant. 14.110, 

provides an excellent control for Lukan usage: "But no one need wonder that there was 

so much wealth in our temple, for Tt6vi6)v twv xatiä tiiiv oi, xoi viiv 'Io &t ov IC& 

aEßopzvwv 'töv 6Edv, even those from Asia and Europe, had been contributing to it for a 

very long time". The crucial words have been translated (a) "all the Jews throughout the 

inhabitable world and those who worshipped God", acßoµevwv töv 9Edv marking a class 

distinct from the Jews49 and (b) "all the Jews worshipping God throughout the world", 

aEßoµEvwv 'töv OEdv being a further description of those who are called I01)8aiwv . 
5Ö For 

two reasons, namely, the logic of the context and the matter of Greek idiom, the second 

translation can be rejected in favour of the first, as R. Marcus 51 has shown. While the 

appositional "even those from Asia and Europe" could qualify the entire compound 

subject, a better balance is made in the nominative phrase when the appositive refers 

only to a4ßopzvwv r6v 6Edv. This implies that the determinative xai is better understood 

49Loeb Library edition of Josephus translated by R. Marcus. 
50Lake, Beginnings 5: 85. 
51Marcus, "Sebomenoi " 248-49. 
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as coordinate than as epexegetic. In the case of grammar, the omission of the article 

before the participle need not be the result of a hendiadys; it may indicate two different 

classes associated in the same activity or state. 52 Obviously Josephus could have 

distinguished between 'IouWtot and aEßöievot more precisely by writing t& v 'Iou&aiwv 

xai tiWv 6EßoWvwv. . But, equally, it must be admitted that had he wanted to identify 

ac OWvot with'Iou&aiot, a clearer grammatical phrasing would have been something like 

tiwv' Iou&aiwv tiwv aeßOWVwv 'thy e&cv. 

Various classical authors manifest an awareness of two groups of Gentiles 

associated with Judaism: the uncircumcised who are attracted by the monotheistic 

beliefs and ethical practices and who observe some regulations; the circumcised who 

have fully adopted the Jewish way of life. The classical sources also indicate that often 

the preliminary step leads in subsequent generations (or in the same generation) to the 

second step. A celebrated example of this two-stage process is Juvenal's Satire 14. 

Among the illustrations of the deleterious influences of paternal example on offspring, 

Juvenal mentions the Roman father who worships the Jewish God on the sabbath, 

observes some dietary prescriptions (notably abstinence from pork), and whose son 

eventually becomes a proselyte, even to the point of abandoning Roman law for Jewish 

law (Sat. 14.96). He calls such a father "Sabbath-fearer" (metuens sabbata pater). 

Although Juvenal's label can be no more technical than Luke's, it does indicate the 

existence of two distinct classes of Gentiles associated with Judaism. 

As for the archaeological evidence, this is probably an argument from silence for 

both those claiming the existence of God-fearers and those disclaiming it. 53 Once this is 

acknowledged, a main support for Kraabel's argument is removed. The evidence from 

the synagogues cited (if indeed they all are synagogues)54 is from periods later than the 

52KvpoS 8e avvxa? bag coos 6tiparyjyovc xoii ? oxayov5 tv `Ex?, (0v in Xenophon, Anab. 

1.7.2 is a case in point. Marcus ("Sebomenoi " 248) also states, "Lake is correct in saying that we may 

assume that Josephus follows the rules of Greek grammar in this passage, but this supposition does not 

support his translation. Au contraire, it helps to refute it". 

53However, Dr. J. Reynolds of Newnham College, Cambridge has strengthened her belief that 

the Ocoocpc% in the recently discovered inscription from the Aphrodisias (Asia) synagogue designates a 

group distinct from proselytes and ethnic Jews and probably refers to Gentile God-fearers. 
54See the discussion and bibliography in T. W. Finn , "The God-fearers Reconsidered", CBQ 

47 (1985) 78-79. 
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respective histories of the buildings. The building at Dura may date back into the 

second century, but the inscriptions do not. Further, the overriding concern for Jews, 

to the exclusion of Gentiles, which is manifested by the extant evidence may easily 

reflect, on the one hand, the dire political and social consequences of the Jews of the 

first and second centuries A. D. which produced an inward-looking Judaism concerned 

with survival and, on the other hand, the theological consequences of strict adherence to 

the Torah which recognized only the circumcised as part of Judaism. 

In conclusion then, while we must be circumspect with our interpretation of the 

occurrences of ooßovµcvoc iöv 6eov and ßcßöµcvo; iöv 6cöv in Acts, there is cause to 

affirm the existence of a group of Gentiles who, though drawn by the beliefs and 

practices of Judaism, refused to take the decisive step of actually becoming a Jew and 

the employment of the expressions ooßovµcvog rov 6c6v and ßcßöµcvo; iov 8cöv on 

occasion to designate this group (although the meaning comes from the context, not 

from the expressions themselves). There is also cause to think that some of these 

Gentiles (or their offspring) became Christians just as some became proselytes or 

members of the syncretistic cults and that these converts could have formed the link 

between the Jewish and pagan sectors of the early church. Our response to those 

scholars challenging the "God-fearers" hypothesis is aptly summed up by T. M. Finn: 

the hypothesis "calls for revision but not outright rejection". 55 

55Finn, "God-fearers" 84. This appendix was compiled before the publication of Finn's article. 
Although our primary intents differ--his being historical in response to Kraabel, mine being more 
linguistic in response to Wilcox--it is reassuring to have one's conclusions verified. 
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